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INTRODUCTION

I. Ibii Taymiyya 's Opponents

md his Refutation of the Logicians

1

In 709/1309, Taqj al-Din [bn Taymiyya spent eight months in a

MamlQk prison in Alexandria,
1 There he apparently received some

visitors whose identity we do not know but who had strong leanings

towards philosophy. 2 Though his interest up till that time lay in

confuting the metaphysical doctrines of the philosophers, he there

made up his mind to write a refutation of logic, which he thought to

be the ultimate source of the erroneous metaphysical doctrines

espoused by the philosophers.
1
His critique culminated in a substantial

tome
r
aLRadd ala al-Mantiqiyyin^ one of the most devastating attacks

ever levelled against the logic upheld by the early Greeks, the later

commentators, and their Muslim followers.

The richly documented biographical and bio- bibliographical

accounts of Ibn Taymiyya by contemporary and later biographers

and historians enable us to understand both his declared and latent

1 Kami, al-Kawdkib ahDurriyya, 180-1. Taqi at- Din Aba iLl-'Ahhik Ahmad b.

’AM al- Halim b. at-"lmad b. Muhammad Ibn Taymiyya al-Hsnbuli was born al Harran
ui Syria in 661/1*63, anJ from 667/1269 lived in Damascus, having fled Harrin as a

consequence of 1 he Mongol invasion. Moss of his life was spent in Damascus and Cairo,
the chief cities of the Mamluk. slate, He spent & toLal of over six years of his life in

prison as the result of ilk campaign against contemporary ultima, particularly the Sufis,

and their prominent spiritual! leaders. Ibn Taymiyya's career was documented in relative

detail. Some of the important primary works giving biographical accounts of [bn

Taymiyya are: ibn Kathir. ai-Bidaya wal-Nihaya, niv, 134-411; Kutubl, Fmwif ai-Wafaydf

,

i- 44-58; Karml, ai-KawAkib nj-Dumyya, 138-1311 BukMri, a! Qtm I at-Jaii, iOu-35;
I bn at-'lmid, Shadharat ul-Dhakah, vL Su-6, Dhahabl, Tadhkiraml-Ihiffqi

,

iv. 1496-81
AIM, M’ til-'Aynayn. 57 ff. and /wjm; ShawkirtJ, ai-Badr <d-faii\ j„ 63-72.
Secondary sources include the following: Brockelmattn, Geschichte, suppl, ii. 119-26;
Laoust, ‘La Biographic*, 115-62; idem, Esjai', 634-40, for a list of biographical
references; idem, 'L'lnfLuenec\

1 5 fff. ; idem,
HLe Reformisrne’, 27-47; Little, ‘Detention

of Itin Taymiyya*, 31a ff.; Haque, 'Ibn Taymiyya*, 796-819; Encyclopaedia 0/ island,
in. 951-5, s.v. ‘Ibn Taymiyya' (by H. Laousl}; Abu Zahra, Ibn Taymiyya. For a

psychological profile see Little, 'Did ibn Taymiyya Have a Screw Loose?', 93-111.
Ibn Taymiyya, al-Rad<t

t idem, Juhd, 82 (Translation, pur. 3, below). On the
numerous visitors he received In the Alexandrian prison, see Sha'wkani. al-Badr aS-

T&ti', i. 69,
1

Sec hk al-Kadd, 3. and Jahd, «j (Translation, par. 3, below).



Introductionxit

motives in writing against the logicians, it is not difficult to see the

reasons behind his biting attacks against that logic which he deemed
the sole agent leading to the philosophical doctrines of the eternity

of the world, the nature and attributes of God, the hierarchy

and mediatory role of the Intelligences, prophethood, the creation

of the Quran, etc. All these teachings, as espoused by the philo-

sophers, stood in stark contrast to what he perceived to be the Sunni

Weltanschauung that was dictated by the letter of the Quran and the

Surma of the Prophet. But markedly less obvious in his attacks on

logic are undercurrents of resentment against what he viewed in a

good number of other treatises as the most dangerous of all threats

which lay in the heart of Islam,
4

namely, speculative mysticism

propounded by such influential figures as Ibn Sabin (d. 669/1270),

GunawT (d. 673/1274), Tilinisani (d. 690/1291), and above all I bn

"Arab! (d. 638/1.240). We must emphasize, however, that it was

only pantheistic mysticism which he opposed, for he- himself was a

member of the traditional, non-Ittihadi Sufi orders, particularly that

of 'Abd al-Qadir al-JTU.
5

Ibn Taymiyya could hardly avoid criticizing the logical foundations

of speculative mysticism since he categorically rejected the doctrine

of the Unity of Existence (wahdatal-wujud) t its logical underpinnings,

and its relationship to platonic philosophy. His continuous struggle

against the IttihadI Sufis had begun much earlier and earned him a

number of stays in Mamlot prisons from 705/1305 onwards. In fact,

his aforementioned imprisonment in Alexandria four years later was

the unhappy result of a demonstration by more than five hundred

apparently IttihSdi Sufis who complained to the Sultan about Ibn

Taymiyya’s belligerent preachings against their spiritual leaders,
7

In

an attempt to appreciate the full force of his critique „ one can hardly

overstress the importance of what he perceived to be the cancerous

threat of lull's udi Sufism, which he thought to be more calamitous

than the invasion of the Mongols.4

Even if we were to reduce the objects of Ibn Taymiyya’s attacks to

the writings of Ibn Sina and Ibn Arabi. and set aside his scathing

1

Sec fl- -8 below.
5 See Makdisi, 'The Hanbaii School artel Sufism', 515-36, esp, m ff,

43 Kunni. al-Kmvakib al-Duffiyya, 177 ft.; Laoust, Essai, uj if., 132 ff.

7
K&mli, al'Ktiwakib ai-f>umyya, rBo; Little, ‘Detention of Ibn Taymiyya', jt2.

9 Tawhiti at-Rubdbiyya, 132, and AJusT, Jett' al-
r

Aynayn ,
8H, for his. letter 10 ah

Sliaykh ai-Manbd ji

.
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/. Ihn Taymiyya's Refutation mi

and massive criticism of countless other philosophical, mystical,

theological, and sectarian doctrines, we would still come to the

realization that what I bn Taymiyya was fighting against amounted to

everything that directly or indirectly derived from what was termed
4

the ancient sciences' (uturn al-awa'il).
9
Ihn Sina’s cosmology had for

its foundation Aristotelian- Ptolemaic doctrines with a Neoplatonic

structure in which the emanationist philosophy of being was thoroughly

incorporated. His logic was manifestly Aristotelian but not without

Stoic and Neoplatonic influences. Likewise, Ihn 'Arab! made use of

the Platonic Ideas, and his cosmology integrated not only the

pseudo-Em pedoclean doctrines of Ibn Masarra {d. 3 19/931) but

above all Alexandrian elements as found in the doctrines of Ikhrwan

al-Safa\ Admittedly, the latter were indebted to the teachings of

Pythagoras and Nichomachus, particularly in their treatment of the

metaphysics of number. They were no less indebted to Jabir b,

Hayyan (d. 160/776), who was in turn influenced by Plato, Pythagoras,

and Apollonius as well as by Indian and Hermetic sources, 10

More significantly, however, later $ufism, particularly that of Ibn

"Arab!, show's affinity with the philosophy of Ibn Sina,
JI

especially

with regard to wahdat al-wujud, the doctrine that generated the

fiercest attacks by Ibn Taymiyya. Ibn Slna’s cosmogony stresses the

relation of contingent beings to the Necessary, Absolute Being, and

the effusion of the former from the latter. While the effused universe

is distinguished from this Being, the generated universe none the less

maintains a unitary relationship with the source of its own existence.

Thus it is argued that, although the rays of the $un are not the sun

itself* they are not. other than the sun.
12

Ibn Arab!, like many
speculative Sufis, upheld this doctrine and argued the impossibility

of two independent orders of reality. And in anticipation of Ibn

’ArabL Ibn Sina, departing from this unitary emanative scheme,

seems to have held that the gnostic is capable of attaining a complete

union with God. 1 * We shall later return to the crucial ramifications

of such mystical and philosophic positions, at least as ibn Taymiyya

9
Sec c-g. his Jahd, 176 (TransJation L par. [67, bclo-w), where he speak? of ihc

influence the philosopher? had over the Sufis anti others. See alto d-Radd, 186-7.
,fl

See Nasr, CotmoJoghai Doctrines, 37 ~ 8.

11 a Morcwetfgc, 'Emurtalionism and SMigiil
1

, 171 Anawali, 'Philosophy, Theology,

and Mysticism", 3 74 -ft.

17
Nasr, Cosmological Doctrines, 202-3.

13
Hmifrcn, ‘Avicenna and Mysticism’, ai 6 ff., esp. 319;. Morewedge, 'Enttnatiunism

ajad Sufism*, 13- [4.
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XIV Introduction

perceived them, but for the moment shall merely assert that for all

these teachings, however philosophically variegated they may be*

Ibn Taymiyya held the logic of Aristotle and of those who followed

him to be the ultimate culprit. His grievance against logic was not

simply that it existed, but rather that it existed in and infested

the core of the Islamic religious sciences. He certainly had serious

doubts about logic as the organon of philosophy and metaphysics,

but when logic penetrated the pale of Sunni theology and produced

such philosophical theologians as Fakhr al-Din al-RassT (d. 606/1209),

AmidI (d, 632/1234), and Urmawl (d. 682/1283), Ibn Taymiyya dearly

felt an alarming threat that should be rebuffed. His, then, was

the critique of a logic that brought under its wings not only

Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, Ibn Sina, and the rest of the Arabic

philosophers/
4
but also, and I think primarily, the pantheistic Sufis,

the ShHs and the speculative theologians {akl al-kaldm}.
L1

2

The reader of Ibn Taymiyya's works cannot but be struck by his

extraordinary ability to define and isolate the crucial and fundamental

principles upon which the most complex systems of thought are

erected. He was never distracted by the multiplicity and variety of

uses to which logic was put in Islamic religious discourse.. Nor did he

attempt, as more recent critics have done/*1

to refute or argue

against the many secondary, and sometimes marginal, suppositions

and postulates of logical doctrines. Instead, he took up a few. but

most central and fundamental, logical principles and by undermining

them attempted to demolish the entire edifice of logic and, con-

sequently, that of metaphysics as well. Ultimately, his concern rested

with the theories of definition (hadd) and the categorical syllogism,

for which he adopted the rarely used Arabic fora qiyas at-shumul ,

1 '

It is not difficult to understand why Ibn Taymiyya should have

chosen to attack the entire system of logic through the theories of

14
‘Arabic' and not ‘Arab

1

philosophers (or logicians) is used advisedly here: to

characterize 41 logicians- who #rote in the Arable language iffrespective of their ethnic

origin. On (his matter, we go along with Reseller's views expressed in his article 'The

Impact of Arabic Philosophy', 1 47
l ' Cf. the opinion of Laousl, ‘Le F^formpmc 1

, ;J3 ff.

14
e.g. KAshif aldhiti’, Naqd at-Ara* ai-Mantiqiyya Mushkit&tiha.

17
to fact, he may have coined the term. To the ties! o£ ray knowledge, none of the

logical works employs this expression.
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i. Ibn Taymiyya’s Refutation xv

definition and syllogistic* - Since the beginning of the fourth /tenth

century, Arabic Logicians had held that the acquisition of knowledge,

as well as the principles governing the correct uses of the methods

and processes by means of which knowledge is acquired, are the

tasks of logic .

18 As there must he some postulates presupposing the

acquisition of new knowledge, logic was seen as the sole tool through

which sound human knowledge can be derived and augmented. On
this view, then, logic stood not merely as a set of tautologies,

but equally served as an epistemic system, a theory of knowledge

proper. In this theory, it was emphasized that, to avoid an infinite

regress, the mind must be seen as proceeding from some « priori or

pre-existent axiomatic knowledge to new concepts (tasawwurdt) by

means of definitions. If we know, for instance, what 'rationality
1

and

'animality
1

are, we can form a concept in our minds of ‘man’, who is

defined as ‘a rational animal
1

. It is through definitions, then, that

concepts are formed ,

19

Once such concepts are acquired, the mind can proceed to a. more

active level of knowledge by predicating one concept of another.

If wc have formed the concepts of "man’ and ‘intelligent’, we
can formulate the judgement (tasdiq), true or false, that 'man is

intelligent '. 20 A still more developed stage of knowledge may lie

reached by constructing or ordering {ialif) judgements in such a

manner that we may obtain an inference—be it syllogistic, inductive,

analogical, or some other form of argument .

1

1

However, following in

the footsteps of Aristotle
,

22 Arabic logicians deemed the syllogism as

the only argument capable of yielding apodictic knowledge, and thus

they considered it the chief, indeed the only, tool which can bring

about ta$diq with certitude
23

In order to achieve a complete definition thadd tamtn), which is

the ultimate pursuit of the logician ,

24
there must be taken into

account the species (anwa'), the genera (aftias), and the differences

'*
Itoi Sihfi, Stefa*: Madkhal, 17; Rail, Tahrir, 34, and see Translation, par. 3, n. 4,

below,
19 Lawkari, Bayan ai-Meqq, i. 1*3-4; KM, Tahrtr, 7-13; GtiazaH, Maqaskl, 33-4.
' On tasawwur and ta$diq, sec Wolfson, The Terms Tastnvwur and Tasdrq', 114-19;

Saturn, ‘Avicenna
1

, 737-6],
11

See Ibn Slna, Najdt, 43 -4; idem, Stefa*: Madkhal, c ft ff
. ; Ghana IT, Maqteid, 35 -6.

22
Bochenski, Ancient Format Logic, 25,

2i
Sec c-g, Ibn Sfna, ffetjdt-, 43-4, in conj unclion with 69, 97; Yuliy4 b.

r

Att|, Tabytrt,

1S4, 183 (nos. 31, 21); Rftai, Tahrir, 24-5.
lI

Ghazili, Maqdsidt 34, acknowledges the essential hadd (definiiiun) as the sole

means to form a concept.

ovriahl
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xvi Introduction

(fusul) partaking in the composition of the definiendum. Failing

that, a property (khdssa) or a general accident {drad dmm) may he

employed in delimiting the definiendum, though such a delimitation

would not be a definition proper but merely a description (rorm).

Instead of the definition of man as
4
a rational animal

1

, a description

would be a laughing animal', laughing' being an accidental attribute.

In cither case, however, it is through Porphyry's five predicates that

a definition or a description may be obtained,

Complete or real definition, the highest objective of the definer,

requires a statement of the definiendum's quiddity, represented in

the essential attributes constituting the genus and the difference to

the exclusion of the property and the general accident. But in making

a statement of the quiddity, only the essence as essence must be

understood to be constitutive {muqawwim} of the quiddity. The

essence is that without which a thing having this essence can

never be an object of our apprehension. Nor does a thing, to be

characterized, require a cause other than its own essence, Blackness

is in itself a colour, not due to another factor rendering it a colour;

that which caused it to be blackness caused it first to be a colour/*

More important, the essence cannot, by definition, be removed from

a thing of which it is an essence, without removing that thing from

both mental and cxtramental existence: the essence as essence is

both Identical with, and the cause of, quiddity .

216

An essence in itself has no necessary connection with existence,

for existence is mpemdded to* and is not constitutive of, quiddity.

But existence may attach to the essence either in the mind or in the

external world. Genus and difference constitute the means (sabab)

that bring about the mental existence of the esse nee t while form and

matter make up the cause of the external existence when individuation

is realized.
2 ' Hence, essence considered as essence exists neither in

the mind nor in the external world .*5

When quiddity attaches to existence, it also becomes attached to

attributes that are accidental to it, but which are either separable

(mufariq) or inseparable from it (ghayr mafAriq) . The latter are

necessary to (ilazim), and constantly conjoined with, quiddity,

l -

l

’JTum, Shark at-fsh&rfi!,, i. lock
M

Ibid,
T

Ibid. i. 203 -3; I bn $jna, Najai,
- s Ibn $iita

r Skifd': Madkhal, 15; Tusi, Shark al*foh&rd( t i. 202-3; Marmiua,

‘Avicenna’s Chapter an Universal*.', 35, j6; cf. Rahman, ‘Essence and Existence^, jff.
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/. ibn Taymiyya's Refutation XVII

although they are neither constitutive nor a part of quiddity. In

contrast with 'figure*, which is the quiddity of a triangle, the attribute

necessary to, but separable from., such a quiddity is the triangle's

having angles equal to two right angles ,

29 The triangle's angles

amounting to two right angles represents a necessary quality of

triangles but cannot be possible prior to the formation of the figure

making up the quiddity of a triangle, A necessary, inseparable

attribute must thus presuppose a quiddity; and it is in this sense that

such an attribute is not constitutive .

30

In contrast to the necessary and inseparable attribute, the separable

attribute, by definition, neither attaches to, nor is necessarily

concomitant with, quiddity. The accidental nature of such a predicable

allows it to be attached to, or separated from, a subject according to

degrees. Youth, for instance, is ;t separable attribute that detaches

itself from man at a pace slower than does the position of sitting

down or standing tip .^ 1

Now, this philosophical doctrine of essence and accident was

propagated by Ibn Sina, whose writings on the issue represent the

culm i nation of a process that began at least as early as Aristotle, but

still served, in its Avicenniars form, as the basis of later philosophical

discourse. The doctrine puts forth two postulates that emerge as

salient features of the basic distinction between essence and accident.

These postulates require a distinction to be drawn between quiddity

and its existence t and also between essential and necessary, insepar-

able attributes. It is precisely these two distinctions,, together with

the more general but fundamental distinction between essence and

accident, that formed the chief target of Ibn Taymiyya’s criticism of

the larger issue of real, complete definition.

Against the foregoing distinction between essence and accident,

Ibn Taymiyya forcefully argues that there is nothing intrinsically

inherent and objective in such a distinction. That one attribute is

considered essential while another accidental is no more than a

convention {wad') according to which matters in the natural world

are viewed in a certain manner: and convention is nothing but the

result of what a group of people invents (takhtari') and agrees to use

or accepts as a norm. Just as a person can speak of man as a rational

animal, another cart speak of man as a laughing animal, A person

Ibn Snit, tshards, j. 199, 105-71 TfKi, Shark a/'-bfttfJvJf, j. zoi, 206-7.
1f

‘ T LiKi, Shark, d-hh&r&s, i. 206-7.
11

JUn Sina. ftftflrJf, i. 213.
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xvm Introduction

may, In agreement with Greek and Arabic logicians, deem colour an

essential attribute of redness and still refuse to take animality to be

an essential attribute of man.” For Ibn Taymiyya, the attributes of a

thing are those attached to it in extramental existence, nothing more

or less, and they are all of the same kind ,

33 Attempts at designating a

particular quality as essential while another as accidental are entirely

arbitrary. Besides, such a distinction presumably allows one to

conceive an essence abstracted from its necessary attributes, or more

concretely, it makes it possible to conceive a crow without, including

in our apprehension that it is black ,'
1 '

1 The distinction between

essential and accidental attributes is simply not found in the objective

world of things,’*

Such a distinction is thus man’s own creation and is relative to the

particular individual and his own perception of things in the world.

More specifically, the distinction is determined by one's own intention

(maqsad) as well as the language (lafz) that one uses to classify and

categorize these things .

36 Here. Ibn Taymiyya dearly anticipates the

more recent criticism voiced, among others, by Locke, According to

this criticism .

-'7
attributes arc neither essential nor accidental in

themselves, but can be so categorized according to our particular

view of, and subjective interest in, them. We define tables, for

instance, mainly on the basis of our interest in them and the function

they have in our lives, without any regard to their colours. If we

change the colour of a table from black to green, the change will be

considered accidental and thus will not effect a change In our real

definition of it. But if our interest in Cables lies in their colour, then

the same objective reality would be categorized rather differently,

and this difference is strictly a function of the language and words

that we use to label things existing in the objective world. Imagine a

language that does not have the universal term ‘table’ but instead

employs the term heebie’ for green tables, and howble’ for brown

tables, etc., since the interest of this language and those who speak it

lies in the colours of tables. Thus if a teeble is painted brown, it will

13
Ibn Taymiyya, at-ftvdd, 6ft (U. 18-21),

- Ibid, 68-9.
H

Ibid. 69.
M

Ibid. 68 » 70. 402, and p&vxim.
36

Ibid, 68 (II. 22-3): 'wa-hatlha iift'tF yatba' qasd al-muiakatli-m wa-ghayatah wa-ma

dalla ’alayhi bi-lafeibi, li yalfea' ai-hiiqa’Uj al>mwj»<la fi nafsiha/
37 An mlcrcsiing analysis of this criiidsm may be found in Copi, 'Essence and

Accident, 1 5.3 ff.
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/.. [bn Taymiyya’s Refutation xix

be essentially changed into a towble/K A less hypothetical example is

afforded by the Arabic language, The fruits, growing on palm trees

and commonly known in the English language as dates, regardless

of whether they are ripe or not, are called in Arabic by several

specialised terms* each coined to characterize a particular stage of

maturity. Accordingly* bust (unripe dates) will cease to be bust once

they become somewhat ripe, when they will acquire the name mtab.

A more advanced stage of maturity will render them tamr. In this

case* the real essence changes in accordance with the alteration of

the quality of ripeness, a quality not reflected in the English usage.

What is essential in Arabic is not necessarily so in English.

The conventions of language also involve another use of nominal

essences relative to the special circumstances of individuals using

words or referring to things. Real essences require the use of a

language that precisely describes* and corresponds to, the quiddity of

a thing. Ibn Taymiyya avers that this is not always possible since a

person may think of an essence in terms that are wider but inclusive

(tadammun) of the essence, or through words that imply or explicitly

entail (tttizam ) that essence,
3^ Again, the cases of the Arabic and

English linguistic conventions seem adequate to illustrate Ibn

Taymiyya’s point, The use of the word +
dates

T

in the English

language is inclusive of the essential attributes found in the Arabic

bmr. In this case, the word ‘dates’ and its real definition remain

wider than the objective, external reality of bunr. Likewise, within

one and the same language, the term 'laughing’ may be used to

indicate 'man’ by entailment, since man is the only
1

laugh mg* being .

40

Thus, the distinction, in Ibn Taymtyya’s view, between essential

and accidental, necessary attributes is as arbitrary as it is conventional

and subjective. Against the argument that the quiddity must occur in

the mind prior to the accidental attributes, he insists that a person

may conceive the blackness of a thing—blackness being an accidental

attribute according to the logicians—without at all conceiving that

what he has conceived is a colour, this latter being in their view5 the

quiddity. So also can the mind conceive a human without conceiving

that he or she is rational .

11
Thus, just as arbitrary as the distinction

'*
This example is, borrowed from Copi, ibdd. 155,

H
See his at-Radd, 6S.

Iu
Examples of linguistic correspondence (muMbaqa), inclusiveness (rstlanimHR),

and on [ailmem (itrizdm) may be found in Tush Sharit aHshtittit. i. 187; Ghazall*

Maqfaidy 319; idem, 7a; LawJffln, Uaym at-Haqq, t 131-2.
' al-Rtidd, 70; Jaful, 99 (Translation, par. 35, below).
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between essence and accident is the preferential arrangement of

attributes, an arrangement which, Ibn Taymiyya forcefully argues,

can exist only in the mind. In the external world there simply exists

no such arrangement ,'12

In Ibn Taymiyya’s view* the philosophers* arbitrary and, at best,

conventional distinction between essence and accident is matched

only by their other distinction between, on the one hand, quiddity

qua quiddity, that is, essence considered simply as essence, and, on

the other, the ontological status of an essence. Essence as essence,

ibn Slna and his followers argue, exists neither in. the mind nor in the

external world. But when genus and difference or, alternatively,

form and matter attach to it, it then comes into existence mentally or

extramentally, respectively. For Ibn Taymiyya nothing can exist

outside the realm of the external world aod the sphere of the mind .

43

The essence must therefore be limited to only one of these two

modes of existence. In the external world an essence is merely the

very thing which exists, a particular and unique individual, while in

the mind essence is what is represented (yartasim) of that individual

therein .

44

3

Ibn Taymiyya’s conception, of nominal essences stood squarely in

opposition to the philosophical doctrine of real essences and its

metaphysical ramifications The realism of this doctrine was bound

to lead to a theory of universal; that not only involved metaphysical

assumptions unacceptable to such theologians as Ibn Taymiyya* but

also resulted in conclusions about God and His existence that these

theologians found even more objectionable. The dispute, then,

centred around a realist theory of universal that, in the opinion of

Ibn Taymiyya, proved a God existing merely in the human mind, not

in external reality.

We have seen that in the Avice nman tradition essence in itself has

no mental or external existence, and that in order for such an

essence to subsist in the two modes of existence certain qualities

must be added to it. In the same vein, an essence in itself is neither

universal not' particular, and in order for it to become universal,

ai'Radd, 71 (11 . i6ff.)- Jahd, 99 (Translation, par,. 35, below).
43

ai-Radd, 6j; Tawhid ai-Rubabiyya, 15&
" d-Radd, 67; Tatohid al’Rub&biyya, 163, HS&
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/, Ibn Taymiyya's Refutation mi

universality, which is ait accident that exists only in the mind,

must be added to it once the mind abstracts the essence fmm
extramental particulars,

45
This abstraction, however* is not limited to

the essence of particulars; rather, the mind also abstracts what ibn

Sini characterized as that which is ‘common to many’ in externa]

reality,
46

Therefore, universality, while being separable from essence,

does exist in the external world.
4 ''

From the foregoing it follows that universal* may be, according to

a dominant classification

*

4R
natural

,
logical, or mental. The natural

universal (kulli labVi) is commonly defined as the nature or quiddity

as it is in itself* that is, when it is neither a universal nor a particular,

neither existent nor non-existent* neither one nor many, etc,; it is

absolute (muliaq) and unconditioned by anything (7d hi-shart shay '},

The logical univenal (kulli manttqi
) T on the other hand, is the

accident of universality qua universality; it is absolute and unattached

to anything (muttaq hi-shart al-itlaq). Universality in so far as it is

universality, being a logical construct, was generally considered to

exist only m the mind without having any Ontological status externally.

Finally, the mental universal (at-kulll alaqll) represents the con-

j Diriment in the mind of the nature in itself and universality in itself,

that is, nature conditioned by universality (bi-shart 1$ shay').*^

Moreover, many Avicennian NeopJatonists held the view that

these universals subsist in three modes of existence. The first mode is

that of divine and angelic minds where they exist "prior to multiplicity’

(qahl al-kathra); thereafter, they exist "in multiplicity
1,

ifI al-kathra),

when they are individuated in the sublunar world of generation and

corruption. And last, they subsist 'after multiplicity" (bad al-kathra)*

when, having been abstracted, they exist in our minds,
30

This theory of universals constitutes the foundation upon which a

crucial aspect of philosophical and mystical metaphysics rests,

” Ibn Sint, Stuff: Madkkah 65- Lawkari, Bayert af-Haqq t i. iSi, 183; Mgnnwn,
'Aviccnnn'j Chapter on Universals

1

, 34-5, 53 n. 5.
1,L

I bn Sfna, Shift \ Mmtkhtsd,, 66; Lankan, Buyan a!-Haqq, L s ® 1

.

41
For a detailed analysis, see Mamuira, ‘Avicenna's Chapter on Universal*

4

, 35-6.
45 For oilier classifications of imiversals see Tahanawf, KashsHAf, ii. ! 258 4 P. . s.v,

kutii.
4U

Ibn Sins, Shifa': Madkhat* 65 ft,; idem, Ato/*, 156-7; Lawkari, Bayun al-Hatfq,

i. iSi-j; Ahmadnapn, Mmi\ in. 192-3, s.v. mShiyya, and i, 413-14, s.v. jinsi

Tahdnavri, Katfahif, ii. u6[-a, s.v. kufir, Hecr, 'Al-Jami's Treatise on Existence*, 117;

Marmura, 1

Avicenna’s Chapter on Universal^', 39-42,
Ibn Slni, Shifa': Madkhal, 69, 6.5; Lawkaff, Baydn ai-Haqq

,
i, s®i ff ,

- Russell,
History, 41 ft,
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Both Ihn Slna and ibn Arabs, and their respective followers, have

inden Lifted God with absolute existence {al-wufud al-mutlaq).

Ibn
r

Arabi, QuoawL and their like took absolute existence to be

existence in itself, unconditioned and unaffected by anything {la hi-

skart shay
1

), Ibn Sma had already subscribed to a conception of

absolute existence that is conditioned by a denial of affirmative

attributes {bi^hart mfy al-umur abthubuiiyya), Still others arc

reported to have identified such an existence with an absolute

existence that is conditioned by complete absoluteness and universality

(bi-shart al-itUtq).
5i Now, whatever sort of absolute existence was

advocated by these philosophers and mystics, all of them affirmed
t

expectedly, that the absolute existence they postulated exists in the

external world.

It is then quite dear that what is at stake in adopting a realist

theory of universal^ is no less than an entire metaphysic. And it is

through an examination of this theory, which belongs squarely to the

sphere of logic, that Ibn Taymiyya attempts to show how involved

logic is in metaphysics. In literally dozens of his treatises, Ibn

Taymiyya untiringly asserts time and again that universal can never

exist in the external world; they can exist only in the mind and

nowhere else.
11

" In the external world only individuated particulars

exist, particulars that are specific, distinct, unique.*-' Each individual

exists in the context of a reality (haqiqa) that is different from other

realities. The uniqueness of such realities renders the individual what

it is in so far as it is an individual (huwa bi-ha kuwu). 5A
It is one of

Ibn Taymiyya ’s cardinal beliefs that externally existing individuals

are so distinct and different from one another that they cannot allow

for the formation of an external universal under which they are

subsumed. Between these individuals there can only be an aspect or

aspects of similarity but they cannot be entirely identical. " From this

Hor these- positions, see Ibn Taymiyya, Siuwdfuqea SrtftrA dUMtitufut, i, 173, 175,

17a; MarmunTs section on Ibn Sina’s mclaphysks tn Encyclopaedia inwiat, iii. 73-y,

esp. 75-75 Davidson, Proofs, 286-7 (and n. 31J; Hccr, ‘AM inti's Trratiie an

Existence', J2T, IT.

53 Sec e.g. Notfd al-Ataniiq, 164, 194-6; Joh4
,
n-B, 1 19, 204, 233 (Translation, pars.

63, 65, 22J, 285, below); Mutvdfuqpt Suhih al-Mptiqiii, i. tiS-q, 176ft., 180, i&t, ii.

236 ft,; Furqan, 154, Tawhid ehRuMbiyya, 8&H, 1 57 W • ; Tawiad td-Ulukiyya, 47,

jifitwa/^iir Stihih iii-Mimqiil, i. 128, 1 29.

Naqd ai-Mturtiq, 164,

® See Muwdfaqat abMmquI, i. *3, 177.. On p. 65 lie argues lor the uniqueness

of individuals on. the basis of the Quran. See also Miqd al-Mamiq, 196.
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it necessarily follows, and Ibn Taymiyya states it explicitly, that the

universality of ihe genus, species, and difference cannot be the

essence, and that individual members classed under one of these

universa Is are not identical in essence .

56

The fact that externally existing individuals are only similar and

not identical does not mean that universals cannot be formed. The

mind can abstract that quality (or qualities) which is common to a

group of externally existing individuals, thus creating a universal

that corresponds (y«fa%) to these individuals. But Ibn Taymiyya

rejected the view, espoused by the philosophers
t

that universals

abstracted in this fashion or otherwise partake in the individuals in

the external world. The uniqueness of the individual simply precludes

the universal, which is common to many, from existing externally .

37

The universal is nothing more than a common, general meaning that

the mind retains in order to signify individuals in the real, natural

world. The universal and abstract mental meaning, Ibn Taymiyya

seems to be saying, is identical with the verbal utterance and

the written word that stand for that meaning. The written word

corresponds to, and expresses, the verbal utterance, just as the

verbal utterance represents and corresponds to the mental concept

which applies to any one of the externally existing individuals. In the

external world there exists no single entity that can be applied to

individuals under which they can be said to be subsumed.M

Ibn Taymiyya 's rejection of externally existing universals perfectly

agrees with, and in fact goes further to enhance, his total opposition

to the distinction drawn between quiddity and its existence, par-

ticularly its extramental existence. The essence, for him, is no

more than a generalization or abstraction by the mind of externally

existing individuals;
5* thus, an essence has no existence other than in

the mind.*" Accordingly, man qua man, or an absolute man or

human, exists only as a mental concept .

61 From this it follows that all

universals, be they natural, logical, or mental, have only mental

existence, precisely like absolute existence when conditioned or

v Naqd at-Mcurtiq, 19 a, 194, T0" Muwafaqat Sahik at~Manqui, i. nr
Tawhid (il-Rabuhiyya. (4; Muwdfciqa! Sahlh til-hfanqut, i.

** Muwdfaqat Sahih al-MtiruftiL i. 129; Tawhiil al-Rububiyyti, 15B.
39 TawHtd abUfahiyytt, 47; ai-Radd, irSf, 368; Jahd, iiB, 238 (TrantLaliurt, pars. 63,

63, 3,93, below}.

Ta*hld aUHubabivyo
, 1*3; al-Radd, 9.

See Jm Furqftn
t 1 54 ;

Tawhid sI-Rubdbiyya y 89; Mtm'Afaqaf Sahsh al-Manqu!, ei.

236-7,
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unconditioned by anything .

62
If absolute existence is merely a

mental concept* then the Necessary Existent does not exist in

external reality .
03 This conclusion, in lbn Taymiyya’s view, not only

demonstrates the confusion and absurdity of the philosophers and

mystics who hold a realist theory of unive reals, hut also places them

within the pale of heresy and unbelief.
64'

4

To say that undermining the philosophical and mystical doctrine of

absolute existence was less than crucial for l,bn Taymiyya would be

to underestimate the metaphysical consequences of the realist

theory of universals, at least as this theory or its ramifications were

understood by our author. Refuting this theory was essential because

such a refutation proved not only that the God of the philosophers

and the mystics is a fabrication of their own minds and has no real

external existence, but also prepared the ground for launching

another level of criticism against what in,ay perhaps be- described as

the two most fundamental doctrines of speculative mysticism,

namely* the doctrine of ‘fixed prototypes’ and that of the Unity of

Existence.

It is instructive to note here that lbn Taymiyya’s unrelenting

attack on the philosophers was in fact double-edged. On the one-

hand, by refuting philosophical logic he advanced his critique of

the metaphysical doctrines of faIsafa, and* on the other, by under-

mining logic in general and the realist theories of essences and

universal in particular, he sought to shake the dogmatic foundation

of mystical pantheism. Jt is patently clear that lbn Taymiyya held the

philosophers—and, incidentally, the Jahmis
,

03 whom he accused of

stripping God of all attributes—responsible for the pantheistic-

heresies of lbn Sabin, Qunawi, Tilimsani, lbn
T
ArabT* and their

followers .

66

The first of the two fundamental doctrinal principles upon which

speculative mysticism in general and that of lbn
T

A.rabI in particular

Muivdfaqai Sahify L 174 ft,, jj. 137; Tawhtd at-Rubtibiyya t 163 If.

fi3 Muwafaqat Sahth al-Afanq&J, i. 12H-9; Ttnvhid at-Utdhiyya, 47- S; Fur$4n< 118;

Aqwtfm md Qil fH-Mashf‘d, 153 ,

** MuwSfaqat Sahlh et-MmqvI, i. 119, 174; jrh/tadtf, 138; Jahd, 130- 1
(Translation*

pai. -B4, below).
“ See Translation, par. 96, n. 1, below.
** Tawhid (ti-RubUbiyyp, 175 .
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was based is the postulate that nun-existents are things that subsist in

non-existence (al-ma’dum shay ' thabU fl al-udam)
^1

This doctrine is

directly connected with the Aristotelian and Avicenniait conception

of universal^ and, to a lesser extent,, with the forerunner of this

conception, the Platonic Ideas .

168 Also connected with this doctrine k
the Ishriqf theory of universal® which proclaims that universal exist

in the external world as incorporeal substances which subsist in a

separate, non-material world of archetypes (alam al-mithal)f**

Furthermore, Ibn Taymiyya associates a modified version of this

doctrine with the MuHazilfs and Rifidfe .

70 On the view of later

speculative mystics, before coming into existence things in the

external phenomenal world are potentialities in the mind of the

Absolute. God’s knowledge of these things, which Ibn 'Arab! called

the 'fixed prototypes of things’ (ai-ay&n al ihdbiia), is identical with

His knowledge of Himself, and thus they are both ideas in His mind

as well as particular modes of the divine essence ,

71 Now, Ibn

Taymiyya understood ibn Arabi to be saying that these prototypes

of things as well as their quiddities are not created,, and that the

external existence of things is a quiddity added to their quiddities .

72

Such an understanding entails the conclusion, which Ibn Taymiyya

must have been more than happy to reach, that the prototypes of

things subsist outside God’s mind/ 3
thus making God less than the

creator of the universe. This conception would certainly seem

harmonious with Ibn Arabfs creed that things in the world cannot

be changed, not even by God Himself, For this God, on this creed,

is not the transcendent God of the monotheistic religions, but rather

an Absolute Being who manifests Himself in all forms of existence in

the universe .

74

Hi is theory of prototypes is inextricably connected! with the second

Sflft principle of the Unity of Existence. Here, external existence has

no being or meaning apart from. God, for God, the Absolute
. : i

.

h
' See Aluiii, Jala' ai-'Aynayn, <M, wtierc ibn Tayiqjyya’s klt« to al’Shaykh al-

Manbijf is filed; Tawkid ul-Ruhiihiyya

,

143.
ftR

Cf. Afflft, Mystical Philosophy
,
51-2.

M
Sihrawawfi, Hikmat nf-Ixhrdq, 154-fo, xii ff,; fleer, 'Al-JamTs Treatisem

Existence', 228 .

7ft Tawhld al-Rubuhivya
f
E43.

71
Affifi, Mystical Philosophy

, 47 Jf.
;
idem,

L

fhji 'Aiabi 41 j„

72 Tawkid al-Rubahiyya, 144.
71

AWsi, /d/d' ai-'Aynityn (Ibn Taymiyy a's lelter to al-Shaykh al-Manhiji), 93-3.
7q

Affifi, 'ltm 'Arabi', 417, 420; idem, Mystical Philosophy ^ 54-7.
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Existent T h the only real existence outside the mind. The world is

merely a manifestation of the Absolute, and thus it is no more than

an expression of divine external existence ,

73
From, the proposition

that reality is one and indivisible,™ it was easy to maintain, as lbn

Taymiyya did, that in the view of ibn "Arab!, Tilimsani, and other

pantheists, the existence of created beings is identical with the

existence of the Creator, and that God is indistinguishable from that

reality which is other than Hc -

;

7

For Ibn Taymiyya,. the theological and juristic ramifications of the

doctrine of the Unity of Existence could hardly be more dangerous.

Theologically, this doctrine, whether in its milder form expressed by

Ibn ‘Arab! or the more radical version espoused by Tilimsani,

Farghani, and al-Sadr al-Rurm, obliterated the distinction between

cause and effect, primary and secondary, creator and created. In this

doctrine, God becomes the universe T and the- universe becomes God,

and whatever attribute one cares to attach to created beings will be

equally predicable of God..
7* This fact alone suffices to prove the

heresies of these pantheists .

79 Moreover, from the juristic standpoint,

obliterating the distinctions between God and the universe necessarily

entail g that in effect there can be no ShaiTa, since the deontic nature

of the Law presupposes the existence of someone who commands

(amir) and others who are the recipients of the command (ma’m&r),

namely, God and his subjects .

80 On these grounds, Ibn Taymiyya

strongly charges all pantheists, including Ibn 'Arab!, with rescinding

the Sharf a.
R]

75
Affifi, IbA

r

AEal>i\ 409-13.
7* Ibid. 410,
77

AIusi, Jafit' ai-'Aymyn (Ibn Taymiyyi+
s Jcltcr to al-Shaykh Jtl-Manbijp, gi; lbn

Taymiyya, Tu ivhid ut-Rububiyya* 114. 134, 160: idem, at-Radd, 521.
• lf

In addition 10 allribuics God associates wilh Himself in itic Quran, Ibn Taymiyya

God wish certain attributes which he predicates uf Him analogically

(namely, through imhkik). See bts al-ftadd^ 156, 52 j ; 145, 147 (TYanslation T

pars, in, 114, and notes thereto, !’iel«w>; TahSnawT, Kask%haft
L 7X0-2, m. *t-

Imhkik .

Tn wkid al-RubQbiyya .. 113-36.
90

ibid. ] 1 4.

<!l
In what seem SO be Ibn Taymiyya s earlier I realises, (his accusation is directed

against sudi pantheists as Sadr aJ-Dln al-Rumi. TilimsinI, anil Sa'ld al-FtrghSni, bin lo

Ihe exclusion of Ibn "Arabi. See c.g lass, letter lo Manbiji in AIusi, laid' at-’Aynayn,

92-3, and his Muvfdjuqai iffAlA nt-Mwujui, ii. 5ft. Hut m Tawhid al-Rububiyya , 1
1 4, he

also includes Ibn 'Arabi (Vfl-li-hadha imtana’a al-taklif ’irnbhu'. Le. lbn 'Arabi). For

ibn “Arabi’s iuridical doctrines, see Ghurab, al-Fiqh ‘inda ol-Shaykh abAkbar Muhyt

al-Din Ibn ai^Arubf. For his critique of the legal schools and their fiqh, see Morris, 'lbn

'Arahi’s, ‘“FsotericisiM": The Problem, of Spiritual Authority’, 46-64.
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It is therefore not surprising that Ibn Taymiyya should equate the

speculative mystics' damaging effects on the Sharia with the havoc

wreaked by the Tatar invasion of the Eastern Caliphate, That Ibn

Taymiyya thought the conscription of the masses in the cause of

antinomian §ufism to be as destructive as the Tatars’ oppressive

control of the community and its Law, easily explains the priority

he gave to the refutation of the philosophical foundations of their

doctrines.

5

Ibn Taymiyya considered the task of demolishing the methodological

foundations of philosophy to be incomplete without demonstrating

the weaknesses inherent In the syllogism and* more specifically, in

syllogistic demonstration. Philosophy obviously rests on arguments*

and all valid arguments* it was asserted as early as Aristotle, involve

syllogistic reasonmg.

'

HJ Even more than his physics and metaphysics,

Aristotle’s theory of syl logistics and demonstration, which stands

central in his Organon, remained predominant among later Arabic

and non-Arabic philosophers. It was a number of the fundamental

rules which govern this theory that Ibn Taymiyya set out to refute.

Aristotle defined the syllogism as 'discourse in which, certain

things being stated, something other than what is staled follows of

necessity from their being so".
4*1

Demonstration, on the other hand,

he defined as ‘a syllogism productive of scientific knowledge, a

syllogism, that is, the grasp of which is eo ipso such knowledge . . „

[TJhe premisses of demonstrated knowledge must be true, primary,

immediate, better known than and prior to the conclusion
1.^

A syllogism, Aristotle further stated, is an inference in which the

conclusion necessarily follows from two and only two premisses.

'Whenever three terms are so related to one another that the last is

contained in the middle as in a whole, and the middle is either

contained in, or excluded from, the first as in or from a whole, the

extremes must be related by a perfect syllogism.'**
5 The three terms*

by force of the Dictum de omni et nullo, thus require a pair of

premisses. A syllogism consisting of one premiss* Aristotle explicitly

^ Kncifik and kneak, Ozvdopment, 99,
H - :

Awtyiica Pnom, 34
h
rtl; Topics, 100*25. See also Joseph, Introduction, 235.

H ''

Analytica Postetiora, 7(
L
'r&,

1,3
Analytic* Pnom, 15^32 ff,
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states, cannot result in a conclusion,M Furthermore, one of the two

premisses must be affirmative and at least one must be universal,

Without meeting these requirements a syllogism will be either

impossible or irrevocably defective .*'
1

According to this doctrine, then, the syllogism, when valid, has

the following features. First, as stated in Aristotle's definition of the

syllogism given earlier, all syllogistic arguments of the categorical

type must produce new knowledge, or as he elsewhere stated, a

syllogism ‘makes use of old knowledge to impart new’ .

Sfl
Second, a

syllogism must consist of no less and no more than two premisses,

plus one premiss as a conclusion/5
Third, it must contain at least one

universal premiss.w These, of course, by no means constitute all the

rules of the syllogism, though they are indeed indispensable for

making a syllogism possible. All Arabic logicians writing in the

Greek tradition have taken these rules for granted/ 1 and the centrality

of these rules meant that successfully demolishing them would

certainly be sufficient to prove the invalidity or, at least, the

uselessness of the syllogistic theory.. This is precisely what Ibn

Taymiyya set out to do.

6

It is significant that, despite his intense disapproval of Greek logic,

Ibn Taymiyya insisted on, and never retracted, the proposition that

the categorical syllogism is formally impeccable/2 We have no

indication that he was aware of the now well-known critique made
by Sextus Empiricus nearly six centuries earlier .

93 The latter strongly

argued, as in fact have several other philosophers more recently /
4

that the syllogism involves a pettiio principit , since the conclusion,

“ iwd.34*15-17.
17

ibid. 41%.
KK

Analytics Posteriori!, 71*5.
H '

J

Analytic# Priora, 42*32.

Ibid. 41*6.
Jl

Farabi. al-QtyAs ai-SagMr, 250-7 (English trans., 59-73); Ibn Slni, 69-70
passim: Obawli, Meqtetf, 67-83; RazS, Lufr&b aH$hfc4 t* 30 ff., Ahmadnagam,

/awn'\ iii [06-7, s,.v. qiym.

at-Radd, 193, 246ft.; Jfahd, 206-7, 3

1

? (Tran^Jwlion, pars., iJO, 253, below); pah!

at-Mmtiq, 260.
,J

Sec 0- 137 below.

See n. 137 hektw, and Duinmelt, 'Juxtafkation of Dedudiun', 300 ft4 Onfoefi,

Preface, 25 IT.
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which is to be proven, is already found (or at least implicit) in the

premisses/'"' We are certain, however, that despite the constant

preoccupation of medieval Muslim scholars with the issue of circular

reasoning (dawr)^ Ibti Taymiyya seems never to have associated the

syllogistic form of argument with circularity, This is somewhat

surprising since t as we shall see, Ibn Taymiyya persisted in the view

that in so far as things in the external world are concerned, the

syllogism can lead to no new knowledge whatsoever;9* in a syllogism

treating of such exigents there is nothing in she conclusion that is not

already found in the premisses. The substantive arguments he

adduced to vindicate this position could have been extended—

I

believe with relative ease—to a more serious charge that the syllogism!

inherently begs the question. But Ibn Taymiyya does not seem to

have heen ready to make such a categorical charge

.

Why he did not make such a charge is not readily obvious.

Ibn Taymiyya conceived the syllogism as an inference that may deal

either with mental concepts or with things in the real, objective world.

Mental concepts are ideas that can have no external existence ,

97 such

as, for instance, the roles of mathematics, geometry, and logic.

The Law of the Excluded Middle, the Law of Contradiction

,

mathematical truths, and other similar principles, have no real

ontological status apart from their existence in particulars. Yet

because they arc irrefutable as universal propositions, they can lead

to knowledge of particulars subsumed under them. In other words,

because, for example, the Law of the Excluded Middle is irrefutable

without if being necessary to enumerate all the particular instances in

the world falling under such law, we can derive new knowledge from

this law about something that was not considered when the law came

to be formulated in our minds, But since the Law of the Excluded

Middle is entirely mental, any new knowledge that would be derived

therefrom is also mental, teaching nothing about things existing

in the natural world. Thus, by acknowledging the possibility of

acquiring new knowledge by means of syllogistic reasoning, Ibn

Taymiyya wras not willing to accept the claim that the form, of the

w
Sextus argued that line major premiss can be established only by induction. Now,

if induction is incomplete, the so-called universal premiss may prove false since it might

be refuted by new evidence, But if the induction incomplete, then the particular in the

minor premiss must have been examined in order to establish the major.

ai-Radd, -5^5; Jahd, 1 (ft, 235 (Translation, pars, 28®, below).

al-Radd, JijO.
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categorical syllogism entails the fallacy of a petiiio principii. Al the

same time, however, ibn Taymlyya could not see the utility of

mathematical and logical knowledge for the human understanding of

the real world. He simply dismissed this knowledge as irrelevant.
:
'b

The insistence upon the formal validity of the categorical syllogism

was due not only to his conviction of the validity of the syllogism in

mathematical and geometrical matters, but also of its validity when

dealing with external existents, His argument that in such syllogisms

there is nothing in the conclusion that is not already found in the

premisses cannot, strictly speaking, be interpreted as meaning that a

petiiio principii is involved in these syllogisms, although, admittedly,

a ease for circularity can be made.

Syllogisms treating of matters in the external world do not yield

new knowledge, on the grounds that the so-called universal premisses

they contain are not truly universal
99 They are formed through an

enumeration of particulars which, however numerous, can never be

the entirety of the particulars existing in the external world.
1 "" The

formulation of a universal then proceeds from particulars to a

universal, and then to the same particulars which were enumerated

when the universal was formed. In these psuedo-universal^ whenever

a new particular arises, the universal is no more helpful in deducing

an attribute found in that particular than is the particular in lending

credibility to the universal. Hence, we can, hardly learn anything

about the particular through the universal without first learning

something about the particular itself.

The sterility of the syllogism for studying natura rerum is then to

be attributed to a problematic inherent, not in the formal structure

of the argument, but rather in the epistemic value of the premiss

which is claimed to be universal,. Ibn Taymiyya retained the view

that apart from the universal statements embodied in the revealed

™ at-Radd t 6 35 ,
31 /dM lift, jai- 1 (Ttaitslaiion, pars, to, 265, below); Naqd al-

Manfiq, 201, Ibn Taymiyya '& interest obviously lie* in what he called ‘knowledge of

external existent*
1

(

r

(tm bd-mawfilddt al'kh&rija), cxistcnls lhal are unique. This

knowledge he considered beneficial because it is knowledge of God and of alt mundane

matters that arc necessary for mart 10 lead a lawful {skarf) life. It musi be understood

tlial for him Ihc purpose of human life is not a heller understanding of the natural

world tn order to control nature and subject il to man's wishes {a vision Lhat eons Lilu ted

the nerve of the ScieniiAe Revolution in (he West); rather, the human purpose lies in

untlentatMiiiiig the divine will in order thal man may observe it and comply with it.

" Ibn Taymiyya, ni-Radd, 113-14, 328, 355; idem. Jahd, 113, 233 (Translation,

pars. 56, aiie, below).
™ Ibn Taymiyya, al-Radd, 113-14; idem, Jahd, M3 (T ranslation, par. 56, below),

ovriahl
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tests, nil universal propositions uttered about things in the real world

are formed through observation of particulars .

101 This empiricist

attitude* however, raises a problem in. [bn Taymiyya's critique. Thus

far we have seen him as an advocate of the position that the only

non-divine, certain, and exhaustive universa Is are those employed in

mathematics and geometry, And as a confirmation of this position

we find him in one place declaring that mathematical principles, such

as
Lone is half two', are a prion , for God implants them in our souls

upon birth.
102

Surely, a flagrant contradiction ensues from this

assertion, since he also holds that all unrevealed universal are the

result of generalizations made by the mind on the basis of empirical

observations of particulars that share a certain attribute. A detailed

analysis of the apparent contradiction will take us beyond the bounds

of this introduction, I will only argue that one way out of this

dilemma might lie in establishing a chronology for Ibn Taymiyya’s

relevant works. The statement concerning the a priori character of

mathematical univeraals is found in Naqd al-M&nliq , a work whose

contents point to a date of composition earlier than his al-Rtuid.

where he set forth his arguments in the greatest detail. In the

latter work we find a consistent empiricist view to the effect that

all universal propositions,, including mathematical and geo-

metrical universal, are acquired through an empirical observation of

particulars .

101
It is Ibn Taymiyya’s thesis that aside from revelation

all human knowledge begins with particulars .

104 The mind first

conceives a particular ‘one’ and then judges it to be half of a particular

'two'. Such knowledge does not come into existence in isolation from

the particulars found in the phenomenal world. Having observed

that two equal parts of one thing constitute two halves, the mind,

upon observing the recurrence of this phenomenon in a number of

qualitatively different particulars* will form the generalization that

one is half of two. This conception accords with Ibn Taymiyya
cardinal principle that knowledge of particulars occurs in the mind

lu
Tttwhid al-Uluhiyya , 47.; ai-ftaddr 316; Jtihd, 123 (Translation, par. 267,. below),

MB Naqd dl'Maitliq , 202 Pal-badfliiyyit, wa-hva nl-'ulum al-awwatiyya al-lAll

yaj'aluha Allih ft al-iraftisi ibtidt'an i)i-la wSsita, mills! aL-hisiib, wa-hyn kal-'ilm bi’anna

al-wibid nisf al-tlbnayn
1

).m
Sec e.g. ni-Radd, 31(1-17, 363 ff. ;

JtiM, 222-3, 236-7 (Translation
„
pars. 267*

291 ^
below); Hall&q, ’Ibn Taymiyya on the Existence of God’, 5S- 66 .

lM
See Hcmrco; cited in previous mole.

Il ? al-Radd, 315-16, luS-y, yj\ r Jahd, 221-2, [07-lj, 339 (Translation, pars. 264-7,

4®, 295, below).
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prior to knowledge of the universal for one knows that ten pebbles

is twice the number of five pebbles before knowing that every

number is divisible by two and that any number is two times as large

as either one of its halves,
10*

If we accept Ibn Taymiyya’s position that all universal propositions

represent mental generalizations formed on the basis of empirical

observation of external particulars, then another difficulty arises with

regard to reconciling this position with his earlier assertion that

mathematical and geometrical uciiversals do not involve a peiitm

prmcipii since their truth does not depend on a complete enumeration

of the relevant particular instances. Now, nowhere does ItmTaymiyya

address the difficulty as posed here. It is clear, however, that he does

not develop a classification of universal* into types, though he

certainly thought of universal propositions as belonging to at least

two categories: one is irrefutable, and the other is not. Mathematical

principles belong to the former, while empirical propositions belong

to the latter. Universal propositions about medical matters, gram-

matical rules, habitual events in nature, etc., can never be conclusive

arid irrefutable ,

107 The mind cannot simply rule out the possibility

of contrariety, such as in the case of the universal proposition

All animals move their lower jaw when they chew*, a proposition

proven false by the fact that crocodiles move their upper jaw

when feeding.
LCJS On the other hand, mathematical and geometrical

principles are irrefutable, although the mind initially apprehends

them by abstracting them from particulars in the external world,

lbn Taymiyya seems to have thought that, once abstracted, these

propositions become virtually axiomatic in the mind, and are not

susceptible to refutation. Unfortunately, however, we find no

explanation as to why mathematical universal*, unlike empirical

propositions, become irrefutable despite the fact that both types of

propositions are abstracted from particulars*

7

The philosophers
1

claims for the truth of the universal proposition in

a categorical syllogism drew more than one critical argument from

Ta whid ut-K\i.bdhiyya , 1

1

.

,1f? ai-Radd, 32ft,

LW
[bid. 208=9; Johd-, igfi-7 (Translation, par. 21 E. below). See also CitJ&ziUi,

MattOsId, 89 .
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Ibn Taymiyya. In the first place, he insisted that alt syllogistic

reasoning about things in the external world proceeds from less thaw

universal premisses, since the alleged universality of premisses in

such syllogisms is established by incomplete induction. We shall see

later how out critic employed this argument in his attack against the

philosophers
1

doctrine which assigns to the syllogism a place logically

and epistemologically superior to that of analogy. But even if we
suppose, Ibn Taymiyya maintains, that such a premiss is indeed

universal, the categorical syllogism remains none the less useless.

The first of the two arguments he adduces to prove his proposition is

one that derives from Islamic legal theory {usul al-ftqh). a theory

that tends to view all syllogistic arguments of the categorical type,

not as inferences, but rather as linguistic analysis of the particulars

embedded in a universal statement. These particulars, however, are

not to be found subsumed under the universal proposition through a

middle term, since the very language expressing the proposition

speaks of the predicate as applicable to every individual subsumed

iindeT the subject
109 The implications of this, view are clear: the

universal premiss speaks of all its particulars without the need for a

middle ,

110 and this means that in an inference of the categorical type

the minor premiss is superfluous. Indeed, even the conclusion

amounts to little more than a particular emphasis upon the major,

universal premiss. The conclusion 'Socrates is mortal
1

does nothing

but emphatically particularise the fact expressed in the categorical

premiss "All men are mortal’.

Closely related to, if not part of, this criticism is an argument

urged against the famous logical doctrine, first stated by Aristotle,

that the premisses of the syllogism must ultimately originate in

truths that are necessary and indemonstrable ,

111 Ibn Taymiyya

maintains that if the syllogistic premisses revert back to self-evident,

indemonstrable truths, then all particulars subsumed under these

truths are a priori self-evident and thus do not need a syllogism, 11 ^

The other argument he produces against the syllogism issues from

his empiricist world-view, namely, that in the external world only

individuals exist. It is the knowledge we acquire about these par-

MW
Sc? HalJaq, Won-Ana logical Arguments’, 287: Jim Taymiypeu ed-Redd, 151, 303,

361: idem, Jahd, 843. iyo, 236 (Translation, pars.. io8„ 196, 2910, below).

ai-Radd. 190-1 ;jahd, j flo (Translation, par. 174, below).
11] Amiytka Pmttriora, 72

,:

15 ff
.

- Bodicnski, Ancient Format Logic, 46." at-Radd, 315-16, 363; Jahd, 221, 236-7 (Tran si,-mion., pars. 264, 291, below).
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titulars that allows ns to form the so-called universal propositions,

not the other way round Our knowledge then proceeds from the

particular to the general, from the one to the many. The syllogism is

thus useless since through it we are led to knowledge that we have

already acquired from the particular .

J]_1 We come to the knowledge

that Socrates is mortal before we know that all humans are mortal.

It turns out then that in confirmation of the largely enigmatic

acknowledgement of the formal validity of the categorical syllogism,

Ibn Taymiyya apparently could not credit the syllogism with

impeccable structure or semantic force. Indeed, by insisting on

syllogistic cntailment as a case of the obvious subsnmabilify of

individuals under the universal premiss, Ibn Taymiyya was able to

dispense with the Dictum de mwi et null® ,
the backbone sustaining

the categorical syllogism. Furthermore, doing away with the Dictum

also enabled him to question another crucial requirement in the

categorical syllogism, namely, that every syllogism must contain 00

more and no less than two premisses. As we have seen, he deems a

truly universal premiss sufficient to yield a conclusion- He demands

no other premiss for the inference because all the knowledge needed

subsists its that universal premiss *

134
Yet, one premiss may not suffice

if the reasoner finds himself in need of additional data in order to

arrive at the required conclusion. Thus, the number of premisses in

the argument is determined by the particular needs of the reasoner,

needs that vary from one person to another *

115 Knowledge is so

relative, he maintains, that the same matter may be quite self-evident

for one person and not so for another .

11(1

That confining the number of premisses in the syllogism to two is

arbitrary is proven, he asserts, by the logicians* recognition of the

validity of both the enthymeme and the sorites. One of the major

reasons given for the suppression of the premiss in the enthymeme is

the fact that the premiss is obvious .

117 The suppression of one

premiss owing to its clarity is proof that at times one premiss may be

m aURadd, Ijf, 25 1„ 303, 30-1—2
;
Jahd, 143. 211, in, 236 (Transitlion

„
pars, 108,

262, 290, 293, below).
114

tU-Radd, iyn-t -

t Jahd, 379-80 (Translation, par, 174. below).
]] - nd-Rffdd, T&7, 2511, 2$l‘> Jahd, 159, 309-10, 2-1

1
(Translation, pars. 137,237,238,

below).
]]t

d'tiadd, t&j,Jahd, 159 (Translation, par. 1137, hclow).
lljf

at-Radd, 187-8, 1991 Jahd, 176, 186 (Translation, pars. 166, [86, below). The

other reason usually given for suppressing this pnemiss. is the reawner's attempt u>

deceive his interlocutor.
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all. that is needed. At other times, however, even two premisses

may be insufficient to yield a conclusion, and thus three or more
premisses may be required. The need for more than two premisses is

again attested by the logicians’ acceptance of the sorites/ 1 * which is

o compound syllogism consisting of a chain of syllogisms in which

each term except the first and last occurs twice, once as subject

and once as predicate. Thus, the sorites and enthymeme, in ibn

Taymiyya '& view, make nonsense of the two-premiss stipulation.

If all the premisses upon which the knowledge of the conclusion

depends are to be mentioned, then the number of premisses may be

only one 1 19
or it may exceed ten/

2"

S

Thus, the syllogism is open to criticism on more than one account,

and as we have seen, the alleged universality of the syllogistic

premiss seems to be most vulnerable. A complete induction of all

particulars in the external world is postulated by Ibn Taymiyya as

impossible, and thus cannot lend to a truly universal premiss or to

certitude. The problematic nature inherent in the syllogism renders it

hardly superior to analogy, since however valid the syllogism may
be, it cannot, by virtue of form alone, lead to a certain conclusion.

121

It is the siihjea-maUer of the argument, not its form, that determines

the truth of the conclusion. If the form is irrelevant, and if the so-

called universal premiss in the syllogism is not really universal, then

how does the syllogism differ from analogy? Ibn Taymiyya answers

that it does not. The syllogism does not differ from analogy except In

form, and form, it has been said, is irrelevant to the acquisition of

knowledge. Both analogy and the syllogism yield certitude when
their subject-matter is veridical, and they result in mere probability

when their subject-matter is uncertain. A syllogistic mode of reasoning

will not result in a certain conclusion by virtue of form alone.

But what makes analogy and the syllogism equal? Ibn Taymiyya

understands analogy in a more developed sense than do Aristotle

IIH
al-Rndd, 171 ; Jahd, 163 (Translation, par. 144, heJowl

.

115
Ita Tayreuyj/a does not addLice a well- dieveiEiped argument in favour of a one"

premiss inference, although, like the author of Naqd al-Nothr, he advocated the

possibility of ait inference that i$ nothing but the hypothetical syllogism. See n. 12B

below, and van Ess, ‘Logical Structure', 40.
17fl

al-Rmld, 173, 199; Mid, 165, 1S6 (Translation, pars. 146, i$b t below).
1-1

til-Radd, 200—1,, 211; M<f, 199 (Translation, pars, itjo, a 16, twkw).
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and other Greek logicians. By the century in which he lived, analogy

had, already generated one of the most sophisticated discussions

Islamic legal theory—and for that matter the history of thought

—

has ever known , and analogical reasoning was thus developed in an

unprecedented manner. Moreover
,
and this is significant, Ibn

Taymiyya was first and foremost a lawyer and jurist, and his world-

view was considerably coloured by his characteristically juristic

thinking. Now, legal analogy, the paradigm of all analogical reasoning

in medieval Islam, was considered complete—but not necessarily

valid—when it contained four elements: the original ease, the

assimilated case, the cause, and (he judgement.
122 The original case

(fljf) represents the precedent. In the proposition! ‘Grape-wine is

prohibited " there is given both the original case, grape-wine, and its

judgement (ihukm}, namely, prohibition. The assimilated ease is the

new case for which the jurist seeks to formulate a judgement. If the

assimilated case proves to be equivalent to the original case by way

of sharing the same cause, then the judgement in the original case is

transferred to the assimilated case. Again, the case of wine affords a

basic example. Grape-wine was prohibited by the Lawgiver owing to

its intoxicating quality. Accordingly, intoxication represents the

cause. Date-wine is a novel ease whose legal status is yet to be

determined. Like grape -wine, date-wine possesses the quality of

intoxication which we establish through sense perception. Having

determined that intoxication, the cause of the judgement, is present

in both date-wine and grape-wine, we transfer the judgement,

namely prohibition, to date-wine.
I?1

The syllogism, on the other hand, consists of the same elements.

The middle term in a syllogism is the cause in an analogy, and

the major premiss, which contains the major and middle terms, is

equivalent in an analogy to the concomitance (iaitizum) or necessary

relation between the cause, on the one hand, and the original and

assimilated cases, on the other. Whatever is required to prove the

truth and certainty of the universal premiss in a syllogism will be

required to prove that the cause is for certain always concomitant

with the judgement .

lli
Put differently, the means through which we

121
DbcuiNon$ ninc(irni]i(t Segal analogy may be found in works, of usflt et-fiqh, On

the four components of analog? (qiyds (al-iamtkii)), see e.g. Ibn Qudima,

283-7; Itffl al-Humim, Tahrlr, 4S9-ii; Amidi, fhkdm, lii. 9-10.
l*J For ibis and similar examples see ai-Radd, an, 199-203 (Translation,

pais. 2 16- 1 8, 122-3, below),
u* al'Radd, 204, 2ii; Jahd, 191, (<99-204 (Translation, pars- ifti, n6, below).
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establish the truth of the proposition *All intoxicants are prohibited’

are identical with those through which we prove that whenever there

is a given intoxicant,, prohibition is necessarily concomitant with it,

tn the same vein, the grounds on which the causality in a judgement

may be refuted are identical with those on which the universality of

the premiss of a syllogism may be questioned. If there is good reason

to doubt the analogy ’Men are corporeal, analogous to horses, dogs,

etc.’, then there is as good a reason to doubt the major premiss ‘All

animals are corporeal
1

,

1ZS However, since in the external world we
have no way of establishing with certainty any universal proposition,

we are left with propositions containing only probable knowledge,

regardless of whether these propositions are employed in a syllogism

or in an analogy. But analogy, Ibn Taymiyya goes on to say, is surely

more informative as it includes the mention of at least one particular

upon which the conclusion is based, whereas the syllogism, also

probable, makes no mention of particulars .

156

It is obvious that Ibn Taymiyya does not credit the syllogism with

the ability to bring about certitude any more than he does analogy*

On first appearance he seems to overlook the commonly held

doctrine that even if the premiss m a syllogism is not universal, it

stands, on the scale of probability, superior to analogy. While the

latter, on this doctrine, proceeds from a single particular, the former

is established inductively on the basis of a number of particulars. If

Ibn Taymiyya did not subscribe to this doctrine it is because he, like-

all his fellow legists, refused to limit analogy to an inference which

proceeds from one particular to another. Islamic juristic theory had

already developed a variety of methods and procedures through

which the cause of the judgement In the original case is established.
]2T

It was the task of these methods to verify the absence of another

identical case or cases (particulars) in which the cause did not

produce the same judgement. For if such a case does exist. 'the

predication of the judgement in the original case becomes question-

able, and the transfer of the judgement will not be- possible.. In the

context of the syllogism
,
the existence of such a case means that the

universality of the major premiss is highly dubious. Thus, establishing

the universal character of the major premiss is equivalent to verifying

that whenever there is a cause there is a judgement; and in the final

125
al-Rodd, 213; Jahd, 203 ('Iranda(km, par. ail. below).

1:6 al-Radti, 205. n i- (2; Jahd, i«! (Translation, par. ai§. below),
*” See e.g,. Anfircit

,
IhkAtti, iii. 17-51

.
piunVn.
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analysis an examination of other particulars (cases) is involved in

both inferences. The difference, if any, between analogical and

syllogistic verification is that in the latter the universal subject and

predicate are completely abstracted from the particulars, while in the

former the predicate is affirmed of the subject in so far as one actual

case (particular) is concerned
,
though such an affirmation is possible

only through an examination of a certain number of other relevant

cases. The process may be different but the result is identical.

When Ibn Taymiyya spoke of the identical natures of analogy and

the categorical syllogism, he was speaking of an analogy whose cause

is established by methods which presuppose an inductive survey of

all relevant particulars. This developed conception of analogy,

together with his considered opinion that in the natural, objective

world there can be only refutable universal pro-positions, amounts to

a position—which he- does, indeed, take—that analogy and the

categorical syllogism are equivalent and interchangeable. In fact, he

goes further and argues that not only may an analogy be converted

into a syllogism in the first figure and vice versa, but an analogical or

syllogistic inference can also be recast in the form of hypothetical

and disjunctive syllogisms.
1M

Casting an inference in a formal or non-formal mode is possible,

Ibn Taymiyya maintains, owing to the fact that the essence of any

inference is not its form but rather the connection between the

components within a proposition expressing certain relationships in

the external world. Things in the world are concomitant, and there

can be no external particular that is not concomitant or conjoined in

one form or another with other particulars. Concomitance (ialdzum)

exists in degrees of strength, from the much-coveted certitude to the

lower degrees of probability. If we know for certain that whenever A
exists, B also exists, we can infer with all certainty that B exists since

we observe A to be in existence. Conversely, if we know with the

same certainty that when A exists B can never exist, we will be able

to judge without a shade of doubt that B now does not exist since A
exists. In these inferences, whatever the form, our conclusion will be

probable if the relationship of concomitance between A and B is less

than certain .

125

128
fU-Radd, zoi, 294-5; JWuif, 1 88 (Translation, par. 191, below). It is. interesting, 10

note that Lukasiewicz and Paftzig have argued the equivalence of the categorical and.

the ocmdriicMial syllogisms, but Smiley and Concotan have discredited their arguments.

Sec Lear, and LogtCdV The&ry, 8-9.
t3Bl

al-Radd, 206; /itftrf, 193 (Translation, par. 204, below).
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It would hardly be an overstatement to say that for ibn Taymiyya

the challenge facing the logician lies not in an investigation o! forms,

figures, and moods—which he repeatedly characterizes as far too

prolix and otiose—but rather in arriving, at the truth and certainty

of propositions. For him, this is the question. It is also not an

exaggeration to maintain that Ibn Taymiyya was an ardent sceptic,

but a sceptic who was saved by religion. Our simple minds* he

persistently held, cannot establish certainty and truth in the natural

world. The only source of truth and certainly is revealed knowledge,

knowledge conveyed to us by the prophets .

130

[|, Sources of the Critique

Ibn Taymiyya ’s ultimate goal was the demolition of the logical

foundations of philosophical metaphysics and speculative mysticism,

and he considered as a candidate for adoption any argument that

proved appropriate and useful for achieving that end. But what were

the sources of these arguments and to what extent was Ibn Taymiyya

indebted to them? To answer this question it is necessary to begin

where logic began, for shortly after their inception Aristotelian

(and apparently pre-Aristotelian) and Stoic logic bad their share

of criticism from within the Greek tradition itself. It is with this

criticism that we should begin to consider Ibn TaymiyysTs possible

indebtedness to his predecessors*

In his work Against the Logicians, Sextus Empiricus reports that as

early as Socrates, logic—which kind we do not know—encountered
the opposition of a number of Greek thinkers. The Cyrenaks, a

school which appears to have risen from the teachings of Socrates,

from which also emerged the school of Plato and his successors,

apparently held that physics and logic have nothing to contribute to

the happiness of life .

131 But this opposition appeared too early for

Aristotelian logic to have been its possible object. Sextus similarly

reports the disapproval of Epicurus and Archelaos of logic, although

it is not dear what logic they opposed and on what grounds ,

132

Zeno’s disciple, Afiston of Chios (ft. c.^oo bc), .also held logic to

]tf
' TiWifjfd at-Rubiibiyya

, 47; Muw&fiiqat Sahih ul-ManqUt, i. al-Rndd. 471;

Jahd, 250 (Translation, par. 315, below).

Sextus, Against the Logicians* 7, 103. Oe the scepticism of ike Cyrenaics, sec

Groarfce, Greek Scepticism, 73-7 and passim,
,K Sc*

I

lls. Against the Logicians, 9.
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be unprofitable and injurious to those who study it, leading neither

to virtue nor to the purification of the soul It m significant that some

of the statements made by Ibn Taymiyya are reminiscent of the

sweeping condemnation of logic pronounced by Ariston ten centuries

earlier. Consider the following comment of E. Zeller .

133

Logic, as doing more harm than good, he compared to a spider's web, which

is as useless as it is curious; or else to the mud cm a road. Those who studied

it he likened to people eating Lobsters, who take a great deal of trouble for

the sake of a little bit of meat enveloped in much shell. Convinced, too, that

the wise man is free from every deceptive infatuation, and that doubt,

for the purpose of refuting which logic had been invented, can Ire more

easily overcome by a healthy tone of mind than by argument, he felt no

particular necessity for logic. Nay, more, he considered that excessive

subtlety transforms the healthy action of philosophy into an unhealthy tone.

Like Ariston, lbn Taymiyya repeatedly remarks that logic is ex-

cessively prolix, unduly complicated, and tedious, and he too offers

metaphors to illustrate this view. In lieu of seafood, his examples

issued from desert animals. Logic, he thought, is like the flesh of a

slaughtered camel found on the summit of a mountain; the flesh is

not good enough to warrant climbing the mountain, nor is the road

leading to it easy to follow,
1^ More important, like Ariston, Ibn

Taymiyya constantly held natural, innate intelligence (jitra) to be

sufficient for thinking and reasoning soundly, thus rendering logic

superfluous.

About five centuries after Ariston of Chios, Sextus himself levelled

a massive attack against Aristotelian and Stoic logic. His chief

concern centred around truth, its criterion and its existence. He
was a sceptic whose- points of departure in such criticism shared

no common ground with lbn Taymiyya’s basic assumptions. Any
legitimate attempt at finding similarities will then have to be limited

to two areas of enquiry > namely, the theory of signs and that of the

syllogism. There is little doubt that Islamic scholastic theology as

well as legal theory adopted an epistemic theory of signs that

considerably resembled the Stoic doctrine .

1i5 But the resemblance is

significantly diminished in the case of Ibn Taymiyya and Sextus

because the latter developed a theory of signs that was not only

lw
Zeller, Stoics, 60.

134
Nitqii ai-Maniiq t 155; Translation, par. 153, below.

m Jadaane, L'lnfimwe 4u mwismt, 113 ft., &7; van Ess, ‘Skepticism*, 11.
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different from that conceived by Ibn Taymiyya (and the Stoics),

but was aiso largely irrelevant to lbn Taymiyya's critique.. More

specifically, Sextus' dichotomous idea of commemorative and indica-

tive signs represents a considerable advance over Ibn Taymiyya 's

notions of daMa, lib And in any case, Ibn Taymiyya does not seem

to utilize these notions in any criticism that goes beyond asserting the

superiority of Stoic conditional arguments to Aristotelian categorical

syllogisms.

There is, however, one major similarity between Sextus’ and Ibn

Taymiyya ?

s critiques, and that is their rejection of the syllogism.

Sextus suggested that in the syllogism 'Every man is an animal;

Socrates is a man; therefore, Socrates is an animal’, w>e can establish

the major premiss only through induction. If the induction is

incomplete, then the examination of a new instance might prove it

false; and if it is complete, then the conclusion must have been taken

into account in formulating the major premiss. Therefore, Sextus

concluded, the categorical syllogism is circular ,

07

As we have seen earlier, Ibn Taymiyya critique of the syllogism

distinguishes itself from the doctrine of Sextus in that it adopts a

different approach in attacking the problem and takes a much wider

view of the weaknesses of the syllogism. And, unlike Sextus, Ibn

Taymiyya stops short of leveling a charge of circularity against the

inference. But even if we assume that Sextus constituted a source of

Ibn Taymiyya *$ criticism of the syllogism, we must insist that the

hitter critique represents a considerably transformed version of

the Sceptic’s views. Furthermore, it seems well-nigh impossible to

establish any link between Ibn Taymiyya and Sextus. Just as we

know of no doctrine or work attributed to Ariston of Chios to have

survived in Islam, we have no evidence that any of the writings

of Sextus were known to Muslims. Sextus’ name is hardly ever

mentioned in Muslim writings, and thus the only possible channel of

influence conceivable is through indirect transmission of his criticism.

The writings of the Sceptics, like those of the Stoics and the

Sophists, were never transmitted to Islam in the manner in which

Aristotle, for instance, was. What Islam received of Sceptic doctrines

m On commcrtiordhVfc and indicative signs, see Seslws, Agaimt the Logicians,

313ft.; Siough, Greek Skepticism, 115-37; Chisholm, ’Sextus. Empiricus', 371ft.;

Mates, Stoic Logic, 13 If. On dattiln. sc? Translation, par. 42, n. i, below.
117

For a summary of Sextus* erilidsm:, set Encyclopedia of Philosophy , V. 41, S. v.

’Logic, Traditional' (by A. N. Prior).
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was both marginal and thin. As van Ess has aptly remarked, not only

were the names of famous old Sceptics unknown to Muslims, hut

Scepticism as a whole appeared in Islam "as an isolated lash of

thought and as a rhetorical bluff .

1 38 We must therefore conclude

that borrowing from the Greek sources must remain at best both

indirect and insignificant.

It is perhaps more convincing to argue in favour of the rise of

a native Muslim criticism of what was chiefly considered to be

Aristotelian logic. Muslims generally had a better reason to attack

this logic than their Greek predecessors since they construed it as

posing a major threat to the fundaments of their faith. The criticism

of logic had a long history in Islam before Ibn Taymiyya. It is here

that we should look for influences on Ibn Taymiyya. Unfortunately,

our data about writings critical of logic are so scant that we shall be

able to draw no more than a general and tentative outline of this

fascinating history.

The earliest Muslim critic of Aristotelian logic appears to have

been the Mu'taziil poet and thinker Abu al-'AbbSs ai-Nashi* aUAkbar,

better known as Ibn. al-Shirshir (d. 293/905).
]jy Although the

substance of his criticism is virtually unknown, 14" it is significant that

he was cited as a major critic of Greek logic by Abu Said aTSirafi
141

in his celebrated debate with Matta b. Yunus, a debate ’well known

to Ibn Taymiyya .

143 There is no evidence, however, to indicate that

Ibn Taymiyya knew much of Ibn al-Shirshir 5 criticism beyond the

name of its author.

In contrast, Ibn Taymiyya was intimately familiar with what

appears to have been a scathing and elaborate criticism of Aristotelian

logic authored by the Shfi thinker Hasan b. Musa al-Nawbakhtl

(died between 300/912 and 310/922),
141 The treatise containing the

criticism, Kit&b ai-Arti' wai-Diydnai t also treats, as the title suggests,

!« Van Ess, ‘Skepticism', i, 3,m Van Ess, Aiu'taziiitucke Htiretwgraphie, t ff.

140 Some of his arguments may be found in his al-Kttab al-Aw&at , 1 \ 6-26, esp.

119--20. For a German irandaiinn with oommenlur^, see van Ess, Mu'iazilitische

fMresi&grqpkie, igo ft- However, these fragments shed no light oit what is presumed to

have been a more systematic critique of AfifilCtd UM1 logic.
1,]

Tawfrkfo Itnt6\ 124; and Ihsln *Abbis*s introduction to Hm Harm, Taqribi 3k
Zimmermann's introduction to At~Far4bTs Commentary, pp. cxni-cxxxiv, esp-

CWLiV-CXXV.
142

aI-Ra44 , 17U; Jvhd, 171 (Tranriaiion, por. 1591, below).
L° al-fledd, 331. Sec also Reseller, Development* 41 ; and Trafiftalion, per. ifti, n. 3,

befow.
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II. Sources of the Critique xliii

of several non-Islamic dogmas and religions, such as the Brahman,

and Magi an creeds.
14 * Nawbakhti also seems to be the author of a no

longer extant treatise entitled al-Radd *ald AM al-Mantiq ,

145 which
t

judging from the title, is entirely dedicated to the refutation of logic.

It is possibles however^ that this work represents the logical part as

extracted from the larger work Kitfib al-Ard

\

Be that as it may,, Ibn

Taymiyya acknowledged having read the latter work,'*
ft

a fact

that finds corroboration in the multiple quotations made by his

student Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya,
14? But beyond the obvious debt to

Nawbakhti concerning the criticism of the number of premisses

in the syllogism, a debt that finds ample attestation in a lengthy

quotation in Ibn Tayirnyya’s critique,
1 *8 we have no means of

establishing, in precise terns, any further influences until such time

as Nawbakhti
1

s work is recovered. However, if Nawbakhti adduced

further criticisms—and it is quite possible that he did— tbn Taymiyya

rttay have made use of them without acknowledging the source.

In any case, the evidence available points in the direction of

Nawbakhtl’s work as the earliest criticism known to Ibn Taymiyyu,

I said that Ibn Taymiyya may— but not must—have made use of

arguments included in Nawbakhti’s work,, on the grounds that there

is at least one instance where he was familiar with an attack against

logic and logicians but simply chose, with minor exceptions, not to

incorporate it into his critique. This attack was launched in 320/932

by the grammarian Abu Sa'Td abSirafl against the philosopher-

logician Malta b. Yunus. N 9 None of the main arguments set forth by

SirSfi can be found in Ibn Taymtyya’s work, and such criticism

as that which stresses the conventional nature of logic and its

incompatibility with the rules of the Arabic language
1™ was made so

often in medieval Islam that Slraffs censure cannot claim any

monopoly. At any rate, Ibn Taymiyya’s concern with the relation of

logic to grammar, and other cognate issues constituting the backbone

of the SIrafl-Matta debate, was indeed negligible,

The sparseness of primary sources renders difficult the task of

144
See Ritter's introduction to Nawbakhti’* Firaq al-Shfn, pp. kdf-jfm 10 kdf-zi

\

MS
Ibid., p,

al-Redt!, jjf-qiJehd, 331-2 (Translation, par., 282, betow).
1-17

See e.jj. Nawbakhti, Firaq al-SkTe, pp, Mfjim to k&f-zA*.
|XR

at^Rcidd, 337-9 ;
Jshd

i 231 -i (Translation
,
par, 2S2, below).

u<)
See Translation, par. 159, n- 1 , below,

JW
See, in particular, Mahdi, 'Language and Logic'. 58-83,
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establishing any debt to the writings of early theologians. Abu aF
Hasan aFAsh'arl, the founder of the Ash'arT school of theology, is

reported to have written Kit&b 'aid AM al-Mamjq (A Response to the

Logicians ).
151 But this book, as Rescher stated, seems to have been

a refutation of Christian dogmas propounded by Christians who
happened to be logicians.

152 Whatever the nature of the work, Ibn

Taymiyya makes no reference to any logical criticism by Astfari, just

as he makes no mention whatsoever of Astfari’s contemporary , the

Mu'taziil Ibrahim b. 'Ayyash* who appears to have written against

the demonstrative syllogism,
133 Nor does he mention the Jewish

scholar Ya'qub b. Ishaq al-Qirqisaoi {ft. second quarter of the tenth

century ad), who espoused the view that the syllogism yields no new
knowledge,

1
”"
4
a view we have seen to be central to Ibn Taymiyya’s

critique. However, he h familiar with the polemical writings* of the

renowned Ash 'art theologia n AbQ Bakr al-Baqiliam, particularly his

treatise at-Daqd'iq , in which he seems to have argued against the

philosophers" metaphysics and logic,
L5:

" Again, owing to the sparseness

of sources, the identification of possible borrowings here is at present

impossible.

We may also mention the well-known fatwd issued by Ibn al-^alah

(d. 643/1245) against logic,
13* It is unlikely that Ibn Taymiyya did

not know of this resp&ttsum. But even if we grant that he was

familiar with it, there is very little in common between his massive

work which was written in a critical and scrutinising vein and the

brief and narrowly legal contents of the responsum , Finally, we

should draw attention to a highly interesting critique written by a

certain Abi at-Naja al-Fftrid, who is entirely unknown. 11'7
If the

treatise can be dated earlier than the end of the seventh/thirteenth

century, then there arises the possibility that Ibn Taymiyya may have

been indebted to some aspects of abFaridPs refutation of the essen-

tialist definition. For while most of the latter’s criticism is not to be

found in, Ibn Taymiyya's work, there are similarities in the unfavour-

IS| Reseller {Oevtktpment, 41) lists it on the authority af Wilhelm Spitis.
152 Rescher, Development, 41 ,

,53,
[bn al-Nodim, Fihrisi

, 246,
,M Van Ess, 'Skepticism', 13,

NaqdahMmiiq , 196.

“ See Ibn al-Saldh, Folded, 32, 34-55 Goldaiber, ‘Altitude of OrlhodiM Islam',

205 -6.
^ Sec FaEltCtri’s Persian introduction to the (ext, in Mohaghegh and Izuisu, CvUeaed

Tern, 7-8- For the text, Kfwwstn Mm‘$fa ft Kasr at-Menliq, see 13-60,
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able attitude of both men towards the Aristotelian concept of the

complete definition.

Difficult as it may be to establish, specific debt to the various

theological schools, Ibn Taymiyya could not have launched his attack

against logic without drawing upon the earlier polemical writings of

theologians, including those who were ShFi, MuTazilb Maturldi, or

Ash 'art'. That he derived material from a wide spectrum of theological

schools which stood in blatant opposition to the Hellenic tradition of

learning is expected. But. ibn Taymiyya did not limit himself to

theological discourse; rather, he entered the abode of philosophy

itself and selectively appropriated some of its own arguments and

counter-arguments. Whether he adequately represented or misrepre-

sented the metaphysical doctrines of the philosophers is a question

worthy of an independent study. What we cannot question, however,

is the fact that he was intimately familiar with a significant bulk of

philosophical discourse. Even a preliminary reading of his works

readily reveals that lie had firsthand knowledge of the writings

of Faribi, Ibn Sini, ibn Rushd, Suhrawardl, Abu al-Baraka t ah

Baghdadi, Nasir al-Dln abTush and Fakhr ahDiti al-R&zi, to name
only a few major figures,

156
Interestingly enough, it is from these

sources that he derived a considerable portion of his argumentation

against logic.

We can identify two kinds of philosophical material that made
itself useful to Ibn Taymiyya. The first, and perhaps less important,

were the relatively short remarks made by these philosophers with

regard to difficulties inherent in the logical and philosophical doctrines

they were expounding, A ease in point is Ibn Sina’s admission that

real definitions are difficult, if not impossible, to formulate,
1W

Admittedly, however, such admissions of weakness could not have

supplied Ibn Taymiyya with any significant ammunition. The second

^

and main, source of ammunition he found in the philosophers’ criti-

cisms of each other’s doctrines, in ikhtildf aCfalaxifa, so to speak.
1™

"a See Translation, pars. 18, 29, 76, 8B
f 103, 20S, below, Laoust (Efm i, 84=6)

discusses Ibn Taymiyya's knowledge of philosophical doctrines, including bis familiarity

with the philosophical novel Hayy ft. Yaqz&n and the political writings of Farabi,
L ' M

Ibn Slnl, Hudud, 1-7 (French Irani., i-(S), for another example (about die

definition of foe sun.), see Translation, pars. 191 (and n. 2 thereto), joy, 135, 148; and
Gh aj.it ii, M'y&r, ji.

141
Ibn Taymiyya had full knowledge of the refotations by philosophers of each

other’s doctrines. See the revealing passage in Juhd, 195 (Translation, par. 108, below).

Laossi (fisni, HU) also observes the same characteristic in metaphysics, where Ibn
Taymiyya plays the philosophers against each other,

ovriahl
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Although it is not always possible to identify this sort of borrowing,

we are able at least to establish that the writings of Suhrawardi, Abu
al-Barakat al-Baghdadl, and Fakhr al-Dm al-ftazi—writings which

drew cm a long tradition of philosophical and theological learning

—

provided him with some fundamental criticism . We can also mention,

among others, I bn Sina, who directed certain criticisms against his

Greek predecessors. The borrowings from Suhrawardi, Baghdadi,

and Razi, however, are far more evident, since all three were highly

critical of earlier philosophical doctrines, and their writings were

quite familiar to Ibn Taymiyya.

Having attempted to identify and document in the notes to the

translation the arguments which Ibn Taymiyya owed or may have

owed to these thinkers, we shall be content here to speak briefly of

Suhrawardi, who was not only highly critical of the Aristotelian

logicians but also espoused certain theories that are central to Ibn

Taymiyya’s methodology in general and his critique in particular.

Though in his Muntiq at-Talmhat Suhrawardi expounds a theory of

logic that is faithful to his Peripatetic predecessors ,

161
in Hikmat at-

Ishraq he presents us with a critique of the Peripatetics with which,

we have every reason, to believe, Ibn Taymiyya was familiar .

1 ''2

Among Suhrawardi’s arguments against the Aristotelians at least two

deserve to be mentioned: the first is his vehement refutation of the

essential^ definition, and the second, his uncompromising attack

against Aristotelian and A vicennial! realism, an attack that was

motivated by art unrelenting nominalism 1*3
It is this nominalist

position, which rejected complete definition and a realist theory of

universals, that constitutes the heart and soul of Ibn Taymiyya’s

critique. But Ibn Taymiyya
T

s nominalism was not restricted to his

critique of Greek logic. The dozens of published tomes and tracts he

wrote on (or against) theology, law, mysticism, and countless other

subjects betray a strict nominalist approach. It would be unreasonable

to argue that he owed his nominalism exclusively to Suhrawardi,

particularly since nominalistic tendencies do not seem to have been

uncommon in the midst of Sunni theology and theory of law. Accord-

IM Suhrawardi, Maaliq at-Talwihdl, 7-8 (on essence and accident), to If. (on

pr^dkable&), 1 4 ff . (on defiiutioii). 37ft. (on propositions), 46 fi. (on the syllogism). In

the same vein he also wrote al-Lamahdt. See Fatten,,
L

aJ-BahLh al-Mantlqi', -76-100.m See al-Radd, 40, 125, 140, 14$; JaiM, 95* 125, 133, 139 (Translation, pais, 2% 76,

8S, m3, below)*
lw Suhrawardi, HikmataMshriq

,
ij-ir Now see Ziai, Knowledge md IthtmimtHoH ,

41 ft., 65, and esp. 7Sff,

ovriahted material
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ingly» we rayst conclude- that while SuhrawardTs criticism may well

have been a source for ibn Taymiyya T
s attack on the essentialist

definition, we have little reason to believe, in light of the larger

context of ibn Taymiyya 's career and intellectual background, that

he owed his nominalism exclusively to Suhraward! or + for that matter,

to any other single predecessor.

To sum up, on the basis of the meagre evidence available to us, we

tentatively conclude that Ibn Taymiyya dearly owes a debt to his

Greek and Muslim predecessors. But the degrees of influence vary

from one source to another. The debt to the Greek sources, par-

ticularly to the Sceptics, who seeni to have been more critical of logic

than others, is not easily identifiable-. Certain arguments against logic-

may have crept in as part and parcel of the Greek philosophical,

discourse transmitted to the Arabs. A more readily identifiable source

of influence h the polemical writings of the theologians, who, like

Ibn Taymiyya, had earlier stood in defence of Islam against the

"Greek heresies’. An equally, if not more, important source is the

philosophers* criticisms of each other. The available evidence points

to the contributions of Snhrawardl, Baghdadi, and RazT as major

sources of Ibn Taymiyya
3

s criticism,

Ibn Taymiyya’s critique then represents not so much the culmination

of a tradition of anti-logical discourse as an ingenious and creative

selection of already existing but disparate arguments, ft is not the

culmination of a tradition because there was no such identifiable

tradition which can be justifiably defined in terms of genre, movement,

trend. Doubtless, Ibn Taymiyya approached the problem with an

intellectual framework of his own, one that derived from, and was

squarely based upon, his own notions of empiricism. The critique is

thoroughly imbued! with a peculiarly Taymiyyan methodology and

epistemology. What Ibn Taymiyya did was to introduce a variety of

arguments excerpted from a wide range of sources, and fit them into

his own framework after having cut, changed, or transformed them

according to a mould that met his particular needs. To be sure, a

mere aggregation of these arguments could hardly amount to the

coherent and effective critique that Ibn Taymiyya mounted. Without

a theoretical framework capable of pulling together these arguments

into a meaningful and consistent whole, the mere act of collecting

criticisms from a disparate variety of sources could in no way be

better than a collection of fossil material which once formed some

sort of unidentifiable but now extinct animal. Ibn Taymiyya was able

ovriahl
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to identify and in fact to draw a detailed picture of the animal while

using the fossils excavated by the likes of Nawbakhtl, SuhrawardI,

and perhaps Sextus- Ibn Taymiyya’s genius does not Lie in the particular

arguments he adduced, though even here he was impressive; rather,

his genius manifests itself in creating, from the material that consisted

of these particular arguments, a complete, systematic, and coherent

critique.

It is an instructive coincidence that virtually all the criticisms

common to Ibn Taymiyya and the Greeks are also common, though

in a more articulate manner, to ibn Taymiyya and later European

philosophers. Seen against a scale ranging from the rudimentary

critique made by Ariston to the subtle and extensive arguments

adduced by such later philosophers as the British empiricists, Ibn

Taymiyya can be conveniently located in the second half of the

continuum. Hie attacks against Aristotelian logic in Islam continued

after Ibn Taymiyya, though they were not conducted with the extra*

ordinary energy, vigour, and creativity demonstrated by (bn Taymiyya,

In the Christian West, on the other hand, the movement towards

rejecting Greek logic seems to have begun sometime after Ibn

Taymiyya's death. In the 1580s, William Temple enthusiastically

advocated the views of Petrus Ramus (d, 1572), who had earlier

defended the thesis that the entirety of Aristotle's doctrines are false

and that his logic is artificial and intolerably and unnecessarily com-

plicated, Logic t he asserted, must follow the natural movement of

thought 1M During the same period, Francois Sanchez produced

another attack on Aristotle, with particular emphasis, on his syllogistic

reasoning. The Aristotelian, syllogism., Sanchez maintained, does not

lead to the understanding of reality, and it is artificially and excessively

occupied with verbal subtlety,
165

In the beginning of the seventeenth century the criticisms of Ramus
and Sanchez were not without following.

16* Descartes, for instance,

explicitly wrote:

l noticed that as far as logic was concerned, its syllogisms and most of its

other methods serve rather to explain to another what one already knows, or

even, as in the art of Lully, to speak freely and without; judgment of what

one docs not know, than to learn new things. Although it does contain many

Quinton, Francis Bacon, n: Encyclopedia of Philosophy, vjj. <56-8, s.v. ‘Ramus,

Peter' (hy Wr

. J. On*)
LtJ

Butterfield, Origins. lift.

IM QuEnlOn, Francis Bautin, 16 ..
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true and good precepts, they are interspersed among so many others that are

harmful: or superfluous .

Ifi7

Still later, several British philosophers* including J. S- Mill, G-

Campbelfi and Thomas Brown, voiced grievances against logic in

general and the syllogism in particular,
1^ Other empiricists espoused

views quite similar to those of Ibn Taymiyya concerning the equiva-

lence of analogy and induction r

lw The general similarities between

these philosophers' criticisms and those of Ibn Taymiyya are too

Obvious to rehearse here,

It is a historical curiosity that it was British, not Muslim, philosophy

which carried Ibn Taymiyya
1

? methodology to its logical conclusion.

What is interesting is not only the resemblance between the Taymiyyan

and the British criticism, but the distinctly empiricist bent common
to both. The empiricism which came to be regarded in the West

m one expression of scientific enquiry was completely lost on the

Muslims. Western science realized the value of empiricism and

succeeded in sifting it out of theology and metaphysics. This process

is best exemplified in the transformation from the empirical theology

and metaphysic of Occam, F. Bacon, and Berkeley to the modem
secular empiricism of A. J, Ayer, The Muslims, on the other hand,

were not able to see the significance of Ibn Taymiyya ’& devastating

attack against Aristotelian logic, let alone the extraordinary potential

of his empiricist methodology. As is tome out in the later logical

and anti-logical discourse in Islam, neither Ibn Taymiyya ’s critique

nor the epistemology and methodology behind it were adequately

appreciated. Such logicians as
rAbd Allah al-jTian!

]

represented a

prevalent trend whose task it was to rebut objections directed against

logics but with the raw enthusiasm of a young student impatiently

defending the teachings of his illustrious master. Do the other hand,

such Ibn Taymiyya loyalists as Suyflfi, who also enthusiastically

pursued the anti-Aristotelian path, were able to produce only a

shallow and ineffective critique which lacked a respectable meth-

odology or theoretic,
171 On Suyutf and his co-religionists both the

' Descartes, Discourse on Method, 14.
1 * ” DummcU , "Justification of Deduction'

,
500 ti.

„ jog ff
. ; Encyclopedia of Pkiioxaphy,

v, 4i-i, 5-v. 'Logic, Traditional' (by A. N. Prior).
lss

liter, Tbn Taymiyah's Empiricism
1

*
mj.

L7l>
See his nt-RisAia af-Muhica, 359-95.

lM Sec ai-Mantiq mit-KafSm. I was not .able to consult his- other work, al-Qawl
ebMuskriq ft Tahrirn ul-fchtighat
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substance of their predecessor’s critique as well as his methodology

and epistemology were lost.

TIL Ibn Taymiyyas Discourse

The discourse employed in Islamic positive law, legal theory, theology,

and philosophy may be characterised as highly formal, The arrange-

ment and classification of topics,, chapters, sections, and subsections

followed a certain logic and order. Subjects were divided into man-

ageable units, and each unit was, as a rale, treated in full before

the transition to another unit occurred. While cross-reference was.

unavoidable, repetition was rare. Authors, expectedly, employed the

jargon special to the field within which they were writing, and the

utilization of concepts and terminology belonging to another field of

enquiry was by and large kept to a minimum. A glance at the works

of Juwaym the theologian, GharalT the lawyer. Amici the jurist, and

Ibn Sin a the philosopher is sufficient to make the point

-

That Ibn Taymiyya rejected this established form of discourse

should come as no surprise. His mission was unique, and the conven-

tional, formal structure of the theological and philosophical treatise

would not do, His goal was simple: to dissuade Muslims from the

heretical beliefs of the Sufis, philosophers, speculative theologians*

the Shi'Ts, and a score of other groups. If writing a treatise on divine

matters was commonly considered a good reason to hope to attain a

reward in the hereafter, Ibn Taymiyya thought that writing a treatise

exposing the heresies of those whom he believed to be the enemies

of Islam was likely to be doubly rewarded,
172 There was no need to

abide by the systematic and orderly mode of exposition, Cross-

reference and repetition became not only unavoidable but necessary.

The aim was not merely to spread and articulate knowledge but to

convince believers who had gone astray. His, then, was a mission

whose aim was persuasion, if not outright dissuasion.

Hie particular purpose behind ibn Taymiyya’s mission explains

three conspicuous features of all his writing. The most striking of

these features is the uncontrollable penchant for digression* He could

never resist the urge to move into another, albeit related, issue

173 That he thought so, we deduce from, among other things, his, Jeitet to his

mother. Cited La Abu Zahra, Ibn Taymiyya, 63-4.
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///. Ibn Taymiyyus Discourse 1 .

before offering a full treatment of the issue with which he began.

This he seems to have done because priority was given to showing

the weaknesses of one doctrine or another, not to the elaboration

and development of a doctrine of his own. Nowhere, for instance,

does be offer a discussion of universal? without hastening to attack

the philosophical and mystical doctrines that were based on a realist

theory of universal!.
175 While this mode of discourse apparently

fulfilled his own needs as a critic and reformer, it leaves the modern

reader with a sense of frustration. Ibn Taymiyya’s digressive mode of

discourse means that the treatment of a particular issue may often

not be found in any one chapter, or even in any one work. The

search bearing on an issue takes one through the entire treatise, if

not through several other tracts and tomes. Some two dozen treatises

of his must be consulted in order to establish, for instance, his views

on the problem of God's existence .

174 We are therefore fortunate to

find in a single treatise a comprehensive catalogue of what seem to

he all the arguments Ibn Taymiyya adduced against logic..

The second feature of Ibn Taymiyya’s work is repetition, a feature

that becomes not only often unavoidable as an accompanying con-

sequence of digression, but also indispensable in a discourse whose

aim. is to convince, dissuade, and recruit

A third characteristic feature of his work is the imbalance between

the criticism he advanced (why *P is Q’ is false) and the solutions he

proposed as a substitute for what he thought false (why ‘p is S* h
true). In his preoccupation with launching attacks on his adversaries,

leading to digression into what he perceived to be issues whose

immediate introduction to the discussion would win him points against

his foes, Ibn Taymiyya seems to have been unable to dwell in any

one place on the issue he was discussing or to force himself to ask

questions he may have answered, As a critic he no doubt excelled,

but he was no systematic and organized writer. I have said 'writer' in

preference to Thinker’ advisedly, since what becomes registered

discourse must not necessarily be taken to represent the ideas in the

mind of the author. We have no proof that Ibn Taymiyya was

interested in constructing a system of logic which would replace that

of the Peripatetics. His methodology and epistemology“Which partly

derived from the then prevalent theological and legal doctrines, but

L,,J Sw Sections 3 and 4 of Part [, above.
lT< See ilaUaq, HmTspiyjra cm Ihe Existence of God’.
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lii Introduction

to no small extent were his own— he modesty thought to have come

down from the sataf, The task he assigned himself was confined to

demolishing logic, and this fact clearly dictated his mode of discourse.

In tiis case a systematic and complete presentation of a body of

thought was not a significant concern.

Ibn Taymiyyas critique may then be characterized as a set of

arguments whose ultimate goal is to undermine the validity of the

philosophical, and consequently mystical, postulates making up, and

deriving from, logic. These arguments were intended to create an

aggregate effect; no single argument in the work could, or was

expected to, deal a coup de grace to logic. Against the most central

postulates upon which this, discipline is founded, Ibn Taymiyya

marshalled a legion of arguments that were intended to enhance and

corroborate each other. Each argument was thought to carry an

independent weight, and therefore the more arguments that were

adduced the stronger the case against logic became .

1 y ~ When refutation

of a postulate required the refutation of a sub-postulate, another

group of corroborative arguments was introduced. Frequently, he

informs us that against such-and-such a postulate he will advance a

certain number of objections; and the aggregate of these objections

was intended to constitute his response to that particular postulate.

At other times, he integrates into one lengthy argument a variety of

sub-arguments that are of a different type altogether, A substantive

argument may thus be combined with a religious or a historical

one ,

J76 The point is that Ibn Taymiyya consistently attempted to

bring about a cumulative and corroborative effect.

173 Op the significance of corroboration in Islamic thought, wiih special reference to

jurisprudence, see Haliaq, 'Inductive Corroboration', 3-31.
116

It is possible 10 categorize arguments in a number of ways, one of which is

according, to their logical Structure- Another categorization may issue from the content

of arguments, not their faim. The first category that makes Itself evident in Ibn

Ttymiyya't work is the substantive argument, since the critique itself is a substantive

one; it attacks statements and assumptions as propositions containing concrete ideas,

and (he attacks themselves consist of counter-idc® of the same order. The dominant

arguments of the critique belong no this category . Another type is religious. Arguments

belonging to this class are few in number, but their weight most not be underrated.

They are consistently introduced as subsidiary1 arguments., and never as self-sufficient.

Their significance lies in the fact that they arc rooted in wider assumptions that deflate

and prejudge the position of the opponent. One suds central assumption is the

superiority of the truth as. carried by Judaism, Christianity, and particularly Islam over

the troth of non-religionists: though the Jews and Christians have corrupted their own

religions, they remain superior to Aristotle, who was nothing hut a godless man. But

the most superior of all religions is Islam, whose truth is manifest. The superiority of
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IV, The Arabic Text?

Two centuries after Ifort Taymiyya's death, 'Abd ahRahman MU al-

Din at-Suyujl (d. 911/1505), an Egyptian Shaft*! scholar, found in Ibn

Tayrniyya*s refutation of logic a tool that would serve his purpose in

the debate about the scholarly credentials required to qualify a jurist

to rise to the rank of mujtahid 177 A group of scholars, ostensibly

supporters of the Greek logical tradition,
176

maintained that a know-

ledge of logic constituted one of the prerequisites for exercising

ijtikad .

179
Following in the footsteps of Ibn Taymiyya, Suyutl argued

that logic is not a requirement on the ground that it is not a sound

discipline.
1® 1

But a mere dismissal of this requirement was too facile

and cryptic to be sufficient. He had to vindicate his claim, and he did

so by writing two treatises of his own in refutation of logic
,
namely,

at-Qawl al-Afu$hriq
1* 1 and Sawn al-Mantiq

™2 Moreover, he abridged

Islam would hive been a sufficient argument against the Greek doctrines had these

doctrines not penetrated the Islamic sciences. The somewhat embarrassing fact that

more than a few major Muslim scholars witting in the most traditional religious

sciences resorted to Greek logic certainly blunted Ibn Taymiyya's religious argument.

This may m part explain why this type of argument does not stand as self-sufficient,

though it permeates the spirit of the eritk|ue. I say 'in part
5

because the chief reason for

reporting to the rational, non-religions argument {al-Miil al-'aqli) was the position

—

adopted by the great majority erf Muslim intellectuals—that the best weapon against

rational arguments must come from reason, not revelation, and Greek lope was, in the

final analysis, a product of reason (see Translation, par. l to, below).

There can be Identified further types of arguments that also played a subsidiary role

nt the critique. Adkmnmem arguments such as those attempting to smear the characters of
Aristotle and Ibn Simt are but one example. That Aristotle never visited the 4land of

the prophets' and thus was nol exposed to then teaching? is corroborative, in Ibn

Taymiyya's discourse.) of the fact that his logic and metaphysics were erroneous [see

Translation, par. 90, below; the point is further elaborated in Mufwsal at-l'tiqod, 136).

Ibn Sink's affiliation with the Ismi'itis (ibid.) was also so construed, an affiliation that

presented him from being exposed to the divinely guided duel Hires and behaviour of

ahl al-sunna wai-jamd a,

lTf
See Translation, par. 1

,
n, r, below. Pot Suyfiir* problem, see also Halkq, 'Was

the Gale of Ijfiihad Closed
4
?

'» 27-fi
|7H

Exceptions, however, could be found. Ibn Qudamu, a traditionalist Hanbali

jurist, prefixed his toil/ af*ftqh work with a logical introduction, thus implying, like his

forerunner Ghazaft, that logic is indispensable for legal reasoning. See ftawdat <ri-

N&zir, 13-30.
,Tt

This requirement bad a long-standing tradition in Islam. See Translation, pars. I,

n. 3, and 160, n, t, below.

Although be still claimed that he was adept in Hits art. See his town, 1.
IHJ

full title: abQawt ai-Mustttvf fi Tahrim al-lshtighM hil-Montiq. See Brockelmaun,
Gesdiidtie, suppi ii, 189 (itygg).

]C
Published by Nashshar together with the 0347 edition of Jffhd al-Qonha, See list

of References below,
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Liv Introduction

Ibn Taymiyya’s al-Radd, apparently to render it more accessible to

the interested student

,

lfi3
with a view, however, to bolstering his own

claims against logic through the magisterial authority bestowed by

his Hanbali predecessor.

Suyutl abridged the approximately 138,000 words of al-Radd to

about 32,000 words under the title Jahd aEQuriha fl Tajrld aENasIha.

A literal translation of the title would be The Exertion of Effort in

Divesting the Nasiha* the Nasiha being the alternative title of aE

Rudd, namely, Naqihai AM Mlman fi al-Radd ‘ala Mantiq at-

Tradr*,
1154 Now, 'divesting

1

in the title of the abridged work refers to

extracting the logical content from at-Radd 1 which is, from the view-

point of the logician, thoroughly encumbered by metaphysical

discussions. And this is precisely what Suyutl successfully did.

Since Suyiltj was not interested in abridging the logical content of

the work but only in eliminating repetition together with the greatest

bulk of metaphysical discussions therein, he did not reformulate Ibn

Taymiyya’s text in his own words, in other words, his abridgement m
not paraphrastic: he simply left the logical parts intact and deleted

the greatest part of metaphysical digressions. And by omitting a

good deal, of repetition from the logical discussion, he succeeded in

creating a sequence of ideas that is superior to that found in al-Radd.

One may assert that the overall result of Suyuffs abridgement is a

more effective critique of logic than that originally formulated by Ibn

Taymiyya .

m
Despite the efforts expended in abridging al-Radd

,

Suyutl was still

unable to rid the text of the vexatious problem of repetition, and of

this he was fully awure,
iao Another related problem which seems to

have escaped the attention of Suyutl is the frequent use of the

formula ‘what we mean to say'* or
l

what is intended here
1

(wal-

maq$ud (hund)) f
a formula used by Ibn Taymiyya to indicate that he

was reverting back to the logical discussion after having lapsed into a

lengthy comment on other, mainly metaphysical, matters. While

the repeated use of the formula may be justifiable in light of Ibn

Taymiyya T

s practice of digression, it is no longer relevant to an

abridgement which claims to, and in fact does, eliminate a significant

&;I

See Translation, par. l , below.
],vJ

Brockelmajm, GescAichie, suppl , ii. 114.
,B

Others have expressed similar opinions- See Brunsehvjg, "Poor 00 EOnire', 316;

van Ess, ‘Logical Structure", 50,m On Utia problem, see Jahd, 254 (Translation, par. 322, below).
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IV. The Arabic Texts lv

part of material that bears little on the logical issues at hand. All

these t however, are minor shortcomings and should not detract from

Suyutfs contribution towards providing a mote readable and succinct

treatise..

In 1947, All Slitif al-Nashshir published the test of Jahd for the

first time. He relied on a single manuscript found in Dar al-Kutub ai-

Azhariyya (Majmu' 204), although he was aware of the existence of

another manuscript in the Library of the University of Leiden, 1A7
this

being the only other copy known to be extant.
lflS Two years later, in

194,9, Abd al-$amad al-Kutub! published the unabridged version of

al’Radd in Bombay on the basis of a unique manuscript extant at the

Khizanat al-Kutub al-Asafiyya (K alarm 219) in Haydarabad.m
Reportedly, this manuscript, an autograph, was brought into India

from Yemen over a century ago by Nuwwab Siddiq Hasan Khan
(d, 1307/1889) where it was in the possession of Zaydi Im£ms- ly0

KufuW, encountering several difficulties in the Apftyya manuscript,

sought the help of Nashshlfs edition, from which, KutubI acknow-

ledged, he benefited,^
1

This was possible because Suyutfs abridge-

ment does not alter or paraphrase Ibn Taymiyya
+

swords and sentences;

hence, one manuscript could significantly inform the other concerning

a substantial part of the logical subject-matter. In his edition, however,

Nashshar did not benefit from the unabridged manuscript of Hay-

darabad. But the later edition of Abd al-Rabmfin Ibn Qasim and his

son Muhammad did. The latter reprinted Nashsharis edition in 1961

in Rabat as part of volume ix in the thirty-seven-volume collection of

Ibn Taymiyya's works.
lfl~ The editors do not care to tell us anything

beyond the fact that the work is based on a previously primed text of

Jahd

,

l9i Nor do they tell us what corrections to the manuscript they

made and the bases of such corrections. However, we have two good

reasons to believe that the edition they depended upon, was that of

1
-
7
See Voorhoeve, Handlist

^ 248-9; and Nwihthari introduction to the 1947 edition

of Suvwi and Jahd
1 p. £6 \ fepfMuced in Su'id ’AM edition of the same

work, p. 17; Mustaffi. "AM al-Rikdq, Fayiosuf al-'Amh, 114. Goldrlhcr also announced
the existence of itiis manuscript in his article ‘Stellung der alien istamisdhen Orthodox ic’,

published as early as 1916 {English tians. ,
’Attitude of Orllwdox rslam’, 207),m See Brockelmarm, Or«feietof, suppi ii„ 124 (no. 93).

IM
See ibid., and the editor**, introduction to al’fladd, pp. id “to wtei.

IV!I See Saliymiri Nadvi's foreword to af-flwW, p. qdf.
1,1

See his introduction to al-Radd, p. tin.m Entitled Mnjmti ' Fatdwd Skaykh at-1stAm A itmad ibn Taymiyya.
lfl3

See tlae intfoduetcon to vo3 . i. of MajmiV, p, mlm>
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Jvi Introduction

Nash&har and the corrections they implemented were based on the

Bombay edition. First, no editions other than those of Na$h$har and

KutubT are known to have been published in or prior to 1961, These

two editions have also become reputable and standard among Middle

East scholars- Even if wre assume the unlikely, namely, that there

might have been other editions, it would have been considered quite

injudicious on the part of the editors to resort to poorly received or

lesser-known editions,. Second, the Rabat edition at times commits

the same errors found in Nashshar's edition, errors that are peculiar

to the latter edition and which can be found neither in the unabridged

work nor in the Leiden manuscript.
m

Since 1961, Jahd and Rad

d

have both been edited once more. The

latter was published in 1977 in two volumes, of which I was able to

obtain only the first. This edition, also based on the unique Asafiyya

manuscript, does not appear to make a significant advance over the

1949 edition. But more relevant to our concern is the 1970 Cairo text

of Jahd, edited by both Su'ad
fAbd al-Raziq and, presumably,

Nashshlr himself.
196 In reality, NashshSr was not involved in any

collaborative effort with
TAbd aFRaziq beyond providing her with his

1947 edition, which she used, supposedly, as a starting-point, Her

contribution consisted in collating NashshaCs edition with both the

original manuscript in Dar al-Kutub al-Azhariyya and the Bombay
edition of the complete work. Furthermore, she redivided Nashshar s

text into smaller paragraphs, the latter’s division being indeed cum-

bersonrte. Unfortunately, 'Abd al-Raziq can be said to have completely

failed to provide us with a credible edition. Not only does she take

no note whatsoever of the Leiden manuscript, but her work is dis-

tressingly replete with misprints and errors.

See c,&, (lie Rabat edition, p. 121 (I. u): in innama dhaJika yatoul fl ai-milhAI

al-ladhi la yateyl bihi , . the negative panicle is was omitted following (he edition of

Nasbshar, p. 275 (II, 7-^)- In the Leiden manuscript, to). 144 (I. 22), and the Bombay
edition of af-Radd, p. 121 {1. 14). Ibe negative particle was retained, A more obvious

omission unique lo both, edirioos is to be found on p. 140 (], 7) in the Rabat edition and

p. 251 (1, 3) in edition. There, nearly two lines were omitted from both

teats, whereas the Leiden manuscript anil pi-Rpdd contain them-
lQ5 Edited by Muhammad Abd al-Sattir Nasgar and Tmad Klwfiji.
,w Published together with Stiyuirs A'awn ai-Mantiq wai-Kakam 'an Farmay ai-Mantiq

Wfli-Kal&m, by Dir aJ-Nisii lii-TibiV. I am indebted IO Professor Arun Zy&Ow for

providing me with a copy of this edition.
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V, Notes on the Translation

For the translation I have used the Rabat edition since it has proven

superior to Mashshar's edition and certainly to that of
HAbd al-R&giq.

! have constantly referred to the Leiden manuscript 3^ as well as

the Bombay edition for collation with the present edition, though

NashshaLs edition was by no means neglected, Suyutfs introduction

to the abridgement (pans, 1-2) was omitted in the Rabat edition, but

I have restored it using both Nashshar’s edition and the Leiden

manuscript. Also omitted was Suyttffs colophon, which I have also

recovered from the same sources, Apart from these two additions, I

have noted all corrections as well as the bases of these corrections

towards the end of this volume (see Emendations to the Arabic

Text),

The paragraphing of the Rabat text has been considerably changed.

In the translation I have redivided the text into consecutively num-

bered paragraphs (1-323). The List of Paragraphs at the end of the

volume offers the corresponding page and line numbers in the 1961

Rabat edition and the 1949 unabridged Bombay edition as well as

the folio and line numbers in the ieiden manuscript.

I have also deviated in part from, ibn Taymiyya’s division of the

text into fusul (sing, fti$l = chapter). All fu$u\ indicating the chapters

in which he refuted the four major logical propositions have been

retained (see the headings of pars, 6, 17, 41 T and 330), The rest of

the fusul are three* and were subsumed by Ibn Taymiyya under the

third fast, namely, the Third Point These were obviously intended

as sections or sub-chapters rather than as independent chapters.

Since the subject-matter under each of these sections does not pertain

to single, self-contained issues, the three subheadings have been

Omitted altogether. In the translation, they would have fallen at the

beginning of paragraphs 119* 137, and 211 respectively*

Words in square brackets represent my own insertions, which I

found at times quite necessary for a better rendering of the text.

Parentheses are, as a rule, used for the equivalent Arabic terms in

tv
*
r See Vtiiprfiocvc, Handlist, 248-9, The manuscript (Or. 474 (20) In the library of

the University of Leiden) consists of 69 folios, cadi containing ji tines, with an average

of 15 words per line. The copying of the manuscript was completed on the third of

Rartiad&n 987 (12 Oel. 1579) by a certain 'All b. *Ali al-Busin al-Azhan al-ShafiT-
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I VIII Introduction

Ibn Taymiyya’s text On rare occasions they serve as parenthetical

punctuation.

For the Quranic verses cited in the text, I have most often depended

on both Arberry’s and Pickthalfs translations. At times 1 have used

a synthesis of these two elegant renderings, and at others made slight

changes therein in order to convey more precisely the intended

meaning, in just a few instances, however, 1 deemed it necessary

to give my own translation.

Finally, it must be noted that 1 have attempted to document all the

arguments cited by Ibn Taymiyya in the name of the philosophers,

theologians, Sufis, and others. When Ibn Taymiyya tells us, without

naming any one thinker in particular, that the logicians or philo-

sophers held a certain doctrine, I have provided a reference to the

discussion io the authoritative works in the field; for example, for

metaphysical and logical doctrines, I have referred the reader to such

authorities as Ibn Slna, Farabi* Ghazall* Ibn Rushd, Tusi, Fakhr al~

Din ai-RIif, and Ibn Malka. When a logical doctrine is cited by Ibn

Taymiyya on behalf of the logicians, 1 have also attempted, to the

best of my ability, to point out the extent to which our author was

faithful in conveying that doctrine. (It will hopefully become clear in

the course of the commentary on the text that ibn Taymiyya has at

times exaggerated the claims of the logicians.) I have not made this

comparison, however, in the case of metaphysical or theological

doctrines, since metaphysics and theology are not deemed to be at

the centre of the treatise as abridged by Suyfitl.

Ticih;



Taqi al-Din Ibn Taymiyya’s

jahd al-QarihafI Tajrid al-Nasiha

An Abridgement by Jalal al-Din al-Suyiip
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lit the Name of Cod, the Mereifiat, the Compassionate

1, Thants be to God. who sent the honourable messengers with

pure laws, and peace be upon our muster Muhammad, who is sup-

ported by clear and manifest miracles, and upon his noble and good

family and companions. To proceed: in both the past and in recent

times people have criticized and disapproved of logic, and have

written books to condemn it, invalidating and refuting its principles

and demonstrating their falseness. The last of those who wrote on

this subject is the sage of Islam, one of the mujtahidun,' Taep al-Din

Ibn Taymiyya. He has two books on the subject: one Ss small} and I

have not seen it; the other is a volume in twenty fascicles he entitled

Nasihat Ahf oilman ft at-Radd
r

a\& M&nttq al-Yunun
‘

1 wanted to

abridge it in a few fascicles in order to facilitate its understanding for

[both] the student and the learned. And so 1 undertook this task and

have entitled the work Jehd uhQanha ft Tajrki at-Nasiha* and God
is the guide to that which is fight,

2 , In the beginning of his book which he entitled Nasihat AM oi-

lman fl at-Radd *ald Mantiq at-Yimdn , the sage of Islam, one of the

mujtaMd&n ,
Taqi al-Din Ahmad Ibn Taymiyya said:

3, To Proceed, I have always known that Greek logic is neither

needed by the intelligent nor of any use to the dullard. However, I

used to think that its propositions were true, since we have indeed

1
1
Sing, miqtahjd, a religious scholar who is qualified to undertake pM, namely,

legal reasoning On the basis of the Quran, the Sonna, and consensus for the purpose Of

arriving at legal judgements {#hkam) of hitherto unsolved eases. In contrast with the

maqaltld, who follows the legal judgements of a mujtahid without undertaking

independent legal reasoning, the muftahid ranks high in the hierarchy of the legal

profession. Further on the locbntal meaning of ijiihdd, see Tahinawi, KwMhfif, i.

198-9, 5.V,

1
Ibn Taymiyya wrote several short treatises in refutation 0# Greek logic, most of

which are published together with Suyutf’s abridgement as voi lx of Ibn Taymiyya 's

JMd^nil' FaiOwti. The longest of these treatises, however, does not exceed a few pages.

SuyuiT’s reference must then be to Ibu Taymiyya 'k Naqd al-Mnnpq which, despite its

title, consecrates Only about forty pages (out of 21 l) to a substantive refutation of logic.

The rest is mostly a theological attack levelled against philosophers, speculative

theologians, and other groups. See also Ibn Qayyiro al-Jawziyya, IghAlha, it. 2.56,

where he observes that Ibn Taymiyya wrote (wo- treatises in refutation of Greek logic.

" The same as at-Radd W<J al-Mmtiqiyyln. See Biackclmann, <ieschidite t nippl, ii,

114, and Introduction, fart IV, above,
4
See Introduction, Fart IV. above.
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4 Jafid at-pariM

seen many of them to be true .

1 Later on, it became clear to me that

some of its propositions were false, and I have written something to

that effect. When I was in Alexandria, I met one of those who

glorify the philosophers
2
by exaggerating their importance and by

imitating them, so I mentioned to him some of what they deserve by

way of exposing their ignorance and errors. This encounter resulted

in my writing down, in a session during, one afternoon 1 the substance

of my lectures about logic at that time ,

3
though doing so was not my

intention, for my aim was to write about their metaphysics, But it

has become clear to me that much in their views on logic is the

source of their errors in metaphysics, such as their theory of quiddities

being composed of attributes they call essential; their discourse about

confining the means of acquiring knowledge to the definitions,

syllogisms, and demonstrations they have expounded; their theory of

definition by means of which concepts are formed; and their theory

of the forms of the syllogism and their apodietic subject-matter .

4

3
1

Cf, Mufassat al-rtiqdd
t 37, where [bn Taymiyya tells us that in his icwwge years

he was already aware of the problematic nature of Greek logic,
? The term for philosophers here is not the commonly used faUtsifa but mutafetsifu,

the latter having the connotation of pseudo-pliilosopheis In the very many contacts in

which [bn Taymiyya uses the two terms, in this and other treatises,, we cannot observe

any difference in their semantic usage. This fact is consistent with Ibti Taymiyya ’3 view

(Mi the philosophers are not in possession of real wisdom. Philosophy qu* philosophy

is erroneous, and those who make it their business to study il are pseudo-scholars,

whether called fetdsifa or mutafaitifa: there is simply no need to reserve the term

fal&sifa to any particular connotation, for there are no rightly guided philosophers. (See

e.g. [bn Taymiyya, Tawhtd a^UtQhiyya. 47; idem. Mufmsal al-Vtiqad., 53 (II. 9-10);

idem, Tafslt 55, 61.) In his article
4

1 bn Taymiytas Critique of Faba/a' (p. 4),

T. Michel argues that Ibn Tayrniyya usually reserves the term Mutafabifa for ah

Suhrawardi and the philosophEn of the Ithriqt school, A wide reading of Ibn

Tavmiyya s writings docs not support such a view.
' In al-Radd (p. 3, 1 , ij), Ibn Taymiyya remarks that he completed the work in later

sessions,

* From the beginning of the fooiTih/ienlh century, manuals of Arabic logic opened

with an explication of the terms 'concept
3

(tornwwwr) and 'judgement' (flwdfig), bo|h

being organically linked to such other terms as 'definition' (hadet), ‘quiddity
1

(mafctyyijJ,,

‘essence' (dUi), and ‘demonstrative syllogism' (qrydj burhd/d). Knowledge, whose

acquisition is the main task of logic, obtains in the mind cither (1) in Ik form of

individual concepts which connote (he essential attribute of a thing, such as the

concepts of ‘body' and ‘sour, or (a) in the form of judgements, such as ‘the world h

created'. Judgement* presuppose the formation of concepts in the mind, for if ‘world’

and "created’ are not individually apprehended, the mind cannot conceive the

judgement ‘the world is created'. Concepts and judgements are cither primary or

acquired; "a thing’ and ‘an existent' are, for instance, primary concepts, for they are

known without reflection. Unlike, for example, 'soul’ and 'angel', which are acquired

concepts because their essence* {dfcpwSf) are not subject to immediate apprehension.
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Jahd al-Qarlha 5

4, Someone wished to record what 1 said at that time concerning

their logic, and I allowed him to do so because this record would

open the door to the knowledge of the truth, although refuting them

would require much more than what 1 have said,

5. You ought to know that they have founded logic upon the

theory of definition and its species* and upon demonstrative syllogism

and its species. They have held that* inasmuch as knowledge is either

a concept (lamwwur) or a Judgement (tasdiq), the means by which a

'existence* (
wiijud) possesses an essence the mind is compelled lo apprehend without

inference. On the oilier hand, a primary judgement woukt be forced upon the mind in

the same mariner as a primary concept would. Thai the number two is greater than

line, that things which are individually equal to one thing are equal to each Oilier, and

that things, are either true or false (Law of Excluded Middle) are examples of primary

judgement. Sensory matters (jjWsafyytfi) are also said 60 belong to this category of

judgement. All non-primary judgements are acquired by means of inferences, ranging

from syllogism to analogy. Thus while primary concepts and primary judgements are

self-evident, and acquired judgements require the use of inference, acquired concepts

may be achieved oniy through definitions [hutliid\ sing, kadd):

Concept

*
i

Judgement

^
1r 1

primary acquired primary acquired

(through definition) (through inference)

Both inferences and definitions presuppose knowledge existent in the mind, without

this entailing infinite regress since such knowledge must, in the final analysis, rest on

certain a pri&ri knowledge lodged in the Ini Li nctivc inEelfeet (gharizal al- 'nql). Since

acquired judgement* may presuppose a knowledge of acquired concepts* the latter

must be formed by means of definition* namely, a statement (pwi) which informs the

mind of the quiddity of a thing. To make a statement of quiddity, the genus (jins) and

difference (fasl) must be set forth, for both are of the essence (dh&tiyya). The essential,

4hM, is constitutive of quiddity (muqawwim lU-mdMyya), and is not necessarily that

which is inseparable from the thing, because there may be non-essential attributes

which are also inseparable (id tufdriq); for example, laughter is an attribute inseparable

from humans, bui does not constitute, or partake in, their essence. No object (mmvJii)

may be apprehended without an essence; thus, an essence must first be apprehended

for an object to become, present in the mind. In order to understand what humanity is,

one must apprehend ‘animality’, for it is an essential attribute without which the

concept of humanity can neither exist nor, consequently* be understood. Furthermore,

the essence* in a sense* presupposes the object, just as humanity presuppose*

animality. That is to say, for humanity to exist ammalily must first exist, but (here need

no 1 be laughlcr, for humanity must exist as a prerequisite for laughter. Bui, most

important, the essence is not subject to causal explication: i.e. the question 'Whal

makes a human an animal?’ is unanswerable since no agent is said to be involved. If

there were one, it would be conceivable that the agent would create a human who was
nul an animal. Further on the technical signification of these terms sec the following:

Ibn Slni, i\ajtU, 43, 46-7* 63 ff.;, idem* ai-Hudtid, to; Ghaz&li, Maqasid4 33-6, 44-6,
66 ff.; KSliW, al-Riv'da fil^Sharmiyyd

,
with Ria's Tahrir, 7-27, 46 ff.; Iji, Shark at-

Ghurra
,

H2 ff.
;
Wollson, “The Terms Tiuawwur and Tasdiq\ 5 r.f-ag; Jadaane,

L'Influence du stoimme, 115-17; Black, Logie
t
71-S.
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6 Jahd al-Qaiiha

concept is formed is a definition, and that by which a judgement i$

formed is a syllogism, To this we say that the discussion revolves

around four points, two negative and two affirmative. Hie first of the

two [negative points) concerns their doctrine that no required concept

can be formed except through a definition;
3 and the second of the

two that no required judgement can be known except: by means of a

syllogism.
2 The other two [affirmative points] concern their doctrine

that [t
|
definition leads to the knowledge of concepts,-' and [a] the

prescribed syllogism or demonstration leads to the knowledge of

judgements.
4

[Chapter i]

6, FIRST POINT: Concerning their Doctrine that no Concept can

be Formed Except hy Means of Definition,
1 The refutation of this

doctrine includes the following. First, there is no doubt that the onus

of proof rests with him who negates, just as it rests with him who
affirms. Propositions, negative or affirmative, if not self-evident,

necessarily require proof. Negating without possessing knowledge is,

in effect, making a statement based on no knowledge. Their statement

‘No concepts can be formed except by means of definition
1

is a

negative, not a self-evident proposition. So how did they arrive at

this statement? Since this statement is not based on knowledge, and

it is the first that they have established, how can it be the basis of the

criterion of knowledge and of their claim that logic is a canonical

instrument (ala qanuniyya) the correct use of which safeguards the

intellect from error?2

5
1

See par, 6, n. e . below.
2
See par. 41, n, 2, below,

3
See par. 17, n. i, below,

4
See par. 230, n. i, below,

6 1

Of. Ibn Sint, hiajiii, 43: “The concept ... is arrived at by means of a definition or

by whitl may function as one" (‘wal-tuBnwwur . .

,
yuktasab bil-hadd wa-cpi yajri

[[lajrah ). In his hhardt, i 184, he explains lluL ‘whet may function as a definition’ is "a

description, and the like’ (ai^ustn \va-tuthwah\. What is meant by ‘and the Like
1,

is a

description Which employs accidental rather than essential attributes in forming a

concept of a thing. See Tiiai, Shark al-hkdrdt r i. 184-5; Tahrir, 24 ff. Ft is only

through a definition (fttftfi/i, however, that the essence {4hat) of a matter may be

defined. Thus when Ghazali (Afnqdiwf, 34) puts lie matter rather briefly he recognize*

the essential hadd as the sole means -of forming a concept.

* See Ibn SlnH, Ithdr&i, i. ibyff. (English trams,, 47 -fl); TusF, Shark abhhar& t i.

167- y: KhabfiJ, Shark, 8-9,,

ovriahted material
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Jahtl al-Qariha 7

7. Second, it may be argued that what is intended by 'definition’ is

the definiendum itself - But this is not what they mean here. By

'definition
1

they mean the statement indicating the quiddity of the

definiendum,
3

for it details what the name indicates in general We
argue that if the definition is the statement of the definer, then the

one who defines knows the thing defined either by means of definition

or by other means.. If the ease is the former, then the same can be

said of the second definition as was said of the first, and this entails

circularity or infinite regress/ If it is the latter, then their negative

proposition, namely ,
“No concept can he formed except through

definition’, is invalid.

8. Third* all the communities of scholars, advocates of religious

doctrines, craftsmen, and professionals know the things they need to

know, and verify what they encounter io the sciences and the pro-

fessions without speaking of definitions, We do not find any of the

leading scholars discussing these definitions—certainly not the leading

scholars of law, grammar, medicine* arithmetic—nor craftsmen*

though they do form concepts of the terms used in their fields.

Therefore, it is known that there is no need for these definitions in

order to form concepts.

9. Fourth, until this very day people are not known to have

definitions which accord with their principles. Even the most obvious

of things, such as the term “man
1

and its definition 'a rational animal’*

are countered with well-known objections. 1 So is the definition of the

sun/ etc. When the later grammarians preoccupied themselves with

7
1

Ghaiall, Maqatid, 50; Jufj&ni, TeVEfaf, 73,, s.v. haiU; Aristolk, AiUtfyiica

Posreritrru , idem. Topics, iol^nj- ini’s , 103*15. $cc also par, 3, n. 4,

above,

The genus and the difference included in the definition jmssuppew another

definition. For example, in the definition of 'human' as 'a rational animal’, the terras

’rational' and ’animal
1 must be defined since they art not considered self-evident. The

same applies lo She term* used in defining the definition of she definition of 'human’, as

wq|[ to (he definition of these terms ad infinitum, a process ultimately leading to

infinite regress* However, if the definiendurn was apprehended before apprehending
the definition of the terms used in its own definition, then this results in a petitio

prindpii, because while 'humanity’ in the example above was apprehended before

'animality
1

,
this last is used to apprehend the quiddity of 'humanity

1

, See Naqd el-

Matfliq, 1R4, where Ibn Tnymiyyn rephrases the argument.

9
! The reference here seems 10 be to discussions such as Chose «l I bn $in£ and Naslr

si -Pin al-Tusl. Sec Shark til-lsfulrm, i. 223-32.

On the problematic nature of the definition of the sun see Ghazalf, MatfSsid^ 52.

As stated by Ghizill, the definition of the sun as 'the luminous celestial body which
appears during daytime’ entails circularity, since ‘daytime’ cannot be apprehended
without employing the lerm 'sun' in its, definition ; namely, daytime is when the sun
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8 Jahd al-Oarlha

definitions, they advanced more than twenty definitions for ‘noun
1

,

all of which, according to their own principles, are subject to objec-

tions ,

3 The legal theoreticians advanced more than twenty definitions

for the term, qiyds, all of which are also subject to objections ,

4 Most

of the definitions that are recorded in the books of the philosophers,

physicians, grammarians* legal theoreticians, and theologians are

subject to objections, and only a few of them are sound/5
If the

concepts of things were dependent upon definitions, and if until this

day people have not yet formed a concept for any of these, matters,

and if a judgement is contingent upon conception, so that when a

concept is not formed, a judgement is not formed either, then men
would have no knowledge of the great majority of their sciences.

This [position] is one of the worst sophistries,

lo. Fifth, according to them the concept of a quiddity is obtained

by real definition (hadd haqlqt) formed of shared and distinguishing

essential attributes, namely , that which is composed of genus and

difference .

1 Such a definition is either impossible or difficult to come

appears over the c&Nfi
h

- See also Ibn SIna, Hudfld. p. io, par. 17 (French traits, ,p. 11);

Tahinawf, Kashsh&f, 1 . 467 (11 . 23-5), s,v. dawr; Suhrawardl, Hikimt at-hfmiq
r r8-ij.

[n Topics Aristotle remarks thM defifoifons must he made through terms that arc

prior’, dial is, terms which are presupposed by the term defined. 'Among definitions of

this kind are those of a point, a fine, and a plane, all of which explain the prior by the

posterior; for they say that a point is the Limit of a line, a tide of plan®, a plane of a

solid. ‘ Thus, one of the main reasons for the failure of a definition is the u« by the

defincr of the defined term itself: “This passes unobserved when the actual name of the

object is not used, r.g., supposing any one had defined the sun as a "star that appears

by day”. For in bringing in “day” he brings, in the sun* {Tupicti, 141*26; 141*19;

141*35)

J See e.g. Ibn Firis, ai-Mhihlfl Piqh al-Urgha, 8i-5-
4
For an account of such definitions, see Shawkinl, Irshdd ai-Fuhtii, 198; luwaynf,

Burhm, vol. si, pars. 681 ff.

5
In this connection see Ibn Sini's opening comment to hh treatise cm definitions

ul-Huctiid, 1-7, where he acknowledges the serious difficulties involved.. Sec also

GHstaH's discussion in JWi'yar, afii-j, reproduced verbatim in at-Radd, 19-22.

in
1 A definition may be either complete (tAmtn) or incomplete {rmqisY A complete

definition consists of all the essential attributes represented in immediate genus and

immediate difference (uFjim wat'fast at’qarlbayn)', I« example, "man is a rational

animal' An incomplete definition falls short of encompassing the entirety of essential

attributes, and is limited lo the immediate difference alone or to this difference coupled

with the mediate genus (af-jwta of-fiald); for example, 'man is that which is mlional
1

, or
l

uian is a rational body', See Katibi, al-Risdla al-Shamsiyya
, 8 (Sprcnger translates

complete and incomplete definitions as timer perftetas and limes imperfecius,

respectively (English text, p. 14)). On real definition as complete definition, see TOsf,

Shark al-hhdrSt, j. 24911..; Ibn Slna, Hud&d, 3-4; Khabisi, Shark, ji*i; Rid, Shark

al-Ghurm, 49- 5b
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by, as they themselves admit.
2 Hence, it is not always or often

possible to form a concept of a particular reality. But since concepts

of realities are actually formed, it is known that concepts are not in

need of definition.

1 1 , Sixth, according to them, definitions are .intended for composed

realities (haqtr'iq murakkaba),
]

which are the species having genus

and difference, As to that which is not composed, namely that which

is not suhsnmahle together with other [things] under a genus-such

as the intellect, which some have given as an example2— it has no

definition, but none the less they have apprehended it and considered it

one of the concepts that are to be sought after (matl£tba)> It will thus

become known that for a concept
|

to be formed] there is no need for

a definition. Indeed, if such a 'concept is apprehended without

definition, then these species have a greater claim to be apprehended,

because they are more immediate
1
to the genus, and their individuals

are well known, They also argue that judgement does not depend

upon complete conception (tofawwur tdmm) obtained; through real

definition; minimal conception, even in terms of property (kht$$M)®

suffices for judgement. The formation of the concept "intellect * is of

this kind, and this is an admission on their part that the genus of the

concept does not depend on real definition,

12 , Seventh, he who hears a definition would not apprehend it if

he had not already understood the words of the definition and their

individual signification. Knowledge that the word signifies a meaning

and that it was coined for that meaning presupposes the forming of a

concept of that meaning, if the hearer conceives the form and meaning

;
See c.g. Tuw, al'hhflwt, i. 100, ami Ibn Slni’s opening remark in Hudud,

i-l (French traits,, i). On his admission that primary concepts cannot be defined at

all, see Dwidma, frao/f, iSrj-gn. Suhrawardi seems to attribute this admission io

Aristotle himself. See Hikmut ai-hhr&q, ii (11. ii-13).

ii
1

Cf. Razn af’Mabdiuth at-M<fskriqiyya> i, 51-6.
z

Aristotle, Topiea, 139*25-33, 154*35- T54
b
4 Boi (or a philosophical definition, of

‘istelleel* 0«ff), w* Ghszati, Mi'yfr, 2S&-92.; Ibn Sinfi, Hudad, 11 If.; Amidr, al-

Muhtn, 104 ff- For other terms, see R&zl, d-MaMhith al-Mashtiqiyya, 1. raff.
1
Cf. par. 37, ei. | , below.

* As, for example, the definition of Enan as he who laughs , or he who Is capable of

learning, or he who boys and sells. Although such attributes (fcfcniwiyj) are not essential

io man,, tat only accidental ( J3«*dr}, they are peculiar to man and thus can

constitute a definition. Ghazfift considers a definiiEOEi cm the basis of property to be a
description (jwjr) which functions m a definition {ol-rUSam aS-jdriya mainf al-twMd),
See Gha^lli, Mtydr, ld6 ; PiriU, at-Tawf'aft <at-Mmfiq, 61.
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of the word prior to hearing the definition, he cannot be said to have

formed a concept of the meaning upon hearing that definition.
1

* 3 - Eighth, if the definition is the statement of the de finer., then it

is known that in order to form concepts of meanings words are not

needed, because the one who forms a concept does so without

words. The hearer fof this definition
j
can also form a concept without

being told anything at all. So how can it be- argued that forming

concepts of individual words may not be done except through

definition?
1

14, Ninth, one may form concepts of existing things either through

one's external senses—such as taste, colour, odour, and bodies which

possess such attributes—or through one's inner senses, such as hunger,

love, hate, happiness, sadness, pleasure, pain, volition, repugnance,

and the like. And none of these is in need of definition.
1

15, Tenth, they argue that the opponent is entitled to challenge a

definition by means of Refutation (naqd)^-through Coextensiveness

third} and Coexdusiveness (larAcs)
1—as well as by introducing another,

S3 1 The argument here is as follows., in order £0 apprehend ihe tichnrcndum, one

must first apprehend the signification of Ihe words which (arm the definition, But

apprehension of the words presupposes an apprehension of the meanings or things to

which they refer. If 1 d» not know what bread is, I shall not know what the word

'bread' means. Thus, if the (rearer of the definition knows the words which make up She

definition and the meaning or objects they signify, then the apprehension of She

defifthendym does not occur through the definition. Tor arguing that it does amounts, in

effect, to saying that 'the hearer cannot apprehend the meaning until he has heard and

apprehended the word, hut Ire wifi not understand, what the word means until he has

first understood the meaning'. This is clearly circular. See Ibn Tiymiyya, al-Ruiiii, 10.

13
1 The argument here seems to presuppose what has been said in the preceding

paragraph. Since words convey meanings (Hal have already been apprehended, then

words qua words are not essential in forming a concept of the defimendum, and,

therefore, a definition of the defimienduen becomes superfluous. It is interesting to note

that the argument contained in this paragraph has been reproduced without being

abridged, and Ibn Tayiniyya says nothing elsewhere to shed further light on it. It is

equally interesting to observe that in, fits Naqd af-Ataniiq he omits this argument

altogether.

14
1 This is because sensory matters (maftsilsit) arc considered primary concepts

(jH'k'fjfivydJ') which are necessary (dariiriyya), namely, matters, which the mind is

compelled to comprehend without the medium of tnfeiences. All such mutters are thus

'apodidic and true' (muqaddimdi yddiqa tvUtfiiMt ai-qabt!/) See GhazalT, Sli'yar , iBfiff/,

idem, Maqasid, 102-3, no; Rdzi, Muhatsat* y J afire, Essai, 1 8-1$.

13
1

}4aq4 takes place by means of tard and/or 'eks. Taid represents the exact

equivalence between the definition and the defimendum; whenever the definition exists

the ddkknduin should likewise exist , Thus, ford does not obtain when the definition is

formed in the absence of the dcfink-nduin. Nor does it obtain when the definition is not

coexelusive [ghayr wdnf) of attributes which are not amongst the attributes found in

ihe defimendum. such as defining
Lman' as 'an animal', since not all animals are men.

r

/l&£\ on the other hand, dictates that when the definition is absent the defimendum
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opposing definition (maarmki). If the hearer can invalidate the

definition at times by Refutation and at others by Opposition, and

since neither is possible without first forming a concept of the clefini*

endum, then it becomes clear that the concept of the definiendum can

he formed without definition. And this is what we sought to prove,

1

6

. Eleventh, they admit that some concepts are self-evident and

in need of no definition,
J We maintain that knowledge, whether self*

evident or acquired, is a relative* relational matter. What may be

axiomatic for one man may be acquired for another, since the former

may arrive at it by witnessing it himself or by means of multiply

transmitted reports (tawatur)
2

or contextual evidence (.qara'in J.

1

People differ in their faculties of perception in a way that cannot be

standardized. What is self-evident for someone may, without the

need for definition, also become axiomatic for another through means

similar to those to which the former was exposed.4

must he absent h», since the former ought to be exhaustive (/ami') of all l he essential

attributes found in the definiendum, Should the definition not be ex.hitusi.pvc, it would
cease to exist, and only part (some attributes) of the definiepdnm would remain in

existence. For example, it 'human' is defined as "an Indian
4

,
the definition is not

tuediisivc, since 'human' remains in existence after ail Indians have been, excluded, A
sound definition roust be ©ocxclusive (fflftrt('). See I bn Tayirriyjra, d-Attfif, 11-12;

Tahinawl, Kmhshdf. i. 005-6, s.v. fttir&d.. Further on (be dichotomy of /J,mi' and
mSni\ see Brun.sch.vig, 'Cfai' Mam 1

"*, 355-7.

16
1

See par, 3, n. 4, above.

Multiple reports (mMfffn'fflririJi) are transmitted by a large number of people at each

stage of transmission, beginning with the original event itself. The number of

transmitters of any one piece of information is large enough to preclude the possibility

of transmitters colluding on a lie or a forgery. Only after certainty has been attained

does one know that a particular report was « mutitw&tir, See [bn Slid, Ishirdi, i. 398
fEnglish traits,, 121); Risfi, Labab al-hhSmt. 27 (||. 2-5)- Amid!, Mubin. 79, For a

detailed account and analysis, see my 'Inductive Corroboration', section id, and Weiss,

'Knowledge of the Fast’,. $6 IT,

! Although qor&'m are said to represent circumstantial and contextual knowledge
extraneous to the propositions being conveyed, they enhance the basic knowledge
posited in these proposition*. Being so extraneous, they are present in the mind of
individuals to varying degrees. A person who has rounded knowledge of both the

transmitters and the circumstances under which they have narrated a particular

prophetic tradition will be in a better position to believe or disbelieve the veracity of
such tradition than another who lacks such circumstantial and contextual knowledge.
Further cm qara'in see my ’Notes on the Term qetrina', 475-8(3.

1

This argument rejects the philosophers’ assumption that some knowledge must be
self-evident, srnw infinite regress would be involved should all knowledge be acquired,

The body of self-evident knowledge differs from one mind to another, for one person
may have sensory knowledge of a particular matter (and thus be will be in punsesainu of
self-evident knowledge) while another may not. Since self-evident knowledge enters

the mind without inference, and thus without definition, it k possible to increase Ihe

amount of knowledge in die mind without resorting to definition.
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Chapter [2]

17, SECOND POINT: [Concerning their Doctrine thatf Definition

Leads to the Conception of Things.
1 We say: the verifier^ amongst

the thinkers (nuzzarf know that the function of a definition is to

distinguish between the dehniendum and other Thiup, just like a

name T whose function is not to give a concept of the dehniendum,

nor to delimit its reality. The claim that definitions lead to forming a

concept of things is that of the Greek Logicians, the followers of

Aristotle, as well as of those Muslims and others who have followed

their path by imitating them. However, the majority of Muslim

thinkers, theologians, and others hold a different view.

18. Those who introduced this [essential definition] are the ones

who wrote on the principles of religion and law after Abu Hamid [ah

Ghazali]—towards the end of the fifth century—and it is they who
have discoursed on definitions according to the doctrine of the Greek

logicians. Scholars of all other denominations— the Ash'arTs,

Mu'tazUis, KarramJs/ Shlls, and others—hold that the function of

definition k to distinguish between the definiendum and other things.

This is well known in the writings of Abu al-Hasan aJ-Ash'arI,s al-

OadT Abu Bakr JaJ-BaqiUanf],
1 Abu Ishaq |al-Isfara*ini],

4 Ibn Ffrak^

1

Ibn Slofl, Naj4t, 43;. RSal, Tahrir, 25 ff., Ghazali, Maq&sid, 34; Iji. S/ranh at-

Ghurra
, 14®.

" Verifiers {muhaqqiqm) are scholars who establish the solution of problem* by
means of original proofs and reasoning. See Taiifinattf, KashshSf, i. 33.6, s.,v, takqlq,

3
Literally, the word mtzxdr means ‘speculative thinkers*. However, we translate the

term as ‘Hunkers' whenever Ibn Taymiyya employs il to refer to scholars approvingly.

For him. obviously, speculation is an abhorrent practice and be ordinarily associates it

with his tecs, the rationalist speculative theologians {al-mumkattirniin}.

l8
j Tic Karr firms, arc the followers of AW r

Abd Allfih Muhammad b, Karram (d.

253/^69). Tlis sect was seen by mainstream Sunnism as being literate and

anthropomorphic See ^ncyejbpjd'i'u of Islam*

,

iv. 667- 9, s.v. ‘Karrimiyya
1

{by C E.

Bosworth); ibn abMurtada, at-Mmya* 111- 11; Walt, Formative Period
,
290-1-

Shahrsstlrl, MiM. 79 ff.

3
Died in 324/935. For a biognphoi account see Subkl, TabaqiU, ii. 245-301. See

also Sezgin, 6’acWrtrt, i, tealf,; Laoust , Let Schttmet ,
1:18-9,

J Died in 403/1013. See Encyclopaedia of Islam1 , i, 958-9, s.v. ‘al-BikiHim* (by

K J. McCarthy), Sezgin, Getchichie
,

i, 60®- 10,
4 Abu Ishiq Ibrahim b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-IsfaraTni (d. 438/1047), an Ash'sri

and a Shatl'i lawyer. See his biography in Subkl, Tobaqdt, i ii, m-14;
Encyclopaedia of Islam 1

, vi. 107-8, s.v. ‘al-IsfarayitsT (by W. Mudelung).
s AM Bakr Muhammad b. ul- Hasan Ibri Fdrak al-Aiisiri (d. 408/1015), an Ash' an

theologian and a Shfibl lawyer. For a biographical! account see Subfci, fabeq&t, las.

52-6; Seagirt, Gasdiiehte, 1. dns-u; Encyclopaedia of Islam* t
iii. 766-7, s.v. ‘Ibn

Furai' (by W, M. Wall).
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al-Qadl Abu Ya'la* Ibn 'Aqll/ Imam al-Haramayn,® Nasafi^ Abu
"All [al-JubbiH],

10 AbO Hashim [aJ-Jubbat],
11 *Abd abJabbar, 12

al-

Ttisi,
13 Muhammad b. »J-Haysam t

1+ and others.
lv

19. Furthermore, there is no doubt that what the logicians held

concerning the theory of definition (sinM'al at-hadd) is of their own
invention. Prior to them nations knew the realities of things without

such an invention, and so did most nations after them. If the logicians

think deeply, they too will find themselves grasping the realities of

things without
|
resorting toj this invented discipline. They also claim

that their theory leads to delimiting the realities of things, and that

without it things cannot be apprehended. Both of these claims are

*" Muhammad b, Husayn b. Muhammad t>. Khal&f Ahmad Abft WLa Ibn aFFarrfl',

a renowned fHanhali jurist and theologian (d. 458/1066), See FarrS\ Tabaq&t, ii.

193-330, Encyclopaedia of Islam
2
, Mi. 765-6, s.v. Ibn aFFarri’

1

(by H- Lwiwt),
7 Aha al-WafS’ 'All b. Muhammad Ibn 'Aqil b. Ahmad al- Baghdadi was a Hanhalf

jurist and theologian (d. 513/1119). See Ibn Rajah, Dhayl, a. 142-65^ Encyclopaedia of

Islam
1

, Mi, 699-700, a.v, 'Ibn 'AM 1

(by Q. Makdjsc).
8 Imam abHaramayn AM ifMalli 'Abd al-Mahk aJ-Juwayru died in 478/1085. See

his biographical account m Subki, Tabaq&t, ill, 349-83; Encyclopaedia of Islam*

»

ii.

605-6, s.v. 'bjuwayitV (by C, Broebelmarin— (L, Gardet)),
9 AM aFMu'fn al-Maymun b, Muhammad at-N'assfi, a Hanafi jurist and theologian

(d. 508/1114). See Brockdtnrnn, GetcHichfe, suppl- 1 757; Shorter Encyclopaedia of

Islam
t
43S-9, s.v. 'al-NasafT (by A. J, Wensinek).

10
Abfl \AJI Muhammad b. 'Abd alAVahhlb aMubbi'f, a leading Mulaztf

Iheotogian (d 303/915), See his biography in Ibn aFMurladfi, nFAfunyu, 170-4; Jbn

al’Nadim, jflrftror (Tokmllat *l-Fihrat
t 6);. Encyclopaedia of tslamf ii- 569-70, s.v,

‘aFDjubbflT (by L. Gardet),
11

Abfl Hashim Muhammad b,
rAhd al-Wahhib al-Jubba’i, the son of Abu ’Ah (see

preceding note). He succeeded bis father in leading she Mu'tazda, and dies) in 321/933.

See his biography in Ibn al-MurtadA, 181-2; Ibn al-Nadfm* Fihmt, 247;,

Encyclopaedia of Islam
1

. i. 570. s.v, al-DjubblT (by L. Gardet).
1,1 Abd ai-Ht(aii Qidl al*Quddl 'Abd. aFJahbftr b. Ah mud ai-Hamadhiiil aJ-

AsadaMdl. a leading Mu'laalT theologian and a follower of the Shflfll school of law (d.

415/1034 or 416/10*5). See his biography in Ibn aFMurtada, at-Manya, 194-5;

Encyclopaedia of Islam
1

, i. 59-60, s„v. ‘"Abd al-Djabbir' (by M, Stem).
11

It is highly probable that this Tuw is Muhammad b. ai-Haun Abu Ja'farahTusI, a

ShH jurist and theologian (d- 458/1065 or 460/1067). See al-Najashf, RqAl, 403 (no.

1068); Encyclopaedia of Islam
N
iv/s, 982, s.v. 'AJ-Tusi

:
Muhammad 6

(by H. Husain),
1,1

Aside from being a Kmriiro theologian who seems lo have systematically

elaborated the theology of his sect, very Sit tie is known of ibis scholar. See Shahrastlnl,

Milal, ftnff.. Encyclopaedia of Mam ',
iv. 668, s.v. 'Kariimiyya' (by C- E- Bosworlh),

15 In his al-Radd, Ij, he further includes m certain MusilwT (probably Jtibal Allah

Muhammad al-Musawf; Setgirt, GeSchichte, i. 534-5) as well as Ibn aS-hiawtakht, who
must be AbO Muhammad d^Hasaa b,. Musa at-hfawbakhLi, an Imami Shit theologian,

philosopher, and astronomer who flourished around 300/91* See Bezgin, Gtschichtt v i_

539-40, and par. 282, n. 4, bdow, (It seems unlikely that the reference is to Abu Sah.1

al-Nawbakhtl, who is also known as Ibn abNawbakht, See Encyclopaedia Imnim t L

372-3, s.v. 'AM Sahl Nawbakti* (by W. Madetung).) Without mentioning names., Ibn

Taymiyya also includes other leaders of the Mu’tazili and Karra ml schools.
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wrong. Bui having held this view, they have found it necessary to

distinguish some attributes from others., because they have deemed
that forming a concept {mmwwur) h possible through what they

consider to be essential (dhati) Accordingly, it is necessary for them

to distinguish between what in their opinion is essential and what is

not. This has led them to draw a distinction between identical things,

whereby they deem one attribute, to the exclusion of the other, to be

of the essence, although both attributes are equal and akin to each

other: drawing a distinction between identical things is impossible,

and between things akin to each other difficult. Thus, what is sought

is either impossible or difficult. If it is impossible, then it is entirely

invalidated; but if it is difficult, it will result in no knowledge that is

not already known. It is therefore either impossible for them [to

form concepts! to accordance with what they have stipulated, or it is

possible but without attaining what they have sought. In cither ease,

the definition they have invented does not constitute a means for

forming concepts of the realities in the mind of a person who cannot

conceive realities without definition
,
although it may be useful for

distinguishing the defintendum in the same way names are useful for

such a distinction

.

20. In his Muhafsaf and other works, ai-Fakhr al-Razi understood

the theologians
1

position and asserted that concepts cannot be

acquired.' This is essentially our view: definition cannot lead to

forming a concept of the definiendum. This is an important point

that should be understood, it is because this point was neglected that

corruption seeped into the intellects and religion of many people*

For they mixed what the logicians maintained about definitions with

the prophetic sciences which the messengers of the Muslims, lews,

and Christians had introduced. They also mixed it with other sciences,

such as medicine, grammar, etc., and exaggerated its importance.

They claimed that they themselves were the ones who had verified
2

definitions, and that the definitions which others held were merely

verbal, and that, unlike their own definitions, the definitions of

wj
1

Fakhr al-Hin al-Rail id. 606/1209) was a. leading Ash'art theologian and lawyer,

and a commenlulor on lbn SJtlS
h

s Isktinii. For a biographical notice. See Stibki,

Tttbaq&i. v. jjff. In hts Muhassot, 3-5. Razi in fact makes, the qualified statement that

some concepts cannot be acquired. He gives (wo reasons for lira view, the first of which,

interestingly, is identical to Ibn Taynnyya’s argument advanced in par. 31. in Razi’s

view the acquisition of concepts is limited to externa] ami inner senses as well as to

intuition.
:
For '

verification*, sec par, 17, n- 2. above.
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others did not lead to the delimitation of quiddity and reality,'
1

They

follow arduous and lengthy methods and employ artificial and dreadful,

expressions. In these methods they derive no benefit but only waste

their time, exhaust their minds, and fall into a state of much delirium;

they claim to ascertain the truth but lie and deceive* and engage the

soul in what is useless so that it will be distracted from that which is

necessary. Their methods enhance ignorance, which is the source of

hypocrisy in the heart* though they claim it to be the source of

knowledge and truth. This is the sort of discussion the forefathers

prohibited, although what the latter prohibited is superior to the

logicians’ discourse because those discussions addressed indicants

and judgements.
4

2 l, The early theologians were not willing to tackle definitions

according to the method of the logicians, as did the later theologians

who thought this method to be sound, when it is* in fact, erroneous.

Since such definitions do not impart knowledge not already possessed,

but represent idle talk* the theologians were called ‘the people of

talk* (ahi aikaiam). This* by my life, pertains to definitions that

contain no falsehood. As for the logicians" definitions, by which they

claim they can form concepts of realities, they are false; through

these definitions they bring together disparate things and distinguish

between those that are identical,.

32. The proof that definitions are of no use for forming concepts

of realities consists of the following. First, a definition is merely a

statement and claim of the definer. For example, the statement ‘The

definition of “man” is a “rational animal” * is a declarative proposition

(qadiyya khabariyya)
1 and a mere claim devoid of proof. The hearer

may or may not know the truthfulness of this proposition before

hearing it. If the former is the case, this is proof that he did not

acquire this knowledge through the definition. If it is the latter, the

mere statement of the informant, without proof, does not yield

• !

The non-logicians’ dcfiimions, that is, are dictionary definitions which give the

lexical meanings of concepts. Further on lexical definitions, see Robinson* Definitiont

35
1 Hm Taymiyya must be referring to the Iradriitonrcls' censure of «W trfWy„ who

were seen as advocates of rational and speculative methods in (he sphere of legal

reasoning. ‘Indicants and judgements' refer (o textual fi c, Quranic and Sunnaic}

indicants and legal judgements based on these indicants. On indicants and judgements
see Baji, Hndad, 37-41, Ji; and see par. 41, n, 2, below,

m 1 A declarative proposition is a statement capable of being judged as either true or

false, fee under kiwhar in Tuhinawl, Kaxftfhtf. j. 410-11, and Jurjdnl* Ta'rifat, 85.
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knowledge , How could i! yield knowledge when the hearer knows

that the informant is not infallible in what he says? In either case, it

becomes clear that the definition does not lead to the knowledge of

the definiendurn.

23. Someone may argue;
SA definition leads merely to forming a

concept of the nominstum without determining, foi instance
„
whether

that definition corresponds to the nominatom or to something else/

We reply; the definition would then merely be like a single expression

signifying a meaning, which is tantamount to a name signifying its

nominatum. This fact proves what we have said, namely, that the

signification of a definition is like the signification of a name. Un-

questionably, the name alone docs not lead to forming a concept of

the nominatum in the minds of those who could not form a concept

of it without such a name; the same applies to definition,

24. Second, they argue that a definition is neither coexdusive

(mdrtf)
1

nor subject to proof, but can be invalidated by Refutation

and Opposition.
2 We say; if the definer does not adduce proof for

the validity of a definition, the hearer will not apprehend the

defimendum if he thinks it possible that the defmer may be mistaken.

If the hearer does not know the validity of the definition through the

deftner’s statement, which may be true or false, then it is impossible

for the hearer to apprehend the defmiendum through the statement

of the definer.

25. It is astonishing that the logicians claim these methods to be

rational and certain., and that they should consider the knowledge of

the simple (mufrad) to be the source of the knowledge of the com-

posite {murakkab )

,

1 and the mainstay of this doctrine to be definition,

24
1 When the definition is nefl conclusive (ghayr mnni'), there will be included in tt

attributed that do not belong to the genius and the difference of the definiendum. See

par. SI 5, n. t, above.

Sec par. 15, Et. i, above,

25
1 According to the philosophers a composite concept signifies a meaning the parts

of which may be expressed through parts of ilui concept- 'Wan is an animal', for

instance, is a composite concept containing the two parts "man
1 and ‘animal each

signifying a more specific meaning than the totality of the meaning expressed in "man, is

au animal'. Simple concepts, on the other band, are not divisible and thus contain no

parts, that express a more limited meaning than the whole of the concept, in the simple

concept W, the part ’ma’, for example, has no meaning whatsoever since the term

"man 1

is indivisible. The simple concept is not to be confused with the particular or the

individual (al'w&hid), for it may apply to both mental and extramarital existent*,

including the entire genus, The individual applies only to the cxtrnmental, namely* to a

teal, particular member of a class- In contradistinction to ‘Jacob
5

, an individual, ‘a

human'' is ample. See Ibn Sina, Shifa": MW, i+ff ; Jurjaru, Tarifai, 199; Amkfi,

Mubin, 48= 9 .,
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which is a statement of the deliner without proof. Such a statement t$

a solitary report (khshar wahi£f about a rational, not a sensory
*

matter; it is subject to correctness and error, truth and falsehood. At

the same time they fault those who in revealed matters rely on a

solitary report which, when accompanied by contextual evidence

{qara in ), leads the hearer who apprehends it to certain knowledge,4

But they claim that a solitary report does not lead to certain knowledge.

If this is so, then their argument in favour Of definition is like a

solitary report for the truthfulness of which there exists no proof.

Indeed, according to them, it is impossible to construct proof for its

truth. Therefore, definition does not lead to forming a concept of the

defimiendum. Bui if without a definition the hearer does form a

concept of the defimendum, whether before, simultaneously with, or

subsequent to hearing the report, and if he comes to know that this

is its definition, only then will he know the truthfulness of that

definition. In this case, it is clear that it was not the definition which

led to forming the concept. In short, forming a concept of the

definiendum by means of definition is impossible without knowing

the truthfulness of the definer's statement. But the truthfulness of his

statement cannot be known merely by uttering the definition. Hence,

the definiendiim cannot be known through definition,

26. Third, we maintain that if a definition gives a concept of the

definieridum, the concept will not be formed until the validity of the

definition is established, because the definition is the evidence of the

concept and the means by which it is formed and brought to light. It

is impossible to apprehend the deintertdum before apprehending the

validity of that which defines it. But the validity of a definition is

apprehended only after the definiendum has been apprehended,

because the definition is a report about something reported, namely,

the definiendum. It is thus impossible to know the validity and

truthfulness of the report prior to forming a concept of the very thing

J A solitary report {khabar unhid or khabar dhtirf) is a statement transmitted!

through, channels fewer than those of a muiawfiiir^ nnd is thus said to lead to probable

knowledge. See Jurjint, Ta'rlfSi, 85- ft, s.v. khahar; Ibn al-HSjtb, MtmtohS aF-WusM,
51-2, For mutawatir reports, see par. i6

r
n. j r above,

5 For a report to be certain the information it conveys must bo based! on sense

perception. When lacking sensory foundation, the probability of the report significantly

increases, as knowledge based on sense; perception is taken to be self-evident. See

Weiss, ‘Knowledge of (he Past
1

,. 88; Fiallaq, inductive Corroboration', Qff,

* When strong qsri’in surround the transmission of solitary reports (4had) they are

said 1,0 corroborate these reports to such a degree that their transmission acquire the

status of mwdtur. See par. 1*6, n. 3* above. On the corroborative force of qari'm sec

Hailaq. 'Inductive Corroboration \ g-flf.
;
idem, 'Notes on the Term qarlna\ 478-9.
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reported
,
independently (mm ghuyr laqlid)

1

of the reporter and

without [blindly] adopting his own apprehension of the thing reported;

for the latter does not fall under the category of reporting about

invisible matters.
2

27. Fourth, the logicians define the definiendum by means of

attributes they call essential and accidental. They also call these

attributes—using these as well as similar designations—the parts

(rt/zi
5

) of definition and the parts of quiddity, parts which are consti-

tutive of quiddity (muqawwima tit-mahiyya) and are included in it.
1

If the hearer does not know that the definiendum possesses these

attributes, he will not be able to form a concept of it; but if be does

know, he will form a concept of it without definition. Therefore, we

have proved that in either case the hearer does not form a concept of

the definiendum by means of definition. This is obvious, for if it is

said; "Man is a rational animal* and the hearer does not know what

"man
1

is, lie will need to know the relationship [between ‘man’ and

"rational animal
1

], If he does not form a concept of the object of

"rational animal", he will need two things: to form a concept of this

object and to know the aforementioned relationship. If he knows

both, be will form a concept of ‘man’ without a definition. Admittedly*

16 1
O', pars, i, a. t . above, and 36, n. 1. below.

2
It will become obvious that for Ibn Taymiyya she senses are the only material

source of human knowledge, save, of course, for revealed knowledge (see Ibn

1'aymiyys, MuvAfaqm Sokik at-Msnqul, 1. 104). Since definitions mniii deal with the

former category of knowledge, the acceptance of a definition cannot be taken from the

deftner as a matter of faith, and ihus the validity of tire definition must presuppose a

genuine apprehension of the definiendum. This, Ibn Taymiyya wishes to say, surely

renders the definition superfluous.

27
1 Predteables may be cither essentia! or accidental. The accidental is in turn

divisible into necessary and inseparable (t&iim gfiayr mufariq) on the one hand, and

separable (muf&riq) on the other. An essential practicable is that which constitutes its

own subject without which the quiddity of the subject cannot esw*; ’figure’* for

example, is constitutive of the quiddity of 'triangle', for in order to form a concept of a

'triangle’ the notion of ‘figure' must be present . The necessary accidental, on the other

hand, is concomitant with the quiddity but does not constitute a. pari of it. "Laughter*

,

for instance, does not constitute an essential attribute af "humans',, although it is

permanently concomitant with humanity, Although the necessary accidental is not

constitutive uf quiddity, Ibn Slnfl argues that such an accidental is immediately

apprehended by the mind, and if it is not, it will be hi known by menns of a middle.

However, separable accidental attributes, such as lire poverty of Jacob or the sitting

position oF Abraham, are not permanent. See Introduction. Part I, Section 2, above;

Ibn Sint, JjAorar {with TusVs commentary), i. 199--- 213 (English Trans. 53-4); (jhazili,

Maqtifui, 44—8; Aristotle, Topics, nob
2lff. See also the quotation from. Ibn SM3 in

par, jj, n, I* hebw.
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the definition may point out the concept of the definiendum, just as

the name does. For the intellect may be mi heedful of an object t but

when it hears its name and definition, it attends to the object that

was pointed out through the name and definition, thus forming a

concept of that object. The usefulness of a definition would then be

like that of a name. The definitions of species by means of attributes

would be like the definitions of objects by means of specifying

directions, as when it is said that the boundary of a parcel of (and

from the south is such-and-such, and from the east side such-and-

such; the land is then distinguished by its title and definition, the

latter being needed if one fears that there might be an addition to or

subtraction from it ,

2 The definition would then encompass the entirety

of the definiendum, and exclude what does not belong to it, just like

the name. So would the delimitation of species, which at times

obtains by means of verbal definitions, and at others by definitions

stipulated by convention. Hie purpose of a definition in either case is

to clarify only the nominatum as well as to draw a distinction between

the defmiendum and other things, but not to form a concept of the

defmiendum. Since the utility of the definition lies in the clarification

of the nominatum, and since naming is a matter of language and

convention, what is to be considered then is the intention and language

of the one who names .

-1

Accordingly, the jurists hold that the defi-

nitions of some names are known by means of religious law, and

others by custom ( urf).

2®. Related to this matter is the interpretation and explanation of

speech ,

1

If by 'interpretation and explanation' is meant explicating

the intention of the speaker, then such, explication must be based

upon knowledge of the definitions of his words. But if the validation

and verification of the speech is meant, then proof in favour of such

validity must be adduced, The former
2

involves the explication of

* See an almost identical statement atwut the use of definition in MaqdisT, at-Bad"

wai-Tp'rlkh, i 19,
3
See Introduction, Part i, Settlors a, above.

zH
1

‘Interpretation and explanation, of speech" {tafsir at-kaldm wa-sharfij'A) seems to

rrfcT 10 1he logicians' at-qawt at-sMrihs a statement explicating the defintiiim (hadd) or

the description {nufli) of a thing so that a concept of It may be formed. Ihn $in£,

Isharat, i„ 184 {English trims., 491); RizT, Tahrir, 25; Ghaxili, Mt’ydr, 68, Ihn

Taymiyya's argument here again rests on his assumption that the definition, as well as

the description, does not necessarily reveal the quiddity of (he definiendum.

That is, when 'interpretation and clarification’ n taken to mean the need to

explicate the [mention of (lie speaker.
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how a concept of his speech was formed, while the latter addresses

the validity of inferences by means of which his statements were

derived. Forming a concept of bis speech is like forming a concept of

the nominatum by means of epitome (tarjama), either for those who

have already formed a concept of the object of the name but do not

know that such is its name, or for those who have not yet formed a

concept of the nominatum. Thus, the very nominatum, or its

equivalent, is pointed out accordingly. It is on these grounds that it is

said that the definition belongs at times to the name, and at others to

the nominatum.

29. The leading authors on the subject of definitions according to

the logicians’ method admit this
1

in their investigations, as did ah

Ghazall in af-MTjtfr,
2

the treatise he wrote on logic. I bn Sina,
3

RM 4
Suhrawardi," and others also held this; namely, that definitions

have the same kinds of uses as names, and that it is the same as

substituting one word for another.
11

Belonging to this issue is the

29
1 Namely, that definitions (hudud) arid names have the same defining

fuMioiti. See h. 6 below.
1

In 5«pps>rt of Ms argument I bn TBymjyya quotes in his al-Radd (40-1) relevant

parages from GhazMi’s Mi'yar, 48.
* In at-Radd (43-7), Ibn Taymiiyya quotes Ibn SSnA's Shifti V Ilahiyydt

,
1. 29-31,

104-6.
* Presumably hafehr al-Din al-Razi. See par. ao, n. 1, above.

Aba a I FuIIl Shihib abDta Yahyi b H abash b. Amirak d*Suhfaw«(i]i nt-Mjqlul

aJ-Iluiiibi (d. 587/1 191). See Brockelmann, Gexchichtc^ i. 437-8; Encyclopaedia of

Islam, K/i, 506-7 „
s„v. ‘aTSuhmwardr (by S. van den Berghj,

fi

In point of fact Gh&z&li does not completely equate definitions with names., at least

not in Mijfir al-'Iim, where ibn Taymiyya says he does. Here {pp. 266-7) GhaasSIi

explains that a definition specifying the genus and difference resells in a knowledge of

quiddity in an explicit amt concise manner {'ilman mirJiiftAfcftanin mufussaltm), whereas

a name yields only a general, mdeicrmimtie knowledge ("ilman jumhyyan). The

difference between ‘wine' (a name) and 'an mtexkaiing beverage extracted front

grapes" (a definition) illustrates the point. Similarly, Ibn SinA dees not seem to equate

the definition with the name; in his Naj&t, 114-15, he maintains that a definition

explicates line quiddity of the name {qawlun yashmfm til-ism). However, in his Shvh
sI-MM, i. 249, T u.si asserts that some definitions amount 10 names, white others,

which are the chief preoccupation of logic, explicate quiddity. Thus, according to the

most liberal interpretation of fbn Sini, only some definitions may be said so yield the

Same knowledge as that derived from names, and vice versa. In his Lubab al hhciu'U,

RAzi makes no comment lo this effect, ibn Taymiyya1
* attribution of this view seems

accurate only in the case of Suhrawardi, who discusses this issue in Hikmm af-lshr&q,

19“ 20.

In his at-Hmtd, 4(5-2, Ibn Taymtyya quotes from Ghszali and Fdrabl a number of

passages to show that they held the view that names serve to distingu ish the nominatum

from Other things, not to form a concept Of its quiddity. But When these passages ate

viewed in She larger context of GbazilPs and FiriM's theories, it becomes obvious, that
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discussion of the obscure verses of the Quran, prophetic reports,

etc,; in fact, the exegesis of the Quran and the interpretation of

other types of discourse belong in their initial stages to this category.

For the aim is to reveal what the speaker intended by these names

and this discourse. The logicians agree that such a definition is

linguistic, although it is the very thing needed in teaching works of

scholarship, and indeed in studying a)] books as well as in all sorts of

disco ores. He who reads treatises on philology, medicine, or other

subjects must know what their authors meant by these names and

what they meant by their composite discourse; so must he who reads

books on law, theology, philosophy, and other subjects

.

30, The knowledge of these definitions is derived from religion,

for every word is found in the Book of God, the Exalted, as well as

in the Surma of His Messenger, may God bless him. Knowing them

is a duty incumbent either upon all Muslims (fard
r

ayn) or upon

those of them who can fulfil it (fard kifaya). Accordingly, God
rebuked those who did not know these definitions (kuddd) when He
said; The Bedouins are more stubborn in disbelief and hypocrisy,

and more likely to be ignorant of the delimitations (httd&d) 1

which

God has revealed to His Messenger.' 3
In what God revealed to His

Messenger there are names which may be unfamiliar to the hearer,

such as the words dud, qmwara . ’as'asa* and the like, and other

names which may be common, though their definitions are unknown

Itw Taymiyya’s argument on the basis, of these particular dutimis is somewhat
Strained. Ibn Taymiyya could have chosen more instructive statements, to mitke fob

point. FirIK for instance, does maintain in his hAghufi that when a certain meaning

has a name as well as a definition, they both serve in defining the quiddity of the

nominatum or the definiendum, The difference between them, however, is that 'the

name defines the meaning of the thing and its quiddity in a general, not a specific and

succinct manner. The definition defines its meaning and quiddity in a specific and

succinct manner on the basis of the things of which it is constituted {bi-Ha iiiwdmuh}'

(Farabi, is&gk&fi, $7).

yy
1

Definitions and delimitations (both expressed as hudud in Arabic) refer to the

limits set for a particular concept or thing. Thus the limit of a term is the boundary

which confines a particular connotation and meaning in a term, so that no addition to,

or omission from, that meaning may take place. Likewise, God's limits (or

delimitations) arc those legal stipulations (= punishments) to be strictly observed and

applied. See Baydawl, /Irtiudr, 2%.
*
Quran, 9: 99,

Diia, qwvmt, and Wmn occur in Quran 53; 33, 74: 51, and Sit 17, -respectively.

Diza means 'injustice'; qazwam means Ibn’; and '«’«», being one of the addM
(words that mean a thing and Its antonym), indicates the beginning or end of nighHtmc
(kjbAl aw idbdr tit-fayf). Further on their meanings in exegesis, .see, in the same order,

Baydfiwf, Anwdr, 698 , 771, 78b'
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and their meanings known only in a general way— e.g. salatf zakdt

,

siydm, and hajj .

4 Thus* it is clear that the d e fin i lion of a thing occurs

through defining the thing itself or defining something which is similar

to it; for if someone apprehends the thing itself he will not need a

definition in order to apprehend it. But if he does not apprehend the

thing itself, he will arrive at knowledge of it once he apprehends a

thing similar to it* albeit similar only in certain respects. Out of these

similarities and commonalities, he will assign to the definiendum its

own particular attributes. He who closely examines this matter will

see its truth* and will believe what mankind was told about the

invisible world—e.g. the angels, the Day of Judgement* and the

kinds of happiness and suffering found, respectively, in Paradise and

Hell. Their theory of definition is thus invalidated.

31. Fifth,
11 simple concepts cannot be sought after, and thus they

cannot be known by means of a definition, because if the intellect

were aware of them* it would not seek them3—since obtaining what

has already been obtained is impossible. But if the intellect is not

aware of them
,

it is impossible for one to seek what one is not aware

of, since the act of seeking and enquiring presupposes awareness. If

it is said that man does seek to form concepts of angels, demons,

4
In legal jargon saiat mc«n$ -prayer"; zaket 'alms-ta*’; siypnt or smm 'fasting'; and

hajj ‘pilgrimage’- For lire haste as well as technical connotations of these terms see

Jurjani, Ta'nfat, 1 17, s.v. salat, roi. S-¥, zak«t; IJ9, S-v. .wmw; amt 71, s.v. hajj. See

also al-Musill, d-lkktiyw, i. 57ft., 99ft. , 125 If,* 139ft

Jl
1 An argument, identical to I be one that follows may be found in Raaf, Muhasiai, 4

(II. 3-4). Is is adduced in connection with bis view that nol all concepts can tic

acquired. See pat. 20, n. 1, above. For Tasi's critique of the argument, see Tosi,

Talkhls a^MuhuMMd, 4 (II. i6-2u).

Tint is, it the irtiellect is in no way aware of 6 hem if will not feel the need, to form

Such concepts. What I bn Taymiyya seems to be saying is that seeking lt> form concepts

presuppose*, some sort of rudimentary knowledge of things,, ami that when such

concepts arc sought it es la order 10 develop, confirm, or reaffirm an already existing

awareness. If our understanding of Mmi Taymiyya is correct, then the consequence of

his view would pose the problem that the acquisition of knowledge is severely

restricted, that arriving at new knowledge b practically impossible. The rest of the

paragraph, however, seems to provide an attempt to answer this problem. When we

hear a new word the meaning of which we do not know, we become aware of

something, that is, the word itself, a fact winds prompts us to enquire about its

meaning as well m about the thing to which it refers. If wc have never beard the term

'snow’, or have not seen snow before, we have no reason to enquire about if, But

having now heard the term, wc are given a definition of it. This involves us in the very

process of definition which Ibn Taymiyya docs not think to lie fruitful. What Ibn

Tbymiyya must be saying, then, is ibml definition alone, without seeing the Snow itself,

is insufficient for forming a concept of snow. But if we see snow, and wc are told ‘this is

snow', then (Jit definition becomes superfluous. Sec also al-fcmid, 61-5.
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souls, and numerous other things, though he is not aware of them,

we answer that man has heard these names and thus seeks to form a

concept of their objects, just as someone would seek to form a

concept of words he has heard but the meaning of which he does not

know, If he could form a concept of the objects of these names, he

would necessarily know that the objects do have such names, for if

he were able to form a concept of a reality for which a particular

name did not exist
,
he would not be forming a concept of that of

which he sought to form a concept. The object of the concept here is

an essence given a certain name. The concept formed is not only of

the meaning but also of the name assigned to that meaning. Un-

doubtedly, such a concept is sought after, although it is not necessary

that the individual meaning be sought. Furthermore, what is sought

after here cannot be obtained merely by means of a definition;

rather, it is necessary to delimit the object of definition by pointing it

out or by other means when words alone are not sufficient. Since the

impossibility of seeking individual concepts has been proven, these

concepts may either be known to people without being obtained by

means of definition—in which case the definition does not lead to

the concept— or they may be unknown. The definition alone does

not lead to forming a concept of the nominatum in the case of those

who do not know the object. And once one becomes aware of these

objects, one will not need a definition to induce that awareness

except inasmuch as one needs a name. Our intention here is to show

that the function of the definition and that of the name are equivalent.

32. Sixth, is to say that what leads to forming a concept of reality

is, in their view, the complete definition, which consists of essences,

not accidents. The mainstay of this argument is the distinction between

the essential arid the accidental: they argue that the essential is that

which is included in quiddity, and the accidental is that which is

extraneous to it. They have divided the essential into what is necessary

for quiddity and what is necessary for its existence/ This argument

3»
1

See e-g. Itm Sina, Isfamti, i, [99 ff. (English trans.,53-4).

[Ajmong the predicate* there ere those that arc cumtiuiivc of their subjects- By
1

constitutive" ] do snot mean the predicate which the subject requires tor rise

realization of its existence, such as the fact that a human being begotten, created

or made lo exist, and that lihck is an accident. 1 mean a predicate which the subject

requires for the realization of us quiddity, and, which tnicrj (tf&khiian) its quiddity as

a part of it. Examples are "figure' for ‘triangle,* or ‘corporeality' for "human
being. ’ . . . You must know that everything that has a quiddity is realized either as.
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of theirs is based upon two invalid principles: namely, the differen-

tiation [i] between the quiddity and its existence, and
[
2

)
between

what is essential and what is necessary, concomitant to it,

33- The first principle. They argue that quiddity has a permanent

reality, other than its own existence, subsisting outside the mind

.

1

This argument is similar to the one espoused by those who hold the

non-existent to be a thing,
2 But this is one of the most erroneous of

views. The source of their error is that they think that before its

coming into existence a thing can be the object of knowledge and

intention, and can be distinguished as being capable or incapable of

existence, etc. They maintained that ‘if a thing were not subsistent

jin an external reality other than that of its own existence] it could

not he the object of such knowledge and intention [etc,]; we also

discourse on the realities of things and their quiddities without con-

sidering at the same time that they exist outside the mind*, thus the

one who is in error imagines that these realities and quiddities are

subsistent outside the mind. The truth is that all these
3
are subsistent

only4 in the mind, and what is considered to be in the mind is
5

greater than what is found io individuals; they are both existent and

existing in individuate or as conceived in the mind, only inasmuch as its pans are

present with it. If it has a reality other than its being in existence in one of these two

modes of existence, and is not constituted by it, then existence is a concept added to

its reality either as necessary or unnecessary. Also the causes of its existence are

other than the causes of 10, quiddity. Humanity, for example, is in itself a certain

reality and quiddity, and its existence in individuals or in the minds is not constitutive

o-f it but [only
|
added to it,

$ee also Aristotle, Anatytica Posterior*, 73^1-75*35; idem, Top rat, 102*4-15, passim;

and Introduction, Part 1
,
Section 2, above. Cf. Rahman, ‘Essence and Existence’,

2- 11 .

JJ
1

Cf. Burrell, 'Essence and Existence’, 61-3, and see n, ft to this paragraph as well

as par. 7$, n. i, below.
1 This view in held by a number of groups and individual;,, such as, Ihu Mu'UuiliK

{particularly Ibsi al-Khayyni) and !bn 'Arab!, Judging from [bn Taymiyya’s other

works, however, he seems to level his criticism mainly against the latter (see

Introduction, Part l. Sections 1, 3-4, above). Far a more detailed critique, see [bn

Taymiyya, Tawhid al-Rvhfibiyy*, (44-59. fo the doctrine of (bn ‘Arab!, wc his

Imhd' al'Dawa'ir, 6 If. t Affifi, MysricaJ Phiiosaphy, 47 ff.; also Shahirasiani, MtUiS, 53,

incidentally, like Ibn Taymiyya, Ibn Sina is also highly critical of ibis view, Sec

Marrnwax section in Encyclopaedia frame*, in. 73, *.v. ’Avieepna‘-
' That is, quntdities and the realities of (Jungs (htiqdfq a(-mhv4 '^.

4 The Arahk (ext does not have ‘only*, although, in of-Jldil, 64 ( 1 . —3), Mm
Taymiyya puts the matter thus: ‘The truth is that alt this is subsistent in the mind, not

in the external world.
1 The last phrase seems to have been omitted by SuyttiL

5
Jr al-Redd, 64 {[- -a), she text reads 'may be greater', which appears more

accurate,
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subsisted! in the mind. It cannot be said that the quiddities and

realities of things are neither existent nor subsistent in the same

matter. Therefore, the distinction between existence and quiddity,

together with the claim that both are extramental, is a grave error.

Those people think that the realities of species, such as the reality of

‘man’, 'horse*, etc,, are realities subsistent outside the mind, that

they are different from the objects existing outside the mind, and

that these realities are eternal and incapable of change. It is these

which are called the Flatonic Forms,6

34, They have not confined themselves only to this claim, but

have also affirmed the same of matter (mddda), duration (mudda),

and place (makm). They have affirmed that matter independent of

form subsists outside the mind, and that this matter is the primary

matter (huyuM) on the basis of which they have constructed the

doctrine of the eternity of the World, 1 The majority of scholars have

proven them wrong on this score. Our opinion of those who differen-

tiate between existence and quiddity is expressed elsewhere ,

2 The

aim here, however, is to point out that what they have said in logic

about the distinction between quiddity and its existence outside the

mind is based upon this false principle. The true difference is that

the quiddity of a thing is the representation (rasm) of that thing in

the mind, but existence is what exists of that matter outside the

mind. This is a valid distinction, for the difference between what

exists in the mind and what exists outside it is established, known,

and subject to no doubt. The supposition of a reality that subsists

neither in our knowledge nor in external existence is erroneous,

6
Ihn Tiyniiyyii'5 attack hen? is levelled against the philosophers' distinction between

whal is necessary for quiddity and what is necessary for its cxfcience, quiddity and

exisience being separable (Razl, LuMh af-hhfirM, 79; Burrell,. "Essence and Existence',

60-3.), Thus nothing in the external worM can be apprehended without that attribute

which is necessary for quiddity,, whereas without Ihc attribute necessary for existence, a

thing can stone the less be apprehended, In other words, the essence which is

constitutive of quiddity precedes the existence in the external world, this, having the

clear implication that quiddity has an cxtramcnlal existence older than the existence of

its individuals. This doctrine, as described by Ihn Taymiyya on behalf of the

philosophers, comes down to a hard-core realism, espousing the view, vehemently

rejected by Ihn Taymiyya, that universais exist outside the mind. Ibn $In&, N&jal,

156-7; idem, Shifi': Madkhiii, 63-72. Abo set Introduction, Pari 1 , Section 3, above,

and par. 79, n. 2, below.

34
1 On the concept of primary matter (hayult), see Cibarali, Maqidd, 141 -j g 158ft.

On the rede of matter in the argument for the eternity of the World, sec Davidson,

Proofs, 1:6-17, and the sources cited therein.
5 See pars. 35 - fi below, and (d-Radd

f 70- 1

.
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35 . The second principle

>

which has no truth in it, is the distinction

between what is a necessary concomitant to quiddity and what is

essential to it.
1

If the quiddity outside the mind were stripped of the

necessary attributes, and if it were possible to strip the extramental

existence of these necessary attributes—even though such an existence

may he considered identical with quiddity together with its necessary

attributes—doing so would be tantamount to saying This existence

together with its necessary attributes’, Both, however, are false, For

jusA as evenness and oddness characterize numbers, animality and

rationality characterize humanity. If both the attribute and the entity

given that attribute occur in the mind,, then that entity cannot be

perceived without the attribute itself,
2

36, Their argument that what they have considered to be essential

is conceived by the mind first
1

is false on two grounds. First, this has

been reported to be their own convention. For they have arbitrarily

determined in their own minds that one thing is prior and the other

posterior. Whoever holds that the essence precedes the necessary

concomitant attributes is blindly following
2 them on this issue.

Furthermore, it is known that extramental realities which are inde-

pendent of us are not subject to our own concepts; thus, if we
assume one thing to be prior, and the other posterior, it does not

follow that this [is the way they] would exist in the extramcntal

world. All people who imitate the Logicians on this point do not have

3$
' That is, between the essence {dhdfy and the necessary, concomitant accident

{'arad lazintt). See par. ZJ, o. I, above.
2 The second and third sentences of this paragraph pf the quiddity outside the

mind . . , are false') are not. found in al-Radd* and seem to he Suyuli's own formulation.

They are extremely elliptic and vague. However, the point Ion Taymiyya seems to be

making is (hat what the philosopher* cake as the necessary accident is as crucial for the

conception of a matter us the essence itself. When 'blackness", a necessary accident,

occurs in the mind, colour’, an essence, likewise occurs, for wiltwwi the latter the

former can never be conceived. White perhaps agreeing with this, Ifcn Taymiyya docs

not accept 'blackness' as m necessary accidental attribute, for when one sees a black

Object, blackness will be more strongly affirmed 111 the mind than the so called essence

of "colour
1

. Upon observing such an object, the notion of colour can hardly lake hold of

the mind as doe* blackness. See an expanded but somewhat convoluted version of the

argument in hi* al-Radd, 70- s

,

36
1 That is, prior to the object qualified together with Lis necessary (and separable)

accidental attributes.

' Hie Arabic term Is qaltuda (verbal noun: taqlid)^ namely, following the teachings

of an authority without grasping the proofs adduced by such art Authority in support Of

these teachings. See par. 1, n. j, above.
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this priority and posteriority present in their minds. If it were intuitive,

natural intelligence (fiira) would apprehend it without imitation*
3 the

same way it apprehends all intuitive matters. What is embedded in

natural intelligence are qualities necessary to the object qualified,

qualities which may or may not occur in the mind. But claiming that

one quality is extraneous to the essence while the Other inheres

therein is completely arbitrary, Nothing in the extramental world or

in natural intelligence attests to that. Second, the quality essential to

the object qualified belongs to the reality of that object in which the

quality exists, whether or not our minds form a concept of it.

Therefore, if one quality is essential while another is not, the differ-

ence between them must be connected with their external reality

which subsists independently of the mind. But when an external

reality is found in the mind to be prior and another posterior, they

can exist as such only when (theirf reality and quiddity are in the

mind* not in the external world. And this is a matter that depends on

the individual mind. The entire discussion then comes down to matters

that subsist in the mind and that have no reality in the external

world— matters which represent false soppoailotis and illusions, with

which the logicians' principles are replete.'
1

37, Seventh, is to ask: in a complete definition which leads to

forming a concept of reality, do the logicians require that a concept

be formed of all its essential attributes common with other things? If

they do require this, then all the attributes must be included* If they

2
i.e. mqtid. See preceding nose.

4 Having criticized the philosopher*' distinction between quiddity and its existence

(pare, 33-4), I bn Taymiyya turns 10 what he sees as another fabe philosophical

doctrine which distinguishes between the necessary accident fat-'amdi at-t&zim) and the

essential attributes idhtiti)- Upon observing a black object, he says, the mind

apprehends blackness as soon as, if not sooner than, it apprehends the fact that what it

Is observing is a colour (see par. 35, u. a, above). Colour is not prior to W&eknesa in the

external world; hoih arc attributes existing outside the mind, and any arrangement of

precedence giving the former the status of a component of quiddity 4

’

juz ' al-mdkiyya)

and the latter the status of a necessary accidental attribute is entirely subjective. When
we see a crow, for instance, we cannot perceive what it is without, perceiving that it is

black. And from the fact that we sec that it is black it does mot necessarily follow that

we must be aware of it as having a colour—no more, at any rate, than being aware that

blackness is an accidental attribute . Colour, so I bn Taymiyya seems to argue, is no

more essential than blackness, for both are one and tire same in the external world.

The only difference between Hi* two, however* is that the latter is particular to crows

whereas the former is an attribute common to a larger class of things. See also ul-R^id.
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do not, and if they content themselves with the immediate genus 1

to

the exclusion of other things, then this will be purely arbitrary. And
should they be questioned by someone who makes it a requirement

to enumerate all genera, or someone who makes it a requirement to

exclude all genera,
2

they will be unable to produce any answer,

except to say that this is their invention and convention. It is well

known that real knowledge does not change with the change of

circumstances. What they have posited is dearly a matter of invention

and convention which they attribute to essential realities and know-

ledge, This is error itself, and it leads to error; it is like taking two

identical persons and judging, merely on the basis of one's own
standards and conventions and despite the Lack of difference between

their essences, that one person is a believer and the other a heretic,

that one is learned and the other ignorant, and that one is happy and

the other wretched. Thus, with all their claims of upholding the

rational syllogism, they distinguish between similarities and treat

different things as being similar.

38. Eighth, the condition they have stipulated to the effect that

definitions must include distinguishing specific differences (fu$ul

mumayyiza) is incompatible with their distinction between what is

essential and what is accidental. For there is no distinguishing differ-

3.7
1

tut 1 he classic example 'man is a rational animal’ ,
'man' is the species of (he genus

'animal'; other species, arc 'horses’, ‘frogs’, ‘cats’, etc. At the same lime, ‘a growing

body’ is the genus of 'man' because 'man’, like ‘plants’, is subsumed under lias genes of

‘a growing body". So is the genus of ‘absolute body’, for ‘man’ and “stone' are two

species of i his 'body'. Thus a species may have more than one genus, depending on
ihe other species with which it shares a genus. If we ask, for example, what 'man'

and “horse' are, the answer will be 'animals'. If, on the other hand, we ask what

“man' and ‘plants’ are, the answer will then be “growing bodies’. If we further ask

what ‘man* and ‘stone
1

are. the answer will be ‘absolute bodies'. Now in this configura-

tion ‘animal’ is the immediate genus {jms ttitrih) of 'man', for ‘man’ stands subsumed

with other animals under the genus of 'animal*, "Absolute body' would constitute a

distant genus (jins bald) of ‘man’, since the tatter shares this genus with a class of

things outside ammality, e g, stones, Sec Razi, Taftrfr, 50-1; FfiriiW, Is&ghtiji, 77-8.
" Til At is, the immediate and distant genera (see preceding rune). The point that I bn.

Taymiyya seems to be making here is that the inclusion of the immediate genus and

difference in a definition is arbitrary, for if the immediate genus is to be included, there

is no reason to exclude the distant genera, Bui if the distant genera are excluded, then

the immediate genus must also be excluded, and the difference should suffice in the

definition. When we say in defining “man" 'He is a rational animal’, the specific

difference, “rational', indicates mnhing bur 'man’, for it is an essential attribute noi

shared by any species other than humanity. Thus the mention of the immediate genus is

superfluous, and the cmi»»n of the distant genera while retaining the immediate genus

is arbitrary, See ui-fttidd, 73 ff.
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e»ce among the attributes of the definiendum that corresponds to the

defmiendum in general or in particular without one person considering

it as essential and another as accidental and necessary for quiddity. 1

39, Ninth* their argument involves circularity, and thus it is invalid*

The circularity occurs because they hold that no concept of the

definiendum may be formed unless its essential attributes are specified,

They follow this by maintaining that a concept of the essence must

first be formed in order to form a concept of the quiddity,.
1

If a

person seeking to form a concept cannot conceive the definiendum

without first forming a concept of its essential qualities, and if he does

not know that the said qualities are essential until he forms a concept

of the object which is to be qualified—namely,, the definiendum—and
if he cannot form a concept of the object qualified until he forms a

concept of the essential qualities and distinguishes between them and

other qualities* then the apprehension of the essence will depend on

the apprehension of what the essential qualities are, and the appre-

hension of the essentia! qualities will depend on what the apprehension

of the essence is. Thus, neither the essence nor the essential qualities

will be known. This is a portentous criticism that destroys the found-

ations of their doctrine and demonstrates that what they have estab-

lished is arbitrary and has no foundation in apodictic, truthful

principles. They hold* on purely arbitrary grounds, that one thing is

of the essence while another is not, They do not employ any me aits

by which the essential may be distinguished from the non-essential.

If the definiendum cannot be known without definition , and definition

is impossible, then the definiendum, cannot be known. Therefore,

their doctrine is false.
2

38 1 See pars, 35, n. 2, ami 36, n. 4, above,

35
5

See GliazMI, Maqasid* 44 Ff,; Ibfl Shift, JVd/dr, 46; idem, fsitprat, j, 199 (English

Irans.
, 54), and par. 36 above.

" The argument in this paragraph is as follows. It ts impossible to form a concept of

quiddity without first forming a concept of the essential attributes which constitute such
quiddity- On the other hand, the essential attributes of a thing cannot fee completely

distinguished from the accidental attributes without first apprchencHiig the quiddity.

This, Ibfl Tiymiyya declares, involves circularity. In his Sharh al-Isftdrdt, i. 200, Tusf

acknowledges a problematic element in the definition of the essence, for ‘forming a
concept gf a thing is impossible without first forming a concept of what is essential to

it’. This difficulty is multiplied when both Avicenna and Tusi maintain that She

necessary accidental .attributes (ol-
ramd( at-iAzim ghtiyr al-muqawwim) arc identified

not by means of other accidents but rather through the essential attributes, by which,
we must assume, they meant those attributes that constitute the quiddity (SAarft

dl-Ishamt, L lots, II. 17-ly). (eOrtf.|
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40, Tenth,
1
the disagreement amongst them concerning definition

cannot be resolved in terms of [their] principles; and what entails the

equalization of evidence (takafu' al-adilla) [against and for the truth]

is invalid.
J

Chapter [3]

41. THIRD POINT: 1 Their Doctrine that ito Judgement may he

Known Except by Means of Syllogism
1—whose form and content

they have stipulated-

—

is a negative proposition that is not self-evident,

Nor have they, in the first place, produced any evidence to prove it.

Furthermore
„
they have made claims that they have not proven, and

argued without the benefit of knowledge. Establishing this negative

proposition with certitude would be impossible according to their

In of-ftfldrf, 78-9, Ibn Taymiyya lives an example illustrating this circularity. When
we define 'man’ as 'a rational animal’, wc do not in tael necessarily apprehend what
‘man

1

is unless, we arc certain that ’man' possesses the essential attributes of rationality

and animality. But in order to be certain that they are essential, wc must knew that

they are mot accidental, and in order to know l his, wc must first know what is essential

(namely, quiddity), for without it we cannot know what is accidental.

4b
1 The tenth argument does not appear in el-Radd, and E have not been able in

establish a source from which Suy&tr may have appropriated it.

' The thrust of these extremely elliptic lines seems to be that since the philosophers'

arguments concerning the theory of definition (or, less likely, the more specific issues

presented in par.. 39) contradict each other and arc of equal strength, they must all be

false because they cannot bl be true. Further on the equality or equalization of

evidence (takdfu' al-atlilln), sec Muwdfaqai Sahih at-Manqdi, i. 94-5; van |£ss,

'Skepticism', Sff.; Pcrlmann, ‘Ibn llastni on the Kqisivalencc of Proofs', 179 ff,

4*
1 Third Point' (ai-maq&m ai-ihdtith) appears neither in Nashshar's edition nor in

the l.cidcn manuscript. However, it is clear from, Ibn Taymiyya’s own ini induction to

Jakd (Translation, par. 5) that the refutation of tlw logicians’ proposition that ‘No
jutlgemenl may be known except hy means of the syllogism’ is one of the four points

[tnaqdmdl). Sue also al-Radd, 88, where ihe refutation of this proposition. is entitled

Third Point'.
; The Arabic logicians do not formulate their doctrine in such a clear-cut manner,

The means to judgement {tesdlq), they ordinarily state, is hujja (proof), which may be

a syllogism, induction, or analogy. See Ibn Sana, toejot, 43; Ghaziill, Sfeqdsid, 341 RSzi,

Tahrir> ao (II. 11-12). Ibn 'A Li al-Razi, Shark ol-Ghnrre, *? (II. 4-7). defines hujja as

any inference whose conclusion stems from two known premisses {mUhujie hijw

ai-muqoddimQf&A of-ma'lumaidn). 3 1 is safe to state that for the great majority of

Iordans kuji(i includes any one of the three arguments (cf. Tusi, Sfmrh al- ishanu

,

i-

416). Ihn Taymiyya's statement may thus be justified only in light of the fact that the

logicians customarily attach great importance to syllogism and relegate induction and

analogy to a marginal status. See Ohazall, Maqmid, 37 (I- 16); Twsf , Sharh at-tsherat, i.

4 ^7 ’
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own principles. How then did they know that no human being can

form a judgement, which they consider to be non-axiom atic, except

by means of a logical, categorical syllogism whose content and form

they have prescribed?

42, They also acknowledge what is ineluctable-— that judgements

(tasdiqat) are either self-evident or acquired , and that they cannot all

be acquired because what is acquired is in need of what is self-

evident,
1 The difference between the two, as has previously been

discussed under the subject of concepts, is relative and relational:

what may be acquired for one person may be self-evident for another.

A self-evident judge ment is that judgement whose two terms, the

subject and the predicate, when conceptualized t suffice for obtaining

judgemental knowledge, without depending on a middle shared by

both of them—namely, the indicant {dalilf which is the middle

term—and regardless of whether the two terms are self-evident or

4?
1

CitisEali, Maqfaid, 34; Ibn Stnfl, i'ftp/d': Madkhaf, 17-18- RSzi, ‘faftrir, niff.;

Aristotle, Analytical Posteriority 72
h

E 7 Ff.
_ ‘Oar own doctrine is that not all knowledge

is demonstrative: on the contrary, knowledge of the immediate premia Is

independent of demonstration. (The necessity of this is obvious; for since we must

know the prior premisses from which dejnonslnilLon is drawn, and since the regress

must end i:m immediate truths, those irtillM must be indemonstrable.)
1

2 The letin 'indicant' {efalU} acquired several technical connotations among
ptiilosopticn and religious scholars. The most general and agreed-upon definition

seems 10 he 'that which leads to what is being sought % be It a conclusion (fleftfo). a

legal judgement (Aufcm). »r anything sought after In other words, an indicant

is anything which, once known, emails the knowledge of another. Logicians

acknowledged two principal meanings of dattf, the first be:ng a synonym of ftttjja,

namely, a. syllogistic, inductive, or analogical
1

inference through which a judgement
{lasdiq} is formulated, whereas the second is the demonstrative syllogism, defined as a

set of premisses which when placed together entaii another premiss {** conclusion *
nwfffrf). The second meaning also includes a syllogism which proceeds from the effect

to the cause, a syllogism known as burhdn intin. See, under datit, TahanawT, Kaskfhaf,

i 492 ff,
;
furjam', Tariffr. 93: Marmura, ‘GhaltalT and Demonstrative Science', ihu ff.

According to most theologians and legal theoreticians, the indicant is shat which, once

reflected upon soundly, results in certain or probable knowledge about something. Ibn

Taymiyya does not attempt a definition of the form, but from she numerous contexts in

which it occurs in his writings he appears to use the term in a variety of ways, including

those- adopted by logicians, theologians, and legal theoreticians, fn this paragraph, for

instance, he subscribes to the logicians' definition of the indicant us 'affirming the

middle term of the minor, and the subsumption of the minor under the middle'. See
iurjflai, Ttt'nf&t, 93. Generally, however, Ibn Taymiyya seems to lake the term in its

widest possible meaning, thus including such connotation; as evidence, middle form,,

cause (

r

fr7rt), syllogism, proof, inference, antecedent (in a hypothetical syllogism),

analogy, induction. Sec also Maqdisi, itl-Bad' wal-Ta’nkh, i. 30—1, 3,(1
,
and p. 35 for

the difference; between Ilia and indicant; Tfifi, *Alam at-fadhet, (9-20, 40; Juwayni,

Kdfiya, 46-7, 48; pars. <5g. n. 1, 65, fid, n. 1, below.
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not. It is well known that people vary in mental aptitude more than

they do in physical strength. The quickness and quality of one man's

perception may be much greater than that of another. Such a man
would then form a complete concept of the two terms so as to reveal

through that complete concept the necessary attributes which would

not be- evident to those who cannot form such a concept. That in

some propositions certain people need the middle, which is the

indicant, while others do not, is an obvious matter. For many people

the proposition may be sensory, empirical, demonstrative, or multiply

transmitted [mulawMra)> while for others it may be known by means

of investigation and inference. Thus, many people do not themselves

need an indicant to establish the relation between the predicate and

the subject; rather, they need such an indicant only for the sake of

others; by giving examples, they clarify for others such a relation by

means of proofs for which they themselves have no need

43. The logicians argue that propositions known through multiple

transmission (tawatar) f empirical enquiry (tajriba), and sense per-

ception (howds) 3

are peculiar to those who know them and constitute

no arguments against others; these propositions are unlike other

propositions which have universal validity and which can be used

against an opponent.2 But this is an invalid distinction and is one of

the causes of heresy and unbelief, since the miracles of the prophets

are known through multiple transmission. However, on the basis of

this distinction a logician may argue: To me, such a report is not

multiple and therefore I do not take it as an authoritative argument

against me.'3 But this does not constitute a valid condition,
4

43
1 Instead of fiawda (sense percept Ion),, the Leiden manuscript nnJ the Bombay

edition of oMtadtf have it as Hods (intuition)

.

31 See lb ft Sins. teMtm, i, 397— » (English Iran*-, iiijj Rdd, Tahrir, e 67 lit 11-21);

GhazSli, Mi'ydr, 1p (it. 6-7).
3 On the subjective nature of the multiple transmission of prophetic reports see

Hallaq, ‘Inductive Corroboration
1

,
11-18.

*
That is, their rejection of the occurrence of taw&var does not constitute » condition

which precludes them from believing in the contents of the report-

In this paragraph, Ibn Taymiyya attempts to qualify Ihc phUosopbenr
1

' categorical

statement that such knowledge as that resulting from the multiple transmission of

reports of from empirical and sensory data is highly subjective and thus does not

constitute evidence against ihc opponent, In ai*R&dd, he divides sensory knowledge

into particular and general* the former being derived from particular experience,

unique to [lie individual person, such as lasting or smelling a certain kind of food,

feeling hunger or thirst. The latter, however, is common to many, and sometimes to

.all, people. Consider, for instance, the inhabitants of a village who all know of a

mountain existing near their village, They all see the mountain, just as all people see

(lie moon and the sun and know that drink log, water quenches one's thirst and that

ovriahl
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.44, Related to this matter k the rejection by many religious inno-

vators, speculative theologians, and philosophers of the prophetic

reports which the traditionists retain. The former say; *We do not

acknowledge these reports' just as the unbelievers proclaim they do

not acknowledge prophetic miracles. This happens because they do

not know the cause effecting such knowledge. They must accept

these miracles as an authoritative argument whether or not the

reports were taken by them as multiply transmitted,

45, The philosopher-logicians held ignorant views, such as; the

angels are the Ten Intellects, they are pre-existent and eternal, and
the intellect is the lord of all beings beneath it,

J No lew, Christian,,

or polytheistic Arab has ever held such a view. Nor did anyone ever

argue that an angel is the God of the entire universe. They hold that

the Active Intellect is the creator of everything in the sublunar

world.
2
This belief also constitutes heresy which no one among

the unbelieving people of the Book and the Arab polytheists has

embraced. The philosophers argue that God does not act upon His

will and power; that He does not know particulars and cannot change

the World; that the World is an effusion and has become so without

His will, power, or knowledge;'
1

that when one seeks intercession

beheading causes death. Coihmim sensory knowledge, however, is of two types,
depending on the object perceived. The first type represents the apprehension of one
object by all people, as in the ewe of the sun. The other is an apprehension of the

species of Iha! object, for not nil people experience the taste of (he very oranges, that I

bought yesterday, but all of (hem do know what oranges Easie like.

In so far as the multiple transmission of reports (mwawMr) k concerned, the

generality of people know through such reports of the existence of Mecca and of other

important geographical sites, just as (hey know of the past existence of such figures as

Moses, Jesus, and Mahimmsd, Without advancing further evidence to prove that the

knowledge resulting from the mutawdtir can be employed against the opponent, Ibn

Taymiyya concludes by saying (bat empirical knowledge, like towdtur knowledge, is not

necessarily or always a relative matter, but can be shared by people and (bus may bind

them. See par. 44 below, and at^Radd, 92“ 102.

45
1

That is
r
while any one of the intellects Is not the lord of the intellects above It, It

is the lord! of ail that is beneath it. Ct Nnsr, C&smotegkat Doctrines, 202-12; GhazaH,'
Maqdssd, 287, aESff.; (bn Rushd, Tah§fui t 183 ff. Ibn Sana, Nsjds, ifiu-r; Jimi,

Durr,a, 41 (English trails., 66-7).
- Nasr, Cosmological Doctrines, 203-4, Tw, -Vhanh akfshMt, in- W. 659 ff.; Rid,

Lubdb al-ishdrOi, a 05 ff,

;

Davidson, ‘Alfarabi andl Avicenna on the Active Intellect
1

,

125 ff.

’ fust, Shark al-lsMrdt, iii-iv. 726ft; Ibn ftuahd, Tahafut* 146ft, 226 ff., 447ft,

460ft, 471ft (English traps., R6ff., 135ft, 179 ff., 28611., 296ft); Ghttili, Tahdfvi,

ill tf, (English traits., 63ft); idem, Maqdjtid, 220-3, 233, 239, 371 ff.; Ran, Lubdb
ai-Ishdttit, 87-90; Matmura, ‘Avicennas Theory of God’s Knowledge of Particulars",

299-312; Jimi, Durni, 20 ff , afift, 40 ff. (English trans.
,
50ft, 55 ft, 66 ff.); Affifi,

‘Ibn 'Arabs , 417; Morewedgie, 'EAiauibnism and Sufism
1

, 2-3, 9 ff.
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from the high substances which one extols, such as intellects, spirits,

stars, the sun and the moon, the intercessor comes into contact with

the one whose intercession is sought; thus, what is effused from God
on these substances will reach the one seeking intercession.

4 They

liken this to the sun when it shines against a mirror; the rays falling

on the mirror are reflected on another location, thereby causing its

illumination. Those rays were directed to that location because of

the mirror’s reflection, and they reached the mirror because it stood

against the sun. They also hold that the angels are the Ten intellects

or the forces of good in the soul, and that demons are the evil

forces,
5 They espouse other views which are known to be false by

means of rational proofs as well as by immediate knowledge derived

from the Religion of the Messenger. If their heresy and unbelief are

greater than those of the polytheistic Arabs, how can they aspire to

the perfection of the soul while indulging an these follies? This and

other similar doctrines require a much more extensive exposition,

but the purpose here is to discuss their claims concerning logical

demonstration.

46* 'They also argue that apodietje knowledge does not obtain

except by means of demonstration, which is, according to them, the

categorical syllogism.
1

In this syllogism, they say, a universal affir-

mative proposition is necessary
J
Accordingly, they argue that none

of the syllogisms which consist of two negative or two particular

propositions produces valid conclusions, whether with respect to

their forms, as in categorical, conjunctive, and disjunctive conditional

syllogisms, or with respect to their content, as in demonstrative,

rhetorical, dialectical, and poetical syllogisms.
5 We argue, however,

that if it is necessary to have 3 universal proposition in all that which

they call demonstration, then this universal proposition must be

known; that is to say, its universality must be known. Otherwise, if

one doubts its universality and thinks it to be particular, no certain

4
Cl. Shahrastiini. .Nikdya, 295.

5 GhiLoli
,
Mtjqaxirf, 190— i

.. 1^6—9.

4$
1
Aristotle, Topica, locf25 ft.; idem. Annlytica Prmray 34*25 ff. F Ghazali, Maqdsid t

37, 66 , I ii ft; 3 lift Sma
, NufdS, 69 If.

- Razi. Tahrir, 140-1; Ibrt Abi al*Salt, Tuqwim, a; Ghanli, Staq&gid, $9, 71,

However, see Aristotle, Amlyiica Pnom, 26*16: '[T]hcrc must he a perfect syllogism

whenever universality is posited with reference to the major term cither affirmatively or

rteaatively."
1

Ghaz&Jl,, Maqfcid, 69; Ibn Sina, Naj&i, 7®, kg -6; Aristotle, Analytic*! Prfonr,

26^2 1 tf.
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knowledge will result on the basis of it. A vague and indeterminate

proposition whose language allows it to be both universal and par-

ticular has the strength of a particular. Since a universal affirmative

proposition is necessary in order to reach knowledge by means of a

syllogism—fo which they apply the term ‘demonstration'—it must be

said that if the knowledge of such a proposition is axiomatic, each of

its terms may, a fortiori, be axiomatic. But should the knowledge be

acquired, it would ultimately rest
4 upon self-evident knowledge, and

this leads to conjunctive circularity (al-dawr al-ma't
)

5
or infinite

regress of efficient causes (mu'atftihirai)* and both are fallacious.

47, The same may be said of all other universal propositions

(whether they belong to external or internal sense perception) which

they consider to be the foundation of demonstration, and call "pro-

positions which must necessarily be accepted
1

.

1 These propositions

may be sensory, or they may be empirical, multiply transmitted

(mutawdtirdt), or intuitive, according to those who consider them, to

4
Literally: it would require 0«W/) swlf-cvidcnl knowledge'.

Arabic logicians distinguished between two types of circularity, the firss being

ptfitio principii (al-daw al-qabll), where we assume as true what is to be proven, and

the other conjunctive circularity {aUdam ai-rm'i}. Unlike the former, conjunctive

circularity is not considered as fallacious, since it does not, strictly speaking, beg (he

question (see second paragraph of next note), Whereas the proposition to be proven in

petitia principii presupposes its own validity, the proposition m conjunctive circularity

implies another, conjoined proposition (hence the term ma 7) , which in turn implies (he

first; an example in point is the term ' fatherhood'
,
which implies 'sonshtp', and 'sonship',

in l urn, implies ‘fatherhood’. See Tahanawi, Ktahsk&f, i 467-11, s,v. dam; and see

Ahmad 11 ug.iri. Mmir

, 11. no- J^, under the same entry. The choice of the expression

‘conjunctive circularity’ for al-dawr al-ma't is further encouraged by Ifein Taymiyya's use

of (he concept m conjunction with the term iqiirdni; (bus 'al-dawr al-mu'i aloqlnanl'.

See e.g. Ibn Taymiyya, f'ufxit al-Ijmdl, 45 (II. 17-18); idem, Aqwtktn ma Qti ft al-

fttashi'a, 167 (II, 13-14). Sec further par. 247 below.
6

Infinite regress of efficient causes (afrumtsuf fl at-mu’tahikirdt} is considered to be

the coming into existence of the cause when it produces an effect, for if il did not

produce an effect would not be it cause. In other words, a Mifhcient cause (mu alhikir

tdmm) CS not 9 cause *$ Jong as it does not produce an effect- This being so, the pause,

in fact, presupposes the effect, and the effect the cause. In contradistinction to the

classic infinite regress (tasaisul muta'aqih), this regress is known as tmalsul muqdrin, a

conjunctive infinite circular regress. See Ibn Tayrtliyya, Muwqfaqai Sahih at-Manqat, 1 .

215- l6i ii. 153,

Now, Ibn Taymiyya's argument in the East Few lines, of this paragraph seems to be

lhai (he fallacy lies in the claim concerning the knowledge of an affirmative categorical

proposition. If the proposition is self-evident, then the members or the parts subsumed

under it are also self-evident. If, on the oilier hand, il is inferred (rraznri), then it must

ultimately rest upon self-evident knowledge. Bui a self-evident proposition cannot

include members lhat are not sell -evident. hence Ibn T&ymiyya’s claim for circularity,

47
1

See Ghazdli, Mfy&r, 186-92, Black, Ldgk, 97-8.
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be certain and thus binding. For example, one knows that moonlight

derives from the sun when one observes the moon's shape changing

according to its position vis-A-vis the sun, as when, the moon leaves

the sun subsequent to their conjunction in the last night of the month

orwhen they meet in the full moon. They disagree amongst themselves

as to whether or not intuition (hods) leads to certainty,
2

4&, Another example in point is pure rational matters. Yet another

example is such statements as ‘one is half of two
1

, *lhe whole is

greater than the part
1

* "things that are equal to one thing are equal to

each other', 'two contraries cannot both be true', and ‘two contra-

dictories can neither both be true nor both false
1

. All these universal

propositions which are taken as premisses in demonstration must be

able to yield a conclusion without the medium of such demonstration.

In fact, this is often the case. If it is known that one is half of two

and that half of two is one
,

it will then be known that this particular

one is half of this particular two. The same goes for alt the other

propositions, without their being inferred by means of a universal

proposition. Likewise, it is known that the whole is greater than any

of its parts without resorting to a universal proposition. Similarly, he

who forms a concept of two contradictories will know that they

cannot both be true. Everyone knows that a certain thing, like any

other thing* cannot simultaneously exist and not exist. This does not

need to he inferred from the statement 'Nothing can simultaneously

exist and not exist
1

. The same can be said of two contraries: one

certainly knows that a thing* like all other things* cannot simul-

taneously be all black and all white, or simultaneously in motion and

motionless. To gain such knowledge one does not need a universal

proposition stating that ‘Nothing can be simultaneously all black and

all white* in motion and motionless’,

49. Similarly, with respect to all other things which are known to

be contraries, if two particulars are known to be contrary to each

other it will be known that they cannot simultaneously exist. For

knowledge of a universal proposition leads to knowledge of the

major premiss which contains the major term, but this is of no use

without knowing the minor premiss which contains the minor term.

Arriving at the conclusion, that these are two contrary meanings and

2 To line best of knowledge, the discussions regarding intuition in Ibn Sauls,

GbazSlf, unC Qutb al-Dln al-Razi do not indicate noticeable divergence of opinion on

ihig, question. Of. Ibn $ina, ishdrdt, i. 396-7 (English Irani., lit): Gbazili, MiVdr,

191 — 2;, Raii, Tdhrir, 166-7.
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thus cannot both be true, is possible without knowing the major

premiss, namely, that ‘No two contraries can both be true'. In order

to know this, there is no need for a syllogism, to which they have

assigned the term 'demonstration'. This term as found in the Speech

of God and His Messenger as well as in the discourse of various

religious scholars does not correspond to what they call demonstration;

rather, they assign the term ‘demonstration' to that which is encom-

passed by a syllogism whose form and content they themselves have

stipulated. A case in point is the following example; if one washes to

refute the argument of those who adhere to the doctrine of states {al-

ahwdl)
1 and who argue that these states are neither existent nor non-

existent,. one will say: ‘These two are contradictories, and any two

contradictory matters can neither be both true nor both false, for this

would render one thing simultaneously existent and non-existent. It

is therefore impossible for a state of a thing to be made simultaneously

existent and non-existent. The knowledge that this particular thing

cannot be simultaneously existent and non-existent is possible without

this universal proposition. Thus, in order to arrive at the conclusion,

demonstration is not needed.’

50, Another example h the statement: This is possible and anything

possible must have that which gives preponderance for its existence

over its non-existence'—according to the more valid of the two

opinions—or: ‘Anything which is possible must have that which

gives preponderance to one possibility over the other'—according to

the opinion of some scholars.
1 Another statement: *This is created,

and all that is created must have a creator/ The particulars sought

after in the universal propositions, namely, 'Everything created

requires a creator
5 and 'Every possible being must be given prepon-

derance by an agent', may be known, in their view, by demonstrative

syllogism without such propositions, though they argue that without

these propositions demonstration is not possible. It will thus become

clear that this particular created thing must have a creator, and that

49 " AAwdt (sing, hsi) represent attributes which are not at first firmly rooted (gfayr

nKrifcfai) in their subject but become so only later, whereupon they will be known as

malafco (apliludmal). One such attribute is the ability to write, While at a rather young
age writing b not among the attributes of a person* it later becomes an inseparable

attribute of that person. The philosophers held that Ml is an attribute belonging to an
existent thing (matv/ud), but is, in itself, neither existent nor noo-existent- See under
Ml in Abmadnagaii, J&tni', \i. 4, and Tahanawi, Kasksh&f, i. 35/ij.

50
i

Ibn Sina, Naim, g6ff.; GhazalL Mi'ySr, 343 ff.
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the existence of this particular possible being must be given prepon-

derance by an. agent. If one thinks it possible that a thing can be

created without a creator and that it can be susceptible to existence

and non-existence without an agent giving preponderance for its

existence* then one will, a fortiori, think this to be possible with

regard to other created things and possible beings. And if one is, in

one’s own mind, absolutely certain of this, one will not need a

demonstrative syllogism in order to arrive at the conclusion, namely*

that “This thing i$ created, therefore it must have a creator’* and

that This thing is possible* therefore its existence must be given

preponderance by an agent’.

51. What will make the matter more dear is that you will find no

one who wishes to reach a conclusion through a demonstrative syl-

logism, whose validity he realizes, without his apprehending that

conclusion by means other than this logical demonstrative syllogism.

Accordingly, save, for these logicians, you will find no one among the

learned who constructs his proof from two premisses. Rather, they

set forth whatever evidence is needed for the conclusion to be obtained;

the evidence may consist of one, two, or three premisses, in accord-

ance with the particular need of the person drawing the inference:

people’s needs do vary!

52. We explained this matter when we wrote about at- Aluhwisat

and expounded the critique levelled by the learned majority of

scholars against those who hold that ‘all acquired knowledge must

derive from two premisses, and that two are indispensable and none

other is needed’.
2

In refuting them one should draw on rational

subject-matter which is not inferred from the texts of the prophets,

for through it the falsehood of their logic becomes evident. But

should one draw on material known from the texts of the prophets,

the need for a universal premiss becomes manifest. For example,

if we wish to prohibit a type of wine whose legal status has not

been determined, we say: "Wine inebriates and every ineb riant is

prohibited.' Or we say: ’It is an alcoholic beverage and every alcoholic

beverage is prohibited,* Our statement that inebriating wine is an

alcoholic beverage is known from the text, namely, the statement of

the Prophet, may God bless him: "Every iitebriant is an alcoholic

52
1

Jhn Taymiyya attacked Razi's writing*, including lib influential Muhnxmi, in a

number of his treatise*, none of which, to she best of my knowledge, was exclusively

devoted to a critique of this work. Sec e.g. Muwfifaqm Sahfh af-MmqQt, passim.
-
See Introdudinn, Hart I, Section 5.. above.
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beverage/
3 Our statement '‘Every alcoholic beverage is prohibited* is

known from both the text and consensus, and there is no dispute

with regard to it. The dispute, however,, concerns the minor premiss.

It has been authoritatively recorded in Muslim's SahFh that the

Prophet said: ‘Every inebriant is an alcoholic beverage, and every

alcoholic beverage is prohibited/ In another version: "Every inebriant

is an alcoholic beverage, and every inebriant is prohibited/ Some
people may think that the Prophet, may God praise him, formulated

this in accordance with the logical mode in order to demonstrate the

conclusion on the basis of the premiss just as the logicians do. But

this is exorbitant ignorance on the part of those who think so. The

Prophet, may God praise him, is far above using such methods to

expound knowledge. Even those individual scholars in his community

who do not have the mind and knowledge of the Prophet would not

permit themselves to follow the methods of those logicians. They

consider the logicians ignoramuses who know only the arts of arith-

metic, medicine + and the like, and who are unfit to occupy themselves

with demonstrative, universal, and apodictic sciences, or with

metaphysics.

53, Muslim thinkers have exposed this matter in their books and

have discussed the logicians extensively. That alcoholic beverages

are prohibited is already known to Muslims: they do not need to

arrive at this [conclusion j by means of syllogism. Some of them*

however* had doubts about certain kinds of inebriating beverages,

such as wine made of honey, grain, and other stuffs, In the two

Sahihs
1

it h reported of Abu Musa at-A$h*aii that he said to the

Messenger of God, may God bless him: ‘We have a beverage made

of honey called bit* and another made of corn called mizr.' The

Prophet, whose revelation by then was all-comprehensive, said: ‘Every

inebriant is prohibited/
2 Thus the Prophet, may God bless him, has

answered Muslims with a universal proposition in which he clarified

that anything which inebriates is prohibited. He also explained that

everything that inebriates is an alcoholic beverage. These are two

true Eind congruous universal propositions; the knowledge of either

of them necessarily leads to the knowledge that every inebriant is

1
Muslim, SoMH t iii, 1587-8, iaos; Bukhari, af-Jtim? a(-SahTk t iv. 28, 29; Tinnidhl,

i’iflfte'ft, i. 341-3, Pot ollwr prophetic reports relative to the ptohaiNtwin of wines, see

Wen snick . Concordance el indices
, jj

,

79-80.

51
1

i.e. al'Saftfft of Muslim ate sinlami' ai-Sahfh of BukMri.
- Sec Bukhari, al-Jami' al-$ehik, iv 39-30, and par. 51, n. 3, aPore,
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prohibited. The knowledge that every inebriant is prohibited does

not hinge on knowing both of them. For if a person who believes in

the Prophet knows that he, may God bless him, said Every inebriant

is prohibited’* that person will then know that the inebriating wine is

prohibited. However, one may be uncertain about whether the

Prophet intended the amount or the genus of the inebriant. This

uncertainty pertains to the meaning of his words; if his intention

becomes clear, the judgement sought will be known. Likewise, if it is

known that wine m an alcoholic beverage and that this knowledge is

further confirmed by its prohibition, then he who judges the disputed

wine to he lawful will not call it an alcoholic beverage. If it is known

from the revealed test that every inebriant is an alcoholic beverage,

this alone will be a proof for die believers who know that every

alcoholic beverage is prohibited. However, he who does not know of

the prohibition of alcoholic beverages because he does not believe in

the Messenger will not use the Prophets statement in his inference.

Even if he knew that Muhammad is the Messenger of God, but did

not know that he prohibited alcoholic beverages, his statement ’Every

inebriant is an alcoholic beverage
1 would be of no use to him. What

would be useful to him instead is the statement: 'Every inebriant is

prohibited’, for only then would he know that alcoholic beverages

are prohibited, because ’alcoholic beverage* and 'inebriant
9

are,

according to the Lawgiver, two names for one and the same thing;

for the Lawgiver
f
as well as for the majority of scholars who judge

every inebriant as prohibited, the two names are concomitant in both

the general Vumum) and the particular {khusus),

54. It is not our purpose here to settle this legal question, but

rather to draw attention to the use of examples. The aforementioned

example is often cited by Muslim scholars who write about logic. The

logicians give examples in a form that is abstracted from concrete

matters, aid that does not refer to any particular thing, so that the

example would not [be understood to] derive from a particular form.

For instance, they say:

Ail A is B
All B is C _____
Therefore , all A is C

The aim, however, is to arrive at the knowledge of particular matters.

One might think that abstracting particulars is needed for arriving at
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particulars. But this is not true, for when the logicians are asked to

prove the certainty of the two universal premisses which they employ

in all their rational syllogisms that are not derived from infallible

sources* you will find them int roducing arguments on the basis of the

particulars sought after without knowing the universal proposition.

Knowledge of these premisses therefore does not depend on demon-

stration. Revealed propositions arc not in need of the rational

inference they term demonstration. Nor do the rational sciences

need their demonstrative syllogism. Thus, the syllogism is needed

neither in revealed nor in rational sciences. Therefore* it cannot be

argued that knowledge cannot be attained except by means of the

demonstrative syllogism they have prescribed.

55, What makes the matter clearer is that sensory propositions

can only he particular. For if we did not realize by sensations that

this flame burns, and that one also burns, [and $0 on), we would not

know that all flames bum. If we make this a univernal premiss and

say ‘All flames bum\ we shall have no way of knowing for certain

the truthfulness of this universal premiss without knowing, a fortiori*

that flames burn in particular instances.
1

56, Someone may say as they do: "The purpose is not to arrive at

the knowledge of particular matters* because demonstration yields

only a universal proposition* and the conclusion therefore cannot be

but universal.
1

Universal % exist qm umver&als only in the mind, not

ki individuals. We maintain that, according to this supposition*

demonstration does not lead to the knowledge of things in existence

but to matters which are in the mind and which do not subsist in

particulars, ff demonstration does not lead to the knowledge of

existing, things, it will then be of little, if any, use. But they do not

SS
1

Itin Taymiyya conceived ail worldly knowledge (that is, UMeveaJed knowledge)!

as originating in sense perception, whether it is experience or intuition. For him

intuition represents what may be called theoretical experience, such as ‘observing the

changing shape of the moon according to the change of its position vir-d-vis the sun'.

As in actual, practical experience, so also in intuition will the senses he involved in

acquiring the sense data. ALL knowledge of things In this world, aside from divine

knowledge,, muse begin with particular perceptible things. Only after the process of

sensing is complete does the mind come into play in order to universalize the particular

sense data Bui universalization is the work of the mind, not of the actual enumeration

of all instanccs found in the world. Thus, certainty concerning the universal pfopceitioii

is not (enable, and the universal proposition, so Ibn Taymtyya seems to say, is no more
certain than the knowledge derived from the actual parliralars that were subject to our

sense perception, See Jbn Taymiyya, Naqd nt-Murtiiq, 186, 18:7 -8, 202-3, 206. 207;

idem, ul-Furyfin. 1 ,571 idem, abftadd, 315-17, 108-9* 37*-
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admit this^ although they use the syllogism for arriving at the know-

ledge of extramental and metaphysical exigents. We have elsewhere

explained the truth of the matter; namely, that those things which

are sought after in the physical sciences (matalib tabfiyya) and which

are not based upon necessary, universal [premisses], but upon [prem-

isses that are true} for the most part, do not result in the [apodictic]

conclusions the demonstrative syllogism was intended to produce.
2

57, Their universal in metaphysics are even more erroneous than

their universals in physics, and most of their discourse concerning

the former is fallacious guesswork, far from being truthful propositions

from which a demonstration can be constructed, We have been told

through an unbroken chain of transmission about the leading logician

[Muhammad b. Ahd al-Malik] al-KMnajT, the author of KashfAsrar

(il-Mantiq, al-Mujaz^ and other works, 1

that just before he died he

said: ‘i die having known nothing except that the possible requires

(yaftaqir) an agent/ Then he added:
*
“requirement” (iftiqar) is a

negative attribute t thus 1 die knowing nothing". We have been told

the same about another of their prominent scholars. This is a matter

known to anyone who is acquainted with them and who knows that

they are the most ignorant people on earth with regard to the

methods by which rational and revealed knowledge is attained.

Exempt from this ignorance is anyone who has studied a science

under their guidance but without their logical methods, for his learning

will then be derived from that science, not from them. This is true

despite the great efforts they have expended in demonstration, by

which, they claim, they measure the validity of sciences. If they

know something about the sciences, it is not through the methods

they have established in logic.

56
1

Lucidly: 'they do not hold this’ (ft) iMm bi'Mdh&), that they do not

maintain that the syllogism does nut result in knowledge of external particulars.
1 The argument introduced in the last sentence b a» follows: as demonstration must

ultimately wttr ®1 propositions that belong io the world of empirical and sensory

knowledge, it dues not, in fact,, rest on true universal propositions, since the knowledge

embodied in inch propositions derives from the enumera tion of die majority of instances

and is therefore at best highly probable, bpi never certain. See also par, 55, n. Li,

above.

57
1

Afdal ah Pin ’Alt Muhammad b. Namiwar 'Abd at- Malik abKhtoaji (d 646/1 249 )

,

a logician who belonged 10 the Shafl'i legal school. Subki, Tabnujdt, v. 43. Brockolmann

(Geichiehte, i- barf) lists bush works, but gives the former m Kaxhf al-Asrir ‘an

Ghuwimid al-Afk,dr fi a!-Mantiq. Mach (Catalogue, p, 270 (no. 3157)) lists another of

his works on logic entitled Jurml
Qaw&'id «t-Maniiq. See also ‘Reedier, Development,

194-5 and person
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58. To prove that the attainment of apodictic* universal knowledge

as well as particular knowledge does not need their demonstration,

we ought to say that, if there must be a universal proposition, then

such a proposition must be known through one means or another. If

they know it by means of an inference which proceeds from the

observed to the unobserved, then the judgement of a thing would be

like the judgement of that which resembles it. Just as we know that

this flame burns, we know that the next, unobserved flame will also

burn because it resembles the first flame, hence- the judgement of a

thing is Like the judgement of that which is similar to it. We maintain

that this is an inference by analogy, which they claim does not yield

certainty but mere probability,
1 Although they have arrived at the

universal proposition through analogy, they assert that in matters of

certitude analogy leads only to probability,
2 They argue that when

particulars are sensed there occurs in the mind a universal knowledge

emanating from the Bestower of Intellect; or, alternatively, when
sensing particulars, the mind stands prepared to receive the effusion

of the universal that emanates from the Bestower of Intellect, or, as

they may call it, the Active Intellect, etc,
3 We reply that the argument

by which one proves that the universal judgement does exist in the

mind must be based on certain knowledge, not mere probability or

ignorance.

59. If they argue that such universal propositions obtain axio-

matical ly or necessarily, this position will be tantamount to saying

that these universal propositions are known axiomatically or neces-

sarily, and that the mind is compelled to receive such knowledge.

Should this be true, the knowledge of individuated particulars and of

the species of universal* would also occur in the mind axiomatically

or necessarily, as is the case in reality, The affirmation of sound-

minded people of the existence of individual, sensory matters is

stronger than their affirmation of universal* , and their affirmation of

the universality of species is stronger than their affirmation of the

universality of the genera. Knowledge of particulars is closer to

natural intelligence than knowledge of universal*, and therefore the

affirmation of these particulars in natural intelligence is stronger,

1

Gfoaziti, MaqSsid* 90 ff.; |bn SiM, khirSi, i. 419 (English irans.
f 130).

Um SIM, MM, i. 419 (English tiwp., 119-30); Iji, Shark af-Ghurra, 198;

JCtabisf, Shorty* 94,
5 Cfr GtiazSM, Maqisld, 372-3; and sec also Rahman's section in Encyclopaedia

sis. S3 -4. s.v, "Avicenna'.
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The stronger the intellect the more universal? it comprehends. There-

fore, it should not be said that the knowledge of individuals depends

on the knowledge of species and genera. Nor should it be maintained

that the knowledge of species depends on the knowledge of genera*

for man may be known to be sensuous and to move by will before it

is known that individual persons are so* and that humans may be

known to be so before it is known that every individual animal is so.

Therefore, the knowledge that other animals are sensuous and that

they move by will does not depend upon demonstration. For if a

judgement concerning all humans and all animals becomes known*

the mind will arrive at that judgement through the knowledge that

what is unobserved is like that which is observed, or equal to it with

regard to the cause which necessitates its being sensuous and moving

by will—thereby using analogical and causations] inference {qiyds al-

la'lil)*
1 which are employed by the jurists as proofs for establishing

legal judgements.

60, The logicians claim that analogy leads to probability, while

their syllogism yields certainty.
1
Elsewhere, we have shown that their

doctrine is the most fallacious of doctrines and that analogy and the

categorical syllogism are identical.
2 They differ only in their particular

subject-matter: if the subject-matter is certain in one of them, it will

be certain in the other; and if it is probable in one of them, it will be

probable in the other. This is the case because the categorical syllogism

consists of three terms, the minor, the middle, and the major. The.

middle term in a syllogism h called in analogy a *ca.mc\ a ratio", or

a "common factor
5

.

3
If someone says concerning the case of wine:

59
1

CausttioMl inference {qiyds jil-m'lil or qiySs tzi- lifer) m an analogical legal argument
taa&ed on a

r

illa, a ratio legis , found in two particular rases and containing the rationale

of the judgement {hukm), A classic example of this analogy is the case of wine, whose

inebriating quality explicitly constitute* the cause {Vto) of ihc prohibition decreed by

the Lawgiver. Accordingly, any other substance having the attribute of inebriation

muse be prescribed m prohibited. In contradistinction to this type of inference, qiyas af*

dahlia (indicaliomil analogy) represents a conclusion readied on the basis of a factor

which points to, or signifies, hut does not specifically stipulate, the ratio tegis. For

Instance
:
since the Lawgiver allowed levying a tithe {

r

mhr) on a minor's agricultural

produce, the jurists concluded that alms-tax fiM4f) is also to be collected. Unlike the

intoxicating quality of she wine, tithe was not itself the cause but only a means- (O

pointing out the judgement on the basis of the equivalence between tire two types of

taxes. A midi, Ihkam, iiu 96-7; Sbn Oudama, Rawdat af-ft'azir, ato-l ; Shir&zf, Lamer',

65-fi-

60 1

See par, $&, rm- 1 and 2, above..
1
See pars, 193-301 below.

!

See par. 59, n. 1 r
above.
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'All wines inebriate
1

,
and "All inebrianti are prohibited", he must

prove the major premiss in order to complete the syllogism.
4 He will

then be able to say; 'Wine inebriates; therefore, it is prohibited, in a

manner analogous to grape-wine, on the grounds that they possess in

common the factor of inebriation.* For inebriation is the ratio of

prohibition in the original case, and inebriation is also found in the

assimilated case.
5 Ergo, whatever determines that ‘All inebriants are

prohibited’ a fortiori determines that inebriation is the ratio of pro-

hibition. Determining the judgement in the case of an analogy is

easier because the original case attests to the prohibition of i nebriation,

and thus the judgement will be known to have been established in

certain particulars.

6

1

. In analogy it is not sufficient— as some scholars have mistakenly

thought—to affirm a judgement in one particular just because the

judgement is found in another particular, on the grounds that they

both share a matter in common, but a matter which has not been

proven necessarily to entail a judgement. Rather, it must be estab-

lished that the factor common to both of them necessarily entails a

judgement, and that that common factor is the middle term. Jurists

and legal theoreticians call this matter ‘the enquiry into the efficiency

of the attribute in the judgement'
*
This is the most central query in

analogy, and its answer is frequently needed in order to assess the

validity of analogical reasoning, The opponent may reject the attribute

in the original case, or the judgement of that case; he may reject the

attribute in the assimilated case, or he may reject the attribute as a

cause of the judgement. He may argue: T do not concede that what

you have determined to be the common attribute is the cause or

the indicant of the cause.
1

In order to prove that it is, evidence must

tie provided by either the texts, consensus, Classification and Succes-

sive Elimination (al-sabr wot-taqslm)* Relevancy (munasaha)

?

or

* That is, lie must prove the universality of the major premiss ‘All foehriahte art

prohibited*, which, in this ease, finds its justification in the prophetic Sunns, See pgr.

52, 6, 3, above,
5

Legal analogy consists of four eh menu (0) Che original case or the precedent (mi)

found in one of the primary sources of the law, the assimilated or new case {far')

whose solution is to be determined, {c} the cause, ratio kgii, or the relevant similarity

{'ilia) between the origins! and the assimilated caws, and fd) the judgement {kukm} or

(he decision which is transferred from ihe original to the assimilated case. See Blip.

Rudud, 69-73. for further detail sec Ghajralt, Musiasf$ t
ij. 22® ff.

#1 1

Arrttdt, Ihkdnt, iii. 152; EWji, Ifuddd, 75 - 6.

1 The method of Ossification and Successive Elimination {afaebr w0!<Mpfin) is

employed in establishing the cause of, or the rationale behind, the judgement decreed

(see p. far raflf* j)
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Coesstensiveness^um-Coesdusiveness (ifetvaram)'
1— for those who

follow such methods.
5 What proves that the common attribute which

necessitates the judgement is either the cause or the indicant of the

cause , is that which indicates that the middle term necessarily entails

the major term, as well as indicating the validity of the major

premiss. Thus, if the cause itself were established, the inference

would be- a causal demonstration (burhan Ilia); and if its indicant

were established, the inference would be an indicative demonstration

(burhan daldia).
6 When syllogism leads to probability and not to

certainty, the major premiss will only be probable, This is an obvious

matter. Hence, many jurists use the categorical syllogism in law in

the same manner analogy is employed in rational sciences, The one

is identical with the other.

62, Those later theologians and thinkers—such as Abu al-Ma'all

[al-Juwaynl], Abu Hamid [at-Ghazali], al-Rilzi, Abu Muhammad al-

MaqdisT,
1 and others—who argue that rational sciences, unlike legal

sciences, do not employ analogy and that they rest upon absolute

in Ehe original case (see par. tio, 0. 5, above). By this method, the jurist identifies all

candidates which arc thought to be the possible causes of the judgement and subsequently

eliminates those which are leas likely than others to constitute a ouu&c, until such a point

when he is left with only one. This Iasi is considered to be, with ibe highest degree of

probability, the cause of the judgement. Formally, thin argument involves the nmdiLional

disjunctive Syllogism See par.
m

±\*\ below, and Ihn Qudarnj. Rawdni at-N&zir, 25.; I bn

Sins, Atojdl, 86; Jurjani, Td J^jl, 102-3,, s.v. shiAr wt-lQqsim; Ghuzali. Mtatasfi, it.

294-6; idem, Miy&r f 156-6.

When the cause in the original case j$ identifiable and is known to result In a

judgement which serves the purposes of the law (such as the avoidance of undue

hardships and the protection of public interest), tire relationship between the cause

{ratio legis) and its judgement is said to be relevant {numastha). See Amkti, thkam. in.

68 , Further on mmasaba, see I bn aJ-Hnmam, Tahrir, 449 (f .

4
Dawar&tt (CoejtteDsiveMS4<iiim-Cocxdysivc.acss) represents a chronologically later

nomenclature for a combination of the two methods used in identifying the cause,

namely, md (Ctrettlcnslveness) and
r

akt (Coeselosivcncss). In mref the judgement of

the original ease most exist whenever the cause exists, and in ’aks it must not exist

when the cause cannot be found. Wine, for example, is judged as prohibited because if

is an inebriant; when if ceases to be an inebriant, as when if ferments info vinegar, the

judgement, prohibition, must be removed- See Tahanawf, fCmMhaf* 1.469, s.v. dawerrdn.

Further on this method sec rhn al-Humam, Tahrir
, 468 ft.

' See Ihn al-Humam, Tahrir
t 468, 489.

^
See paT

, 59 , n . 1 1 above.
' See e g. Ibn Qudima, Rat*dal al-Nfair, 22 ft, 25 (ll. 17-18); tbn al-Hajib, Muntaha

at*WwM, 6-11; Ibn al-Humam, Tahrir, 11-1$.

62
1 Muwaffaq al-Dln Abu Muhammad rAbd Allah Ibn Qudima uJ-Maqdisj was a

distinguished I lunbulT jurist acid theologian (d. 620/1223). See tbn Rajah, Dkayt, jj.

1 33-49 (no. 272); Erityd^dnlur of Warn2
,

ail. 842-3, s.v. Tbn Kud&ma aFMakdisF

(by G. Mitkdisil.

'
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rational indicants,
2 have departed from the views of Muslim thinkers

as well as of other sound-minded scholars. Indeed, analogy is employed

in the rational sciences just as it is used in the legal sciences. For

when the common factor
s
is proven necessarily to entail a judgement,

this proof will constitute evidence in all sciences. And when it is

proven that there is no efficient difference (fanjt mu'aikthir) between

the assimilated and original eases,'
1

this too will constitute a proof

(dafil) in all sciences. Wherever analogy cannot be used, categorical

syllogism cannot be used either,

63, Abu al-Ma'jSli [al-Juwaynl] and the thinkers before him neither

followed nor approved of the logicians' method. Rather, they drew

inferences on the basis of indicants which t according to them
,
neces-

sarily entail what they indicate, without, however, resorting to the

methods of the logicians. The majority of thinkers infer the unobserved

from the observed if the common factor necessitates the judgement.

Likewise, they draw an analogy between them on the basis of the

common term, the cause, the condition (shart), and the indicant,
1

Their adversaries contend that 'the judgement of what is unobserved

is established not on account of its being found in that which is

observed, but rather because the; universal proposition itself is suf-

ficient for that purpose without the need for analogy*. We reply' the

same is the case in legal sciences, for when there exists evidence that

the judgement is contingent upon the common attribute, the original

case is not needed. The very evidence which indicates that the

judgement is contingent upon the attribute is sufficient. Rut since

this evidence is universal and since the universal does not (externally]

' See e.|. Juwiiyui. Burhan, vol. ii. par, 694.
1

i.e, the middle term, the cause*
4 When the difference between the original and (he assimilated cases is sard to be

efficient, a means that such a difference supersedes any similarity between the two
cases that might be deemed relevant. The efficient difference between white wine and
vinegar, namely the intoxicant Attribute found in wine and absent from vinega r, precludes

treating the two substances as equal, although both share the attributes of being white,

liquid, and a vine product. This, con side ration stands in contrast with (he onfinary

procedure employed in drawing an analogy, whereby any difference between (he two
particulars («a«) must be proven as irrelevant (ilgha' al-fariqf Ibn Qudim«, Rawdat
a/ jVujjT, 262-3; Ibn al-Humsiin, Ttthrir, 479 ff.

63
1 The common term (aUjom' bil-hadd: In. bringing two particulars together on the

bnsis of a term, i.e, the middle), the cause Cilia), the condition (shart). and the indicant

(dqiil

)

are different names for the element of similarity found between two things. The
least common of these terms is the condition, which refers to the relevant similarity

whhoiti wftfcft analogy cannot be drawn. See under hadd mmhfank, dattl , shm, and
Wto, in Jurjani, 7d

r

rifaJ, 73, 93, 3 to-ll, 134,
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exist except individually, one will know that through the individuation

of the original case that universal is realized (lahaqqaqa). This matter

is useful in legal as well as the rational sciences. Therefore, you will

know that whenever there exists in an inference evidence indicating

that the common factor is the ratio of the judgement, or that the

[efficient] differences between the original and the assimilated eases

are non-existent.
2
the inference will constitute a valid analogy and a

sound indicant in whatever science it is used.

64- Scholar's have disagreed concerning the term qiyas. A group

of legal theoreticians, such as Abu Hamid al-Ghazall and Abu
Muhammad al-Maqdisi, have argued that the term is used in its real

sense (haqiqa) in analogy but in its metaphorical sense in the cate-

gorical syllogism.
1 Another group, such as Ibn Hazm and others, has

argued that, to the contrary, qiyas is used in its real sense in the

categorical syllogism and metaphorically in analogy,
2 The majority of

scholars, however, argue that it is used in its real sense in both of

them, and that rational qiyas applies to both of them. This view,

which is correct, is held by most of those who have discoursed on the

principles of Religion (u$&l at-diri), the principles of Law {hjm/ al-

fiqh), and a variety of rational sciences,
3 The essence (haqiqa) of the

one is identical with the essence of the other; they differ only in

form.

65. Linguistically, qiyas means the measuring of one thing against

another. This involves measuring a particular thing by another par-

ticular thing similar to it, as well as measuring a particular by a

universal under which it is subsumed together with other particulars

similar to it. For, in the mind, the universal is an analogue of its

particulars, and that is why it applies and corresponds to them . In a

categorical syllogism the mind proceeds from the particular to the

general, common, and universal meaning which applies to it as well

'

See par. 6a, n. 4, above.

M 1 Cf. Ibn Qu#ma, Rawdaf pl-Nazir, ia, where be declares the following:

Wc have mentioned that demonstration consists of two premisses from which results

ii conclusion. If the premisses are nut certain, tile inference will qol be called

demonstration; and if they are probable, the inference is called juridical syllogism

(qiy&sm ftqkiyvm ) . .

.

However, giving it the name qiy&t is metaphorical (majaz),

for it involves the subsumption of a particular under a universal; ijEViftr, on the other

hand, is measuring one thing by means of another.

1
Ibn Hazm, Tuqrtb, 308, rejects the application of the term qiyas to inductive

reasoning.
1

See e.g. Qarafi, Tanqift al-Fusui , 384; Ibn al-Humim, Tahnr, 4x3.
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as to other particulars; the mind thus judges the particular in accord-

ance with what is necessary to the common universal by proceeding

from that consequent universal to the first antecedent, which is the

particular,
1 Categorical syllogism is thus a passage from a particular

to a general, and then from that general to the particular; that is, it

proceeds from a particular to a universal, and then from that universal

to the first particular, which is then judged by that universal. Accord-

ingly* the indicant is more specific than that which it indicates,

namely, the judgement. For the existence of the indicant necessitates

the existence of the judgement; the consequent cannot be more

specific than its antecedent, but rather more general than, or equal

to if. ~ This is what is meant when one says that it is more general.

66, But what is indicated— namely, the locus of the judgement,

the matter judged, predicated and qualified, the subject
3— is either

more specific than the indicant or equal to it. What is indicated is

described as more specific than the indicant* but not more general.

For if it were more general
„
the indicant would not be concomitant

with it, and therefore the judgement would not be known to be

affirmed of it, and thus it would not be an indicant. It will be an

indicant only when it is a consequent of the matter judged, namely,

that which is qualified and predicated, and which is called the. subject

(mawdu\ mubtada ). It necessarily entails a judgement (hnkm) which

is the attribute, the predicate," the judgement (hukm)—and it is

called the predicate {mahmtil , khabar). An example in point is inehri-

(j
1 The universal, IbJi Taymiyya seems to say, is a generalization based on an

attribute or attributes found in these particulars. A syllogism then, represents the

subsumption of a particular, which itself constitutes the source of she generalization,

under a universal! which is an analogue (mtihat) common to all ics particulars. See

Introduction, Part I, Section 3, above,
2 As here used by Iton Taymiyys, the indicant, or Km; antecedent,, re the particular,

and that which is indicated is the consequent or the universal. See par. 56 , n- 1, below.

66
1

In the previous paragraph, the indicant fc used for lbe particular which leads to

the universal, the latter being the abstracted analogue of its particular!!, In this paragraph,

Ibn Taymiyya is speaking of the indicant, embodied in the major premiss of the

syllogism. For what is indicated in the process of generalization from the particular is

the resultant universal statement. But once we arrive at the universal premiss, the

indicant becomes this very premiss, and what is indicated is the particular, i.e. the

subject of the predicate in the conclusion. Thus, if the conclusion is more general than

the premisses, then it will go beyond I hem and will not follow from them necessarily.

This relation between the premisses and the conclusion entails that, pan of the conclusion

(what is indicated) will remain even after we have deleted the premisses. Therefore,

the concomitance of the premisses, with the conclusion will not be tenable.
2
See par. 150, n. r, below.
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ation, which is more general than the disputed case of wine and

more specific than prohibition. The indicant may he equal in generality

and specificity to the judgement, and it may be concomitant with

what is judged. Such is the mode of reasoning on the basis of the

indicant, irrespective of whether or not it is cast in the form of the

categorical syllogism Or that of analogy. It is a matter understood in

the mind, though language cannot express it. Accordingly, people

infer conclusions on the basis of evidence without expressing their

inferences in words explaining what they have in mind. They may

express their inferences in clear terms, though they may not adhere

to the method of a particular group of theologians, logicians, or

others. Knowledge of the antecedent must be dear either in itself or

through an alternative indicant,

67, As for analogy, it represents the passage of the mind from one

particular judgement to another on the ground that they share a

universal, common meaning, since the judgement is concomitant

with that meaning. Furthermore, as has previously been mentioned,

the concomitance must be. established on some grounds if it is not

obvious, Tire mind first forms a concept of the two particulars

—

namely, the original and the assimilated eases
1—then it proceeds to

the concomitant—namely, the common dement—then to the con-

comitant of the concomitant, which is the judgement. The judgement

must be known to be the concomitant of the common element,

which in that context is termed a major premiss. The mind then

proceeds to affirm the consequent of the first particular antecedent.

Thus, in fact, both the syllogism and analogy are identical. They

differ only in the manner in which they form and cast the indicant,

But the reality which creates an indicant, that is, which makes it

entail that which it indicates, is one and the sanie.^

67
1

Fot a definition of the assimilated and original cases, see par. 60, n- 5, above.
J

'['he assumption underlying (be view that the syllogism is substantively equivalent

to analogy rests on the denial of ibe universal as something existing outside ibe mind,

independently of its particulars. Ibn. Taymiyya bolds the universal to be a sort of

abstraction of particulars which exist in the real world and are subject so our sense:

perception. Since all knowledge—with the exception of revealed truths, which obviously

need no syllogism—exists as. particular., any generalization of such knowledge remains

probable. Accordingly, whenever the subject-matter is not .upuditiie, both syllogism,

and analogy yield probable knowledge. Whether Ibn Taymiyya distinguished between

degrees of syllogistic and analogical probability is another matter, which cannot be

discussed here. But there is no doubt that Hwi Taymiyya would acknowledge the

possibility that, a universal proposition in She syllogism is based on more than one

particular, whereas analogy may be limited lo only one (see Introduction, Pari I,
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68. It is out of ignorance and error that they give as an example

of analogy the following: ‘Heaven is- composite; therefore, it is eon-

tingent* analogous to man/ Then against this analogy they produce

objections. Had they said: ‘Heaven is composite* and "Every com-

posite is contingent’ there would he even more objections against

this example. If the categorical syllogism is employed with regard to

an evident matter, there will be no difference between it and analogy.

For the universal in the mind is an analogue of its particulars, and it

is for this reason that the categorical syllogism corresponds to and

agrees with analogy; in fact* analogy may be more demonstrable,

and because of this, sound-minded people reason by means of it.

fig. As for their argument that a definition cannot be formulated

through similitude (miihdf)* it would be true of that similitude by

which no distinction can be drawn between the definiendum and

other things, so that by means of similitude one knows what is

concomitant to the defimendum, coextensively and conclusively;

that is, the definition would exist wherever the definiendum exists

and would be absent wherever the definiendum is absent. It is by

means of the definition that the corresponding, concomitant deli-

niendum is distinguished both coextensively and coexclusively; when-

ever the definition occurs, the definiendum will be distinguished

from other things/ The majority of scholars conceive of the definition

thus. They do not admit the inclusion of the general genus (al-jirts al-

in the definition. For if the intention is to define by means of

a name, then when a non-Arab asks about the meaning of khubz he

will be shown a loaf of bread and told This is if; and he will then

understand that khubz is a term which encompasses all that is bread*

whether or not it is in the shape of a loaf.

70, We have discussed the views of the speculative theologians

and the logicians in detail in our discourse about al-Muhassal and in

Section 6, above). Ultimately, having eliminated the possibility of a demonstrative

syllogism, the probabilistic distinction is reduced to a choice between analogy and

imperfect induction, the latter representing the highest probable means by which the

major premiss of the syllogism is reached.

1

See par. r$, n, i, above.
2 The general or high genus {fins 'dmm„ or jitis 710) is the broadest category under

which a thing may be subsumed. When asked, for instance, to define an object we are

looking at, we may say it is a palm, a tree, a plant, a body. A palm is the species of the

genus 'tree', and tree, at the same time, is the species of the genus "plant’, and st> cm.

In (his example, "body
1

is said to be the most general or the highest genus of a palm

tree. See FArflbl, haghtijl, 76— 7; Ibn Tumlte. MadkhaJ, 36-7.
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other works.
1 The issue is expressed in abstract examples/ If the

purpose is to prove that All A is C with the middle term as B 1 it

should be said:
3

All A is B
MiBisC
Therefore, all A is C

Someone may say:
‘ “A is C” is inferred on the basis of D

„
since D is

Cr
L

*D is C” because D i.s &, and since also **A is B’*
t
therefore "A is

C’ Y on the grounds that they possess in common that which entails C,

namely fl.
1

This example, like the one preceding it, is valid, but

there is here an additional inference on the basis of which A was

concluded, though the middle term, £f, is predicated of A

.

71. We say: their statement to the effect that demonstration must

include a universal premiss is valid; and it is for this reason that

through demonstration they can arrive only at universal conclusions.

They also maintain that demonstration results only in universals, and

that the highest universals are the pure intelligibles which do not

admit of change or permutation. Through these intelligibles the soul

reaches perfection and becomes an intelligible world which parallels

the existing world, unlike propositions, which undergo permutation

and change

.

1

72. If what is sought through demonstration is intelligible universals

which do not admit of change or permutation, then these universals

must obtain by means of rational propositions whose acceptance is

necessary—nay, by means of propositions whose modality is necessity,

as in the examples 'Every human is an animal and 'Every existent

being is either necessary or possible', as well as other such universal

propositions which do not admit of change. Thus, they classify sciences

into three types:
1

[1] that which cannot be abstracted from matter,

neither in the mind nor in the external world; namely, physics,

whose object is the body; |2[ that which is abstracted from matter in

TO
1

See par, 53, n, 1 ,
above.

!
i.C. lei symbolic nutation.

' As Lt stands, this syllogism represents the: fourth figure. Htwever, tt is likely that

IbflT&ymiyy* meant to place the two {premisses in the opposite order, thereby producing

the firs L figure.

71
1

Cf- hm Sinn, Mr/*, 104 ft., mb (I, 4), 348:, Ghazair, Maqasi4 t 479, 3.74-3;

Baditwi, Plotinus apud Anibfi. ibii., 32 ft.

74
1

Ibn Sina, Shifa 'V Madkhal, 14; GblUC&li, Maqisid, Ji-i, 138—9.
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the mind blit not in the external world; namely, mathematics, which

treats quantity and number; and [3] that which is abstracted from

matter in both the mind and the external world; namely, metaphysics,

whose object is the Absolute Existence (af-wujud at-mutlaq) and

other issues related to it qua existence—such as dividing it into

the necessary and the possible, and into substance and accident, and

dividing substance into the subsistent (hdl) and the substratum

(mahall)i and into what is neither a subsistent nor a substratum, but

has the relation of governance, and into what is neither subsistent

nor a substratum and does not have such a relation. The first
J
type of

substance) is form, and the second is matter, namely, prime matter

(al-hayilM), whose meaning in their language is substratum. The

third is soul, and the fourth is intellect ."
1

73. Most of the philosophers consider the first as part of the

category of substance, but a group of the later philosophers, such as

Ibn Sin a, refrained from calling it substance. This group held that

when substance exists, its existence is not in a subject (mawdu ) ;
that

is, it is not in a substratum: where the subsistent can be dispensed

with; rather, it is found in that whose existence is other than its

quiddity. And since this is not the case with the First, He is therefore

not substance. 1 They disagreed with their predecessors in this regard
2

and disputed the issue with them on mere verbal grounds, but could

not come up with an alternative opinion which is valid and rational.

Assigning the name ‘substance" to that which they uphold is a matter

of convention. They also maintain that substance is anything which

is not in a subject (ft mawdtl'jf just as the theologians say it is

anything which is self-subsisting, hounded (mutahayyh ),
4
maintains

attributes, or sustains accidents, etc.
s

- Ibn Sins, Afa/ft, 135 If., 236- 44; RJizI, LuMb 48- 551 idem, Mtthassai>

57 -Ik Baciawl, Pl&lnus apud Anabts, 26-7; Ghazill, MoqAsid, 140 Elf.;, swe also under

Jawhar in Jurfdnl, Ta'rifif, 70-1, and in Amidi, tote,

73
1 Thai is, God is ml substance, O. Amid!, Abktir, fols, 73a f.; Ibn Sinfl, Mr/df,

213-17; Kfcm. Hudkd, 33-4; Rill, Muhaz$al, S3.
2 ibn Slna , ffu4M, 24, (8.
1

Ibkt. 24 (II- 2-8); GhffiEali, Mi'y&r, 300- 1 „

4
In kahim, hayyiz as the void or space occupied by a muicrial body or nan- material

entity, such as substance {tem-har). Mutahutyyiz ts such a body. -See Jurjirn, Ta ’rtfat,

83-4, s.v. abhayyis', Tah&oawi, KmhsMf i- 300, j,v. muiehayyit; Muwdfaqot Sahib uf-

Manqilt, i. 144, h, (07; Ibn Sini, AtajiW. 17a ff. ; Taftazanl, Shark ol-'Aquld, 25,36-8
(English Irani., 29-30, 41-2). For further sources, see Amkfi, Abk&r, fols. 73a f.

TafUilni, Shark d-'Aqk’id, 35 ff.
,

37ft; A midi, Mubin, 1 r«n Tahlnawl, kmhshif,

- m-7 (s.v. Jawhar), 3(jo (s.v. Mutahayyaf
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74. As to the substantive aspect of their alternative opinion.,
1

their

claim that the existence of the possibles is superadded to their quiddity

in the external world is invalid. Their claim that the First
2

is an exist’

ence conditioned by negativity is also invalid, as we have expounded

elsewhere.
5 However, our aim here is to speak of demonstration.

75. It must then be said: in addition to misleading some people,

the logicians
1

discourse is embellished and contains falsehoods that

require lengthy description. We shall point only to some of them

here. They are as follows. First, it should be said that if demonstration

results only in universal, and if universal are substantiated in the

minds but not in individuals, and if in the external world there exist

only individuals, then no individual can be apprehended by means of

demonstration. Nor can any existent be apprehended by means of

such demonstration; rather, only matters in the mind may be so

apprehended. It is known that even if the soul is assumed to reach

perfection only through knowledge—though this proposition is false,

as we have explained elsewhere
1—demonstration does not constitute

such knowledge, for the soul neither knows any of the exi&tents, nor

does it become an intelligible world parallel to the existing world. It

would rather become a world of mental, universal matters through

which nothing of the existing world could be known. In this knowledge

there is no benefit* much less The attainment of perfection.

76. Second, we say: the highest of all existent beings is the Neces-

sary Existent, whose existence is particular, not universal, for in the

universal it is not impossible to conceive plurality (sharika),
1 But the

occurrence of plurality in the Necessary Existent is inconceivable,

even if that which precludes conceiving the occurrence of plurality in

it is unknown. Indeed, if it becomes known that a universal matter is

common to both the Necessary Existent and another matter, it is not

the Necessary Existent which will be known. Furthermore, in their

view, the intelligible substances which are the Ten Intellects-—or

more than ten, as maintained by such philosophers as al-Suhrawardi

74
1

1 bn Tlymiyja views the later logicians' critictsm of Ihtu predecessors
1

doctrine

from two perspectives; Ibe first
,
expressed in par- 73. is linguistic (lafii) and the other,

expressed in this paragraph, is substaniive (ma njnvi)

See par, 73 above.
5
iii-RadiL 64-9.

75
1
Cf. al-Rodd, mtl.

;
and par, 71 above.

76
1
'That is, the conception of the universal does rrot disallow its. being predtcable Of

many. Cf, Lawkarl, Bay4n at-Haqq, 135.
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id-MaquU/ Abu al-Barakat [al-Baghdadi],* and others—are indi-

vidual, not universal substances. If we know only universal®, then we
shall know nothing of these substances. The same may he said of the

celestial bodies, which they say are eternal and everlasting. If we

know the universal® only* then these bodies cannot be known, and

thus we shall know neither the Necessary Existent nor the Intellects*

neither anything of the souls nor the celestial bodies; neither the

elements nor the generating substances. And these, according to

them, are the entirety of the existent®. What sort of knowledge,

then, is that through which the soul reaches perfection?

77, Third,
1

by classifying the sciences into physics, mathematics,

and metaphysics—and by ranking mathematics above physics, and

metaphysics above mathematics2-—the logician® have distorted reality.

Physics, which is the knowledge of the bodies existing in the external

world, the principles of their movement, their transformation from

one state to another, and their disposition, is superior to the mere
calculation of abstract quantities and numbers. Ifmao were to conceive

of only a circle, a triangle, a square, or abstract numbers—or of all

that which is found in Euclid—he would possess no knowledge of

existent beings in the external world. And this does not lead to the

perfection of the soul. Had countable® and external quantities, which

are bodies and accidents, not been required in the knowledge of

3 See the rather vague statement in Sufcntwardi, tfikmai al-hhraq, ii, 13^-4$, 155;
See also Abd ft ay yan. Usui al-Fabafa al-hhr&qiyya, 164; Landolt, "Suhrawardf® "Tales
of Initiation"’, 479.

1

This claim has proven difficult to substantiate in Baghdadi's work. However, see a
somewhat indirect statement to this effect in d-Mu‘mbar, iii. 156-7. See also pines,

‘Note’, 175 ft,

77
1 The third argument in Suyutl's abridgement is in fad the fourth m tri-Rudd.

Suyuin's reason for excluding the original third argument, which treats of the philosophical

theory of universal®, may well have been (his, that the argument is often invoked
throughout the treatise as the source of numerous logical and metaphysical errors (see

Introduction, Pari I, Section 3, above). (l>n Taymjyya retained the belief that since

metaphysics, the supreme philosophical science, investigates the nature of universal

existence (al-wvjM nt-huttfit knowledge of any deity would, be neither valid nor true.

For ail universal c«Kl only in she mind, and the philosophers' metaphysics is nothing
hut a set of generalizations expressing a knowledge of a common attribute that is

conceived by the mind 10 exist among individuate. The common attribute docs not

reveal the distinctive qualities under which individuate are subsumed. The intelligible

attribute cofliMM to real particulars is mental and has no real existence. On 'existence’

as Else main occupation of metaphysics and the letter's supremacy over otteer philosophical

disciplines, see Ghazaif, Maq&sid
t 133, 136. For Ibn TaymivyaT argument, see at-ftadd,

139-33, and par, 79 below.
" See par. 73, n. t, above.
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physics* it would not have been considered a science. They have

considered the science of geometry as an introduction to the study of

astronomy so they can utilize it in the demonstrations of astronomy

or derive from it benefit in the construction of material life. This is

the case despite the fact that their syllogistic demonstration cannot

prove, coextensively (muttonda),' conclusively, or validly, anything

except these mathematical matters. Thus arithmetic and geometry,

which are sciences treating, respectively, of discrete and continuous

quantities/ are apodictic sciences which allow for no contradiction

whatsoever. An example of this is the addition, division, and mul-

tiplication of numbers, and their ratio to each other. If you add ion

to 100, you will know that it is 200,. and if you divide loo by to, it

will be 10, and if you multiply that by 10, the result will be 100.

Multiplication is the opposite of division. The multiplication of

integers is the process of rendering one number the times of another

number, and if the result of this multiplication is divided by one of

the two numbers, the other number will result. Likewise, if the

number resulting from division is multiplied by the divisor, the

dividend will result. Thus, the dividend is equivalent to the number

resulting from multiplication, and each of the two numbers multiplied

is equivalent to the dividend or the divisor. The ratio brings all these

numbers together; the ratio of one of the two numbers multiplied to

the product is the same as the ratio of unity to the other number

multiplied, and the ratio of the product to one of the two numbers,

multiplied is the same ratio as that of the other number to unity.

78. These and similar matters of which arithmetic treats are rational

and are common to all those who possess reason. There is no man
who does not know something about them, for they are necessary for

acquiring knowledge. Thus, they use them as examples, as in "one is

half of two’. There is no doubt that these propositions are universal

and must be accepted: they can by no means be contradicted.

79. Such are the principles of their philosophy which Pythagoras

laid down. They used to call his followers those who adhere to [the

3 Gm this sec turd, pars.. 1 5, ri, i n and 61, n. 4, above.
*
Continuous quantity, whose parts lorn a single continuum, is cither spatial or

temporal. Spatial quantity may he orw-ctimcnwonal (a Jujc), iw^dimensional (a surface),

or ihfee^limeiishmal (volume). Temporal quantity, however, is Adimeieioiia] and is

constituted of the series of the pasi, present, and future. As opposed to continuous

quantity, discrete quantity is represented by integral numbers (1 , 2, 3, 4, etc.}. See ibn

SIM, NajdS, 1 16; Ilm Rushd, Tetkhto Mtmtiq Arislu: at-MaquIdl, i. 29 tf. (English (rm

,

fj ff.); Jurjinii, Tanfdt, 164, SA. cd-Aarttrtt; Sheikh, Dictionary, i 09.
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doctrine of} number. They thought that abstract numbers exist outside

the mind, but Plato and his followers found out that this is erroneous.

The latter
1

thought that abstract quiddities, such as the absolute

human and absolute horse, are existent* outside the mind and that

they are pre-existing and eternal. Then Aristotle and his followers

found out that this is erroneous, They maintained that these absolute

quiddities exist in the external world concomitantly (muq&rim) with

the existence of individuals ,.

2 The later followers of Aristotle adhered

to this view, though it too is erroneous. What exists in the external

world is never universal; in the external world there are only indi-

viduals* If it is said: " The natural universal
4

exists in the external

1 Grammatically, the subject of Otis Arabic sentence refers to She followers of

Pythagoras, It is clear, however, Ibal this rs not what [bn Taymtyya intended. The
doctrine of ‘abstract quiddities', such as the ‘absolute human’ and ‘absolute horse',

being outside the mind, pre-existing,, and eternal, is nothing but the Platonic Ideas.

For the Ncoplatomst notions of nnivcruli and those of Anstode, see Aaron,

TiWry of Universal! > 4-10; Kneale and Kneale. Development, 21. Aristotle held the

universal as that which is common to many things, and thus can be predicated of any

one of them. The universal then cannot be a primary substance, nor can it exist as do
the Platonic Forms. This follows- from his view, asserted lime and again, that the

individual Is unique and that 'the substance of each, thing is that which is peculiar to it,

that which does not belong to anything else; but l he universal is common’ (Metaphysics,

io^b
y-n>). In fact, in the Mtmphynca, 1 07

1

a
1 9 ff . , Aristotle satys that the universal

do not exist. The modem commentators do, none the less, attribute a eeri*Ht degree of

realism to Aristotle- It would be worth while to quote the relevant lines from one such

commentator:

It might appear ... that fin Aristotle] what is thought is completely different from

what is, ... it might be supposed to follow from this that in thinking we arc dosed up

within a thought-world wholly other than the real world. This, however, is not

Aristotle's view, for he bolds that though real individuals elude our thought, we do

none the less think teal qualities as real as the individuals themselves, and these

qualities are shared in common by a number of individuals, ft is because individuals

have such common qualities that we can group and classify (hem and speak of (hem

as members of species and genera, , . . The Aristotelian doctrine of the 'common
specific form’ which gives the universal species sod genus 0 real reference, in spile of

the remoteness from thought of the real individual, is thus rooted upon the appre-

hension of ‘the universal attributes of the Species' possessed by individuals, and the

sciences which deal with the universal are possible only because of this apprehension.

The question, however, arises how the individuals do in fact share (here common
attributes, and there is no satisfactory answer m Aristotle. Is the quality one and the

same m many individuals? Or do the qualities in different individuals resemble one

another? The answer is not clear (Aaron, Theory (tf UniversalI, q-[o} T

- 1

It is interesting to contrast Ibn Taymiyya’s perception of the philosophers' theory

of univeisals with that of GhalalT, who, with an almost equal! force, aliso attacked their

metaphysics. In his TahSfut al-Fahisifa, Gha2a.lT states:

This is why the philosophers themselves have explicit ly stated (hat the unrversals

exist in the mind, not in real objects. What exists as real objects are individuated

(iff p. $8for nute *}
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world’, this will mean that the universal is in the mind but it also

exists in the external world, Bui if it exists in the external world it

can only be a particular, not universal. Its being universal is con-

ditional upon its being in the mind. He who affirms a quiddity which

exists neither in the mind nor in the external world is known to be

erroneous once a complete concept of bis statement is formed. These

matters, however, have been expounded elsewhere ,

5

50, What we mean is that valid demonstrations are based on this

science, though the soul can neither reach perfection by means of it

nor escape punishment or attain happiness. Accordingly, Abu Hamid

al-GhMill and others maintained that the sciences of these philo-

sophers are cither truthful but futile—may God protect us from

futile sciences—or false suppositions that are not to be trusted ,

1

'Indeed, some suppositions are sinful.
' 2 By the first, they were referring

to the mathematical sciences, and by the second, to their views on

metaphysics, astrology, etc. The soul may find pleasure in such

sciences, as it does elsewhere, Man finds pleasure in a knowledge of

something he has not known before, or in hearing what he has not

heard before
,
provided he is not preoccupied with something more

important to him. He may also find pleasure in various kinds of acts

which are of the nature of play and entertainment,

51. Furthermore, in its persistence in acquiring the mathematical

science, the soul becomes accustomed to sound knowledge, to valid

and truthful propositions as well as to valid syllogisms. In this there

is rectification for both the mind and the faculty of apprehension; the

soul is trained to learn and utter the truth in order to utilize it in the

knowledge of that which is higher than mathematics. It is reported

particulars, which are the data of the senses, not of the intellect; but llrey are the

means through which the mind forms a proposition abstracted from matter. Hence,

cnloredncss is an individual proposition in the mind independent of that of blackness

amt whiteness-, ti is inconceivable chat In existence there is a color that is neither

black nor while, etc,, and Chat we can have in Che mind a concept of color without a

specific color.

See Ghaziili’, Tuhtifnt, 86-7 (English traits., 51k See also idem, M&qmtd, [741!-; and

Marmura’s section in Encyclopaedia Irmuea , iii. 75-6, s.v. ‘Avicenna*,
4
See Introduction, part I, Section 3, above. A detailed discussion of the natural

universal (iewiff fabfi) may be found in Imtsu, "The Problem of Quiddity and Natural

Universal
1

, 131-77.

See c-g- fii-Rudd, pmsim ; Muwjtfvqat $akik nt-Mswqul, passim.

80
1

Ghazail, Munqidh, 72 , 75, and passim. See, however, ibid. 78 and his Tahdfut,

44- 5 , where GhsrsH approves of logic and mathematics.
?

Quran, 4-y.: 12.
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that the first thing the eariv philosophers used to teach their children

was the mathematical science. And many of their Leaders used to

occupy themselves late in their lives with this science. For when they

examined their own methods and the methods of their opponents

who advocated faulty theology, and could not find any truth in

either* they took to the mathematical science. One such leading

philosopher who pursued this science was Ibn Wasil.
1

Likewise,

many of our later associates occupy themselves in their free time

with, the sciences of inheritance, arithmetic, algebra, Reduction

[muqabaia ),

2
geometry* etc., because these sciences exhilarate the

soul, are sound and untainted with error. It was reported that ’Umar

b, a I-K hat tab said: If you play, practise archery, and if you converse,

talk about inheritance.'
1 The calculation of the shares of inheritance

is a rational science which is based on a revealed principle. There is

in it the exercise of the intellect as well as the preservation of the

law. But it is not a science that is sought for its own sake, nor does

the soul reach perfection by means of it,

82. As is well known from their history, the polytheists used to

worship the stars* consecrate temples to them, and invoke them in

various ways. Also well known are the books written according to

their own methods about polytheistic creeds, about magic and the

invocation of the stars, as well as about the incantations and charms

by means of which they glorified Satan and his sentries. By means of

polytheism and magic, Satan used to seduce them through things

which attracted them to such polytheism and magic. They observed

the stars in order to know their dimensions* the scope of their

movement, and the relations amongst them; this they did with the

Hi ' Muhammad b. Silirn b* Nasr Allah Ibn Was! I Abu ‘Abd Allah al-Miripi (d.

697/1297), logician And geometer, and a jurist of the Shift! school, Encyclopaedia of
Mam1

,
he. 967, j,v. 'Ibn WasiP(by Gamal el-Din el-Shayyal) ; Brockelmann, Geschicftit* t.

323, suppl. L 555'
* L

In mathematical language (the science of Reduction) it employed to express she

comparison between positive and negative terms In a compound quantity, and Ihe

reduction subsequent to such comparison . . . When applied to equations* it signifies to

take away such quantifies as are the same and equal on both sides.’ See Fr, Rosen's

commentary on the term mwgdbaia and the reasons for translating it as 'Reduction’* in

Aigebra ofMohammed Ben Mma (pp, 179-80), being an edition and translation of

Khuwarizmi’s KMb tit-Jabs wafMu^bak. Sec also Souissi, La Longue des tnalhfma-

tiques. 274, However, this seiemre seems to have been heavily employed in solving

difficult eases in ihe law of inheritance, See Kfcuw&rizmi, Sfafaiik al-'Lfium, 200-1-

Ambouba, Ihyd’ al-Jabr, 15-16* 18-19,
*

1 was not able to locate ’Umar’s statement in ihe akhb&r collections* including.

Daylamf's Firdtim al-Akhhar,
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help of what they saw as relevant for the stars. And since the stars

are round,, and the calculation of their movement could not be made
except by means of geometry and the rules governing straight and

curved lines, they studied geometry extensively for this purpose

,

though also for the purpose of the construction of material life. If

geometry had no other goal except the calculation of numbers and

quantities, it mould not have been worth this endeavour. Some
people, however, may find pleasure in attaining that goat, for the

sorts of pleasure vary from one individual to another; some find it in

chess, backgammon, and gambling and are thus distracted from what

is more useful to them.

83. The beginnings of the founding of logic were taken from

geometry. They represented logic with figures just like the geometric

figures, and they called them 'terms’, which are like the terms of

these figures; and this they did in order to leap from the sensory to

the rational figure. What led them to do so was their weak minds and

their inability to reach knowledge except through far-fetched methods.

God, the Exalted, has facilitated for Muslims the attainment of

knowledge, clear understanding, good deeds, and faith, so that they

will excel over all kinds of human beings. Thanks be to God, the

Lord of beings.

84. As to the metaphysical science, which they view as being

abstracted from matter, both in the mind as well as in the external

world, it has become obvious to you that metaphysics has no knowable

object in the external world, Rather, metaphysics is the knowledge

of universal, absolute matters which cannot exist as universal except

in the mind. In these matters there is nothing which bears on the

perfection of the soul. If the philosophers had known the Necessary

Existent specifically, this knowledge would be of a particular which

precludes conceiving the occurrence of plurality in Hint. This, how-

ever, cannot be proven by means of a syllogism, which they call

demonstration. Their demonstration does not prove specific par-

ticulars, be it the Necessary Existent or something else. It proves

only a universal matter, a matter which does not preclude conceiving

the occurrence of plurality in that Existent.
1

But knowledge of the

Necessary Existent precludes the occurrence of plurality in Him.

And he who cannot conceive that which precludes the occurrence of

plurality in the universal is someone who does not know God, He

84
1 See Hallaq,

l

Ibn Taymiyya on the Existence of God’
,
50 ft,
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1

who affirms of the Lord only the knowledge of universal*—as Ibn

STna and his likes do2—and thinks that this is the perfection of the

Lord
,
he will also, & fortiori, think it the perfection of the soul. If

someone should say: The soul apprehends only universal*, but the

body apprehends particulars*, he would be extremely ignorant. These

universal*
,
by means of which existent particulars cannot be known,

lead to no perfection whatsoever. Indeed, if the soul loves to know

universal* it is because through them it can apprehend particulars.

But should the soul fail to apprehend particulars, it would not be

happy,

85. Fourth, we maintain: suppose, as they claim, that the soul

reaches perfection by attaining abstract universal*; what they uphold

concerning their higher science which investigates existence and what

is subsidiary to it is not consistent with their claim; for the conception

of the meaning of existence alone is such an obvious matter that, in

their view, it is in no need of definition because existence is obvious

and thus is not sought after.
1
Rather, what is sought after are the

components of existence, The division of existence into necessary

and possible, substance and accident, cause and effect, eternal and

contingent, is more specific than that which is called existence,
2 The

mere division of a general matter existing in the mind into parts does

not necessarily lead, without knowledge of these parts, to a great

universal knowledge higher than the concept of existence.

86. Once the parts are known, there will be no knowledge of a

matter wrhich is incapable of transmutation or transformation. The

philosophers possess no proof whatsoever that the world has been

and will continue to be as it now is. All that they adduce as proof in

favour of the constancy (dawdm) of the agent, efficiency, time,

motion, and what is related to them, 1

proves the eternity and con-

stancy of the spedes of these things rather than the eternity or

constancy of a particular thing,
2 The assertion that these arguments

- See pur. 43, n. 3, above.

*5 ' Ghazali, MaqMd. 34, 14 l: ‘Undoubtedly,, ttic mind apprehends "cKistcncc'' by

way of forming a concept,; however, this concept needte no definslittn {haddjnz description

(nuffl), for existence has neither* (p. 1 4 1 ). Exiideece is a primary concept which occurs

in the mind without any reflection (p. 34)- See also Rizl, Mahmsal, 32-3,
2

lira Sinn, Najdt, 236-7, 244; Rial, Mtlfmssal, 54-5.

86
1

Sec e.g. Jbn Stna, Naj4t h 7,8-S ff.

J
Such as, for instance, proving lha! humans are immortal when tafcen m a species

si nee they procreate, although as individuals they are mortal. Cf. Taylor, Metaphysics,

[09-10.
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prove fthe eternity of] this world or part thereof is sheer ignorance

and has no foundation. The exception, however, is the non-existence

of knowledge about an existent thing other than this world. But the

non-existence of knowledge is not knowledge of the non-existent. It

is because of such beliefs that these people have no faith in the

invisible world which was communicated by the prophets. They do

not believe in God, his angels, Books, messengers, nor in resurrection

after death. They argue:
lWe affirm the intelligible world or that

which is intelligible but extra-sensory, and that is the invisible/
3
This

view, espoused by a group of speculative theologians and philosophers,

is erroneous and misleading. The inteJligibles they affirm belong,

upon examination, to matters in the mind, matters that do not exist

in particulars.

87. The messengers have reported that what exists in the external

world is more perfect mid of greater existence than what we can see

in this world. How different the two worlds are! As they disbelieve

what the messengers reported, they argue that the messengers set

out to inform the masses of what they had imagined so that they

would benefit by promoting the justice which they had established

for these masses,
1 Some of them also argue that ‘the messengers

know as well as we do that such matters do not exist'. Still others

argue that ‘the messengers do not know this, but their perfection lies

in their practical, not theoretical, faculty'.
2 Upon realizing the true

nature of their argument the least fervent follower of the messengers,

will not accept what they uphold. Once he reaches, through rational

proofs, the knowledge that nothing of this world can be eternal, and

once he understands, through prophetic reports supported by reason,

that prior U> this world there was another world out of which this

world was created, and that the latter will be transformed and there

will be resurrection, etc., then, he will know that their universal

principles are at best inconsistent, and constitute ignorance, not

knowledge.

See e.g. BadaWi, Ptvtirms apu4 Arpber, ijjft., 4ft fh T 158 tf.

*7
1
Cf. Farfibl, Tahiti, 44 (English trams,, 47 >; idem, The PalMeat Regime., 41O-1-

1
Cf, Ibn Srna, JVfljflf, 338 ft, idem, at-Qpwa ni-jmmiyya, aifetf.; Fiiibi, Tahiti, 42

(It, 14-16) (English irana,, 46 (II. 18-20)); Ghsiali, Maqmid, 387-4, where such

claims do nol seem to be suhsianiUiicd, although the degree of perfection in propheihoud

varies according to the faculties enjoyed by each particular prophet. However, Ibn

'Arahl’s distinction between nttbutomii ai-taskrT (legislative proplieihood), which ts in

charge of practical philosophy {hikma
r

amaUyya) t and wnt&yA implies, if it does not

dearly propose, I hat the wtft is intellectually superior tn (he prophet. See Ftatis &l-

Hikam, 62 f f.
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88. Even if we suppose that they are not aware of what the

messengers have reported, there is nothing in reason that would

necessarily lead to their claims that the universal species in this world

are everlasting and eternal, having existed and continuing to do so.

The knowledge of such matters is not knowledge of permanent

universal^. Most of their first philosophy and high wisdom is of this

sort. So are the writings of those who followed in their footsteps,

such as the authors Of at-Mabahith al-M&shriqiyya^ Hikm&t ai-tshraq ,

2

Daq&'iq al-Haqii'iq* Rumuz at-Kunuz

,

4
K&shf al-Haqa'iq? and at

*

Asrar al Kh&fiyyti fi at Ulum al-'Aqliyya:' The likes of these have

neither supported the philosophers without any qualification, nor

totally rid themselves of the trappings of their errors; rather, they

have contracted many of their errors and schemes and were able to

liberate themselves from only some of their evil. At the same time,

they have not done justice to issues the philosophers were right

about, and have thus erred because they either misunderstood the

intentions of the philosophers or did not know that the philosophers

were right on such issues,

89. They have followed Ibn Slna, who discoursed about issues in

metaphysics,, prophethood, resurrection, and laws— issues which his

predecessors did not discuss and neither their minds nor knowledge

could attain. He acquired these views from Muslims, or rather from

heretics who affiliated themselves with the Muslims, such as the

isma'ills,
1 He, his family, and their followers were known to Muslims

as heretics. On the outside they appear, at best, to believe in the

Rafidi religion," but on the inside they conceal pure heresy. Muslims

1
Written, by Pab.hr aJ-Dirt al-Kazi. the work was prilled in Maydarsrbad as ai-

Mahahkh al-Maskriqiyya ft ‘Hm af-IlahiyySt wM-Tabfiyyat. See list of References

below.

Written by Shih&b nl Dm ahSuhrawardi. See list of References below,
J Written by “All b. Muhammad Sayf aFDIn at-Amidi, a Shtlit doctor and an

Ash'ari theotogjan (d, 631/1233). Brockelmann lists, the title as DuqS'iq M-HaqS'iq ft

df'Aiantiq (GeSchh'kte, Silppl, i. 67B),
4
Hits work is an. abridgement by Amid! of his larger, so far unpublished work

Abkar al-Afltar. Sc* list of References below,
s
Written by Athir aFDin Ibn Umar aPAbfiar! [d, 663/1264), See Brockelmatm,

GatJuchie, suppl. i. B43,
*

‘Hie author of this work k the ShiT Jamil al-Dln b. "All Ibn Mutahhat al-Hiih fd.

726/1325). Sec (S’ini, Mu’jam Mu’atlifi akSk£'a t 143. Broctelmann lists the title as «f*

AsrAr nl-Khafiyya ff al-ljlmn al-H&hiyya {(ifachk.hie, SOtppL ii- ido),

V)
1 On the liml'ila, see Laoust, ta 5chismes

r [40 ff.; Encyclopaedia of Istam
2

* iv.

i%-2o6, sv, ‘Isma'iliyya' (by W. Madelung). See also par. 93, n. i, below,

For She RafkBs, see par, 167, n. 1, below.
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have written lengthy as well as short treatises in order to expose their

secrets and discredit their pretensions, Muslims also launched a war

of words and swords against them,, for they are more deserving of

this than the Jews and Christians, Suffice it that there is ahQldT Abu
Bakr Muhammad b. al-Jayyib [aJ-Baqillanifs work Kashf al-Asrar

wa-Haik al-Astar? and the treatises of 'Abd aljabhar b. Ahmad [al-

AsadabadT],
4 Abu Hamid al-GhazaJi, s

as well as those of Abu Ishaq

[al~Isfara*Ini],
6

Ibn Furak,
7

al-CMdi Abu Ya'la [Ibn abFarra
3}*

Shahrastam,'
1

and others too many to enumerate

-

90, What is meant here is that Ibn Sina said in his autobiography

that his family, his father, and his brother were heretics whom he

used to hear discuss the intellect and the soul, and because of this he

occupied himself with the study of philosophy.
1 None the less, despite

the obvious heresy and inner disbelief of those Muslims with whom
he is affiliated, their belief in God is greater than that of the ancient

philosophers, such as Aristotle and his followers, whose knowledge

of God is surpassed even by the [pre-lslamk] polytheistic Arabs,

91* 1 have discussed what Aristotle himself said concerning the

science of metaphysics in the Book Lambda
,

1 which is the culmination

1
Cf. Sezgin, Geschichte, L. 6m, where (be talk i$ given as Kashf al-Asr&r fi al-Radd

'aid al-Batiniyya. For other works by Baqillenl in defence of the Sunni position, sec

ibid, tog
r
and Encyclopaedia of Islam*, i, 95*1-9, a.v. ‘AI-BakillanF (by R. J. McCarthy);

Muwdfaqat Sahib al-Manqdi, L 91 {on aUDaqd'iq).
4

In addition to his magnum opus ai-Mughni fl Abwdb at-Tawkid wl-Mdl, 'Abd al-

labbir wrote Tanzih al-Qur'dn 'an al-Matd'in and Taihhu DatA'ii ei-tfuinuvwa; Sezgm,

Ge&dtickte. i. 62,5. See also Laotrst, Les Schkm&\ 185-6. Another MtiWili, Abu
HSshim aFJiihbJ’r, also wrote a treatise tatted Naqd 'aid Arist&tdtis fi at-Rawn

Fasdd; Brockelmann, Geschichte, suppl. i. 343,
4
Ghuili wrote numerous treatises and tracts in refutation, of sectarian and other

groups, the roost important of which are the well-known Tah&fai al-bafaxifu and

Fada'ik al-Ratiniyya; see Badawl, Les (Euvres d’ni-Ghazdlt, 63 ft,
,
81 ft {nos, 18, 32),

See also the list nl References below.

* SnhkT reports that Martini wrote a treatise bearing the title ut-Radd 'aid ai-

Mwlhidm (Tahaqdt, iii. in).
7 The literature reveals no specific work in which Ibn Fiirak attacked the Ismi’ilis or

the philosophers. For the polemical works of Ibn Furak,, see Sezgin* i- 61 r,

* For the biography and polemical works of Abu Ya'li Ibn »I-Farri\ -see Fairs",

Tabvqdt, ii. 193-230, esp. 205.
9 'Abd al-Karim ibShahrastani wrote, among, other things, two works, Nihayat af-

Iqdam f t "f(m ai- KalAm and al-Mital wul-NshaJ. See list ol’ References below

fo
3

Cf. Ibn Sinn's autobiography in Goldman r
The Life of Ibn 16-89; Gulas,

Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition, 42-30, 194-8; and section ii in Encyclopaedia

harden
t

iis. 67-70, s.v, ‘Avicenna’ {by D. Gutas).

91
1

Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1069*17- 1076*5. See the text {Liber XI) as commented

upon by Ibn Kushd in TafsFr md ha‘d abTahTa* vol. iv, text % pp, 13936'. English

frans. by Gcncquand, /he Rushd's Metaphysics.
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of his philosophy, and elsewhere, and have shown some of its errors.
5

Among all the known sects who discoursed about metaphysics

erroneously, such as the Jewish and Christian scholars, Muslim

religious innovators (ah! td-bida
1

)* and others, there are none more

ignorant and further from the knowledge of God than those philo-

sophers. Yes, most of their doctrines about physics are sound,

extensive, and detailed; and they have arrived at them through their

mental faculties. In these doctrines, they indeed seek the truth and

show no obstinacy. But they are extremely ignorant of metaphysics,

and whatever little of it they have attained is replete with errors,

92. As Ibn STna was somewhat familiar with the religion of Muslims,

and having been taught by heretics and by those who were better

than them, such as. the Mu'tazilis and the Rafidis,
1

he wished to

com bine what he learned through reason from the latter with what

he had acquired from his predecessors. Among the doctrines he

himself fashioned are those concerning prophethood, the secrets of

miracles and dreams, as well as some aspects of physics, the Necessary

Existent, etc.
2
In the writings of Aristotle and his followers there is

no mention of the Necessary Existent nor of the principles which

pertain to Him, Instead, they speak of the First Cause and affirm it

as a Final Cause of celestial movement, where the heavenly bodies

move according to Its model.
1

93. Ibn Sma partially reformed this faulty philosophy so that it

found acceptance among thinkers who were versed in the religion of

Islam. He demonstrated to them some of its contradictions, and they

went on to write about it, each in his own way, None the less* they

accepted invalid principles of logic, physics, and metaphysics, and

did not understand what falsehoods crept into these principles. This

led them astray in the pursuit of sublime matters related to faith and

the Quran, They deviated in these matters from true knowledge and

faith, and most of their views were based neither on reason nor on

’
If Ibn Taymiyya devoted « special work in refutation of Aristotle’s Book Lambda

f

its title has not reached us. However,, some of Ibn Taytniyya's criticism of Aristotelian

metaphysics may be found in his MuwSfaqat Sahih at'Manq&f, and it may have been

the subject of his Bughyat al-Murttid. See Breekclrnam, Geschichie, suppL ii. 1 23 (i».

S3 ).

92
1 On the Rdfidfe, see par, 167, n= 1, below,

2
Ebji Simft., De Anima, 169-82; idem. Ithbat al-NubuwwSi, 41-61 (English trams, in

Lcrner and Mahdi, Medieval Pofilicai Philosophy
f 112-11, 99- 103); idem, Ata/di,

33$ A.
:

See also the fourteenth and fifteenth discussions in Ibn Kvslld, Tahdfui »tt-Tak&fui,

469-93, (English (fans., 1B3-300).
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revelation; in rational matters they practised sophistry, and in revealed

matters, Karmatiamsm, 1

94. Our intention here is to note that, even if we suppose that the

soul could reach perfection by means of knowledge alone, as they

have falsely claimed,
1

the soul possesses two faculties, one cognitive

and theoretical and the other voluntary and practical. The soul must

reach perfection in the two faculties by means of knowing and

worshipping God, The worship of God consists both of loving Him
and of submitting to Him. No soul can reach perfection without the

worship of God the One and the Only who has no partner. Worship

combines knowing, loving, and submitting to Him, For this purpose

God sent the messengers and revealed all the divine Books to summon
people to His worship alone, He who has no partner-

95* The philosophers hold that the religious duties which the

messengers commanded were meant to reform the morals of the soul

so that it would be prepared for the knowledge through which, they

[the philosophers] claim, it attains perfection; or that those duties

were meant to reform the family and the city, and that is practical

philosophy {hikrna 'amaliyya ).
1 They hold religious duties to be mere

instruments for attaining the knowledge they claim to possess. There-

fore, they—together with the heretical Isma'TlTs and those who have

completely or partly subscribed to heresy by affiliating themselves

with the Sufis, speculative theologians, Shi'is, and others—hold that

those who have attained such knowledge are absolved of these duties,
2

96, The Jahmis held that faith (iman) is the very knowledge of

God. 1

This view is better than that of the philosophers, for taking

faith to be the knowledge of God J
entails knowing His angels.

Books, and messengers. They also believe that perfection lies in

knowing the Absolute Existence and that which is subsidiary to it.
3

If

93
1 On the Karmalians see Encyclopaedia of Islam

1
, iv- 660-5, s.v. *Katmali

!

(by

W, Modelling); Laoust, Lts Schemes, 140 If.; [bn al-Murtada, Milui.

94
1 Gh&zih, Maqasid, 373—4,

« 1 Ibn Si»i, Shift'; MMfdwi. 13-14; idem, Ma/4*, 340-3, 316-34; Farabi,

Tatoti*a, 57.
z
This allegation wuld not be substantiated in philosophical discourse. See, however,

Introduction, Part I, Section 4, and notes therein, above,

96
J On the Jahmis Me SbhratttAi, MUed, 60-1; Laousl, Lrr SdrumeJ, 49 ff.;

EttCjtdop&edie of Islam' . ii. 388, s.v. 'Djnhmiyya' (by W. M. Watt). On the divisions of

the Jahmis see lbs al-Mwladd, Mitat, 34.
'

I take the Arabic text 10 read "fa’innahu la'latm mu' ri fata al-Luhi'. The pronominal

suffix in ja hdm refers to faith.
1

Cf, Ibn. Sint, Afa/df, 235, in conjunction with nJeni, AtfS&m al-’UIum, 12?.
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this matter has a reality in the external world, it will not be a means

for the perfection of the soul unless the soul knows its glorified and

exalted Creator. These JahmJs are among the greatest heretics. Indeed *

it is reported on the authority of
fAbd Allah Ibn al-Mubarak4 and

YGsuf b. Asbat [al-ShaybSnfj* that more than one scholar deemed

them to stand outside the seventy-two sects,'' This is also the opinion

of a later group of scholars who followed Ahmad [ibn Hanbal]7 and

others. More than one of the leading scholars* such as WakF Ibn ah

Jarrah,* Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, and others, have charged those who
uphold this doctrine with heresy. The latter scholars argued that

from this it follows necessarily that Satan* Pharaoh, and the Jews*

who know this Existence as much as they know their own children,

are believers,

97, The views of the Jahrnis are still better than those of the

philosophers, for what they held is the basis on which souls reach

perfection. But they did not combine knowledge of the soul with its

volition, the latter being the foundation of the practical faculty. They

held that perfection lies in knowledge itself, even though such know-

ledge may neither be confirmed by beliefs and deeds nor accompanied

by fear, love* glorification, etc., which are among the principles and

essentials of faith, The philosophers, on the other hand* are very far

from attaining perfection.

9&. The intention here is to speak only about the logicians' demon-

stration. However, we have mentioned some of what they have held

[in metaphysics] because of their faulty principles.

99, You ought to know that the obvious falsehoods and contra-

dictions in their doctrines do not necessarily entail their condemnation

in the hereafter unless God sent, to them a messenger whom they

refused to follow. This messenger will make it known that if those to

* AM Allah Ibn. Muhjruk b. WjiJih al-Tamim! nl-Maiwazi, a ti;uin ion ist and mystic

(d. 181 /797 ). Ibn Qutaybfl, Madrif, 133 ; Scigin, Gewhichte, i. 95 .

! Aba Muhammad Yusuf h, Asbat al-Shaybani (d- 195/810) was a tradiErionist

whose authority was doubted by some scholars. See 'AsqalM, Lisa*r at-Mtz4n t vi,

3I?“ 1
,

8 -

* Tirmidhl, Sahfh, Li a 07. On the historical significance of the scvcuty-iwo sects, see

Watt, Formative Period, 2 If,

7 Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (cl. 241/855) is the eponym of the legal-theological school »f

the Hunbaln. See Encyclop&edid 1>/ i. 272-7, i. v. 'Ahmad B, Hanbal* (by H.

Laouat)* Fani', Tabaqdi, i. 4-20. For Ills refutation of the Jahmis, see his al-F&add ‘aid

al-Jahmiyya wal-Zandditfa.
- Abu Sufy&n Wakl* b. Mlllayh al-Ru’Ssi Ibn ai-Jarr«Lh, a KuNm scholar (d. 197/812

Or 198/813). See Se2gin, Gi'f-th/thlr

,

i. 96-7; FanrJ’, TabaqSl, i. Ibn Qulayha,

Ma'drif, iai; Ibn al-MadSm, Fikmi, 317.
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whom the messengers were sent with the truth deviate from the

messengers’ path and follow instead that of the philosophers, they

will be condemned in the hereafter. Had the prophets not existed
,

those people would have been more intelligent than others. But the

prophets brought forth the truth, some of which still remains amongst

nations, though some was rejected. Even the [pre-Islamicj polytheistic

Arabs possessed remnants of the religion of Abraham and were thus

better than the polytheistic philosophers who adopted the principles

propounded by Aristotle and his I ikes

.

too. Fifth, if what they seek to prove by means of their demon-

strative syllogism, is the knowledge of possible existents, [then we say

that] none of these existents embodies that which must necessarily

endure in one state eternally and everlastingly. Rather., these existents

are susceptible to change and transformation. And whatever [attribute!

is reckoned to be a necessary concomitant of the thing it describes,

that thing itself does not necessarily endure. Thus knowledge of what

is described does not constitute knowledge of the Necessary Existent,

In fact, they have no valid proof for the eternity of anything in the

world, as we have- mentioned elsewhere ,

1 The utmost their proofs

necessarily show is the constancy of the species of agency, of matter,

and of duration/ This constancy is possible through the successive

existence of one individual of the species after another, provided one

upholds that every temporal [existent! that is enacted is preceded bv

non-existence, as plain reason and authentic revelation attest. For to

say that the enacted individual is conjoined with its agent eternally

and everlastingly is something which pure reason judges to be an

impossibility, whatever its agent is considered to be, particularly if it

is one that acts by choice. There ate conclusive proofs for establishing

this doctrine, but they are not, as we have mentioned elsewhere ,

1
the

same proofs adduced by men such as Kim and the likes of him who

fall short of comprehending the principles of knowledge and religion,

tot. As for what they hold concerning the simultaneity of the

effect with the cause, if they mean by "cause" that which creates the

effect, then their doctrine is invalid if judged by plain reason. This is

admitted by all [people of] sound natural intelligence who have not

ioo 1 See MuwOfaqui Sahik al<-Mmqdl> i, 72-3, 217ft., 277 ft., 230-7, 241 ff ; it.

103 ff.
, 150-5, and passim.

7
For matter (madda) and duration (mudda) sec Rla, Mtdwssai t 57; Tahanawi,

Kdshshaf, ii. 1327, s.v. mddda\ Ibn Sinii, NajM y 336- ff.

-
1
Sec Muwafaqai Sahlh pai&trtt .
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been corrupted by the harmful imitation [of the philosophers]. Since

the invalidity of the doctrine of the simultaneity of cause and effect is

firmly rooted in such intelligence, the very admission that God is the

Creator of all things necessarily entails that anything other than. He
is created and is preceded by nothingness. And if the createdness is

assumed to apply perpetually to one created thing after another,

then this will not contradict His being the Creator of all things.

Everything other than He is created and preceded by nothingness,

and nothing attached to Him is as eternal as He. Indeed, He is the

greatest in perfection, liberality, and munificence.

102, However, if something else is meant by ‘cause
1

, as in the

philosophers' example about the movement of a ring as a result of

the movement of the hand, and the emanation of rays from the sun,

then this does not belong to the category of the agent at all, but

rather to that of the conditioned {mashr&t), which may be simul-

taneous with the condition (shar(). However, it is impossible for the

individual effect to be simultaneous with its own agent, though it is

not impossible for the latter to create one thing after another, The

eternity of the species of creating is like that of movement, and it

does not contradict the creation of each part of movement, but in

fact requires it necessarily because none of these parts is in itself

eternal. This has been the view of all sound-minded people in all

nations, even of Aristotle and his followers. Although the latter

upheld the eternity of the world, they have affirmed of the world

neither a creator nor an efficient cause, but a final cause in imitation

of which the celestial sphere moves, for the sphered movement is

voluntary.
1

1.03, What we mean is that although their view—namely, that the

First [Causej is not the Creator of the world but is rather a Inal

cause to be imitated—is extremely heretical and un informed > they

none the less agree with the rest of sound-minded people that the

possible, created [being] is not eternal through the eternity of its

cause, as Ibn Slni and those who agree with him argue.
1
This is why

Ibn Rushd and other philosophers like him who have followed in this

matter Aristotle’s doctrine and that of other sound-minded people

rejected this view, 2 They have shown that Ibn SimVs views deviated

l«a
s

Cf. par. 92, n, 3, above.

103
1

Cf. Kogan, Averroes and the Metaphysics vf Causation. 26,

1

Cf. ibid- 49—5 ] -
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from those of his predecessors and of all sound-minded people. His

intent was to set tip a doctrine which would synthesize the teachings

of the speculative theologians and those of his predecessors, so that

the possible existent can be made the effect of the Necessary while-

being as everlasting and eternal as the Necessary. On this he was

followed by Suhrawardi of Aleppo , RizL Amid!, TAst, and others.
5

104, In his Muhosjat, al-Razi alleged that the view that the created

effect is co-eternal with the Necessary Being in [Its] essence was

agreed upon by the speculative theologians and philosophers,
1 The

theologians, however, argue in favour of creation on the grounds

that the Creator has, in their view1

,
a free choice in creating. Both

the speculative theologians and the philosophers are wrong. No one

among the early theologians and philosophers whose doctrine was

transmitted to us—such as Aristotle and his likes—held such a view.

But this is the view of Ibn Sma and the likes of him. And when the

theologians uphold the doctrine of the eternity of what subsists in the

Eternal by way of attributes and their like, they do not maintain that

these are enacted and caused by an efficient cause. Rather, it is the

eternal essence, according to them, that is qualified by these attributes.

The essence's attributes are its necessary concomitants whereby the

realization of the Necessary as eternally necessary can obtain through

His attributes that are His necessary concomitants—and this has

been expounded elsewhere. They bold that a possible being which

admits of existence as well as nothingness cannot be eternal, irre-

spective of its agent. Likewise t according to the leading philosophers,

the eternal is incapable of becoming nothing, and the possible is

precluded from being eternally necessary, whether it is held to be

necessary in itself or by means of another. But what Ibn STna and his

likes maintained concerning the possible which may be eternal, ever-

lasting, and necessitated by means other than itself—as they have

argued concerning the heavenly bodies—has, as we mentioned else*

where, subjected them, on the issue of contingency, to piercing

criticism which they could not rebut. But this is not the place to

settle this point. We are merely drawing attention to the fact that

their syllogistic demonstration does not lead to universal matters

whose permanent existence in possible beings is necessary.

” Cf. Suhrawardi, Ilikmtil at-tshraq, 172 ft.;, Rszl, Muhassal
h 55—6. Amidf (Ahkar,

lots. 204b ff.) docs not seem to subscribe to such a doctriue.

km 1

RazI, Muftasssi, 55—6,
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log. As for the Necessary Existent, blessed and exalted may He
be, the syllogism does not prove what is characteristic of Him;

rather, it proves a universal matter common to Him as well as to

others. According to the logicians, what is proven by categorical

syllogism is nothing but a universal, common matter having no bearing

upon the Necessary Existent, the Lord of beings, may He be glorified

and exalted, Therefore, their demonstration does not lead them to

any knowledge of a matter which must be constant—whether it

belongs to the Necessary Existent or to possible beings.

106, Since the soul reaches perfection by means of acquiring know-

ledge which remains concomitant with its object, and since they did

not acquire any knowledge which remains concomitant with its object,

their means of demonstration has not benefited them in deriving that

knowledge by which the soul reaches perfection. Let it not be said

then that the knowledge by which the soul reaches perfection obtains

only by means of their demonstration. Thus, in proving the existence

of God, the method of the prophets—may God bless them— has

been to mention His signs (dyd/)- The prophets resorted to the a

fortiori argument; they used neither the categorical syllogism, whose

instances are equal, nor pure analogy. For the Lord has no like, and

He cannot be subsumed under a universal whose instances are equal.

The unblemished perfection affirmed of others is, a fortiori, affirmed

of Him, and the imperfections from which others are free. He. a

fortiori , is also free of.
1

This is why the rational, demonstrative

inferences mentioned in the Quran are of this type, as is evidenced

in the proofs concerning His lordship, divinity, unity* knowledge,

power, the possibility of resurrection, and other exalted and sublime

quests and. divine signs that are the noblest of sciences and the

greatest means by which souls reach perfection. Although for the

perfection of the soul the perfection of both its knowledge and

intention are necessary, the worship of God alone, which encompasses

knowing* loving, and submitting to Him, is also necessary.

107, God’s methods of proof through signs are abundant in the

Quran, The difference between sign and syllogism is that the sign is

an indication, that is to say, the indicant that entails the very thing

indicated. The latter is not a universal matter common to what is to

be proven as well as to other things. The very knowledge of the

1 The argument here employs, the two forms of the a fortiori argument, the a
minin' ad maius and the a maiori ad rnutuff.
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indicant entails the knowledge of the very thing indicated, just as the

sun is the sign of daylight. God, the Exalted T said: "We have appointed

the night and the day as two signs; then We have blotted out the sign

of the night, and made the sign of the day to see,'
1 The very

knowledge of the sun's rising entails knowledge of the existence of

day. The same applies to the prophethood of Mohammad, may God
praise him: the knowledge of his very prophethood does not entail a

matter common to it and to other things, The very knowledge of the

signs of the Lord, the Exalted, also entails knowing His sacred soul,

but it does not entail a universal knowledge common to Him and

others- The knowledge that the signs entail His sacred soul results

from the indicant. For each indicant in existence must entail that

which is indicated, and the knowledge that a given particular entails

another particular is closer to one’s natural intelligence than the

knowledge that every particular under a universal proposition entails

the conclusion. This is the nature of universal propositions.

joS. If the particulars of a universal proposition cannot be known

by means of analogy, they cannot he known by any other inference.

The concomitance of what is indicated along with the indicant, which

is the middle term, must be known, Each instance subsumed under a

universal judgement must be known to be concomitant with each

instance of the indicant. An example of this is saying:

All A is B

All fi is C __ _

Therefore » all C is A

The necessary conclusion is that every instance of C is concomitant

with every instance of B, and every instance of B is concomitant with

every instance of A. It is known that knowledge of the concomitance

of a particular C to a particular B
,
and of a particular B to a

particular A T is closer to one’s natural faculty than is the afbresiated

syllogism . If it is asserted that the universal proposition is implanted

in the mind necessarily or self-evidently (badihatm)
1

by the Bestower

of Intellect, then we answer that it is more likely that this Intellect

should implant a particular proposition,

109, It is known that, apart from God, all possible beings entail

107
1 Q-utaa, 17: u,

i«$ * Cf . Ibfl Sink DeAmm , *06 ft- ;
idem, ui-Quwa at-Insaniyya ,

2 16: Encyclopaedia

tunica
, ift. 74, B.7-4, i.v, 'Aviwaw’ (by Si. Matffriura and F. Rahman).
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the essence of the Lord, may He he exalted; they cannot exist

without the existence of the essence of the Loid, exalted and Messed

may He be. And if the existence of God also entails universal

matters common to Him and to other beings, this is so because His

existence entails the existence of that which is necessary to Him.

These common universal are consequents of the particular. I mean
that what is characteristic of the particular in the common universal

is necessary to the particular. The common universal is concomitant

with the particular provided that the particular and the Knower, who
can conceive the common factor, exist. The Knower, may He be

praised, knows matters as they are; He knows what is characteristic

of His sacred soul, and knows that universal are universal. There-

fore, the existence of the particular entails the existence of the

absolute general, just as the existence of a particular man entails the

existence of humanity and animality. All that is not God is entailed

by His very sacred soul. Nothing that is not He can exist without the

existence of His sacred soul* Absolute, universal existence cannot be

realized ftahaqquq) in particulars, let alone be the creator and

innovator of these particulars.

i in. The existence of a particular entails the existence of an

absolute corresponding to it. Thus, when the necessary existence is

realized, the corresponding absolute existence is also realized, and

when the agent of all things is realized, so is the corresponding

absolute agent. Likewise, when the everlasting eternal is realized,

the corresponding absolute eternal is also realized; when the self-

sufficient being is realized, the corresponding absolute self-sufficient

is also realized, and when the Lord of all things is realized, the

corresponding [absolute] Lord is also realized. As we have already

said, when a certain human or animal is realized, the corresponding

absolute human or animal is also realized. But that which is absolute

can be absolute only in the mind, not in individuals .

1
Thus, if a

person knew of the existence of an absolute human or animal, it

would not mean that he knew the particular itself. Similarly, if he

knew an absolute necessary [being], an absolute agent, or an absolute

self-sufficient being, at would not mean that he knew either the Lord

of all beings Himself or that which distinguishes Him from others,

ii#
1 The preceding tines assert Ibn Taymiyya's view that all knowledge, including

dull uf the LmtvcrsaJs, begins with ike particular. It is fmm the particulars that the

universal is abstracted. See pars, 108-9 below, and Introduction* Part I, Section 3,

aNtvc

,
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And that is what the signs of God, the Exalted, signify. His signs

entail Him individually ( ’aynihi), and forming a concept of Him
individually precludes the occurrence of plurality in Him. AH things

other than He are a proof of His self, and signs of His existence. He

is the antecedent of His very self, and all that which is an antecedent

constitutes a proof of its consequent. No possible being can be

realized without His very self being realized. All possible beings are

entailed by Him; they are a proof and a sign of Him. According to

the method of the logicians’ syllogism, all possible beings signify an

absolute, universal matter which can be realized only in the mind.

This is why they could not know through their demonstration what is

particular only to the Lord, the Exalted,

ill. The a fortiori argument, utilized by our predecessors (salaf)

in conformity with the Quran, proves that the unblemished, perfect

qualities affirmed of God are more perfect than those qualities

they thought to be affirmed of that which is other than He—
notwithstanding the disparity between the two which the intellect

cannot register. Nor can the intellect register the disparity between

the Creator and the created. In fact, if the mind comprehends the

limitless disparity between any two creatures, while knowing that the

grace bestowed by God upon all creatures is greater than that

bestowed by a creature upon another, it will become clear to the

mind that what is affirmed of the Lord is, to an incomprehensible

extent, greater than all that which is affirmed of all other beings. The

a fortiori argument thus leads the mind to what is particular to the

Lord, given its knowledge of the genus of that which is so particular.

Accordingly, intelligent men are of the opinion that the names

attributed both to Him as well as to other beings are used by way of

analogical predication (bi-tartq al-tashkik)'—not by means of

nr 1

Analogical predication (tasMefft), or simply analogy, means here she ascription

of so Attribute to things ifrni ere intrinsically different from each other- However, such

an attribute varies in the strength of its application to each of these things, and it is said

CO he more evident in (he one than it is in the other. Tile degrees of applicability are in

terms either of precedence and priority of the essence or of sheer strength. Although the

attribute of existence, for instance, may he applied lo both the necessary and the

possible beings, it is essentially found in the necessary before it is found in the passible,

for (he ncceSsury, in so far as the precedence of essence is concerned ,
is the Principle

{mabda’) of all beings other than itself. This precedence is essential fdhdif), rue

diachronic, Ibn Tayrruyya goes on to use the brilliant whiteness of snow vis-d-vis the

duffer whiteness of ivory to illustrate the application of a quality according to its

strength. Sec, under iashktk, Tahinawi, KashtthAf, j. ^fio-a; and Anddi, AfuMfe,

50-I, For n useful discussion and critique of analogical prediction (or analogy), sen

Kaufman rv, Critique

<

183-9.
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homonymy (ixhiirak) in form or meaning, where the particulars are

equal, but rather by a homonymy in meaning where the particulars

are unequal. For example, the term 'whiteness
1

(and ‘blackness’)
2

may be used for both the brilliant whiteness of snow and for dull

white such as that found in ivory. Such is the case with the term

'existence*, which is used for both necessary and possible beings; but

existence is more perfect and superior in the necessary being than is

the superiority of one white colour over the other. Such disparity in

analogically predicated names (asm# mushakkakar) does not pre-

clude the meaning from being originally a universal homonym. In

analogically predicated names there must be a meaning which is

a universal homonym, albeit such meaning exists solely in the

mind,

Ii 2 r This is the source of division (taqsim), namely, the division of

the universal info its parts, as when it is said; That which exists is

divided into the necessary and the possible/
1

This source is the

common denominator of all the parts. That the existence of the

necessary is more perfect than that of the possible does not preclude

the name of existence from being a universal meaning applied to

both of them. This applies to the other names and attributes used;

for both the Creator and the created, such as the names 'living",

"knowing^ ‘powerful*, 'hearing
1

,
'seeing

1

, as well as the attributes of

His ‘knowledge’ t 'power', 'mercy
1

,
'approval", 'anger', ‘happiness*

„

and other names and attributes the messengers have reported,

113. Scholars have disagreed on this issue. Some, like Abu al-

*Abbas al-Nasht’,
1 one of the MuiazilT leaders who preceded Abu

'All [al-JubbSl], said that these names are used in their real sense

(haqiqasan) for the Creator but metaphorically {maj&zan) for the

created, A group of the Jahmts, BStinTs,
2 and philosophers held the

contrary; namely, that they are used metaphorically for the Creator

2
Here, as well as in al-Radd, Ibsi Taymiyya presents us with (he attributes of

"whiteness’ and 'blackness* as two examples of analogical predicates. He does wot,

however, pursue the latter example any further,

ui Tvqslrrt, or qisma, is the division of the whole into its constitutive parts or,

here, the universal into its real or menial particulars. The distinction in this 1x51 division

is made between accidents, runt essences- See Tahfinawl, Kmhshdft
ii. (122.

r«3
1 AW alAbbSs ’Abd Allah b. Muhammad al-N&shi' al-Akbar Ibn id-Shirshir. a

Mu'tazili who is said 10 have died 1 in *93/905. He is also reported to have written a

number o# works in refutation of Greek logic. See Ibn al-Murlad£, Tabaqfit &i-

Mu'tqztfp, 93-3. See also Introduction, Pari 11 . nu, 139-40, above.
: On ihe J&hmis, see par- 9b, n. 1, above; on the BMirts, see Shohrastam, Miloi,

•4? ft.; Encyclopaedia ofMam2
, 1098-1100, s.v, ‘BStifliyya

h

(by M G. S. Hudson}.
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but in thrir real sense for created beings,
1 The majority of scholars,

however, have maintained that they are used in their real sense for

both Creator and created. This is the view of various Mu'tazili,

Ash'ari, and Karrami thinkers as well as the view of jurists, tradi-

tiomsts* and $ufls, It is also the view of the philosophers, though

many of these contradict themselves; for while admitting that some

of these names—such as ‘existent’* ‘soul\ ‘essence’* ‘reality’* etc.—

are used in their real sense ffor both Creator and created], they

reject others for reasons adduced by those who maintain that none

of these names are applicable in their real sense to the Creator.

What applies to that which they admitted applies equally to what

they rejected.* But because of their incompetence they have drawn

distinctions between similar things. The denial of the real sense of all

these names precludes the existent from being in existence, when it

is already known that the existent is divided into the necessary and

the possible, the eternal and the contingent* the self-sufficient (ghunt)

and that which is not {faqtr), the caused and the uncaused. It is also

known that the existence of the possible entails that of the necessary,

and the existence of the contingent entails that of the eternal. The

existence of that which is not self-sufficient, entails the existence of

that which is, and the existence of the effected entails the existence

of that which is not effected. Thus, while there is a common matter

shared by the two existents, the Necessary Existent is distinguished

by qualities particular to it. The same applies to all other names,

1 14. In so far as the common factor is concerned, names designating

analogical predication {asmu' mimfutkkuka) are identical with names

referring to equal concepts (asms’ mutawati'a).
1 That is why the

early philosophers and others have not assigned a special term for

names designating analogical predication, for the term mtttew&ti'a

1 A relatively detailed statement concerning the various views on the names and

attributes of God may be found in Rfai, Muimsat, 116-3?.
4
That jss, what applies to the first group of names, which they took to be attributes

in their real sense, also applies to the second group, whose application to God in a real

senses they rejected.

1 A name that is considered mufawdp' carries a meaning, applicable to more than

oik object with the same degree of strength . 'Ulus, when the name 'animal' is em-

ployed. foi a man. a horse, a dog, elc., the name applies to all with equal force-

According to technical dictionaries reflecting the consensus of later Arabic philosophers,

a name that is wiaeiitilf refers to the members of a class with equal strength, unlike a

mmhskkik, which applies to class members with varying degrees of Strength, See par.

hi, n, i, above, as well ai the nest note. Amidi, Muftirt, 50, s.v. mtmavvGti'i Tahinawf,

KashshAft ii. 1440, s.v. iatvAfn'.
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encompasses ail such names. Names designating analogical predication

are a part {qistn mm) of the general mutawati'a, but a counterpart

(,qasim) of the specific mutawM*a. x
'Therefore, a universal common

factor, which is the object of the name ‘general mutawdtia' t must be

established. This factor tan be universal only in the mind, as their

demonstrative syllogism indicates. Furthermore, it is necessary to

establish the inequality signified by names designating analogical

predication which are the counterpart of the specific mutawati'a.

Such is the signification of the Quranic demonstrative inferences

which are a fortiori arguments. The characteristic of the Lord that

distinguishes Him from others must thus be established, This, charac-

teristic, whose affirmation entails the affirmation of His soul, is

signified by His signs, may He be glorified; it cannot be established

by means of a syllogism, be it demonstrative or not.

1 15, From the foregoing it is obvious that their demonstrative

syllogism cannot lead to the desired knowledge of beings and of their

Creator—a knowledge through which the soul reaches perfection.

How less tenable it is to say that no conclusion can be reached

except by means of syllogism!

116. This is a broad subject. However, the intention here is to

draw attention to the invalidity of their negative proposition, namely,

that no acquired knowledge may be attained except by means of

their demonstration. They have not been content with this categorical

negation which they have stubbornly insisted on, but they have also

reduced knowledge to narrow paths that can lead only to futile

results. They have claimed that arriving at the knowledge of God, of

His prophets and saints, occurs by means of a syllogism which

contains a middle term. Such was the view of Ibn Slni and his

followers,
1 who, in holding this view, were still better than their

predecessors who rejected the knowledge of God and His prophets

' Thus,, according to Ibn Taymiyya the Appellation mufawatVe represents a broad

eontepl under which (here arc -subsumed (wo categories, one analogical predication

and the other ‘specific mutoM'dnV. Accordingly, Ibn Taymiyya takes the latter category

ot the specific muuwAti’io mean that which the philosophers commonly designated as

mutewatT fas explained 10 par. u t, n. t, above).

ii0 1
In his argument for the existence of God Ita Slufi does not employ the

syllogism in which the middle term is ihe cause of (he presence of the major term m Ihc

minor, but instead resorts to another syllogism in which (he middle term is the effect of

the presence of the major in the minor. See Davidson, Proofs* 181-310, csp. 398-304,

and Marniura's section on Avicenna in Encyclopaedia haniea, iii, 73-9, esp, 76-8. For

Ibn Taymiyya's own arguments for the existence of God see my "Ibn Taymiyya on (he

Existence of God\ 53 ff.
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and who were most ignorant about the Lord of beings, about His

prophets and His Books. Although Ibn Slna is distinguished over

those philosophers in both knowledge and intellect,
2
he none the less

followed their logical method in deciding this issue. And although

those who adopted this method are more knowledgeable and more

intelligent than their predecessors, they remain more erroneous and

more ignorant than the Jews and Christians, for these believe in the

Necessary Existent and His attributes, whereas those misguided

[philosophers] do not, because of the arrogance and vanity stored in

their hearts. They are the followers of Pharaoh and his likes, and this

h why you find them either antagonistic to or critical of Moses and of

those like him who adhere to religion and revealed law,

117. God, the Exalted, said: "Those who dispute concerning the

signs of God, without a warrant having come unto them, in their

hearts is only pride that they shall never attain/
1 He also said;

‘[Those who dispute concerning the signs of God, without a warrant

having come unto them], very hateful is that in the sight of God and

the believers, so God sets a seal on every heart proud, arrogant.’
2

He also said: *So» when their messengers brought them the clear

signs, they rejoiced in what knowledge they had= And that which

they were wont to mock befell them. Then when they saw Our
might, they said: “We believe in God alone, and we disbelieve in

what we are associating with HimT But when they saw Our might

their belief did not profit them—the wont of God, as in the past,

touching His servants; then the unbelievers shall be lost/
3 God

spoke at length about the argument of Pharaoh and about those who
followed him and followed Namrud b. Kan* a it* and their likes from

amongst the leaders of heresy and error. He also spoke at length in a

number of places about their dispute with Moses, Abraham, and

other messengers of God, may He bless them. God made the House

of Abraham the leaders of the faithful who inhabit Paradise, and the

House of Pharaoh the leaders of the inhabitants of Hell. God t the

Exalted, said: "And he and his hosts were haughty in the land,

3

Sec lbn T&ymiyya, Muwftfaqm Sahfh al-Monqu!, il 255,

1 17
1 Quran. 40: 56.

J Quran
, 40 35,

:J

Quran. 40: 83-5.
A The Quranic Namrud is the Mimrod, of ibe Bible, who is. seen as the enemy of

Abraham, See Quran, 2: ado, 2$: 23; Encyclopaedia of Islam, iif/i, 842-3, s,v„ 'NamruLL'

{by Bernard Metier).
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for analogy. For the majority of judicious people, however, qiyds

encompasses both analogy and syllogism .

2 The logicians also hold

that the inference that proceeds from the particular to the universal

is induction. When it is complete, it is perfect induction, and it yields

certitude. When it is imperfect, it does not lead to certitude. The

first involves enumeration of the totality of the particulars, and then

formulating fa universal] judgement according to what is found in

the particulars. The second involves the enumeration of most of the

particulars. For example, a person may say; ‘Animals move their

lower jaws when they eat, for we have observed them and found

them to do so/ Then he is told that crocodiles move their upper

jaws .

5

120, They also hold that the syllogism is divided into the cate-

gorical. (iqfirtint)
] and the conditional (istithrtaT). in the latter, the

conclusion or its contradictory1

is mentioned in actuality {bil-fi 7), In

the former, the conclusion follows by the force of en (ailment (M-
quwwa)

2
as in a syllogism formed of categorical propositions; for

example, one may say ‘All wines are inebri ants’, and 'All inebriants

are forbidden/ The conditional is formed of hypothetical [proposi-

tions], and is of two types. The first is conjunctive! -implicative], as in

our statement; Tf the prayer is valid* then the person praying has

performed ritual ablution/ The affirmation of the antecedent yields

1
Gji (he scope of juridical qiytis see Haltaq, ‘Non*Analogical Arguments’,

*

Gkaiiii, bfiyiir. 160-5, esp- 163 for the example about crocodiles.. Sec ahu
Baghdad?, Mu’mbar, i. 199-200,

**o Although ‘conjunctive syllogism
1

seems to be a more accurate translation for

qiyd1 iqtirdni than 'categorical syllogism’, the term ‘categorical’ is nevertheless used,

since in cuniradiSlinctian to the umhud'i syllogism, the iqtirqni must have two premisses

with at Least, one alfituBtiw universal premiss- It is significant that the expression qiyas

kamS (lit. predicative, categorical) is used as a synonym for iqtirdni. See Ghaz&li,

Maq&std, 83.
’ tbn Sini, hhtir&t, i. 425-7* 428 ff

.
(English, inns , 131-5). The distinction here lies

in she form in which the conclusion is found in the premisses. The conclusion 'Socrates

is mortal’ is mil So be expressed in the same manner in the premisses of a categorical

syllogism. The conclusion in this Syllogism is entailed (M-^kwhu) by the premisses. In

the conditional hypothetical syllogism, un the other hand, (be conclusion is itself

expressed in, and constitutes pari of, she premisses. For example:

If his name is Miskawayhi, then he is a Persian

His name is Miskawayhi

Then, he is a Persian

The conclusion 'He iss a Persian’ is staled in the same form jm the premisses. See also

RfizT, Tahrir, 140; Ijl, Shark aUGhurra, 202, 223 ff.
;
Ghazali, MaqSsid, 84 ff.
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either alive or he is not knowledgeable, not able, does not hear, see,

or speak. If he h alive > then the consequent obtains. If he is not,

then these attributes will not exist. However, a living thing may exist

without possessing these attributes. Likewise, it may be said: this

person has performed ritual ablution, or else he cannot pray. If

prayer is not performed, then ritual ablution has not been performed,

but If the kilter is performed then so is the former; either one of the

two |con]uncts| must exist. This is also the case whenever the

condition (sharf) is absent and the conditioned (mashrut) exists. The

inclusive-alternative occurs whenever the conditioned exists but the

condition does not. The condition either exists or it does not exist.

When [the conditioned] is absent, the condition will also be absent.

Therefore, either the conditioned exists or the condition does not

exist,
2

123, Furthermore, they have divided categorical syllogisms into

four figures. The natural figure, in which the middle term is the

predicate in the major premiss and the subject in the minor, yields

the four conclusions: particular, universal, affirmative, and negative.

The second figure, in which the middle term is the predicate in both

premisses, yields only a negative conclusion. The third, in which the

middle term is a subject in both premisses, yields only a particular

conclusion. 1 The fourth, figure leads to particular as well as universal

negative conclusions. The mind, however, is not inclined to this last

figure.
2

124. In order to demonstrate, among other things, the validity of

tire second and third figures, they have resorted to inferences by

contradictories (naqtd), by conversion (al-*aks al-mustawt) and by

full contraposition {'aks al-naqld). from the truth of a proposition it

necessarily follows that its contradictory is false; that its converse is

3 The incEusivc-allcrnative can also he defined and inustraled in twins of a condition

and us consequent- in contradistinction to the disjunctive and cxclusive-aUernai tve

syllogisms, m the InclvSLVF-aLlernativc both the antecedent, (condition) and the con-

sequent (conditioned) may simultaneously in one thing. This amounts 10 saying

! h ;i( since the consequent may exist without the antecedent (i.c, condumned without

the condition), there is another condition, (cause) which effects the conditioned, thus,

rendering the first, stated condition a necessary hut not sufficient cause.

UJ 1 On the three figures and their moods see (fin Sfna, hmms. i. 437- $1 (English

Hans. , 134-43), Itrn Abf aJ*Salt, Taqwim, 23-44; Rani, Tahrir, 148-53,
1 On the fourth figure see RK Tahrir, 155-6; KhtM, SMrh, So- 2, 86-9.

144
1

line text and the Leiden manuscript have '<tks without including the word

wwtawl. However, the word is clearly implied here, as attested in the statement ifral

follows in al-Radd, p. 161, 14-18.
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true, and that its full contraposition is true. If our statement ‘No one

among the pilgrims Is a heretic' is valid, then our statement that ‘No

heretic is a pilgrim" is also valid.
2

125. We maintain that these views of the logicians are either false

or unduly protracted, taking the reasoner far afield . They either

contain falsehood, which hinders truth, or take the reasoner On a

tiresome journey before leading him to the truth, when he can reach

the truth through easier methods. Some of Our predecessors used to

illustrate this by the example of someone who, when asked ‘Where is

your ear?', would raise his
I
right] hand very high and pass it around

to his left ear when he could have instead pointed directly to one ear

or the other. Nothing is better than God's description of His Book:

‘Surely this Quran guides to the way that is straightest/
3 The

straightest way to the noblest quests is that which God revealed

through His Messenger. The path of these philosophers, being false

in certain places, tortuous and prolonged in others, can lead them

only to that which will bring upon them the torment of God, not

happiness—needless to say, their ways do not lead to the perfection

of the human soul.

126. Evidence of their [error] is the baselessness and falsity of

their argument which restricts inferences to syllogism, induction, and

analogy. Also invalid and false is their claim that a conclusion results

from two premisses only, no more and no less.
1 They have argued in

favour of confining inferences to these three by saying that an.

inference proceeds from the universal to the particular, from one

particular to the universal, or from one particular to another.
1 The

first is syllogism, the second induction, and the third analogy.

127. Our response is that you have not proven inferences to he

2
While the contradictory {naqtd) of a statement is its negation, conversion ('aks ai*

musmwf) is (tie transposition of die subject ami predicate terms such (hat the second

statement is validly inferred from die first. For example, "No man is a rook’ may be

converted to
lNo rock is a man'. On the other hand, full contraposition obtains when

the contradictory of the predicate in ffoc proposition becomes the subject, and the

contradictory of the subject becomes the predicate. The contraposition of (he statement

"All girls ate intelligent persons’ is 'IVq nem-intciligent persons arc noti-gjrfe’, See

Jurjiirf, Ta'riffit, 134,219-20, &w, 'a&s at°tmmawi.
r

aks ai-naqki, and nat/Td; Baghdadi,

Mtt'Mbar, i, 1 17-12; Ghazni), Mi'yAr, 111-9; Rid, Tuhrfr, 133-4.

135
1

Quran, 17: 9,

126
1

Aristotle, Amlytiea Priora, 41*32; Ghaz&H, Maq&sid, 671 Rid, 7 i*ftrfr, 139.
1 Rid, Lub&b ai'lsft&rdt, 30; cf. Tflsl, Shark at-lsMr&t, i. 4 t6f>, who distinguishes

between types of argument in terms of the substimpiive relation between (he premisses

in each argumenf.
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will infer upon observing their appearance how much of the night

has. lapsed, and how much of it remains. This is an inference which

proceeds from one of the concomitants to the other. When one

knows the location of mountains and rivers and the direction of the

wind, one can infer on their basis the places that are concomitant

with them. If concomitance has always existed, and the time of its

origination is unknown, that is, it has existed since God created the

earth—such as the existence of mountains and great rivers, the Nile,

the Euphrates, Sayhan> Jayhin,
1 and the sea—then such an inference is

coextensive,

130, If, however, concomitance is not as ancient as the earth—such

as in the case of the Ka*ba T which, may God honour it, [Abraham]

al= Khalil built and which remains glorified, never defeated—one

will, accordingly, infer things about it or by means of it. Its corners

face the four directions of the earth: the Black Stone faces the east;

and opposite to it, facing the west, is the Western corner, known as

the Damascene; the Yemenite corner faces the south, and that which

is opposite to it is called the Iraqi corner. The Damascene is next to

the Iraqi on the western side, and the Iraqi is next to the Damascene

on the northern side. The latter faces the [North] Pole, Therefore,

one infers the four directions from the location of the Ka'ba t and the

location of the Ka’ba from, the four directions,

131, Also in the case of that which is not as ancient as the Ka*ba^

such as edifices and trees in the land, one infers things through them

according to what they are. One may say, for example, that what

distinguishes such-and-such a house is that in front of it there is a

tree having this or that characteristic. The house and the tree are

concomitants for a certain duration. This and similar inferences

proceed from one concomitant to the other; they are specific and

particular, yet they are not analogical,

132, Muslim thinkers have renounced the logicians’ methods and

held the indicant to be that which yields a conclusion and leads to

what is sought to be proven. Knowledge of the indicant entails

knowledge of that which is sought to be proven. When it is subject to

sound reasoning, the indicant leads either to certitude- or to high

probability. These thinkers have disagreed amongst themselves

ijf
1

Sflvh&n (a l*o known as Sams) is a river in Turkey that passes through the city of

Adana and flows into the Mediterranean south-west of Adana. The location of Isyhan
is to the east Of Sayhan and ii fk>w& irllO the western side of the Gulf of Aiesandretta.

Cf the description of Ylqi'it, Mu'jam pl-Bulitan, ii. 196, in 293-4,
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one premiss, namely, that this particular beverage is an inebriant, if

he is told that this beverage is prohibited, he may respond by

enquiring into the proof for its prohibition, whereupon the reasoner

will answer: the proof is that it is an mebriant. This is ail that is

needed.

138. Likewise, two persons may disagree on whether or not a

certain kind of beverage is an i nefrriant, People often do enquire

about certain beverages, for someone may not know whether or not

a particular beverage is an mebriant, but may know that all inebriants

are prohibited. If he establishes, by means of a reliable report or

other evidence, that a particular beverage is an mebriant, then he

will know that it is prohibited. The same applies to all species and

particulars whose subsumption tinder a universal proposition, which

has a known Judgement, is doubtful, Art example in point is the

disagreement amongst people whether or not backgammon and chess

are forms of gambling, 1 whether the controversial date-wine is or is

not an inebriant* whether or not taking vow's (nidhr)
2 and taking

oaths of divorce (taffiq) and of freeing slaves (atdq)~ are subsumed
under God's statement: ‘God has ordained for you the absolution of

your oaths’;
4
they also disagree on whether the reference in God’s

statement \ . . unless he makes remission in whose hand is the

marriage tie’
5

is to the husband or to the fully qualified guardian (ai-

wali al-m usiacfilP) ; and other such examples.

135. An inference may require two premisses in the case of a

person who does not know that the mebriant, controversial date-

wine, is prohibited and that this particular beverage is an inebriant

He will not know that it is prohibited unless he first knows that it Ls

an inebriant and that every inebriant is prohibited. He may also

know that a particular beverage is an inebriant, and that every

inebriant is alcoholic, but he may not know that the Prophet, may
God praise him, prohibited alcoholic beverages, because he may

13s
1

In this connection see Ibn Taymiyya’s tract RisSlat Tukrlm a}-Nurd mtt-Shairanj
t

T- 35‘

Nidhr is a religious, oath 10 perform 9 permissible aci (fil mubilh) out of piety. See
furjanl, Ta'rffHU, 215, &.v. nidhr. On the legal eiassifkaiioia of acts as permissible,

recommended, obligatory, reprehensible, and forbidden, see Schacht, Introduction-,

no— t.

'

‘^4? conslitutes a language by which a slave is freed without conditions affecting
ite contract of his manumission or his legal capacity as a ftcedman. Sec Tfehanawi,
Kmhthaf. ii. 10.1 1, i.w, Vff and 'rsr/dtf.

J
Quran. 66; 2.

Quran, 2; 237.
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have recently converted to Islam or may have been raised among
ignoramuses and heretics who doubt such a prohibition. He may
know that the Prophet, may God praise him, said:

l

AI! inebriants are

prohibited’, and may also know that this particular beverage is

alcoholic, and that the Prophet prohibited alcoholic beverages, but

he may not know that Muhammad is the Messenger of God, or that

the Messenger forbade all Muslims to drink these substances, He
may think that the Messenger allowed their consumption to some

Muslims, including himself, Or he may think that he allowed its

consumption for medicinal purposes, etc. It is not sufficient for this

person to know that intoxicating wine is categorically prohibited,

Rather, he needs to know that it is inebriating, that it is alcoholic,

that the Prophet, may God praise him, prohibited all inebriants, that

Muhammad is indeed the Messenger of God—so he prohibits what

God prohibits—and that he categorically prohibited wine and allowed

it neither for medicinal purposes nor for pleasure.

140. Furthermore, what demonstrates the invalidity of confining

inferences to two premisses is the logicians" definition of the

syllogism— which encompasses the apodictic, rhetorical, dialectical,

poetic, and sophistic—namely, that it is an argument 1 formed of

statements,^ or one representing a combination of statements which,

if admitted as valid, another statement results therefrom.
1 They

argue: 'We have said "of statements"" in order to exclude a single

proposition which in itself entails the truth of its obverse and the

obverse of its contradictory as well as the falsehood of its contra-

dictory; such a proposition does not constitute a syllogism. We have

not said "formed of premisses” because, we cannot define a premiss

gwc premiss unless it is a part of the syllogism; if we include it in the

definition of the syllogism, the definition will be circular,’
1 When a

140 1

Literally, q&ivt, i.e. ‘Statement
1

.

* Ibn STn i1 . Najat, 6$: ‘ak-qiyAs <|awl mu'ullnf min aqwaP, llaial is, qiyas is an,

argument—of i 11 Il'pliill consisting of statements. Note the use of the plural eqaral,

rather than (tie dual qawfaytn hkilrtU, t. 421-3 (English trans., 1301-131, Similarly,

Gltiizill, MatfSsid, 67, slates; 'wal-qiyas 'ibira "an aqiwn' (aqw&l » aqdw(i), Cf.

Aristotle, Aaaiytica Priora, 42*32: ' it is clear that a syllogistic 'Conclusion tottows,

from two prernhsea and not from more than two".
3

Aristotle, Analyika Prior® , 24*181 idem, Topics
t
100*25. Joseph, Introduction,

22,5,
1
Hie first part of this passage is a dose reproduction of Qutb aPDln al-RM, Tahtit,

139, The whole passage seems lo be a summary of the sources from which Tah&cutwi

derived his technical dchnilioRof^ See his Km-ksMf, ii. ip, .See also Ibn
rAl al-

ftaaa. Shark ot-Ghurra, 83; Ghawli, Mi'y&r, 1311; Fakhr al-DJn aJ-Razi, f.ubdh at*

hhdrdi . JO— 1 , Armdi, Mubin
„ 64

.
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declarative statement is part of a syllogism, they call it a premiss, but

if it is the result of a syllogism, they call it a conclusion. 5 When it is

detached from a syllogism, they call it a proposition.* It is called a

proposition, although it may also be called a conclusion or a premiss?

The declarative statement is a predicate, but not the subject-

predicate used in the technical vocabulary of the grammarians. The

former is more general than the latter. The [grammarians
1

)
subject-

predicate exists only as a nominal sentence., whereas a [logical]

proposition may be a nominal as well as a verbal sentence, as, for

example, in the statement: Zayd has lied, and he who lies deserves

to be rebuked.’

141 r The point here is that by 'statement’-— in their postulate that

“a syllogism is an argument formed of statements’—they meant a

proposition which is a complete declarative statement, not an

individual word which is a single term* since a syllogism contains

three terms (httAud), the minor, the middle, and the major. It may,

for instance, be said: wine, about which a legal ruling has not been

established, is an Enebriant, and ail inebriants are prohibited. Wine,

incbriants, and prohibition, each is an individual word which is a

term in a syllogism. But this is not what they meant by statement

{qawt)\ as they have explained it, they meant that each proposition

(qadiyya) is a statement,
1

142. They hold that the syllogism Is an. argument formed of

statements which, once admitted as valid, entail another statement,
1

What is entailed is the conclusion; it is a proposition, a predicate, a

complete sentence, but not an individual word. This is why they

have maintained that a syllogism Es a composite postulate (qawlun

mu'attafuny and have called the totality of the two propositions an

argument.
2

If they assert that a syllogism is formed
L

of statements’,

which are propositions, then what is meant 3s not only two statements,

because the plural refers to two or more— as in God’s statement:

, if he has brothers, then to his mother a sixth
1— or three or

5 Takhr aJ-Din ii-RiZi, Lubfib dt-hhtircii, 30- E.

I!>ad.

1
GIj&e&II, A/Tydr, 131,

141
1

I brt
r

AEl a]-RJL£, Shark abGhmra, 55-7, 83 i Baghdadi, Mu'tabar, i. toy-8,

in-

142
1

Sec par. f4t.ii, nn . l-%, above.
' St-c pan 140, n. 1 , above.

Quran, 4: ti: ’

fit 'in kina iahv ikliwii fa-Ei-umniihir aJ-suds'. The share of ih« mother
is usually a ibird of her deceased son"i estate except when he had two or more
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more. According to the majority of scholars, the latter is the plural.

However, the genus of number may have been meant* and thus the

reference would be to two or more* and the plural would not be

restricted to two* If they argue: ‘A syllogism is formed of statements',

thereby meaning the genus of number, then what is meant is two or

more. So it is possible for a syllogism to be formed of three or four

premisses, and not just two. On the other hand* if they mean the

real plural, a syllogism would consist of three premisses or more. As

they certainly did not mean this, there remains only the former

[alternative].

143. If it is said that they admit of this [alternative] and argue that

‘We hold that a syllogism consists of at least two premisses but there

may be more
1

,
then we reply that this is contrary to what you have

recorded in your own books where you admit of only two premisses.

They have declared that a syllogism leading to a conclusion, be it

categorical, or conditional, may not. consist of less than or more than

two premisses. They have justified this by arguing that the synthesized

conclusion contains no more than two parts, the subject and the

predicate. If the Inference is conjunctive, then each of the conclusion's

two parts must correspond to one of the premisses; that is, each part

is either a subject or a predicate in the two premisses, but will not be

identical with either premiss.
3 They maintain: ‘The conclusion

consists of no more than two parts, and therefore it presupposes no

more than two premisses. However, when an inference is conditional,

it must contain either a hypothetical or a disjunctive premiss that

corresponds to all the parts of the conclusion or to its contradictory.

It must also contain a conditional premiss,, but there is no need for a

third.’"

144. They argue; ‘Under a syllogism an additional statement may

be joined to the two premisses: it may be either related or unrelated

to the syllogism, A statement related to the syllogism serves to

facilitate and improve the argument or to elucidate one or both

premisses/ They call this a compound syllogism (qiyas mumkkab'f

bmtiicrs (or anon). The plural form ikhwa (bimhere) is tltus taken as two 01 more, nut

three or ftuire, ns would antinanly tic the case in Arabic, On the shares of (Tie mother
Sue Ibu dl-BstSaz, al-Jdmt al-Waffo f

vi 453.

*413.

1

I bn Sini, Ish&rdi, t. 42# ff
.
(English (rang., 133-4.I: Gha^HII, M&qesid, 68; Ijl,

Shark al-Ohttrra, 199-301,
' he Shark al-Qhurra, 201-2, 224 ff.; Jurpani, Hdskiya, MO-

144
1 On compound syllogism or sorites see Ibn Sina, Najot, 86-7; RazJ, Tahrtr,

164-5: G'hazali, Maq&sid, 96-9, See also Brennan, Handbook, 76-9, and Introduction,

Part I, Section 7, above,.
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attribute of a thing; or, if you will, the affirmation or denial of the

relation of the predicate to the subject, or similar expressions

which point to a single meaning intended by the proposition. If the

conclusion is that wine is or is not prohibited
„
or that man possesses

or does not possess sense perception + etc.* then what Es sought is the

affirmation or denial of the wine's prohibition or of man’s possessing

sense perception* When a premiss bears a relation to that which is to

be proven* then what is sought after will be attained. The statement

wine is an alcoholic beverage” bears a relation to the conclusion; so

does the statement ‘man is an animal* . If one knows that all alcoholic

beverages are prohibited but has doubts whether or not the contro-

versial wine is identified as an alcoholic beverage by the Lawgiver,

and if it is said that wine is prohibited because it was established in

the Sahih that the Prophet* may God praise him, said: "All inebriants

are alcoholic’,
1

then the proposition—-namely, our statement 'The

Prophet, may God praise him, said: “All inebriants are alcoholic” ’

—

results in the prohibition of wine, although his statement itself

encompasses an additional proposition. But this inference presup-

poses certain premisses in the mind of the hearer; namely, that what

has been authenticated by the traditionists necessitates the belief that

the Prophet, may God praise him, has said this, and that what the

Prophet has prohibited is forbidden, etc. If wre needed to mention all

that upon which knowledge [of the conclusion
]
depends,, even though it

may be known, the premisses would exceed two, if not ten.

147, If one is to follow their lead, then any person who reasons on

the basis of a statement from the Prophet, God praise him, roust say:

'The Prophet forbade such-and-such, and what he forbade is prohib-

ited, and therefore, such-and-such is prohibited,
1 Or he must say:

‘The Prophet made such-and-such an obligation, and whatever the

Prophet renders as obligatory must be so, and therefore, such-and-

such is obligatory.
1

if one is to prove the prohibition against marrying

one's own mother or daughters, one need say; ‘God has forbidden

this in the Quran, 1

and whatever God forbade is prohibited.
1
Likewise,

if one is to prove on the basis of God’s statement It i$ the duty of ail

men towards God to come to the House as pilgrims'" that prayer,

146
5

It is twt clear lo which nf the Iwn Stthiks I bn Tnymiyya is referring. However,

the hadOh appears in both; sec par. 52, n. 3, above.

14?
1

See Quran, 4: aj-
: Quran, 3: f}.
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payment of alms-ta*. and pilgrimage are obligatory, then one must

maintain that in His Book God made pilgrimage obligatory, and

whatever God makes an obligation is obligatory. Intelligent people

consider such statements to be faltering, stammering, and superfluous,

explaining the obvious,

148, Such prolixities in their inferences are useless and resemble

their overextended discourse about definitions; for example, they

define the sun as a star which rises during the daytime,
3

Such state-

ments are nothing but a waste of time; they are tiresome for the

mind and replete with gibberish. Those who adopt their definitions

and demonstrations remain in disagreement amongst themselves

concerning matters apprehended by means other than their define

tions. They are also in disagreement concerning the demonstration

of matters which do not require their demonstration.

149, They also maintain; ‘The conclusion consists of no more than

two parts, and therefore it presupposes no more than two premisses.'
1

We reply: if you mean that the conclusion consists of no more than

two individual terms, this will not be true, for it may be expressed by

means of several terms. For example, if someone is unsure whether

wine is prohibited by revelation, or permitted by either revelation or

analogy, he may be told that ‘revelation prohibits wine'. The

conclusion here has three parts. Likewise, if he asks
*

1$ consensus

conclusive evidence?
1

the answer will be ‘Consensus is conclusive

evidence*. The conclusion here has three parts. If he asks: ‘Is or is

not man corporeal, sensible, growing, wilfully moving, and rational?’*

what is required to be proven here is six parts,
2

150, On the whole* the subject and predicate
1

constituting a

declarative statement may be a sentence composed of two terms, or

of several terms if its content encompasses many components; for

example, the statement of God, the Exalted: ‘And the Outstripped,

the first of the Emigrants and the Helpers, and those who followed

148 J See pars. 9, n. s. and1

135, a. 1, above,

I4f
1

Sec pars. 143 n. I, amt 140, on- 1-3, above,
1

Alt the editions, as well as the Leiden manuscript have it as "sia parts', although

Only Jive are enumerated. In light ot Lhe second sentence of par. IJS, this seems to he a

ifiBlake.

15K»
1 Arabic reserves two sets of terms for English 'subjoCI’^prcdkaCe'; the first-

muhtuda "(khahar^ is grammatical and the second, inawiiii'-'maiifHiit. is logical. I bn
Taymiyya uses both sets here. Since English maintains no such terminological dis-

tinction, I have assimilated the translation of I he two and rendered them as ‘subject

and predicate". See I bn TumEus, hladkhd. 33, and MaimortHtea, M&qSk, 40.
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them in good-doing—-God will be well pleased with them and they

will be well pleased with Him*;
2
or His statement, the Exalted: 'The

believers and those who emigrate and struggle for the sake of God

—

those have hope of God’s compassion
1

;

3 and His statement: 'And

those who have believed afterwards and emigrated., and struggled

with you—they belong to you
1

,

4
as well as other components the

grammarians call adjectives, coordinate conjunctions, adverbs of

manner, of place, of time, etc,

151, If the proposition encompasses many components, it will

then be formed not of two but rather of several words and meanings.

But should it be argued that the conclusion consists of only two

meanings, which may be expressed in either two or more words,

then we say: this is not true, for it may consist of one, two, or several

meanings, depending on what the person—Le. the reasoning thinker

and learned dialectician asking the question—seeks to prove. Each

of them may seek one, two, or many meanings; and expressing what

he seeks to prove may be done in one, two, or more words. If he

asks:: 'Is wine prohibited?' he will be answered ‘Yes'. This single

word will suffice to answer him, It would equally suffice to say: it is

prohibited,
1

152. The logicians may argue: 'A proposition may contain within

it more than one proposition, as in the example you have mentioned

about man, 1 This single proposition contains five propositions which

require five conclusions. The propositions contained are: Is or is not

man corporeal? Does or does not man possess sense perception?

Does or does not man grow? Does or does not man move? Is or is

not man rational? And concerning wine. Is it or is it not prohibited?

And if it is prohibited is it prohibited on the basis of revelation or

analogy?' We answer: if you accept this, that is, if you hold that one

may imply plurality, then a single word may encompass the meaning

of a proposition. If someone asks ‘Is the inebriating wine prohibited?
1

he may be answered ‘Yes'. The word ‘yes
1

implies that what is said is

It is prohibited
1

. If he asks ‘What is the evidence for its prohibition?
1

then he wifi be told: It is the prohibition of all insebriants
1

, or that

'all inebrants are prohibited', in addition to the statement of the

J Quran, 9: 100.
3
Quran,, j: 115,

" Quran, S: 75.

1£2 The example is given, in par- S 49 above.
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isses when it appears in the proof, thus yielding several syllogisms—is

purely arbitrary. This claim is no better than saying; ‘The governing

principle concerning a conclusion is that it must be one term, and its

indicant one part. If what is to he proven is more than one part^ then

it should be made into two, three, four, or more conclusions, in

accordance with its signification/ This view, assuming it has been

held, is better than theirs, on the ground that the term denoting the

indicant is singular, and a syllogism is an indicant, thus its meaning

must be singular ,

l

155, The term qiyas involves measurement, as when you say T
measured (<frrtu) such-and’Such by means of such-and-such-

1 A
measurement is effected when one thing is used as a measure. If two

or three things are used as measures, there will be two or three

measurements, not one; these measurements constitute more than

one syllogism. The logicians
1

view that what exceeds two premisses

represents more than one syllogism, while that which encompasses

less than two represents only a half, not a complete,, syllogism is pure

convention and has no rational foundation.
1
This view is similar to

their arbitrary distinction between essential and accidental attributes

which are inseparable from quiddity and existence.
2

156, It is clear, therefore, that these logicians have not based what

they call definition and demonstration upon an existing reality or

upon a rational matter. Rather, they have based it upon mere

convention, as in the case of the disagreement among scholars

concerning whether the cause is a name for that which necessitates

an effect so that in no circumstance does one occur without the

other—and thus it is open neither to refutation (naqid) 1 nor to

particularization {takhfts)
2—or whether the cause is a name for that

154
1

Cf Ibn Sin a, Najfo, 94.

155
1

Sec par. 169, n. i, below. For the conventional nature of Greek logic, see

Introduction, Part I, Section 2, above.
2
For a critique of the distinction between essence (dhto) and inseparable accident

{ 'amdi lazim), sm Introduction, Pan I. Section i, and pars. 35 -6, _t& above.

1 Naqd in t|ie sens® found here refers exclusively to (be refutation of t.'ouxLeu-

siveness (see par. 61, n. 4, above) whereby a certain cause is shown to produce no

effect. Taltinanvi, KmSuMf, »L ijin, and Jurjanl, 219, s.v. n&qd, lbn Aqll,

Kittib nl-hldut. 56 ft.

2 Fsrikulsdtution of the cause represents a qualified form of Refutation (n*fd).

Whereas in the latter the alleged cause is intrinsically incapable of producing any effect,

in the former the cause produces no effect because of an obstacle or an impediment

(mdHf). See Jurjani, Ta'rtfSt, 4b, s.v. tnkhsis ol-'illa: Tahdnawf, Kmhshaf, i. 43 1, ii.

tJlO-Sl, s. vv. takhkis di- ittil ftEkl Wiqd.
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which entails the effect, but which effect may not simultaneously

occur because of the absence of a necessary condition or because of

an existing impediment (mdm').* It is also similar to the convention

laid down by dialecticians, some of whom give the name indicant
1

(dalil) to that which absolutely necessitates what is indicated (madluf),

provided no opposing indicant exists. Others use indicant’ to mean

that which necessitates what is indicated, although the two may not

occur simultaneously because of the absence of a necessary condition

or because of an existing impediment. Dialecticians also disagree on

whether the reasoner must, when discussing the indicant, identify

the opposing indicant generally or in detail when possible—or re-

frain front identifying it at alt, or identify it generally but not in

detail.

157. These are matters of convention and coinage just like the

words that people agree to use in Order to express what is in their

minds; they are not, as the logicians claim in their logic, self-evident

truths that are rationally agreed upon by all nations. Those jurists

and dialecticians who disagree on the cause and the indicant are

closer to reason than the logicians who claim that proof consists of

only two premisses, for this is choosing one number [of premisses] in

favourof another on no justifiable grounds. The jurists and theologians

have taken into consideration the fixed attributes in the cause and

the indicant, attributes that are either complete or sufficient. What
the latter have held is closer to truth and reason than the purely

arbitrary considerations of the logicians

.

158. Accordingly, intelligent and learned men have described their

logic as being conventional, laid down by a Greek .

1

Intelligent men

find no need for it, nor do they depend on it for the acquisition of

knowledge. Moreover, this acquisition does not depend on the

expressions used in their language, such as philosophy 1 sophistiki^

anulytika^ theofagia, katigoria
,
and other terms by which they express

their meanings. Mo one argues that the generality of intelligent

people have a need for this language, especially those people whom
God has blessed with the knowledge of one of the noblest of

languages which comprises the highest degree of eloquence and

which elucidates in the briefest and most perfect manner that which

the mind conceives,

3 On mam' see preceding note and the sources died therein.

<5* '

i e. Arislotte,
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159, This is the argument that Abu Said al-Sir3fl adduced in his

celebrated debate with Malta the philosopher,
1 When Marta com*

p!imeme d logic and claimed that intelligent people need it, Abu
Sa'id responded that there is no need for it, and that the need is

rather for learning the Arabic language; for meanings are instinctive

and intellective, and in need of no special convention, while Arabic

is needed in order to understand meanings that must be learned.

That is why learning the Arabic language—-upon which, the under-

standing of the Quran and the traditions depends— is, unlike logic, a

religious obligation whenever such obligation can be fulfilled by the

individual Muslim.

160, The argument of the more recent scholars that the study of

logic is a religious obligation incumbent upon those who are able to

undertake it, and that it is one of the conditions which must be met

in order to interpret the Law, 1

is indicative of both their ignorance of

the Law* and the uselessness, of logic. The absurdity of this claim h
necessarily (idtiramn) known2 from the religion of Islam: the

Companions and those who followed them willingly—the choice of

the community—and the leaders of the Muslims, knew what their

obligations were and how their knowledge and faith were to be

perfected long before Greek logic became known. How then can it

be argued that a science not validated by logic cannot be trusted,
3
or

IS>
1

Soe the lent of live debate in Tawhldt, al*fmta wal-Ma'anta/t, 1. 104-43 fthc
Eolith Night), «nd Margoliouth, ‘The Discussion between Abu Bi«hi Matt* arid Abu
Su'id il-Sirafi’, 91-110 (English trams., j 11-29); EJ*ima.ni-lwial, Logique, 61 ff.

,

149-63. An analysis of the debate may be found in jfetuhsin Mnhdi, ‘Language and
Logie in Classical Island, 5J-H3. For the biography of Abu B-ishr Malta Ibn Yunus see

Qifti, Tarikh, 323, an<t Reseller, Deveiopmtrtf, 119-22 and pas&itn\ for dial of Atofl.

Said pt-SirdF, see Ihn al-Nadlim, FihmL 93.

ufo
1 The reference here rs to such -philosophers as Ihn Rushd who argued that the

study of philosophy Hind logic is decreed by divine law, In fact, according to him, the

study of the ‘books of ancients
4

and the art of rational reasoning is a legal obligation

incumbent upon Muslims. See his Fast ul-Maq&ly 6, tl, 30 (English trans., 44-5, 48,

63), This attitude comes quite close So She well-known stance of GhaiSLl when he

declared his mistrust of site religious knowledge and learning of scholars who do not

study logic. Ghazali, Mustnsfa > i. 10; cff. idem, Qist&s, 1.5 ff. See also Ihn Ham, Taqrfb,

131-1; and Goldahcr, ‘Attitude of Orthodox Islam
1

, itth, where the exegele al-Murst

(died probably in 655^157) is said to have argued lhal the Quran contains references to

logic, mathematics, medicine, astrology, etc.
5

That is, such knowledge n Hclf-cviifcm and non- inferential, On immediate ( 4arun)

knowledge, see par. 137, n. 3, above.

This is a clear reference to the famous statement of GhazSlf in the opening pages of

his See the hast note to this paragraph.
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that natural intelligence cannot, in most cases, operate correctly

without logic?
4

161. They may argue: 'We are not saying that people need the

expressions of the logicians, but they do need the principles by which

the sciences are validated/ We respond: there is no doubt that the

unknown can be found out only by means of that which is known,

and people need to validate what they do not know on the basis of

what they do know, This is one of the validating criteria (rmzan) that

God revealed when He said: ‘God it is who sent down the Book with

the truth and the Balance (Mfjtfn)’
1 and when He also said: ‘Indeed,

We sent Our messengers with the clear signs, and We sent down
with them the Book and the Balance (Mtzan).'2 Such [criteria] exist

in this and other religious communities who have never heard of the

logic of the Greeks. It is thus established that people do not need the

logical principles which the logicians have expressed in their own
language; namely, their discourse concerning secondary mtelligjbles.

For the subject of logic is the secondary intelligible^ in so far a* these

lead to the knowledge of that which is unknown; logic investigates

the states of secondary intelligibles, which are the relations fixed in

quiddities in so far as these relations are absolute such that they

make possible the realization (tohjil) of what is not realizable (ma

foysa bi-fy&fil), or they may be helpful in doing so in a universal,

though not a particular, way r

J They claim that, in examining the

genus of the indicant,, the logician does the same as the legal theore-

tician who examines a legal indicant and its degree of strength,

distinguishes between legal and non-Iegal indicants, and examines

the strength of indicants in order to give preponderance to the strong

over the weak when they stand in opposition. They maintain that a

logician examines absolute proofs which are more universal than

legal proofs, and distinguishes between proofs and pseudo-proofs,

They also claim that the relation of their logic to meanings is

4
This stems to be in response to statement* such as those made by Farabi, Taksil> 4

(English Irani.
„ 14) ,

arid Ihn Sina, Nafdi. 43, 99, and Hess directly by Baghdad!,

Mu labor, i. 7. See afcso Sahmwardi, Hikmut ai-lshr&q, i&.

] Quran, 43 r 17.
?

Quran, 42: 25.
-l The Arabic text here reads as follows: ‘wa-hiya nlnisab aMh&niya IL[-m£hiyy£l min

haythu hiya nmilaqa ' u rid li Luba in kfinat musila'. ul-Radd. 179, has the same wording,

fijwepl 'al-nitib abthibita" in lieu of 'al-lhAniya', which was already anticipated by

Nashshar (Jahd
f 277), who also found She text incomprehensible and who pve She

plausible alternative: '*L-th£bita lil-rn&biyyat min haythu hiya mQsiia . . /.
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known to the Jews and Christians. This Alexander went to Jerusalem

but did not, according to those who know his history, reach Sudd.'
4

He was a polytheist who worshipped idols. So were Aristotle and his

folk. But the Two-Horned one was a monotheist and believed in

God, arid lived before Alexander the son of Philip. Those who call

the latter Alexander call him Alexander the son of Darius [as well].
5

167. Thus, the views of those philosophers became widespread

among people lacking in reason and religion, such as the Karmatians

and the Bat inis, whose doctrine combines the philosophy of the

Greeks with the religion of the Magians, although outwardly they

adhere to the religion of Rafd,
] Of the same stock are the ignorant

mystics and speculative theologians. Being heretics and hypocrites,

they find fertile ground in an ignorant (jahiliyya) environment which

is far from knowledge and faith* They also find wide acceptance

among hypocritical heretics, as well as among the polytheistic Turks.

They always find acceptance among the heretical and hypocritical

enemies of God and of His Messenger.

168. Now, our discussion will revolve around their doctrine

—

whose weakness is known— that in every inference there must be no

more and no less than two premisses. Since they have realized that

an inference may need more than two premisses or be restricted to

one, they have argued that under a syllogism there may be subsumed

an additional statement, namely, a third premiss over and above the

first two, The addition may be for an invalid reason or it may be for

a valid one, such as for the purpose of clarifying, the two premisses.

They call this a compound syllogism (qiyas murakkab), and argue

that it encompasses a number of syllogisms constructed in order to

reach more than one conclusion, although in themselves these syl-

logisms lead to only one conclusion. They say:
lOne of the two

premisses may be suppressed because it is well known or even for no

1

Cf. Stufmwl ot-t'nqad, i(ni-|. Sudd is said m be located near Rayy. On the

alleged convention between Sudd's inhabitants- and Alexander the Great, sec YHtjflt,

Mujam al-Bulddn .. iii. 1 1>7 ft. In Naqri id-Man tiq, tyi, Alexander the son of Philip is

reported to have reached the
1

lands of the Persians" but not the 'lands of the Turks’.

‘More important, al-Sudd in Md becomes ai-aadd (dam) in Naqd al-Mantiq, and this

dam is reported not to have been built by the son of Philip.

* Sec, in general, Maqdisl, al-Bad* wafoTa'rtkh, iii. 15a El.; [bn sl-Nadim, Fi/tripi,

m-
167

1 The RafkJis. the followers of the 'religion of Raid', are the Shi'is who rejected

(rafadu) the Itaiiniate of AM Rakr anti 'Umar. Further on this sect and its name, see

Iher af-Murtada, aj-Mmya, 93 ft-; Shorter Encyclopaedia 0/ folium, s.v. RAfidiles
1

(by

J, H- Kramers),
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comitant with the latter 00 !y by means of a middle, for the middle

follows the word 'because , . ,\ This is the view of the logicians.
1
Ibti

Sim and others have discussed the qualities {sifat) which are con-

comitant with that which is qualified (mmvfti/) and have argued that

some of the qualities are obviously concomitant. They have used this

argument to respond to those among their associates who distinguish

between what is essential and what is necessary to the quiddity by

maintaining that, unlike an essential attribute * a necessary attribute

needs a middle, Against Ibn Slnl they argued that many necessary

qualities, whose concomitance {luzum)
2

is so obvious, need no

middle;
3
for them, the middle term is the indicant (daiil).

A

174. Some people think that the middle term is that which occupies

a middle position between the immediate and mediate necessary

J attributes] in the thing itself. This, however, is false, although what

is sought after becomes obvious in either case,
3 We say; if the

connection between a necessary attribute arid its concomitant is self-

evident and is in no need of a middle term, then forming a concept

of the attribute and its concomitant would be sufficient for knowing

that the former is affirmed of the latter. Should they share a middle

term whose concomitance with them is obvious, then there would be

no need for a second middle. But if one of the two concomitants is

not self-evident, then a middle term would be needed. If neither is

self-evident, then two middle terms would be needed. In order to

express such a middle, a single premiss would be sufficient. Should

one enquire about the proof for the prohibition of an inebriating

wine, it should be argued that it has been authentically reported that

the Prophet, may God praise him, said: "Every inebriant is alcoholic"

or "Every inebriant is prohibited
1

. This middle, namely, the statement

of the Prophet, may God praise him, does not need a middle term

for the believer to know that for him inebriants are prohibited. The

conclusion that the wine in question is prohibited because inebriants

are prohibited needs no middle term either, for everyone knows that

if all inebriants are prohibited, then this particular, controversial

wine will also be prohibited. Every believer also knows that whenever

173
1 Ibn SM. Ish&tSti i. 210 (English trans., 56).

2
That is, such attributes are dearly necessary io quiddity.

J
Ttisi . Shark at-IshUr&i, L 209 ff.

4
See Amidi. Mtfiln, 74, and par. 42, n. 2, above.

174
s The meaning nf the preceding Ewo sentences, and consequently the whole

paragraph, is rtoi completely clear to me. 1 have, therefore, given a literal translation of

it
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the Prophet, may God praise him, prohibits a thing, then that thing

becomes prohibited. If it Is maintained that the evidence for wine's

prohibition is its inebriating quality , and if one knows that a beverage

is an ineb riant and that all inebriants are prohibited, then one will

submit that it is prohibited. But one may forge i, or may be ignorant

of, its being an inebriant. Also, if one said ‘Because it is an alcoholic

beverage’, one would be admitting that it is an alcoholic beverage,

and thus its prohibition would be affirmed. Should one admit its

prohibition after one has denied it, then one would realize this after

having been ignorant of it or would remember it after having forgotten

it, for not oil things that one knows can be committed to memory.

175. The logicians have disagreed on whether two premisses are

sufficient to yield knowledge of the conclusion or whether a third

premiss 1 must be included. The latter view was held by Ibn Sma and

other philosophers. They argued that a person, may know that mules

do not procreate, but yet he may forget this. Thus, he may see a

mule with an inflated abdomen, and may ask: "Is this mule pregnant

or not?
> He will be answered: 'Don’t you know that this Is a mule?’

Having answered in the affirmative, he will then be asked: ‘Don't

you know that mules do not procreate?’ He will reply in the affirmative

.

Ibn Sina said: ‘Only then will he remember that this mule cannot

procreate ,'2

176, [Fakhr al-DTn] al-Razi and others disagreed with Ibn Sina

and have argued that his view is not tenable, the reason being that if

a premiss is subsumed under one of the two [original] premisses but

is different from the two premisses, then it will constitute a distinct

premiss which must entail a conclusion. The manner of joining it to

the two [original] premisses would then be the same as that of

joining the second to the first. This [process] will ultimately lead to

the subsumption of an infinite number of premisses. However, if the

premiss is not known to be different from the two [original] premisses,

then it cannot be a condition (j/uirr) for yielding a conclusion t because

a condition must be different from what is conditioned (mashrut).

Since there is no difference here, it is therefore not a condition. The

example of the mule may he valid only when one premiss, the minor

or the major, is present in the mind. But when both become present

in the mind, we cannot admit of any doubt concerning the conclusion .

1

175
1 Literacy: ‘a third malter’ (omr thaiith}.

'
The entire paragraph seems to have ‘teen taken fiom Rizl, Af44$*$j4i(

p 315.

17#
1 This passage is an almost verbatim quotation from RM. Muhassat, 30.
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other than those who first reported the matter. The Quran and the

Surma which people transmitted on the authority of the Messenger

reached the community, especially in the second and third centuries,

by means of persons other than those who first reported them. The
first transmitters had had their own Quran teachers and traditionists

T

and: so had the later transmitters; the first transmitters were the

mediators, the middle link between the later transmitters and the

utterances and deeds of the Prophet, and they were the ones who led

the later transmitters to this knowledge by reporting and teaching it

to them. This is also the case concerning knowables that are acquired

by means of the intellect or sense perception when someone points

or leads to them.

180. As for those who have held that the middle term of the

necessary quality is the middle affirmed of the object qualified, they

are wrong on several grounds, as we have explained elsewhere.
1 But

even if we suppose they were correct, the mental middle is more

general than the external middle, just as an indicant is more general

than a cause ( iila). Every cause can lead to an effect ,, but not every

indicant can be a cause in the same thing (ft nafs ai-amr}* Likewise,

any middle of a given thing may be made a middle of that thing in

the mind, and thus it will become an indicant. But the reverse of this

is not tenable, because the indicant entails what is indicated. One
can reason on the basis of a cause that entails an effect as well as on

the basis of a middle that is concomitant with the antecedent and

with which a distant consequent is concomitant,

181, It is therefore obvious that, in either case, the conclusion

might be reached through a single premiss if there were no need for

other premisses, Sometimes, it is not possible to reach a conclusion

except through a number of premisses, in which case they must be

known. Confining the inference to no more and no less than two

premisses is purely arbitrary. This is why you will not find among
intelligent people and authors in various disciplines anyone who
restricts his inference to no more and no less than two premisses,

and who makes an effort at reducing multiple premisses to two and

complementing what falls short of two so that it becomes two. The

exceptions, however, are the Greek logicians and their followers.

But this is not the ease with those who remain faithful to their sound

disposition {film) and follow in the footsteps of people such as the

iSa-
1 par. 174 above.
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Immigrants (Mukajimn), the Supporters (Ansar), and those who
have followed them voluntarily, and the rest of Muslim scholars and

thinkers as well as other religious communities. Nor is it the case

with grammarians, physicians, or geometers, for no one has held

these views save for those who have followed the logicians and

imitated them in the matter of those definitions which consist of

genus and specific difference- They have derived no benefit from the

knowledge they have acquired from the logicians; they learned only

what is false and unnecessary, or harmful and useless., for the logicians*

teachings contain much error and are far too protracted.

182. Since an inference may at times need only one premiss, and

at others two or more, the method of Muslim thinkers has been such

that they set forth those premises that they need and, unlike those

who follow the method of the logicians, do not restrict themselves to

two premisses. In their public writings and speeches, in their intro-

spective reasoning as well as in disputations which aim at leaching,

guiding, and debating with others, they follow' the method I have

just mentioned. So do all sorts of intelligent people from other

religious communities, except for those who have followed in the

footsteps of these logicians,

183. Muslim, thinkers continue to denounce the logicians’ method

and expose iis weaknesses, errors, intellectual inadequacy, and inar-

ticulateness.
1 They have shown that such a method is more likely to

corrupt the rational and linguistic faculties than to set them straight.

They are not willing to adopt it in their own reasoning or in their

scholarly disputations, whether these disputations are conducted

against a friend or a foe,

184. However, the use of this method has become widespread

since the time of Abu Hamid [al-Ghazali], He included in the begin-

ning of his work al-Mustmfii an introduction to Greek logic, and

alleged that the learning of those who do not know this logic is not to

be trusted.
1

in the field of logic, he composed Mi'yar al-l'im
2 and

Mihakk ai'Nazar? as well as a treatise which he entitled al-Qistu.s al-

Masisqtm, where he discussed five rules of inference :

4
the three

categorical syllogisms, the hypothetical conjunctive, and the hypo-

iMj 1

Sec lutimSucfioFJ, Part Ji, above.

I84
1

See Mus/as/J, L 10.

.Uj'yrfr al'ltm. See ]jsl of References below,
' See list of References below.
4
Sec Sff.. 15 ff-, aSffo 33 ff.. ,3.7 ft.. 41 ft,
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thetieal disjunctive syllogism* He changed the terminology used for

these rules and introduced examples he borrowed from the writings

of Muslim scholars. In the latter treatise he maintained that he was

addressing some of the people of Ta'ltm.
5 He also wrote a hook on

the intentions of the philosophers, and another in which he refuted

them and exposed their heresy because they upheld the view of the

eternity of the world and denied that God knows particulars and that

there will be a Day of Judgement, 6 He has shown in the books he

wrote towards the end of his life that the logicians' method is false

and leads to uncertainty. He condemned it more than he condemned
the method of the speculative theologians. Early on in his life he

used to discuss in his works many of the logicians’ views, using their

terminology and other terminology. But towards the end of his life

he went to great lengths to refute them and showed that their

method* which is more erroneous than that of the speculative theo-

logians, contains so much ignorance and heresy that it must be

censured. He died while studying the compilations of Bukhari and

Muslim, The logic he propounded led him nowhere, and has removed

none of the doubt and perplexity which possessed him. To him logic

was to no avail.

185, However t because of what he wrote during his lifetime and

because of other things* many thinkers began incorporating Greek

logic into their fields of study to such an extent that those later

thinkers who followed in the footsteps of the logicians thought that

this logic was the only existing method and that what the logicians

maintained with regard to definition and demonstration was sound

and acceptable to intelligent people. Little did these thinkers know

that intelligent and learned Muslims and others have denounced and

decried it. Muslim thinkers have written many works about logic*

and the majority of Muslims denounce it categorically because of

what they have observed of its [damaging] effects and attendant

consequences, which show the logicians’ views to be contrary to

sound knowledge and faith, views that led them to all sorts of

ignorance, heresy, and error.

186. What we mean here is that the logicians’ claim that all infer-

ences depend on only two premisses is untenable. They call a syllogism

5 On the Tallmfe. see ShahreslanT* Mitat, 147 ft.

^ This he did in. the well- known treatise Tak&fut al-Fatwifa. See list of References

helow.
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in which one of the premisses is suppressed an enthymeme (qiyas ai-

damlr)
1 They argue that the premiss- may he suppressed owing to its

being known or owing to a mistake or for the purpose of falsification

.

2

We respond: if the premiss is known , then it is like any other known

premiss,, and thus suppression of one premiss would have no priority

over the suppression of two, three, or four. Should it be possible to

claim that in an inference which requires one premiss a second

premiss has been suppressed, and that in an inference which requires

two premisses a third has been suppressed, etc.,, then this could go

on ad infinitum. Those who reflect on this matter will find what 1

have said to be true. It is for this reason that men of linguistic

eloquence and erudition, who establish demonstrative proofs and

conclusive postulates in the most intelligible manner, do not resort in

their discourse to the two-premiss [syllogism
J
propounded by the

logicians. Those who follow the latter's method constrict both mind

and tongue in the attainment of knowledge. You will find their

principles to be like their language—they are so shallow and inade-

quate that any intelligent person would reject them.

187. Ya'qub Ibn Ishaq al-Kindi 1 was the leading philosopher of

Islam in his time, (1 mean the philosopher who appeared in Islam,

for philosophers are not Muslims. A prominent judge in our times

was asked: "Is ibn Sina one. of the Muslim philosophers?
1

Thereupon

he replied: 'Islam has no philosophers
1

,) Ya'qub [a.1- Kindi] used to

say, among other things, that
(

non-existence is the absence of the

existence of such-and-such', and similar statements. If some of his

statements, like some of the statements of Ibn Sin ft and others, arc-

found to be intelligible and eloquent, it is because he learned them

from intelligent and eloquent Muslims. Had he otherwise trodden

the path of his predecessors and relinquished what he had learned

from Muslims, his intellect and language would have been like those

of his predecessors,

1 SB. The philosophers' ideas arc adopted mostly by those people

who cannot comprehend what they say; despite their ignorance and

self-deception, these people extol the philosophers. They may under-

ifitf
1

Sec Amidi, Mubin, 74; ct, Ibn Eushd, Tkrte Short Commentaries, 170 (Enjjisll

trans., 63-4).

tbn Reshct, Talkfm Maniiq Aritlu
,

i. 358 Bkcfc, Logic
,
157 if,

*87 ' For the biography of Abu Yusuf Ya'qub ibr> Ishftq al Kindi (d. c. 355/866), see

Qifja, Tarikh, 366-78: fbr* al-Nadtm, fihmt, 357-65. For a general survey of his

philosophy, Sec Falthrv. A History af Mantis Philosophy, 8*-ii2,
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stand some, or most, or even all of what the philosophers hold, but

do not, at the same time, see the truth of the Prophet's Message,

may God praise him; they do not see what sound minds dictate, nor

do they realize that what the generality of intelligent people hold

contradicts what these philosophers propound. These people, having

good faith in these philosophers, were able to understand their

doctrine only after much labour and hardship. Only God knows the

extent to which they fell into the traps of the philosophers
1

errors.

Then, they, like many of the learned men who had initially placed

their trust in the philosophers, were finally saved by God and came
to see the philosophers’ errors. As a result they have withdrawn

from, the philosophers
1
ranks and dissociated themselves from them,

and have even written in their refutation. Those who have not done

so have remained in error. The falsehood of the philosophers’ meta-

physics is obvious to most people. This is why all Muslim thinkers

have declared them heretics.

i%. Some people were confused concerning logic and could not

perceive its nature and attendant consequences. Nor were they aware

of what the generality of scholars have said with regard to the

logicians
1

contradictory views about logic. Although, admittedly, logic

contains obvious matters such as the first figure, these people did not

realize that what truth there lies in logic can be known without the

Logicians, who follow unduly prolonged and thorny roads to the

attainment of that truth. Here we do not wish to expose their errors

concerning what they have affirmed about logic but rather what they

have denied—that is, their claims that no acquired knowledge may

be reached except by means of their [kind of) demonstration, which

h the syllogism.
3

190, They have held that proofs are of three sorts: syllogism,

induction, and analogy. Furthermore, they have claimed that analogy

does not yield certainty and that what does lead to certainty is only

the syllogism which consists of the premisses they have prescribed.
1

We have explained elsewhere that analogy and the categorical syl-

logism are coequal and that, if one yields certain or probable know-

ledge, the other will yield the same knowledge if the subject-matter

is one and the same.
2 What is important is the subject-matter, not

189
1 See par. 41 above amJ the ensuing critique,

19ft
1 Mm Sma, hhardt, L 415. 419 (English trans., 129-30). Ghazall, Afoyditf, 66,

go; Rill, $karh ai-Ghuf.ru , 8s
i Sec e.g, para. 216-29, 292 ft .
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is indicated is affirmed along with the indicant if we know that it

accompanies the indicant at times, but does not do so at others* If

we know this and still argue that what is indicated always accompanies

the indicant, then we shall he violating the principle of contradiction.

193, The concomitance we are speaking of here will result in an

inference in accordance with the form in which such concomitance

occurs. The stronger and more complete and obvious the concomi-

tance, the stronger and more complete and obvious the entailment.

Consider, for example, the created beings that signify the Creator,

glorified and exalted may He be; each and every creature is con-

comitant with its Creator, i.e. they can no more exist without the

existence of their Creator than without His knowledge, power, will,

wisdom, and mercy. Each and every creature signifies all these.

194, If the thing signified is concomitant with the signilier, then

the former must certainty be either equal to, or more general than,

the latter. The stgnifier cannot be more general than the thing signified.

If the logicians argue that in a syllogism one proceeds from the

universal to the particular, then it i$ not the particular which is the

judgement signified. Rather, the particular is that which is charac-

terised and identified as the locus of the judgement. It may be more

specific than, or equal to, its indicant, unlike the judgement which is

the attribute of the indicant and that which describes il; the judgement

can only be equal to, or more general than, its indicant. The judge-

ment is the thing signified which is concomitant with its indicant, and

this last is in turn concomitant with that which is characterized and

identified,

195, When you say *Wine is prohibited because it is an alcoholic

beverage’, its being an alcoholic beverage is the indicant. The latter

is concomitant with wine* and prohibition is concomitant with alcoholic

beverages. In the syllogism consisting of two premisses, you may say;
l

AL| disputed wines are either intoxicants or alcoholic beverages" and

“All alcoholic beverages are prohibited** Now, you have not proceeded

in your inference from the intoxicants, or the alcoholic beverages,

which are universa Is, to the disputed point itself, which is more

specific than both alcoholic beverages and wine. Therefore, this is

not an inference that proceeds from the universal to the particular;

rather* it is from the universal that you have inferred the prohibition

of wine. The logicians argue that since the prohibition of wine is

subsumed under the prohibition of all intoxicants* this would be an

inference that proceeds from the universal to the particular.
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196, The verification of the matter is that what is affirmed of the

universal is affirmed of each of its particulars. Prohibition is more

general than, and is affirmed of, alcoholic beverages, and thus it is

affirmed of each particular falling under alcoholic beverages. There-

fore, this is an inference that proceeds from the affirmation of one

universal to the affirmation of the particulars of another universal.

The aforementioned indicant stands as a particular in relation to that

universal, and as a universal in relation to these particulars. This

they do not dispute, for the indicant is the middle term, and if is

more general than, or equal to, the minor term, whereas the major

term is equal to, or more general than, the middle term, The major

term is the judgement, the characteristic, the predicate; it is the

predicate in the conclusion. The minor term, on the other hand, is

the matter judged, the object of characterization, the subject; it is

the subject in the conclusion.

197, If their view concerning analogy—namely, that if proceeds

from one particular to another 1—is stated in an unqualified manner
as ‘an inference proceeding from a single particular to another’, then

this view is erroneous. In analogy the inference proceeds on the basis

of a middle term, that is, the two particulars having in common the

cause of the judgement, or having the indicant of the judgement

together with the cause. Such an inference is either causal (qiyas

'ilia) or indicational (qiym daldla).
2

198, As to the argumenium a ximiti (qiym shabah ), if it is used,

there will only be two possibilities: the common factor between the

original and the assimilated cases may be either the cause itself or

something which entails the cause. Having in common what entails

the cause does not necessarily entail the judgement common to the

two cases, for this commonality may or may not be conjoined with

the cause. Therefore T wre cannot be certain of the validity of this

argument, since its validity depends on the cause being common to

both the original and the assimilated cases. We cannot be certain of

this commonality unless we know that the two cases share a cause or

share that which is a consequent of such a cause, for the affirmation

of the antecedent entails the affirmation of the consequent, If we
assume that both cases possess in common neither the antecedent

nor the cause itself, then the analogy will certainly be false, because

197
1

I bn STna, JVd/ftr, 93; KM„ Tahrir, 166; Ghaz^lT, Afor/dutf, 90.
2 Far qiyas at-'.'Ufa and qiyds dl^iaMla, see par. 59, n. 1, above.
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the cause will be restricted to the original case; and as long as it is so-

restricted, one cannot know if the analogy is valid,
1

199, The validity of analogy may be ascertained by the non-

existence of differences between the original and the assimilated

cases.
1 The non-existence of differences necessitates that the two

cases possess in common a single judgement, although the cause

itself or its indicant may not be known* Analogy may be made

complete by proving the non-existence of differences or by showing a

common factor Analogy encompasses both types, and both

entail a judgement, Each of them can be cast in the form of a

categorical syllogism in which the judgement is conjoined with the

universal and the universal with its particulars. This is the true

nature of the categorical syllogism. Analogy is not an Inference that

merely proceeds from the affirmation of the judgement in one par-

ticular to its affirmation in another purticular.

300* Should it be asked:
JHow is one to know that the common

factor entails a judgement? 1 We reply: we know this in the same way

that the major premiss in the syllogism is known. The middle term is

the common factor. The coiijoinment of the major term with the

middle term amounts to the conjoinmen t of the judgement with the

common factor, as has already been mentioned. When one particular

is conjoined with* or is an antecedent—and not a consequent—to

another, art inference may proceed front one to the other. If the

necessary connection is that of the essence {’an al-dhat), then the

proof will derive from the essence; but if the connection is based on

an attribute or a judgement, then the inference will proceed from

that attribute or judgement. If is dear then that their restricting

inferences [to the three types they have determined] is erroneous.

198
1

For a different (Hanbaii) view of ar£umeniurn a simili, see [bat Qodima,
Rawdeti at-Nazir, 279 -So.

!9t
1

in legal theory, this type of analogy is known as giyib ft rrM'nd al-asi or umqfh
al-iwndt. It ris an analogy from she nepttve, that is, the si mil,aril y between two things is

determined! on lhe grounds that in certa] n relevant respects the two objects fine not

differetti* For this analogy to be valid, it is not a condition that, the positive, relevant

similarity in the two things be established. Now, ij»s analogy is thought to lead 10

Conclusive knowledge when the absence of any difference between two objects or cases

is established with certainly. For example, a male stave (’flM) is accorded the same
contractual rights of manumission as those of a female stave [ama) on the grounds that

they are not different jit any respect relative to contractual obligations. Tic decision to

accord the same rights is, considered certain. However, when the absence of difference

in nor conclusive, analogy leads. 10 probable knowledge. See Tahanawi, Kashshdf. »,

1396, s.v. tjiydt; Ibtt QudUma, Ramim ai^Ntutr, 249-50.
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201 - AH three types of argument they have distinguished revert to

the aforementioned conjoinment of the indicant with what is indicated.

The categorical syllogism they have elaborated may he cast in the

conditional form., and vice versa. The issue then comes down to one

meaning, namely t the subject-matter of the indicant. One cannot

know this subject-matter through the syllogistic form they have upheld,

If one comprehends the subject-matter in such a way that one realizes

that a certain thing entails another, then one will come to grips with

the process of inference (datata)^ be it cast in a syllogistic form or

not, or formulated in their terminology or not. In fact, the terminology

which the intellects and the language of Muslims have developed is

much better than the logicians’ terminology.

202. The categorical syllogism comes down to one thing entailing

another, and this last entailing yet another— as has been mentioned.

This syllogism is the same as the conditional syllogism, which consists

of [two types j: the hypothetical and the disjunctive. The conditional

hypothetical syllogism is an inference made on the basis of entailment;

it proceeds from the affirmation of the antecedent, which is a pre-

requisite constituting a condition, to the affirmation of the consequent
„

which is an effect constituting an apodosia. It also proceeds from the

denial of the consequent* which is the effect constituting an apodosis,

to the denial of the antecedent, which is a prerequisite constituting a

condition.

203, As for the conditional disjunctive [syllogism], which the legal

theorists cal Classification and Successive Elimination {al-sabr wab

mq.sfm) and the dialecticians call ‘Classification and Examination
1

(ai-mqsim w&l-tardid),* it is an inference which proceeds from the

affirmation of one matter to the denial of another contradictory

matter, or from the denial of the former to the affirmation of the

latter. It consists of four
2
parts; thus, the disjunctive syllogism (manFat

til-jam' wal’khufuww) 7,

constitutes four conditionals; that is, if a thing

is affirmed, then its contradictory is denied, or if its contradictory is

affirmed, then the thing itself is denied, Or, if the thing h denied,

then its contradictory is affirmed, or if its contradictory is denied,

then the thing is affirmed. Positive exclusion proceeds from the

1 On the method of Classification and Successive Elimination, see par. 61 , n. 2,

above

.

1 Cf par. [3d above and notes thereto.

Namely, the first type of the disjwnciive alternative syllogism, as it has already

been cspoujided in par,, ill above.
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affirmation of one thing to the denial of its contraries, both being

mutually exclusive. Negative exclusion, on the other hand, is based

on contradiction and entaiknent; the two contradictories cannot both

be false, and thus they cannot both be denied. The apodosis of

negative exclusion is the existence of one thing that is true and

another that is false, not the coexistence in one thing of truth and

falsehood. Two things* one true and the other false, may entail each

other, though they cannot both be false, because their both being

false violates the Law of the Excluded Middle .

*

204. Generally speakings all things have concomitants without

which they cannot exist, and all have contraries which negate their

existence. Thus the existence of a thing is inferred from the existence

of its concomitant, and its non-existence from the non-existence of

that concomitant. The non-existence of a thing is inferred from the

existence of its contradictory, and from the non-existence of its

contradictory one infers its existence, provided that these two are the

only possibilities involved. They cannot both be non-existent* and

cannot both be existent,
1 Such an inference is the result of knowing

the nature of a thing, its antecedent, and its consequent. When
natural intelligence forms a concept of a thing, it expresses the

concept in a variety of ways and casts it in different forms of inference.

But none of this is restricted to the syllogistic form they have pre-

scribed, nor to what they have called demonstration. They have

asserted that demonstration, must consist of a particular type of

subject-matter; namely, the propositions they have prescribed.
5

They have excluded from first principles what they term estimations

{wahmiyyalf and widespread premisses [maskhurdt).
4 But the rea-

soning of natural intelligence on the basis of these, especially the

former, is superior to its reasoning on the basis of the apodictic prem-

isses they have deemed to be the subject-matter of demonstration.

4
Note that the Arabic of the last few words is; ii'anna iMiftahuini yaqtadi mua'a

wujiidi abshay’t wa,
r

adamihi ma'an' (‘because their boita being false necessitates the

simultaneous existence and non-exisicncc of one and. the same thing').

204
1

Put differently, they cannot both be true and they cannot both be false.

' Ghiizali, Mfydr, 186 ff.; idem, Maq&sict, 101* 102-4 i ftazl, Tahrir, 166-7.
3
Estimations (iwhmiyy&t) arc false propositions that stem from illusion. not sense

perception. Inferences consisting of such premisses arc Jcnown as sophistical. Razi,

Tahrir, ttiU, Ghazni, Moqasid, in.
* Mashkurat are universally accepted propositions, such as the notions that justice is

good and tyranny is b#d. 'Cite philosophers held that unlike a priori propositions, which

are certain, masMmrdt may he false. Rwi, Tahrir, 168; Baghdadi, MuUatrar, L 2©7J

Black, Logic-, 1 4 1 — 3 For a detailed critique of the philosophical position, see at-Rndd,

30- 437 .
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on earth. If the eminent
,
distinguished scholars of all Muslim sects as

well as other learned men and believers have declared the logicians,

in general terms or in detail, to he erroneous and heretical, then it

cannot be that all learned men have accepted their views.

208. Second* their argument has no validity because the philosophy

that was predominant prior to Aristotle and which w-as adopted by

his predecessors was refuted for the most part by Aristotle* who
demonstrated their error. Ibn Sina and his followers also disagreed

with the ancients concerning a number of views the ancients espoused,

and have demonstrated their fallacies. The philosophers' attacks on

each other surpass the attacks of any group against another. Aby al-

Barakat [al~Baghd&dTj
J and his likesr have also seriously criticized

Aristotle; and they maintained that ‘our goal is the truth, not the

fanatic following of a certain man or opinion
5

.

209. Third, the religion of idolaters is older than their philosophy,

and those who followed this religion are far greater in number than

those who followed the logicians. Also older than their philosophy is

the altered religion of the Jews; and the altered religion of the

Christians is close to Aristotle's time. For Aristotle lived about three

hundred years before Christ* so he was a contemporary of Alexander

the son of Philip whose [era] is recorded in the annals of the Greeks

(at-Rum) to which the lews and Christians refer.

210. Fourth, even if we suppose that what they maintain is true,

these sciences are purely rational, and no one can acquire them by

blindly following the authority {taqtid) of others* but only by means

of pure reason. They cannot be validated by revelation, and cannot

he discussed except in purely rational terms. Therefore, if untainted

reason proves something in these sciences to be invalid, then reason

must not be abjured. Those who have adopted these sciences claim

that such sciences are not derived from an. authority in which one

must have faith, but rather from sheer reason. Thus, only unadul-

terated reason should be the ultimate judge in these sciences,

211. They have argued 1
that induction is inferior to syllogism,

that is, to the categorical syllogism, and that analogy is inferior to

induction. 1 They have maintained that unlike induction, which may

108
1 CL Pines, “Studies in Abyl-Bnykii', 264 ff., 285 ff.» 3.toff.

2 Such » NawMbli. See par. 282, ft. 4, below.

in 1 This and the following paragraphs (212-15) are Ibn Taymayya’s summary of the

logicians' views concerning the epi&iemologjcal weakness of analogy -

- See par. 190. n. t, above.
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lead to certainty and in which the matter judged can only he a

universal, analogy leads only to probability and that what is judged

may be a particular .

3 They have held this on the ground that in

induction the universal is judged by that which is found in its par-

ticular. If all particulars are enumerated, then induction will be

complete, as in the judgement that things which move have bodies,

since all the particulars which move, be they inanimate objects,

animals, or plants, are judged by this attribute. An instance of

incomplete induction is the judgement that animals move their lower

jaw when they chew because this [phenomenon] has been found to

be the ease in most instances. It may be that other instances, such as

that of the crocodile, were not surveyed/ Unlike incomplete induction,

which is employed in dialectic, perfect induction is used in certitude,

212. Analogy, however, is assigning to one thing the judgement of

another thing on the ground that both possess a common factor, as

in the example they adduce: The World exists, and therefore it is

eternal just like the Creator’; or, The World is corporeal, and

therefore it is created just like man. ' Analogy consists of an assimilated

case, an original case, a cause, and a judgement. In the aforemen-

tioned examples, the assimilated case is ‘World/ the original case is

’Creator and ’man/ the cause is ’existent' arid ‘corporeal/ and the

judgement is ‘eternal’ and "created ’.
1 They maintain that induction

differs from analogy in that the matter judged in analogy may be

particular, but in induction it is always universal .

2 And analogy, they

have added, does not lead to certainty, because the factor common
to two matters does not necessarily entail that the judgement of one-

matter is applicable to the other, unless it is shown that what is

common to them is a cause of that judgement. But this last can

only be probable, because the rational method by which this is

shown b confined—for those who use it— to Coextensiveness-cum-

Coexclusiveness (tard wtt-'aks) and Classification and Successive

Elimination (sabr wa-taqMm).
1,

' Ibid. See also Tusl, Shark al-lskardt, i. 418; Ghazali, Wfyar, 160-1, 165 ff.; Ibn,

Rus.h.d
7
Tnlkhis Mtmiiq Arinin

,
i. 351-4.

A
Ibn Stas, MM, i. 41 S (English Irant., 127), Tusi, Shark al-hhdrdt. L 41 K;

Ghsazilt, MaqSsid,

ill 1 For the components of analogy see par. ffcs, n- 5, atwve.
1 See n. 3 in ifie preceding paragraph,
1

Fdt Cuulensiwness-cum-Cbexclu'iiiveiiess, see par. til , n. 4; for Classification and
Successive Elimination, see pars. 61, n. 2, and 203 above.
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213, Coextensiveness-cum-Coexcl usiveness is nothing but the con*

joinment of the judgement with the cause in both their presence and

absence. This (principle] is also indispensable in induction, although

it is not applicable to the assimilated case because- what is sought to

be proven is not the assimilated case. Induction will thus be incom-

plete, especially since the cause of the judgement in the original ease

may be composed of the common attributes plus other attributes,

and the cause's presence in these attributes is substantiated, When
the common attribute is found in the original ease, the judgement

will then he established since the cause is complete. On the other

hand, if the attribute is not present, the judgement will not he

present because the cause is absent. In this case, the presence of the

common factor in the assimilated case does not necessarily entail the

affirmation of the judgement therein, because other attributes or a

part thereof may not be present.

214, Classification and Successive Elimination is mainly an argu-

ment in which the attributes in the original case are enumerated, and

then all attributes that prove invalid are eliminated, so that what

remains is the cause. This method also does not lead to certainty,

because it is possible that the judgement may be affirmed of the

original ease on the basis of the case itself and not by virtue of an

external cause, for in that event an infinite regress inevitably results.

If the judgement is affirmed on account of an external cause, it is

possible that the [realj cause is other than what appears to be the

cause—one may not find the cause even though one may have

searched for it. In customary matters this is not the case, since we
would not doubt—provided our vision were sound and physical

obstacles were removed—that we would see a sea of mercury or a

mountain of gold should they exist before us. The cause of the

original case may be the totality, or part, of the attributes enumerated,

and these may not be realized in the assimilated case. The affirmation

of the judgement in an assimilated case on the basis of a common
factor without taking into account other attributes which coexist with

that factor in the original case undercuts the- causality of the judgement,

because it is possible that the latter may have another cause. This is

quite conceivable. But even if the judgement has no other cause, the

cause may underlie a specific, not a general judgement. When the

attribute is shown to necessitate the judgement on account of its

universal essence—however unlikely this may be—analogy will not

be needed.
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proves the truthfulness of the major premiss also proves that the

common denominator entails the judgement; the major term’s entail-

mem of the middle in a syllogism amounts to the judgement's entail-

merit of the common denominator in an analogy,

217, You may say: "In analogy with date-wine, grape-wine was

prohibited because alcoholic beverages were rendered forbidden on

the ground that they are intoxicants, and the attribute of intoxication

is found in date-wine.
t
This statement would be tantamount to saying:

‘All wine is intoxicating, and all intoxicants are prohibited; therefore,

wine is prohibited/ "Wine’ is the subject of the conclusion, and it is

the minor term; whereas "prohibition" is its predicate and is the

major term. ’Intoxicants" takes a middle position between the subject

and the predicate; it is the middle term T which represents- the predicate

of the minor and the subject of the major,

218, You may argue: "In analogy with date-wine, grape-wine is

prohibited since the cause in the original case is intoxication, and this

last is found in the assimilated case. Therefore, prohibition is estab-

lished on the ground that the cause is present.’ Here, you have

inferred the prohibition of wine on the basis of intoxication, which is

the middle term. In analogy, however, you add the mention of the

original case on the basis of which the judgement of the assimilated

case is established. This is done because the mind is quicker to

perceive the similarity between the original and the assimilated cases

than to comprehend the mere subsumption of the latter under a

universal, comprehensive statement However, if the efficiency of

the common, attribute is proven, there need not he mention of the

original case.

219, An analogy is drawn either by demonstrating a common
denominator or by proving the absence of differences [between the

assimilated and the original eases],
1 The common denominator is

either the cause itself Or its indicant. Proving the absence Of differences

in analogy here means establishing the middle term. One may say:

\A is equal to C and B is equal 10 C, therefore A is equal to B,'

Here, the equivalence is the middle term.
2
Proving the absence of

219
5 See par. 199, n, ] . above,

3 Note that ll>u Taymiyya considers this equivalence analogical,, white the

philosophers generally deem U syllogistic. Fen a logical account erf Hie syllogism of

equivalence see Ibn Sint, Isharit. i. 495-6 (English trans., 145). On
the other hand, TflsI, Shark -ahiskattit, L 4^5, does acknowledge that qiya* ai-Musdw&t

may encompass analogy (mum&tketa
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differences represents- equivalence. To maintain that the only dif-

ference between the assimilated and the original cases is such-and-

such, and that this difference is irrelevant, is to maintain that the

assimilated case is equal to the original ease, and that the judgement

of the one is the same as the judgement of the other,

220. To the if argument that the common attribute, which is the

cause of judgement, is only probable, we respond that we disagree

because theirs is a categorical claim which they have not proven, We
proceed to say: that which proves the causality of the common
attribute is the same a$ that which proves the truthfulness of the

major proposition. Conversely, what proves the truthfulness of the

major premiss in a categorical syllogism is the same as that which

proves the causality of the common attribute in analogy, be if certain

or probable. The common denominator in analogy is the middle

term, The concomitance of this denominator with the judgement

represents the concomitance of the major with the middle term, and

the concomitance of the middle with the minor represents the con-

comitance of the common denominator with the minor term, and

this represents the establishment of the cause in the assimilated case,

221 , If the common attribute—known as the common denominator,

the cause, the evidence of the cause, the locus, etc,— is established

in, and conjoined with, the assimilated case, then this entails the

truth of the minor premiss. Likewise, if the judgement is affirmed of,

and concomitant with, the common attribute, then this entails the

truth of the major premiss. The inclusion of the original case leads to

the affirmation of one of the two premisses. When analogy is drawn

by means of proving the absence of differences, then a particular,

original ease must exist, because the commonality represents the

equality and similitude between the two cases, namely, the absence

of difference, which is the middle term. On the other hand, when
analogy is drawn by means of demonstrating the existence of a

cause, the mention of the original case may be omitted, provided

that it is not needed in proving the causality of the attribute. However,

if the original case, which is the major term, is needed in order to

prove the causality of the attribute, then this case must be mentioned

because it complements the proof of the common denominator’s

causality.

222 r Those who draw a distinction between analogy and the categ-

orical syllogism attempt to show that analogy leads to probability

when it is formed of a particular subject-matter. The subject-matter
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that leads only to probability in analogy also leads to nothing bin

probability in a categorical syllogism. If they take a subject-matter

that leads to certainty in a categorical syllogism, then it will lead to

certainty in analogy as well, indeed, in analogy certainty appears

even more perfects for if it is stated in a categorical syllogism that

"Every man is an animal, and every animal is corporeal; therefore,

every man is corporeal*
s then ‘animal

1

is the middle term. In analogy

if is the common denominator,, for one may argue" ‘Man, is corporeal

in analogy to horses and other animals/ Now, these animals qua

animals entail their being corporeal. If the cause of the judgement in

the original case is disputed, and if one argues; ‘We do not agree

that animality entails corporeality
1

, then the dispute will be about the

statement ‘Every animal is corporeal’,
,
because if the denominator,

common to the original and the assimilated eases, is recognized as a

cause, then what is meant by it is that which entails a judgement,

whether the common denominator is itself the cause which brings

about a judgement outside the mind or that which entails such a

cause.

223, Some scholars call both of these ‘causes*,
1

especially those

who hold that what is meant by ‘cause’ is the identifier {muarnf)— i.e,

the sign (amara), the characteristic {’atama)
2
the indicant, not the

efficient cause or the motive.
3 Those who mean by cause the motive,

which is the efficient cause, recognize also the causality of acts.

Other than in acts, the cause may be explained in terms of a neces-

sitating attribute (was/ mustalzim), such as humanity entailing ani-

mality and animality entailing corporeality, without one producing

an effect (nw'aihihir) upon the other. We have explained elsewhere

that what leads to the knowledge that an animal is corporeal itself

leads to the knowledge that man is corporeal, since we have demon-

strated that the categorical syllogism they uphold is of little use, if

any at all. We have also explained that what leads to knowledge of

213
J

That is, both the cause which cnbtils a judgement and that which is nut a cause

proper hui is concomitant wilh such a cause and is thus, capable of effecting a judgement
J

Sec pax. 131, u. 1, above. Arrtdnr and aUtma are virtual synonyms. Jurjani,

Ja'rt’fdi, 2*}, s.v. amara.
1
Amidi, Ihkem, in. 17-18, remarks that Muslim scholars, have disagreed on whether

ox not the term
r

iUa (cause') must be exclusively used for that which points out and

merely sanities the judgement- Amidi himself subscribes to what seems to be the

majority position that the Tlte must encompass a motive which is the rationale (A&ma)

behind the revelation of a judgement for a given case.
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the truth of the major premiss in rational matters itself leads to

knowledge of the truth of the particulars subsumed under that premiss,

including the minor premiss as well as the conclusion. (Ibn Taymiyya

then said): their contradictions and errors are far beyond what can

be recorded Here.
4

224. Our purpose here is to comment on logic, on their views

concerning demonstration t on their exaltation of the categorical syl-

logism and their underestimation of analogy, and on their claim that

the latter leads merely to probability while certain knowledge is

obtained only through the former. This claim is false, for both

categorical syllogism and analogy are in fact of the same kind. A
valid analogy is better suited to lead to a conclusion, be it certain or

probable, than is a mere categorical syllogism. This is why most

intelligent people resort to analogy more often than they do to a

categorical syllogism. In fact, a categorical syllogism cannot be valid

in inferring a general matter without the mediation of analogy . All

that which constitutes proof concerning the validity of a categorical

syllogism with regard to a given matter also constitutes proof con-

cerning the validity of analogy in the same matter. Their doctrine

that ‘No more than one issues from one* is an example in point;
1

it is

one of the most famous of their erroneous metaphysical vrewr
s. But

their valid doctrines also demonstrate this, for a categorical syllogism.,

they all agree, must include a universal, affirmative proposition

because two negative or particular premisses cannot result in a

conclusion!

,

225, The universal exists only in the mind. If the particulars of a

universal exist in the extramental world, then this will be conducive

to the knowledge that it is a universal affirmative. Once a person

senses the existence of ait extramental matter, he derives therefrom

a universal quality, especially if the particulars are numerous. The
knowledge that a common quality is affirmed of an extramental

particular from which a universal has been abstracted is the source of

knowledge of a universal proposition. Thus, analogy is the source of

*
I am unable to locate this sentence in ai-R&dd. These must be- SuyAli's own words

referring to Ibn Taymiyya’s critique of the philosophers
1,

doctrine that 'only one issues

from one' (ct^Radd, 214-33). Havipg dominantly metaphysical contents, this critrri&m

was excluded from Ibe text abridged by Suyfitl.

*34
1

1-JaghcLidi, Afu’tabar, iii. (56ft.- Tflsf, ShatH Lii-iv. 645 ft.; Rgzi r

Muhmsal, 145-6; Oluzili, Madrid, iflSff.; SuhrawardT, Hikmat at-lshfAq f 125. Few a

detailed critique of this doctrine, see al-Radd, 2(4 ft., jiifif.
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categorical syllogism; it is either a means of attaining a syllogism, or*

one may argue
„
without it a syllogism cannot exist. So how can the

latter be stronger than the former?

336, They illustrate the universal by giving such examples as ‘the

whole is greater than its individual parts’, ‘contradictories cannot be

simultaneously both true and false’, ‘things equal to one thing are

equal to one another’, etc, A good number of extramental particulars

belonging to each of these universale is known. If one of these

universais is to be realized in the mind, an example of one of its

particulars is given, and the absence of a difference * or the presence

of a common factor between this and other particulars, is demon-

strated. Thereupon, the mind determines that the judgement of the

universal common to the particulars is affirmed. This is precisely

what analogy is.

337, Even if we assume that a categorical syllogism stands in no

need of analogy, and that the knowledge of universal propositions

does not, to begin with, presuppose the knowledge of particulars, we
cannot argue that knowledge of the universal, whose extramental

particulars are known to exist, is less perfect than knowledge of that

whose extramental particulars are unknown. The knowledge of par-

ticulars only adds to the perfection of the universal. It is therefore

dear that the form of inference they have rejected is more perfect

than that which they have adopted.

228. You also ought to know that in metaphysical as well as

physical logic they have altered some of the doctrines of Aristotle.

But what they have added to metaphysics is better than Aristotle’s

own doctrines, for I have reflected on both doctrines. In metaphysics,

Aristotle and his followers are far more ignorant than the Jews and

the Christians. In physics, however, most of his doctrines are good,

and in logic his doctrines are better than those in metaphysics.

229. Views concerning the weakness of analogy have been pro-

pounded by more recent logicians
1 when they realized that the jurists

often resort to analogy. The latter apply analogy frequently in prob-

able subject-matters. Probability results here from the subject-

matter, not the form of inference. Even if the inference were to be

cast in the form of a categorical syllogism, the result would remain

probable. The logicians thought that the weakness issues from the

6 The phrase ' more recent logicians" seems 10 refer to Far&M and those who

flourished after him. See c.g. Farabi, af-Qiyos al-Saghlr, iMiff. (English. Inns.
„
93 ff.).
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form, so they declared the form of their inference to be certain, and

that of the jurists to be probable. They cite theological examples in

order to prove that the theologians employ probable inferences in

their argumentation. An example of an inference they cite is: ‘The

celestial sphere is a composite body, and therefore it is contingent*

analogous to man and other created beings.’
3 Then they set out to

prove the weakness of this inference. If they succeed in doing so, it is

because its subject-matter is weak. This argument—adduced by the

Jahmis, the Qadaris, and those AstTaift and others who followed

them concerning the contingency of bodies—-is weak because its

subject-matter, not its form, is probable. Therefore, there is no

difference between casting the argument in the form of analogy and

casting it in the form of a categorical syllogism.

Chapter foj

230. THE FOURTH AND MOST ENIGMA T/C POINT; Their

Doctrine that Syllogism or Demonstration Leads to the Certain Know-
ledge of Judgements (tasdiqat).

1 The logicians' error concerning the

first three poiiits^— i.e. that concepts cannot be formed except by

means of the definition, that concepts are formed by means of the

definition, and that no judgements can be attained except by means
of the syllogism—is dear with the least of reflection; it is easy to

prove and comprehend. But they have confused people by their

exaggerations and protracted discussions. The most obvious of the

errors is their claim that concepts cannot be formed except by means
of the definitions they have prescribed. Next comes their claim that

no judgement can be attained except by means of the syllogism they

have set forth.. There is no way to establish with certainty this,

categorical denial In fact, there is no evidence to prove it. Its falsity

is rather known on the grounds that judgements are attained without

the syllogism they have prescribed, and concepts are formed without

7
Set an almost identical example in Ibn Sini, Naj4u 93, aid TflsT, Shark al-hhdrii,

1. 419-213.

iJG 1

Like all Arabic logicians Ibn Sine (/lAM. i. 1% (English trams., 4*9* 50}) states

that iastitq may tec reached by one of the three main arguments, namely, the syllogism,
induction, or Analogy. And since induction and analogy do nor lead to certainty, the
only remaining apwfjetic argument is the syllogism. See rauree? cited in par, 41, n. 2,

above

.
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the definitions they have expounded. These [mailers] differ from the

Fourth Point since a syllogism formed of two premisses resulting in a

conclusion is in itself valid.

231, What Muslim thinkers have shown in their discussions of the

Greek logic attributed to Aristotle is that the forms of the syllogism

and the subject-matter that the logicians have elaborated with great

efforts are of no use in the acquisition of knowledge. Indeed, anything

whose knowledge can be acquired by means of their syllogisms can

also he acquired by other means. Nothing in their syllogisms is

indispensable for knowing what is otherwise unknown, and therefore

the syllogism is needless. Logic does not effect knowledge when it is

used, and when it is not, knowledge can still be acquired; logic

involves a protracted, tedious procedure; and in addition to its being

of no use as a means of acquiring knowledge, it is tiresome for the

mind, time-wasting, and contains much drivel. Proofs and demon-

strations, however, are expected to yield knowledge and to indicate

the means by which that knowledge may be acquired.

332, Muslim thinkers have held that logic does not lead to the

knowledge sought after, and may constitute an obstacle in the way of

attaining that knowledge because logic is tedious for the mind, If a

person wished to travel to Mecca or to other cities, he would, with

moderate pace, arrive in a short time if he followed the familiar,

straightforward path, However, if he had the misfortune of being led

astray—linguistically, straying (*asf) means to roam about without

following a designated path, to move in circles and to (read deviant .

ways'—he would be extremely tired before he arrived at his desti-

nation, that is, if he arrived at all. Otherwise, he might arrive at a

different destination, and might entertain falsehoods, in addition to

becoming weak because of exhaustion and fatigue overtaking him. If

he maintained this state of simple ignorance2 tie would neither achieve

his purpose nor find rest. This is the case with these logicians
!'

233. Those who were present at the deathbed of Khiinaji, 1 the

*3» 1 Lbn Manzur, Lisin al-'Arab, is. 245-6, s.v. '•!</<

.

" Simple ignorance at-bmUj is a condition in which the mind forms no

concept of 3 particular object: it is not a misapprehension of a filing (the latter being

known a& complex ignorance
,
jafitmnrtikkab)< but rather a state of having no knowledge

whatsoever of that thing. See Tahfinawi, KashsH&f, i. 253-4. s.v. /aW; Jwjini, Ta'riftii,

71 h s.v. ul-jahl nt-bosU.

233
1 On Khiinaji, see par, 57, n. 1, above. Cf. Goldziher, 'Attitude of Orthodox

Islam', [ljo.
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chief logician of his time, reported that just before his. death he said-

d die knowing nothing except that the possible presupposes the

necessary.* He then added: "And presupposition is a negative attribute,

so I die knowing nothing,

"

2.34, This is their condition when they end up in it state of simple

ignorance. But those who have reached the degree of complex

ignorance 1 are many. People liken those among them who have

mastered a certain science to a person who, when asked
1Where is

your ear?*, answers by extending his [right] hand, with effort, over

his head to his [left) ear, when he could have pointed to it from

below his head, for this would have been shorter and easier,"

235, When matters comprehended instinctively are approached by

iion-instinctive means, one will be tormenting the soul in vain. This

is similar to the case of a man who is told to divide a certain sum of

money into equal portions among a number of individuals, a task

that should be performed without difficulty* Someone may say to

him: "Wait, you cannot divide it without knowing the definition of

division and without drawing a distinction between division and

multiplication, Division is the opposite of multiplication, The latter

is carried out by compounding the units of one number by the units

of the other, whereas the former by dividing the units of one number

by the units of the other. This is why, when the quotient is multiplied

by the divisor, the result is the dividend, and when the number

resulting from multiplication; is divided by one of the two numbers

multiplied, the result is the other number;
1 He then adds: ‘What I

have said about the definition of multiplication is not valid because it

applies to the multiplication of integers, not fractional numbers. An
all-inclusive definition would be; Multiplication is the sum total whose

relation to one of the numbers, multiplied is the same as the relation

of figure one to the other number.* He will further say; ‘The multi-

plication of one-half by one-quarter results, in one-eighth. The relation

of one-eighth to one-quarter is the same as the relation of one-half to

the figure one/ Although these are valid statements, it h dear that

the person who has the money and who wishes to distribute it

equally among a number of individuals would agonize in vain if he

were to force himself to understand all this before he divided the

134
1 On cDspplcx ignorance ijwhl mumkkab), see par. 132, n. 2, above

,
and Jurjani,

Ta'rifdt, ft, r-.v. el-jah! al-murakkab.

Sec par. 135 above.
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arithmetic. Legal rulings are of three lypesi the first is the legal

rulings according to the doctrines of a particular jurist: the second

is the science of the Companions' traditions concerning their

disagreements about these rulings; and the third is the science

dealing with the indicants (adiUa) derived from the Book and the

Surma, On the other hand, the arithmetic of inheritance deals with

the principles governing legal cases, their validation, their abrogation,

and the division of estates. This second type is entirely rational and

is known by means of the intellect just like the arithmetic of legal

transactions and other matters which people arc in need of. Under

this science they have also treated the arithmetic of the unknown

(majhul)
,
which is called algebra, and Reduction— an ancient science.

The first person known to have incorporated algebra and Reduction

into the science of bequests and circular argumentation is Muhammad
b. Musi al-Khuwarizml, 1 Some people cite

T

Ali b. A hi Talib as

someone who dealt with it, and who learned it from a Jew. But this

is a lie,

247, The term 'circularity
1

{da rvj-) is applied to three types of

argument, [The first is) universal circularity (dawr kawm) employed

in rational Inferences; namely,, P cannot exist without the existence

of £), but Q cannot exist without the existence of P ,

' A group of

scholars has deemed this argument invalid. Amid! and others have

rightly held that circularity is of two types: petitw principii (dawr

qabii). and conjunctive circularity (dawr ma'i)? The former, con-

sidered invalid, is employed in reasoning about causes, about the

agent, the efficient (cause), etc,, as when one says that two things

cannot be the causes of each other, for this would lead to circularity

that entails the existence of both things before each other. The
latter, on the other hand, h valid, ft is the circular, simultaneous

existence of the condition (short) with the conditioned (mashrut), Or

of one attribute with another. For example, fatherhood cannot exist

without sonship, and sonship cannot exist without fatherhood.

248. The second type is the circularity found in cases of positive

246 1 Abu "AH Muhammad to. Musa al-Khuw&rimn (d, after the author of

KMb at-Jabr wal-Muqdbok, See Brockeltoa&in,, Geschicfut* suppl. i. jSi-2, and sources

died in par. 81 h n. i
t
above,

t47 1 Arabic: 14 yakiin liaJha haul yaku r\ bud ha. *»44 yufcun hadM hatlft yakun

hidhi'. 1 have substiiiiled P and Q tor h&dh&*
2 See pur. 46, a. 5, above.
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law such as that mentioned in the Surayjiyya and other cases.
1 We

have dedicated a treatise to this circularity and shown it to be

invalid, on the basis of both reason and revelation.
2 We have also

shown whether or not the Law contains elements of this circularity.

249. The third type is arithmetical circularity, as in the statement:

P cannot be known until Q is known. The solution to this is sought

by means of arithmetic, algebra, and Reduction,. We have shown

that all legal questions introduced by the Messenger, may God praise

him, can be solved without resorting to algebra and Reduction,

though these sciences are legitimate. We have also shown 1 that the

Law of Islam and the means by which it is arrived at do not depend

on any science that is learned from non -Muslims, though such a

science may be valid. For the methods of algebra and Reduction are

indeed prolix, and as we have said with regard to logic, God has

provided us with other methods to substitute for them.

250, Thus, everything the Prophet, may God praise him, decreed,

such as the knowledge of the Oibla’s direction, of the times of daily

prayer, of daybreak and the appearance of the crescent moon—all

this may be known through the methods which the Companions and

those who voluntarily followed them adopted; they needed nothing

else. Many people, however, have invented other methods, without

which, they thought, one cannot arrive at the Law. But they have

done this because they are ignorant. They are like those who think

that without knowing the longitudes and latitudes of countries, the

direction of the Qibla cannot be known. Though these [methods of

theirs] are arithmetically valid and are arrived at by means of reason,

the Muslims’ knowledge of their Qibla does not depend upon them,

34a
1 The Surayjiyya ii traditionally a Shift 'T case of divorce that takes its name from

the renowned ShAti'l jurist Ahmad b. 'Umar Ibn Surayj Id. 3.06/ijifi), although other

legal schools bier participated in the controversy surrounding Ibis case. This controversy

revolved around whether divorce takes effect if the husband declares that when he

pronounces the divorce of his wife at a future date his wife shall be divorced triply.

Now, at a later date he docs infer once the statement of divorce. Ibn Surayj and Ibn

Taymiyya, among others, declared such a statement of divorce void and thus inoperable as

it involves circularity. Ghaz&ti held this view, but later changed his position on the issue

and declared Ihe divorce issuing from such statements valid. See 'Abdurrahman
Bad aw f. Les (Euvrcs d’al-Ghiitffli, 50-2, 207-0.

1
I am unable to find any reference in this treatise, which may, at any rale, have

constituted part of a larger juridical work. For a list of such works, see Brockeimann,
GescHichu, stsppi. h. 124-5.

349
1

This he seems to have done in the work referred to in par, 248, n. 2, above.
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In fact, it was established on the authority of the Lawgiver* may God
praise him* that he said: 'The Qibla is between the East and the

West/ ALTinnidhi reported this tradition to be sound.
3

251, This is why the majority of scholars hold that the person

performing prayer is under no obligation to infer the direction of the

Qibla on the basis of the location of the North Pole and the North

Star, or for that matter of any other location. The prayer of people

in Syria will be valid so long as they pray with the West to their right

and the East to their left. It is also impossible to determine* by

means of arithmetic, the exact rime the crescent moon appears. For

even though they may know that the light emanating from the moon
is a reflection of the sun, and that when the two bodies meet in

conjunction the light of the moon disappears, and when it departs

from the sun it: regains light, the best they can do is to determine

exactly, through arithmetic,, the distance between the moon and the

sun when the latter sets. This may be so if we assume the correctness

of the calculations and their arithmetical mean. They call this ‘the

science of astrometry’ ( tint ai-Uujwim wal-ta'dil),' because they

calculate the median between the highest and lowest paths travelled

by the stars. Even if we assume that they did manage 10 determine

the moon’s position at sunset* this would not prove that, the crescent

moon had been detected. Detection is a sensory matter and is affected

by several factors* such as the clarity or density of the air, the high or

low position of the star, and the strength or weakness of one’s

eyesight. There are those who cannot see the crescent, and there are

others, with keener eyesight, who can,

252. This is why the ancient astrologers such as Ptolemy, the

author of Almagest, and others have discussed nothing of these

issues. Only later scholars such as Kushyar al-Daylami
1 and the likes

of him discussed them. When they saw that the Law commands the

*£»
1
Tirmidhl, SaMfc, i- 70- TTic thrust of this hadtth is that the prayer of Muslims is

valid as tong as they pray while feeing, more or less the direction of the Qibla.

Identifying the precise geographical location of the Oibk constitutes no condition for

the prayer's validity.

151
1 Dozy defines mqwlm and ta'dU as the science treating of the ‘determination de

la position des astres pout tin temps donne’ (Supplement, ii. ioj, 427, s.w,
r

-44 and

For the calculation procedures of laqmm and to'rffl, see Batl&nl, at-Zlf

al-Stibi\ 108 ft.

aji 1 Probably Kushyar b, l-abbin al-lili, an astronomer and mathematician who

died sometime In the- first quarter of the fifrhfctcvcnth century. See Qrockelmann,

CieschicfUe, i. suppl. i. 397-8; Sezgjn, Gesciwhte, vi. 246-9.
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detection of the crescent, they wished to determine this by means of

arithmetic, and thus they went astray and led others into error.

Those who argue that the crescent cannot be seen at twelve or ten

degrees, etc,, have gone wrong, for one person may detect it at a

smaller number of degrees while another cannot do so at the same

degree. They have resorted neither to reason nor to revelation, and

because of this the eminent scholars in their field have disavowed

their views,

253 , [bn Taymiyya then said

:

1

the validity of the form of a syllogism

is irrefutable, but we shall make clear that it does not lead to

knowledge of things in the external world, and that their stipulation

of two premisses, no more and no less, is erroneous. Even if the

syllogism yields certitude, it cannot alone lead to certainty about

things existing in the external world. We argue that in the syllogistic

form the conclusion is undoubtedly certain if the subject-matter is

certain. If we say: ‘Every A is B\ and ‘Every B h C\ there will be

no doubt that, if the premisses are certain, this combination will

result in the certain conclusion that ‘Every A is C\ But it must be

maintained that the numerous figures they have elaborated and the

conditions they have stipulated for their validity are useless, tedious,

and prolix. These resemble the flesh of a camel found on the summit

of a mountain; the mountain is not easy to climb, nor the flesh

plump enough to make it worth hauling,

254. When the subject-matter is valid, it is possible to cast it into

the natural (fitrfy first figure. The rest of the figures are not needed,

for their validity is proven only when they are converted to the first

figure either through proving the absurdity of the contradiction in

the reductio ad absurdum argument, or through conversion (

r

aks at-

mumiwi) and full contraposition [*aks abtmqld),' For the affirmation

of one of two contradictories entails the negation of the other if all

possibilities of contradiction have been taken into account. Thus,

from the validity of a proposition they infer the invalidity of

its contradictory as well as the validity of its conversion and

contraposition. The mind's conception of the form of an inference

resembles a person's calculation of the number of slaves and the

property he owns. Natural intelligence can form a concept of a valid

353
J

This is SuyuiFs statement, by which he Intimates the return of Ibn Taymiyya to

the: treatment of logic after having digressed to discuss meMphysk.il awl other matters
io aS‘Rfidd, 265-03.

154 ' For these see par. ] 34, ti- 1, above.
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Someone may argue: "The stuff of fire must include this power, and

whatever lacks this power k not fire.
1

Though this statement may be

true, it does not conclusively ascertain that all things possessing this

power will burn everything they encounter, albeit this is usually the

case. |The burning ability of fire) is the object of analogy, categorical

syllogism, custom, and imperfect induction—that is, if we grant

them this, But how could this be the ease when it is known that fire

does not bum salamander stone, hyacinth, and objects coated with

manufactured material? I do not know of any universal proposition

that is based on sense perception which cannot be refuted, though

universal propositions are not sensory. A sensory proposition would

be of the type
4
This fire burns

1

, since only particular things are

perceived through the senses.
1,

259. Concerning rational judgement, they argue that when the

mind observes particulars, it becomes ready to be effused by a

universal, general proposition. This is known to be of the same-

genus as analogy. 'The universality of such a judgement cannot be

trusted if the general judgement is not known to be concomitant with

the factor common to all particulars. But if the general judgement is

known to be concomitant with the common factor, it will be

so known in all the particulars. Therefore, the knowledge of such

particulars will not depend on concomitance, though intelligent people

have agreed that none of the universal propositions derived on the

basis of custom are beyond refutation,

260, The second are the inner senses, such as one’s perception of

one's own hunger, pain, or pleasure. All these are particulars, and,

unlike the case with the apprehension of certain external sensory

matters such as the sun and the moon, people do not all share in

perceiving the very same particulars
1 In the inner senses there is a

certain particularity in the perceiving person and the object perceived,

a particularity which is not found in external sense perception. Should

all people share in perceiving the very same particulars, then this

would resemble custom ('ddiyyat).
2 But the logicians have proffered

as*
1

Cf- Ran, Muhassaf, 9- 13; Ttisi, TalkMs al-Muhttssal
> 9 ff.

36®
1

ptsr a more detailed .statement, see par. 302 below.
J Custom or customary knowledge is the perception by the generality of people of a

habitual course of events, or a habitual matter, such as the knowledge that a particular

mountain which they have observed has not transformed into gold. Some philosophers

consider this category to belong to intuitive perception. Further on the concept of 'Cida

In theology, see Wolfeon, Fhilosophy

>

344--51. Sec also Harawf, Durr, 311- Jurjani,

Ta 'rifm, 127, s.v. '(fata.
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ated the kinds of exlstcnts in the ten categories—substance, quantity,

quality, place, time, position, act, passion, possession, and relation
1—

they agreed that there is no way to establish that these categories are

exhaustive,

264. The second consideration , We should argue, that if a syllogism

must encompass a universal proposition, that proposition must revert

to something that is known through means other than the syllogism.

Otherwise, it would entail circularity and infinite regress. Since it

follows from their views that universal propositions must be arrived

at by means other than the syllogism, we say the following: the

natural intelligence's apprehension of the existing particulars subsumed

under a categorical proposition arrived at by means other than

the syllogism is stronger than its apprehension of that categor-

ical proposition; for example, one is half two; one body cannot

[simultaneously] exist in two places; or contraries cannot be re-

conciled, The knowledge that this particular one is half two is instinc-

tual! y stronger than the knowledge that every one is a half of every

two. The same goes for any given number,

265. Now, what is intended by these universal propositions is to

arrive at knowledge of things existing in the externa! world or at

mental estimates (muqaddarat dhihniyya).
1 The latter are of little

use. As to the former, however, the knowledge of their being

particular things existing extramentally is more manifest and stronger

than the knowledge of their being particulars through a categorical

syllogism which entails them. Thus, the syllogism does not yield

much benefit, and in fact represents unduly protracted reasoning.

When it is used, it is for the purpose of addressing those who are

pertinacious or those who are in error; they will be given an. example

„

and a universal premiss will be presented to them in order to rebut

their error and pertinacity* But there is no need for a syllogism in the

case of those whose natural intelligence is sound,

266. As to their statement that no two contraries can be reconciled;

one will know, before formulating in the mind the universal proposition

‘No two contraries can both be true\ that any two things which are

contrary to each other cannot both Ire true. One will also know that

a certain body cannot simultaneously exist in two different places

3H&3
1

Aristoite, Caiegorioe* 1 "as -2*4;. Ibn Shut* Nq/M, 116-17; Ibn Rusbtl, Talkkis

Milftliq Aristft, i. 17-55; Ibfl TuiiilBS, Msdkkal, 42ff.; Sheikh, Dictionary, g,v, a{-

fmqQklt at- 'mhr.

j*5
1

t.e. things lhal exist in the mind.
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before one knows that ‘All bodies cannot simultaneously exist in two

places’. Examples of this kind are numerous. Thus, there exists no

particular that one seeks to know through these universal propositions

without its being known prior to these propositions, such universal

propositions are not needed in order to know these particulars.

Through universal one knows the resemblances of these particulars

which are in the mind but which do not exist extramentaily.

267. Things existing ejuramcntally may be known without a

syllogism. If it is claimed that certain people arrive at the knowledge

of some extramental particulars by means of a syllogism, this syllogism

will be based on analogy, whose certitude they reject- Thus, they

waver between two matters; if they admit that analogy, like syllogism,

is divided into that which is probable and that which Is certain, then

their distinction between syllogism and analogy will be void. If, on

the other hand, they argue that there is a difference between the

two, and that, unlike analogy, categorical syllogism yields certitude,

then we reject their argument {mtati'u)
1 because it does not rest on

evidence, and we demonstrate to them that certitude k not attainable in

these matters unless it is [first] attained by means of analogy. The

unknown particulars in the external world will he known by drawing

an analogy to the particulars that are known. No man of sound mind

will dispute this truth. Indeed, this is one of the most distinctive

characteristics which distinguishes the intellect front sense perception,

for sense perception apprehends only particulars whereas the intellect

apprehends particulars in a universal and absolute manner, albeit

this occurs through analogy. Moreover, the intellect apprehends

particulars in their universality without being in possession of all of

them; for they become universal in the intellect after the intellect has

formed a concept of a certain number of them. But when the intellect is

separated from individual particulars by a long lapse of time, it will

commit frequent errors by formulating excessively general or unduly

restrictive judgements. This often happens to people when they

think that their universal propositions are valid, though upon

investigation this turns out not to be the case, They form a concept

of a thing in their intellects, and the object of their conception is

rationally tenable. Accordingly , they base their arguments on it and

267
1

Wa;i ‘ (passive mum >) cOKlitulcs the refusal of fh* opponent's, argument on the

ground that it is not supported by evidence (4s*to), See Jurjani. Tu'fifai. 207, s.v,

mumdna’a. For 4 detailed discussion of man' in the contest of dialectic, see T5fi,
’ASmn aUadkal, 58 ft.
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think that they have discoursed on the basis of quiddity abstracted in

itself {mujarrada bi-nufsiha) in so far as it is a quiddity qua quiddity*

without its being subsistent extramentally or in the mind,'
5

Thus, they

say: ‘man qua man; existence qua existence; blackness qua blackness',

etc.

268- They also think that this quiddity, which they have abstracted

from all negative and affirmative conditions, is realized extramental ly

in this abstracted form, Thi$, however, is a mistake * just like the

mistake committed by their predecessors concerning the abstraction

of numbers* of Platonic Forms, and of other things. These abstractions

are only in the mind, and not everything that the mind postulates

will exist extramentally; this is known as mental contingency {imkm
dhihni). Contingency is of two types: [first,) mental* namely, when a

thing is exposed to the mind but the mind does not know it to be

impossible; it holds the thing to be possible not because it knows that

that thing is possible but rather because it does not know it to be

impossible, although [the existence of
J
the thing may be impossible

in the extramental world; and
j
second,] extreme ntal, namely, that

| the existence off the thing is known to be possible in the extramen tal

world. This knowledge obtains when it is known that the thing or its

like exists in the extramental world; or when it is known that what is

less likely to exist does exist extramentally, Should that which is less

likely to admit of fextraniental] existence exist or be capable of

[such] existence, then what is more likely to exist does a fortiori

exist.

269. This is the method of the Quran in demonstrating the

contingency of Resurrection, The Quran demonstrates this contingency

in places by speaking of those whose lives God took and thereafter

resurrected, as He spoke of the folk of Moses who queried: ‘Show us

God plainlyV whereupon God said: ‘And even while you gazed, the

lightning seized you, then We revived you after your death.
1 He also

spoke of ‘those who went forth from their habitations in the

thousands* fearing death, and God said to them: Die, and then He
brought them back to life';'' and of ‘him who was passing by a

1 See e.g. Ibn $ini, Shifd': Madkhat, lj, 34, 37, and passim; TfisF., Shark ai-hhfir&t .

i. 204-3, **71 Marmora, ‘Avicenna's Chapter an Universals*, 38 fl.i and Introduction,

Part I, Sections 2-3, above.

1

Quran, 4; 153.

- Quran* 2: 55-6.
3
Quran, 2: 243.
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village . . . and God made him die a hundred years, then he brought

him back to life’:
1,

and of AbTaham when he said:
1 Lord l show me

how You give life to the dead . . .\
5 and so on to the end of the

narrative. The Quran also spoke of Christ, who, with the permission

of God, used to resurrect the dead, and of the People of the Cave

who were resurrected after three hundred and nine years.
6

270. At other times the Quran proves the contingency of Resur-

rection by means of [comparing] primal genesis with Resurrection,

the latter being easier than creation, as in His statement; 'If you are

in doubt concerning the Resurrection, then k>] We have created you

from dust';
1 and His statements: "Say; He shall revive them who

originated them the first time
1

;

2
“Say; He who created you at first’;

1

'And it is He who originates creation, then brings it back again, and

it is very easy for Him.’
4

271. At yet other times, the Quran proves Resurrection through

the creation of the heavens and the earth, for their creation is

greater than the restoration of man, as evidenced in His question:

"Have they not seen that God who created the heavens and earth,

not being wearied by creating them, is able to give life to the dead?’ 1

At still other times, the Quran proves the contingency of Resurrection

through the creation of plants, as in His statement: it is He who

sends the winds, bearing good tidings [before His mercy, till when

they are charged with heavy clouds, We drive them to a dead land,

and therewith send down water, and bring forth therewith all fruits].

Even so We shall bring forth the dead.’
2

272. It is then dear that the truth about rational evidence upheld

by the leading theologians and philosophers concerning metaphysical

enquiries has been revealed in the Glorious Quran in a more eloquent

and perfect form, it being free from the numerous errors overriding

their doctrines. For their errors in metaphysics are very many, and

they are here more often misguided than not, and more ignorant

than knowledgeable- This is why towards the end of his life Abu

4
Quran, 2: 259.

s Quran, 2: 2&n.

Set Quran, 18: 26.

270 1 Quran, 22; 5.
J
Quran. 36; 78.

' Quran, 17: 51.
'' Quran, ju: 27-

271
: Quran, 461 33,

' Quran, 7: <7.
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2,76. When people knowledgeable of the tTuth ponder the philo*

sophers’ various sciences, they will not find them knowledgeable of

things existing in the external world, except for the category of what

they call physics and. what is relative to it in the way of mathematics.

Mathematics abstracted in the mind is a judgement of mental estimates

{maqadir dhihniyya) that have no existence outside the mind. When
what they call the science of metaphysics is pondered, one will find

in it no knowledge of a thing existing in the external world. They

have formed concepts of matters existing in their minds but which

have no reality in the external world. Thus, the ultimate aim of their

speculation and the end of tbeir philosophy and wisdom is the absolute,

universal existent which is conditioned by a negation of all existential

attributes,

277, We mean that in demonstrative enquiries and rational

matters they often make claims on the basts of what they posit in

their minds. They maintain: ‘We discuss [only] universal matters and

purely rational issues/ But when something is mentioned to them,

they answer: ‘We would rather discuss more general things, and

discuss truth qua truth’, and so on. But then they will be requested

to substantiate that what, they have mentioned does exist in the

external world. They will be asked: ‘Explain what thing this is/

Their ignorance will then become obvious, it will also become obvious

that what they hold are things that exist in the mind and have no

reality in external particulars. For instance, they will be asked to give

an example of the universal; but examples are particular matters.

When they fail to do so and say ‘we discuss [only] universal matters',

one should know that they speak without knowledge; they speak

about things they do not know to have an existence in the external

world. Rather, they speak about things which do not, or cannot,

have knowablc existence in the external world. Otherwise, if the

knowledge of externally existing matters is universal
,
then the objects

of this knowledge must be established in the external world. Al-

Khusrawsbyhr was one of their leaders and one of the leading

followers of [Fakhr al-Din] al-Razi, He used to remark: ‘We could

not find anything but these universals.‘ He would be puzzled and

177
1 Shams at- Din Abu Muhammad 'AM al-Handd b, Ytas b, Khali! al-

KhuruwshahJ at-Tuhrpzi (d. 652/(354) was a Shftfil jurist and theologian, and a student

n( Fakhr a3-Din al-Ra±T. Al-Subki reported fit* name to be al-KhurawshSht, while Ibn

Klmfid gave it as ihKhu&fawrhihl. after Khusrawshah, a village near Tabriz, See his

biography in Sublet, Tabeqti r, v, 60, and I bn al-Tmid, Skadharut ait-Dkahab, v. 455-6.
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entertain doubts, and would repeatedly say: ’By God, I do not know

what I believed

278. What we mean to say Is that if the universal, which they

uphold, constitute knowledge, then it is knowledge arrived at by

analogy and is in no way dependent upon logical, categorical

syllogisms. The particulars which are subsumed under that which

they claim to be established through a syllogism can more easily be

known without that syllogism. Deducing these particulars through

the syllogism, which they call demonstration, is an inference which

proceeds from the more known to the less known. But in the theory

of definition they denounce defining that which is not known by

means of what Is known. In the theory of demonstration doing so

would be even worse, for in demonstration all that is needed is to

explain, define, and explicate what is indicated. If the latter is more

dear [than the indicant], then the inference will proceed from the

unknown to the known!

279, Ibn Taymiyya said: the philosophers who uphold demon-
strative logic—which Aristotle devised— and physics and metaphysics,

which are associated with it. are not a unified group; they are of

different persuasions, and God alone can enumerate the disagree-

ments and divisions amongst them! Their disagreements and divisions

are far greater than those existing within any one community, such

as that of the Jews or Christians. The further these philosophers are

from, following the messengers and revealed scriptures, the more

divided! and disagreed they are. They are more misguided than the

Jews and Christians, as has been reported in the tradition narrated

by Tirmidhl from Abu limarna on the authority of the Prophet, may

he be- praised, who said: 'No nation goes astray after having been

rightly guided without; having been given to disputes.'
1 The Prophet

then recited God's statement; 'They raise not the objection save to

dispute; nay, but they are a contentious folk
1

,

2
for nothing decides

disputes among people except a revealed book or a divine prophet

.

God, the Exalted, said; 'Mankind were one community; then God
sent forth the prophets os bearers of good tidings and as warmers,,

and He sent down with them the Book with the truth, that He might

decide between people concerning that wherein they differed,, .V'

1

Tirmidhl, Sahih, ii. 318 (commentary on SQteS at-Zukhtuf, Quran, 43}.
? Quran, 43: 58.
1

Quran, 2: 113
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He also said: ‘We verily sent Our messengers with dear proofs, and

revealed with them the Scripture and the Balance, so that mankind

might uphold justice",
4 and "If you should quarrel about anything,

refer it to God and the Messenger
1

,

3

280, In His Book God elucidated, by giving examples and rational

inferences, the means by which truth can be distinguished from

falsehood. He also commanded togetherness and harmony, and

forbade division and disagreement. He spoke of the recipients of

mercy that they do not disagree amongst themselves; He said.; 'But

they continue in their differences excepting those on whom thy Lord

has mercy.'1 This is why the people who follow the Messenger most

closely disagree among themselves less than all other groups who
claim to adhere to the Snnna. All those who are close to the Sunna

disagree among themselves less than those who are far from it, such

as the Mu’tazills and the Rafidls, whom we find to be in disagreement

amongst themselves more than any other group,

281, No one, on the other hand, can enumerate the differences

among philosophers. In his treatise al-Maqtttdt, aidmam Abu al-

Hasan aLAsh'ari discussed the doctrines of non-Muslims and gave

an account of the great majority of their views, except for those of

Farabi and I bn Sma .

1

Likewise, in his treatise al-Daqa'iq, al-Oadi

Abu Bakr Ibn al-Tayyib jaLBSqillanf] refuted the philosophers and
astronomers, and found the Arab theologians' logic superior to that

of the Greeks ,

2 So did the Mu'tazill and Shl
r

i theologians 3
' and

others when they refuted the philosophers, ALGhazail also wrote
the treatise al-Tahafut to refute them.

282, Muslim scholars continue to write in refutation of the philo-

sophers' logic, and to expose the errors in their discourse concerning

both definition and syllogism. They also continue to expose the

philosophers’ errors in metaphysics and other matters. No Muslim
scholar has attached importance to their method; in fact, the Ash'aris,

Mu'tarilis, Karramis,
1

Shfis
r
and speculative thinkers in other groups

*
Quran,. 42; 25. s Quran, 4: 59*

280 1 Quran, I i : ] Jy.

28 1
1

It is ID be noted that A&h'ari died in 330/941, Ffrabi and Ihll Sma in 3.39/95#

and 428.'' [ 037. retfreClivdy.
' For BSqillflnrs work, see par. 89, n. 3, above.
!
Sweh as the Mu'EaziBs al»NSs6ii’ abAkbar Ibn al-ShlrsWr and Abu Hisfoirn al-

JubbaT and the ShlT NawMlMl. See par*. 89-, it. 4, and 282, m, 4, and Introduction,

Part (I. above,

48a 1

For the KarrMs, see par, iS, n. 1 , above.
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have condemned their method and exposed its falsehood. The first

scholar to have mixed their logic with Islamic principles, is Abu
Himid al-Ghazali .

2 Muslim scholars have since discussed logic
3

at

too great a length to he mentioned here. The refutation of the

logicians is set forth in many a theological work. Iti Ahu Muhammad
al-Hasan b. Musa ahNawbakhtfs work ui-Ard’ wal-Diyan&t* there is

a useful chapter (fas!) of such refutation. Having discussed Aristotle’s

logical method, he said:

Some Muslim theologians, have -objected to these principles of logic. They

have said: 'The statement of the logician that a syllogism cannot he formed

of a single premiss is mistaken, because if the reasoneT wishes to infer that

“Man is substance" he can infer this very conclusion—without producing

two premisses—by arguing that “the evidence that man is substance is that

matt is susceptible to contrary Qualities] at various times’
7
. The reasoner

does not need a second premiss, that is to say that “everything susceptible to

contraries at various times is substance”, because tire particular is subsumed

under the general.. Whichever of the two he uses to draw the inference will

render the other needless, Having observed an effect one infers that there is

a cause, and having observed writing that there is a writer, without needing

two premisses to infer that this is the case.’

The logicians have answered: ‘We argue that there must be two premisses.

When only one of the premisses is mentioned, it is because the other* being

known to the reasoner, is left out, as he has no need for it ,

1

We reply: “We do not find two universal premisses through which the

validity of a conclusion is inferred; for when the reasoner sap “substance is

the attribute of all living creatures, and life is the attribute of all humans”,

the conclusion will be “substance is the attribute of all humans1
'. The state-

ment “Substance is the attribute of all living creatures” is equal In the mind

to the statement "‘Substance is the attribute of all humans” In practical

matters they will not hud the conclusion to depend on two self-evident

2 See pars. 184-5 above,
3

Literally: ‘discussed it’ {mkaUama /ffci). The pronominal swffut in/thf may refer to

G'hiiZiilf but it makes better sense to take knpc as the referent.
4 AM Muhammad al-Hassn b- Musa al-^lawbitltliii (or Abu Muhammad aUHasan b.

Muhammad ai-htawbukhti) was an Miami theologian and philosopher (died before

yars^ai). See Encyclopaedia of Islam
t

iiifi. 8*7 (no. 3J, s.v, ‘Nawbakhtr; Zipldi,

A'ttim, u. 224: Rider’i introduction to Firaq al-Shi'a, pp. Ao'ff. On Ms name, see

Amin, A‘yin al-Shfa, v. 171, s.v, "Hasan b, Muhammad’. JiroL-btimjnn, Gnrhfrhte,

suppl. i. jig, mistakenly identifies aM'rt

l

r

waf-Diyanat with another of Nawbakhtl’s

works, Firtuf tii-Shra. The passage quoted by Ibn Tavmiyya in this paragraph, for

instance, is nul to be found in the biter work. In hjs Dkari'a, i. 34-5, Tihraiu

distinguishes between she two works and reports on the authority of Ibn al-Nadftn Shat

Nawbrkjili did not complete td-Ari' \vaI-DiyAtiSl. See Ibn at-Nadim, FShtisi, iji-t;

and Introduction, Part 11, above,
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the original and the assimilated cases. The two inferences are iden-

tical; what is known through one is known through the other. More-

over,, if the indicant is certain, then it will lead to certitude in both

inferences, and if it is probable, then it will lead to probability in

both.

287. The claim of the logicians and their followers that certitude

obtains through a categorical syllogism and not through analogy is

entirely false,
1

it is a claim made by those who cannot conceive the

true nature of the two inferences. One may know through revealed

texts that all intoxicants are forbidden, as has been established in

sound traditions.
2
Since this is the case, no categorical syllogism or

any other inference can be deemed to result in a judgement. Indeed,

a judgement {hukm) may he known without an inference-. Therefore,

their doctrine that judgemental knowledge. ( 'ilm imdiqS) can be

attained only by logical syllogism is false, as has previously been

shown,

288. What we mean to do here is to show that the syllogism is of

little or no use. For if what is to be proven is a universal proposition—

e.g. "AM intoxicants are forbidden
1—which is known to have been

received from the Prophet* then the purpose is attained. Universal

propositions received from the Prophet lead to the knowledge of

divine matters, while those derived from the logicians* sciences are

either susceptible to refutation {mutttaqada),
1

or equivalent to

analogy, or do not lead to a knowledge of individual matters existing

externally, but rather to menial estimates {muqaddardt dhihniyya),

such as arithmetic and geometry. For although a universal proposi-

tion deals with such estimates, the subsumption of a particular under

the universal proposition is possible [only] by means of sense percep-

tion* not syllogism,. Therefore, a syllogism cannot lead to the know-

ledge sought after; nor do the logicians have an exclusive possession

of universal propositions Ail nations* while taking analogy to be

equal to the categorical syllogism, share the knowledge of these,

universal? without the philosophers' logic occurring in their minds,

289. Proving the existence of the Creator and the truthfulness of

prophecy does not depend on syllogistic?, but rather on signs which

1 par. I ye.], n E, above,
' fee par- 52. n. 3, above.

288
1

That is, they are amenable to the proof (hat they are mi universal* by c*taMish-

ing that at least one of their members does not partake of the attribute (predicate)

shared by all oilier members.
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be known without [another] universal proposition, and this entails

either circularity or infinite regress. The issue then must ultimately

rest with a general, universal proposition which is known aroma-

tically. To this argument they submit. But if the universal proposition

on be known without the mediation of a syllogism, so can the other

proposition, The characterization of a proposition as being self-

evident or acquired is not a quality essential to the proposition

,

where all people should view it equally. Rather, it is a relative,

relational matter depending upon one’s own condition; for someone

who knows the proposition without an indicant, the proposition will

he self-evident; and for another who needs to reason and infer, it

will be inferential, and so on with regard to other matters. Since

universal propositions may be known without an indicant or a syl-

logism, and since such knowledge is not predetermined by the pro-

positions themselves but rather hinges on the special conditions of

each person, one cannot maintain that what Zayd has known by

means of a syllogism others cannot know without a syllogism, for this

would be- a fallacious, negative statement.

292. The seventh consideration From the foregoing it becomes

obvious that a categorical syllogism can be converted into an analogy,

and vice versa. Should someone ask: ’How do you know that the

middle term entails the judgement?', we answer: the same way we
arrive at the knowledge of the major proposition in a categorical

syllogism. In the statement This agent exercises control over his

acts, and whoever exercises control over his acts is knowing \ what-

ever is said to be the middle term {'ilk) of this universal proposition

is also found in analogy. Furthermore, in the latter there exists an

original case in which the judgement and the common factor are

found, and on the basis of which an analogy may be drawn, 1

in a

categorical .syllogism no particular through which the judgement is

established is mentioned; and it is known T as sound-minded people

agree, that the mention of the common universal together with some
of its particulars is more firmly established in the mind than when it

is mentioned without any particular,

293. This is why sound-minded people hold that the intellect is

subordinate to sense perception + for while sense perception appre-

hends particulars,, the intellect arrives through them at a common,
universal factor. UniversaIs occur in the mind only after corttpre-

2§2
1 On the compancnis of analogical inference, see par. 60, n. 5, above.
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heading concrete particulars. Thus the knowledge of concrete par-

ticulars is one of the most important means to the knowledge of

universal. Why then should the enumeration of particulars be a

cause for weakening a syllogism? And why should deleting them

cause a syllogism to be strengthened? The essence of the intellect is

this, to apprehend universal* through apprehending particulars. To
deny this would be to deny the essence of the human intellect; and

he who holds the universal without the enumeration of its particulars

to be stronger than that universal which is stated together with

examples of its particulars would be contentious.

294. Sound-minded people agree that adducing examples aids in

the apprehension of universal*, and that a situation in which an

example is given is not the same as another in which no example is

afforded. Those who ponder all the rationally based universal* which

people use in medicine, arithmetic, the crafts, trade, etc., will find

this to be true, A, person may reject a matter until he observes an

instance of its genera t and only then does he acknowledge its species;

from this he will derive a universal judgement God* may He be

glorified, thus said: ‘Noah’s folk denied the messengers’ 1 and The
folk of "Ad denied the messe tigers’

*
etc. To each of these groups

only one messenger wras sent; but the philosophers rejected the

genus of messengers— their rejection was not of one messenger in

particular.

295. One of the greatest attributes of the intellect is the appre-

hension of similitude and difference. Once the intellect conceives of

two similar things, it knows that they are alike, and thus it applies

the same judgement to both of them, such as, for example, when it

observes two pools of water, two piles of soil, or two portions of air.

The intellect thus applies a universal judgement to the common
factor. Applying the judgement to one of the concrete particulars

and drawing an analogy between it and another similar particular

while mentioning the common factor would give a better elucidation.

This is [an example of] coextensive analogy. But when the intellect

apprehends two different matters, such as water and soil, it differen-

tiates between them. This is [an example off coexclusive analogy, 1

396. What God commanded in His Book to be taken as an example

2^4
1 Quran, 16: tuj,.

1 Gwnin, 26: 123.

195
1 See par- 2:916. nn. i-2„ below.
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(rtibdr) 1 involves both coextensive and coexdusive analogy {qiyds

tard wa-*aks).' Since He annihilated those who disbelieved the mes-

sengers hy their accusing the messengers of being liars, it was to be

taken as an example that whoever does as they did will be afflicted

with a punishment similar to that meted out to them* and will thus

avoid accusing the messengers in order to avoid such a punishment;

this is [a case of] coextensive analogy - It will also be known that

those who do not accuse the messengers of lying are not so afflicted

with punishment; this is Ja rase of] coexdusive analogy, which was

intended to give an example of those who were punished. The gist of

this analogy is that what is established in the assimilated ease is the

opposite of the judgement in the original rase, not its equivalent.

Both types [of analogy] involve reaching a lesson (i'Ubdr). God, the

Exalted, said: in their stories is surely a lesson for men of under-

standing
1
,-

1 and "The re has already been a sign for you in the two

companies that encountered each other, one company fighting in the

way of God and another unbelieving; they saw them twice the like of

them, as the eye sees, but God confirms with His help whom He
will. Surely in that there is a lesson for men possessed of eyes .’4

God, the Exalted, also said: ‘Gad it is who has sent down the Book
with the truth, and also the Balance (rmidnyf and ‘Indeed, we sent:

Our messengers with the dear signs, and We sent down with them

the Book and the Balance so that men may uphold justice ,'6

397, Our forefathers have interpreted ‘Balance’ as meaning

justice Cad!), and some of them have understood jt to be that by

means of which things are weighed. The two meanings, however, are

inseparable, God said that He sent down the Balance just m- He

396
1 Quran, 59; 2, command* "And reason (rtpjm-ii)

, 0 ye who have vision.’ Gcncr*
aJJy speaking, i'ribar, means ‘consideration

1

or *io consider a matter duly’. The root

Vb-r connotes the notion of crossing or passing from one sicte to another, Sunn! jurists

and theologians took this verse, among other?, as a divine sanction of juridical qivru,

since, the putpose and function of qiyis is lo proceed {pass ‘ub&r) from the known to

the unknown. Sec e.g. Jbn Qudama, Rawdai uRSisir, 2ss.
1

Unlike tard and 'alfcr employed in definitions (par. 15, n. ?) and in the verification

of the
'

ilia (par. hi, n, 4), coextensive and coexdusive analogies are, respectively, the

derivation from the original case of the conclusion (judgement = kukm) which is the

effect of the 7/jfa (cause), and the derivation from the same ease of the contrary of she

conclusion which is the effect of the contrary of Itie Wa. See Jurjinl, Ta'rifni, 133,

[33-4, S.VV. lard anil ch.
1

Quran, 12: ta c.

4
Quran, 3: 13.

3
Quran, 42: 17.

4
Quran, 42: 25.
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revealed the Book, so that people may uphold equity (qist)
1 The

means by which similar qualities and measures are known belongs to

the Balance. And so does that by which differences among different

things are known. For instance, if we know that God, the Exalted,

forbade date-wine on the grounds that it deters [people] from remem-

bering God and from performing prayer, and that it sows the seeds

of enmity and hatred among the faithful, and we observe that grape-

wine resembles date-wine in these respects, then the common factor

—

namely, the middle term— is the Balance which God has revealed

into our hearts so that we may weigh one (thing) and treat it as

the other. By so doing we will not draw a distinction between two

similar things. Valid inference thus, stems from the justice God has

commanded. 2
fie wrho knows the universal without knowing the

particular will have possession of the Balance only. The purpose of

the Balance is to weigh those matters existing extramcntally, for if it

were not for their particulars the universal^ would not be considered-

just as without the weighable objects the Balance would be needless.

There is no doubt that if a weighable object is weighed against

another object by means of the Balance—-which is the common,

universal quality in the mind—Such weighing will be more perfect

than that in which any of the individual particulars present in the

mind is weighed in the absence of another.

29S. On the following grounds no intelligent man should think

that the rational Balance which God revealed is Greek logic: first,

God revealed the Balance together with His Books since the time of

Noah, Abraham, Moses, and others, and before He created the

Greeks. Greek logic was formulated by Aristotle three hundred

years before Christ; so the ancient peoples could not have used it as

a balance. Second, although our community, the followers of Islam,

has been in the practice of employing rational balances, none of the

forefathers had heard of this Greek logic.. It appeared in Islam when

Greek books {al-kutub al-Rumiyya) were translated into Arabic

during the reign of al-Ma'mun or thereabout. Third, subsequent to

its translation, and after Muslim scholars had become familiar with

it, they constantly censured and condemned it, and paid no attention

to it or to those who applied it to their rational and religious in-

297
: See par. 296. nn. 4-5, above.

- This and the following paragraphs constitute a response to such logicians as

Ghuzali and Ibn Rushd who argued lhai logic and syllogistic* are proscribed by the

Quran. See par. s6o, 11. 1, above.
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ferences (mawazin). No one should say that 'what is peculiar to their

logic is merely their technical concepts; otherwise, rational thought is

common to all peoples*, because this Ls not so; in logic there are

numerous false notions.

299, Furthermore, they have taken logic as the balance of rational

balances, which are the rational inferences. They have also claimed

that it is a canonical instrument which can, when property used,

protect the mind from erring in its thought,
3

This, however, is not

true, for if a balance were in need of another balance, the result

would be infinite regress. Moreover, when natural intelligence is

sound, it measures [things) by means of the rational balance, but if it

is dull or defective, logic only renders it more so. One finds that the

generality of those who apply logic to their sciences are bound to go

astray, and they fail to produce rational indicants adequately. And if

they do adequately produce rational indicants, they avoid considering

them in terms of logic because logic is deficient and prolix. It prolongs

the road; renders the clear ambiguous; and causes errors and fallacies.

But when they relinquish natural (fiirt) and rational knowledge of

particulars in favour of categorical syllogisms—whose concepts,

which they have coined, are ill defined and include both truth and

falsehood—the result is so erroneous that it stands in contrast to

what the balances are meant to be. Such balances then become

iniquitous, not just. Those who use them are among the defrauders

Who, when they measure against the people* take full measure but,

when they measure for them or weigh for them, do scrimp,*
2
Great is

the difference, however, between scrimping material possession

and scrimping the intellect and religion! Most of them, however,

do not mean to be scrimpy, but they are like a person who has

inherited balances from his father, and who uses them to measure

for and against himself, but does not know whether they are just ot

iniquitous.

300, The Balance that God has revealed together with the Book is

a just Balance which comprises the consideration of a thing in the

light of its equivalent or opposite, so that similar things are treated

as equivalent and distinct things as different. For God has instilled in

the instincts (fitar) and intellects of His subjects the knowledge to

discern what is similar and what is different. Should someone say: ‘If

this can be known through reason, why did God make it part of what

right

m 1

Sec par, 1 63 , n. i ,
above, 2 Quran, 8$: 2-3,
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matter of the propositions they have upheld: {i.e.
j
the sensory, the a

priori, the multiply transmitted, the experiential, and the intuitive.
1

It is known that there is no evidence in favour of rejecting other

propositions. In addition to these, however, they also admit into

sensory, rational, and other propositions what humans customarily

share, and by so doing they fall into contradictions. All humans

share in seeing and hearing certain things—they all see the sun, the

moon, and the stars. But they see the genus of clouds and lightning,,

though what one group sees is not the very clouds and lightning the

other sees. In the same manner they share in hearing the sound of

thunder. But people do not share the hearing of each other's speech

and sound; each group hears what other groups may not have heard.

The same applies to most things that are visible. Not all people share

the smell, taste, and touch of one thing in essence; for what one

group smells, tastes, or touches is not [necessarily] the same as that

which another group smells, tastes, or touches. The objects may

be identical in genus but not in essence, Furthermore, concerning

that which is known through multiple transmission, experience, or

intuition, one group may know it by multiple transmission or by

experience while another may not. But both groups may know some-

thing by genus, as when one group tries a medicine, and another

group tries the genus of that medicine. Thus, they will share the

knowledge of the genus of the thing experienced T albeit not the very

thing itself { 'uyn al-mujarrab).

303* In logic they further maintain that multiple transmissions and

experiential and intuitive matters are particular to those who appre-

hend them, and therefore they do not constitute evidence against

others [who were not subject to them], 1 One should answer them:

the same applies to the objects of smell, taste, and touch. Indeed,

more people share multiply transmitted traditions, since these are

narrated by a large number of transmitters; therefore the number of

hearers is greater, and they all share in hearing the tradition from a

large number of people. This is different from what is perceived by

the senses, for it is particular to the person who senses it . If someone

maintains: i have seen, heard, tasted, touched, or smelled [such-

and-such J\ he cannot use this [experience] as evidence against another

person. Even if we assume that a number of people have shared the

3#*
1 Ri2i, Tahrir, 166-7; Gha24li, Afi'yidr, 186-93; idem, Maqtete, 102-4.

303
1

See par., 43, u. 2„ above.
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perception of these sensory matters with him, it does not follow that

still other people have sensed, them; those who have not sensed them

cannot apprehend them except by means of hearing about them (hi-

ianq ai-khabar).

304. Most of their universal sciences dealing with the state of

things existing in the external world derive from the knowledge

of the regularity of these things; and this they call intuition. Most of

their rational, natural, and astronomical sciences {'ulttm falakiyy#},

such as astrology Ciim ai-hay
r

u),
1

belong to experiential matters, and

these are not subject to demonstrative proof. That these natural

bodies have been subject to experiment, and so has motion, is not

known to most people except through verbal transmission* though

multiple transmission (tawatur) in such matters remains scarce,

305, At best, an experiment may be cited on the authority of a

physician or a mathematician. The best one can find is Ptolemy's

statement; ‘This is what so-and-so has observed’, or Galen’s state-

ment: "This is what I have experimented with’, or ‘So-and-so told me
that lie experimented with such-and-such\ In all of this there is no

multiple transmission whatsoever. If we grant that someone other

than he has also experimented with a certain thing, the report about

the experiment would be transmitted through fewer than multiple

channels. Most people do not experiment with those things on which

the philosophers have experimented, nor do they apprehend through

observation what the philosophers have apprehended. Even if the

latter maintain that a group of people has observed [somethin g|, the

report would, at best, be of the type of limited multiple transmission,

which only a certain number of people (fa 'ifa) transmit. Thus, those

who claim that what has been multiply transmitted from the prophets

does not constitute proof for them cannot use a similar multiple

transmission as a proof against others. They should neither extol the

science of astrology and philosophy, nor claim that it is a rational

science arrived at through demonstration,

30b, This is the condition of the most important foundation upon

which their rational demonstration rests! What is one to think of

metaphysics (and of the discourse of their First Teacher, Aristotle)

which when learned people ponder they derive from it no knowledge

304
1 Ibn ai-fakafc f or its plural tif-'uttim at-falukiyya, was often used interchangeably

with ’aim at-hay'a in Arabic writings. When astrology was to be distinguished from

astronomy,, the Arabic equivalent of the former was sinH'M nhkSm nt-nu}um. See Pines,

'The Semantic Distinction between the Terms Astronomy and Astrology*, 345.
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religion,
1 Some of them hold the philosopher to be superior to all

prophets, including out Prophet/ may tie be praised most highly,

They do not think it necessary to follow a particular prophet, whether

it be Muhammad or someone else. This is why, when the Tatars

appeared and some of them wanted to convert to Islam, a philo-

sopher who was in the company of Hulagu is reported to have

advised him not to allow conversion, He said that the language of

Islam is Arabic, and you are not in need of Islam’s Law,

310, Furthermore, those of them who follow the Prophet in re-

ligious practices do not follow him with regard to the principles of

religion or matters of faith. To them, the Prophet is as one of the

four eponyms of the legal schools is to the speculative theologians;

for when the speculative theologians follow one of the four legal

schools, they follow it only in positive law, but do not abide by its

legal theory nor by its doctrine concerning the unity of God, On
these last matters they may deem their own leading theologians to he

superior,
1

31 1, The Prophet spoke of God's specific names and attributes, as

well as of the angels, the Throne, the Seat, Paradise, and Hell; none

of these can be known through their syllogism. He spoke, too, of

particular issues that had existed or that will come, into existence;

also none of these can be known through their syllogism, whether it

be demonstrative or not. Their syllogisms lead oiffy to universal

matters, and these are particular issues. The Prophet, may he be

praised, predicted the particular events that will take place. He
spoke of the Tatars who appeared six hundred years after his predic-

tion, as well as of the fire (Mr) which broke out in the year 655,

before the coming of the Tatars.
1 How could one imagine that their

a Sec pur. 87, no. r-a, above.
4
This seems lo be the implication in tkhwln al-Safi', Ras&'il (RisOlefl at-Ar&' waf-

DiydniH. no. 42), iv. 21-2.

31#
1 The abridgement of the preceding paragraph represents an extremely rare

instance in which Suyu ti paraphrases, and even alters, the text of ai-Radd. Suyuif here

speaks of the four eponyms representing the surviving legal schools, whereas in ul*

Radii, 443 ,
Ibis Taymiyya does not limit them to four, but speaks of ma&H&hib (schools)

in a general sense, including the madhahtb of lesser mwjtahidiin . Thus, in addition to

Abfl Hanifq (d. 150/767), Malik (d. 179/795), Sh&fit (d- 204/420), and [bn HantaL (d.

241/B55), he mentions Ishaq Jhn Rsluwsyhi (d- 238/852), al-Layth b, Sa'd (d„ 157/773),

al~Awzi
H

f (d. 158/774), and Diwud b, Ali a|-2ihSif (d. 270/884),

3»!
1 From the description of Subki, what was taken as a fire seems to have been a

volcano which erupted near Medina for 3 period of over a month. This event was, seen

as, a fulfilment of the Prophetic statement 'The Day of Judgement shah not occur until,

fire breaks out in ihc land of the Hijte.* See Subki, Tataqa, ». 112; Ibn aPWardt,
Talimmn, ii. zS(.
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be considered from the viewpoint of those- who are cognizant of

them. The proposition may be known to be true, and yet one may
not be cognizant of it, let atone perceive it as probable or certain.

The proposition may he rhetorical or dialectical, and it may he true

in itself., it may also be demonstrative, as they themselves admit.

And since this is the case, the messengers, may they be praised, have

communicated propositions which are in themselves true, and which

are not, in any way, false or invalid. They have also elucidated

apodiettc methods by means of which the truthfulness of common
(mushtarak) propositions can he established, and from which the

human species derives benefit—this is the knowledge that is beneficial

for people.

315. These philosophers, however, did not follow this path. Instead

they followed the path of relativity, and thus held demonstrative

propositions to be that which the reasoner knows with certitude.

Other propositions they have held to be non-demonstrative, though

another reasoner may know them [with certainty]. Accordingly,

what is demonstrative for one person or group may not be so for

others. Thus, apodictic propositions cannot be given an exhaustive

and exclusive definition {hadd jdmi' mdwi'),
1

because they differ

according to the state of mind of the person who knows or does not

know them. The artisans in every field know propositions that no

one else knows. Thus, considering how the artisans in each field view

matters to be truthful or false, right or wrong, it would be impossible

by the logicians
1

method to distinguish between truth and falsehood,

right and wrong. Contrary to the method of the prophets, theirs

cannot be commonly beneficial to humans. The prophets have com-

municated truthful propositions which distinguish between truth and

falsehood, right and wrong. Whatever contradicts the truth is false,

and whatever contradicts right is wrong. This is why God made the

Book which He revealed a judge amongst people in their disputes.

He also revealed the Balance as well as that which is weighed by

it so that truth may be distinguished from falsehood.
? Every truth

has a balance by which it b weighed. This is contrary to what the

philosopher-logicians have held, which can neither lead to the truth

or distinguish between truthfulness and falsehood; nor does it con-

stitute a balance by means of which one knows truth from falsehood,

nj 1 On exhaustive and exclusive definition see par. 15, n. x, above.
- See pars, 3.97. 300, 301 above..
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316. As for the speculative theologians, whatever part of their

discourse agrees with what the prophets have brought down is valid.

But whatever disagrees with it belongs to heresy, whether judged by

revelation or reason*

317. It may be argued:
4We hold demonstrative propositions to be

relative, for everything a person apprehends on the basis of his own
premisses is for him demonstrative, although for others il may not be

so,* We should respond: you do not hold this view, since those who
do would not find the subject-matter of demonstration in particular

things, though it is possible for many people to apprehend matters

other than those particular ones which you have specified. If they

argue: 'We do not specify the subject-matters', then a part of logic is

invalidated, and that is what we sought to prove

.

318. The thirteenth consideration. They think that their method is

universal and comprehends all the methods of knowledge cultivated

by man. But this is not so. Through sense perception, reason, or

truthful traditions, people have acquired a good deal of knowledge

which cannot be known through the methods they have mentioned.

Included in this knowledge is what the prophets, may God praise

them, taught. But the philosophers wished to make the teachings of

the prophets conform to their invalid canons. Accordingly, they held

that a prophet possesses powers greater than those of others, so

much so that he grasps the middle term without being taught (to Vim).

When he forms a concept, he apprehends through these powers the

definition which others may find difficult or impossible 10 formulate

without being taught, because the perceptive powers of the Prophetic

souls are unlimited. They have held that what the prophets tell about

the invisible is known through a logical syllogism, a claim which is

utterly false.
1 As we have previously mentioned, through logical

syllogism only universal matters can be apprehended, and this they

admit. But the messengers have told about individual, singular, and

particular matters, matters of the past, present, and future. Therefore,

what the messengers have taught does not obtain through the logical

syllogism, Ibn Sln& even held the Lord's knowledge of His creatures

to be of this kind; but God, the Exalted, is far above what he

claimed.
2

319. From the foregoing it has become clear that restricting the

j.18
1
Ibn Sini, .Vo/df, av$-A, 339; Ghatili, Maqasid, 380-3.

4 Mumura, ‘Avicenna's Theory of God’s Knowledge 1

,
304-3.
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I?4 Mid al-Qanha

want to protect the true Religion with their defective minds and false

syllogisms. What they have done instead is that which only the

heretics
,
the enemies of religion, have dared to do. They have

neither protected Islam nor defeated the enemy. What is also as-

tonishing is that they avoid following and imitating the infallible

prophets who speak nothing but the truth, instead* they imitate, and

associate with, those who diverge from what the prophets have

brought down—those whom they know to he fallible, who are at

times wrong and at others right. It is only God who ensures the

truth,

322. AfiSuyup said: this is the end of what I have abridged from

Ibn Taymiyya's treatise, I have conveyed his words verbatim, mostly

without any change. I have omitted much of his treatise, which

consists of twenty fascicles. However, J have deleted nothing of

value; what l did delete was not pertinent to the main argument. The
deletions are either digressions or replies to metaphysical and other

queries, or repetitions, Or refutations of some logicians
1

views that

do not have bearing upon any universal principle in logic, etc. Those

who read this abridgement of mine will benefit more from it than

they would should they take up the original work, for the latter is

complex and difficult to use,

323. Thanks be to God. May He praise and give peace to Muham-
mad, the last of the prophets, and to his family and Companions,

'norite



EMENDATIONS TO THE ARABIC TEXT

The following corrections, do not include alterations to the punctuation of

the text, although more often than not I departed from the editors' division

of phrases and sentences, The left-hand column gives the page and line

number in the Rabat edition afJahd at-Qmha. In the right-hand column the

words to be corrected are followed by the sign
(> h

introducing the emendation.

The basis Of the emendation in the Leiden manuscript (L) and/or the Bombay
edition of the unabridged work (£?) is then cited.

87: 1

87 r 2

9

Mi 1

90J 9

93’ 4

94 : 8

94 =

94- 13

96: 16

97: 8

9* 5-6

98: ir

99 : >3

too: 3

101
: 9

101: [|

102: 9
106: 8

rob: 13

106: 15

307: 9
i id: 7

a 14; 8-9

116: II

yusawwir > yatasawwar (L 137a: 1 1; jB 11: 2)

mukhamh > lakhdtub (B 549; 29)

m> fi al-mm* > m ai-aks (L 137a: 16)

— > fust (l 137a: 23)

a>a ‘in idda'at > wa ‘in iddn*il (B 3 ? : 16)

min ghayr taqlld til-khabar > min ghayr taqlld iil-mukhbir (19

39 : 0
abmusammd > aBmmammi {L 138b: so)

katdmihi aw iaswir > kaldrmhi wal-ihdrii bnydn tasdlq katdmihi,

m-tmwir . . . (B 40: 13)

U-wmlr > ka-tm wtr (B 40: 14)

bil-ma'nA > lil-ma*nd (B 61: 17)

at-'&mm > al-tdmm {L 339a: 18; & 62: 18)

bayna ai-wujud wal-thubut wa-kadhdlika abtafrlq haym al-wujud

wal-mdftiyya > bayna al-wufud wal-mdhiyya (L 139a: 29)

wal-mihiyyi

%

> wai-mudda (B 66: 15)

h-k*m > tahakkum (L 139b: 16; B 71: tj)

yakhiur. . . la yMtur > mkhtur . , . id takhtur (L 139b: 21; B 71;

20-
]

)

al-fusul al'tttumayyiza > at-fmdl al-dhdtiyya ai-mumayyiza (L

140a: 8)

wt-yumkin at-dkhar > vm*yumkin shakkgan an yajalahu dhtitiyyan

wa-yumkin abdkhar (L 140a; 10)

— > al-maqdm al-thdiith (B 88 : 1 )

al-mutawdtirdi > ai-mu 'mhihira: (

B

10?: 19)

abnafsiyydt > al-yaqiniyydi (B 108: 2)

qdmtmhd > fdmqakd (B io8: 4)

at- 'ayn > at-mudyywi (L 141a: 22}

khamr > mmkir (L 141b: 29)

bmhdnihim min qadiyya > burh&nlhlm an yuqdl: idhd kdna Id

budda tnin qadiyya (

B

115: 2-3)

ablafriq > at-taqrir (L 343a: 18: B 1 17: 4)
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uS: 5

I2i : 12

5

113: 4

123: 7

125: 5

130: s

130: 8

131: 13

131: 17

*4£K 7

I41: 8-9

144- 4

144; 10

144 ; 14

I48‘ 15

154:*

158:5

164: 8

165: 15

167: 8

172: £5

172: 16

181: 8

iB$; 2

188: 8

1% l 5

189: 18

Emendations to the Arabic Text

U-madhliMhtI gkaym anna aTmanlit/iyyin wa-jumhftr > U-

madiiilatiha min ghayri Ttibar dkaiik. hi-mizdn al-mantiqiyyin tdkin

jumhur . . . (L 143b: 10)

al-ladhi yahsul > aMadhi la yahmi (L 144a: 22; B 121: 14)

kulialifjim > abalif jim (

L

144a: 31; 8 560: (8)

min at’kulUyya > min abqaddyd abkuMiyya (8 123; 1)

iib'ilium thaidtha > al-'tiium Indahtim thddtha (8 123: 3)

minhurnd > fihimd (B 123: 8)

qu > wuqiY (L 145a: 2)

al-handasa wa-sammuhu > al-handasa fa-faaluhit ashkdtqn kal-

ashkat al-handasiyya wa-sammuhu (L [46a; 4-5 B 137; i8)

ii-htiduti > ka-hudiid [B 1 37: 19)

mi-nafs aqsdmih > mhmfe ittqmlmih (L 1464' 21; B 139; 3)

fa-kysa nul > fadaysa fik& md (L 146a: 24-, B 139; 7)

ai-falasifa al-mtmq«ddimin > al-fddstfa wdl-muidkallimm tdkin

al-mutakaltimun yaqfdun bibhudiith ii~kawn al-fd 'it indahum

faHan bildkhtiyar wa-hadha ghafat "aid abidlfatayn bid lam yaqul

dhitika uhad min al-matakdllimfn wtt-id d-fatdsifa al-muiaqaddimm

(L [48a; 8- to; B 1491 3 - 6)

ma*lumihi
r
lam yastajtdu > ma’lumihi

,
tva-hum lamya'lamu 'ilman

yabqd bfbaqd
1

ma'lumih lam yastaftdu (B 150: 7-8)

abmawjud abwdjib > al-wujud abwajib (B 153: 7-8)

al-'ayn > al-mu'ayyan (B 154: 7)

dalit "did matzum > datil did Idzimih (L 14,9a: 3)

nmtkmd > rumduhum (L 149b: 24; also Quran, 40: 83)

wa'kadhk > wa-kadhfi (L 150b: 27)

min hoar > min ghayr hear (B 166: 16)

Am// hayawan jism wa-kidl fism jawhar fa-kull insan hayawdn fa-

yalzam > hull insan jism wakuil jism jawhar, fa-yalzam (sec par.

MS. n 3 i
above)

wajaba, fa-idha > wajetba, fa-hddhd qad wajaba, fa-idhd . . .
(L

153a! 10-11; B 173: 3-4)

wa-ma'anin mutta'ada > wa-mv’dnin muta'addida (B 174: 7)

huwa al-ma'quldt min haythu > h awa d-ma’quldt at-thdniya min

haythu (L 154b; 8; B 179: 20)

d-nimb al-thdniya > abnisab ablhdbita {B 179: 21)

muqaddimatayn Id fU-intaj Wanna abahart mughdyir iti-mashrdt

wadaysa > muqaddimatayn faqal mi-iayaQ (B 19 1; 23- 192; l)

kitdban ft tahafuiihbn > kitdban ft maq&fidihim wa kitdban ft

tahdfutihim (L 157a: 10)

wq-d > wet'khudh ( L 157b: 21)

Id yak&n Hid tt amm > lA yukdn a'amm (B 202: ro)

sighat > fifed (B 202: 14)
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